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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Raw material cost represents a significant portion of overall gas turbine engine component
cost, particularly in those components requiring relatively scarce and expensive metals such as
nickel-base superalloys and titanium. The high quality requirements of the aerospace industry
have frequently resulted in inefficient use of raw materials. More than 7 of every 10 tb of
aerospace raw material becomes scrap during component fabrication operations. Failure to
effectively recycle this scrap back to the aerospace industry represents a large cost burden.
Aerospace materials are bought foi dollars-a-pound as raw material and sold for cents-a-pound as
scrap, predominantly to nonaerospace users. In addition to this cost burden, the dependence on
imported materials, in an emerging era of shortages, is of growing concern. These problems can
be relieved to some extent by effective scrap recycling.

The primary material producers, such as melters, have established effective in-house scrap
handling systems based on internal control of revert material quality; however, much of the scrap
generated by secondary processors is sold to dealers who apply processing methods to upgrade the
scrap for available, frequently nonaerospace, markets. Titanium turnings with potential tungsten
carbide tool bit contamination, and mixed alloy lots of nickel-base alloys or titanium alloys, are
typical examples of scrap forms having a well established nonaerospace market, but only limited
available reclamation alternatives for upgrading to aerospace quality standards. A strong
incentive exists for establishing reclamation methods for these materials.

This three-phase program that was conducted by P&WA tnder AFMI, contract sought to
establish scrap reclamation under two general approaches: (1) scrap management, and (2) scrap
reclamation technology. Scrap management concepts include the handling of scrap in a manner
to optimize its reclamation potential. and identification of methods to increase scrap utilization
without compromising required material quality. Scrap reclamation technologies include
establishment of separation methods, melting methods, etc., to upgrade scrap quality.

The program plan is summarized in Section 11.

1
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SECTION II

PROGRAM PLAN SUMMARY

A three-phase program was conducted to establish production capability for upgrading
titanium alloy and nickel-base superalloy scrap. The program consisted of parallel scrap
management and reclamation technology efforts. A program flow chart is presented in Figure 1
to identify program tasks and subcontract efforts.

The program, as shown in Figure 1, represents a broad approach to the scrap reclamation
problem, involving both titanium and nickel-base alloys in various forms. Basically, the plan
comprises four major lines of effort: (1) scrap management; (2) evaluation of systems for
separation of titanium and/or nickel-base superalloy chips; (3) evaluation of nonconsumable
melting processes for titanium chips; and (4) evaluation of a chemical process to improve the
purity of nickel-base alloy grindings, and sludges. Detailed experimental investi,ation was
required for evaluation of scrap reclamation methodology. The program plan presents an
overview of the investigation; details of experiments and evaluations as the experiments were
conducted. The following paragraphs detail the work content of the program by phase.

A. PHASE I

* The objective of Phase I was to investigate and select the most promising method for the
management and reclamation of scrap titanium alloys and nickel-base superalloys.

1. Management System

The cornerstone of a successful scrap reclamation approach must be an overall scrap
management system which carefully considers available technologies, process economics and
quality control requirements. The management system should provide control of scrap from its
point of generation to its reintroduction back into the raw material supply system. Accurate
information on the character and availability of scrap is a prerequisite to the establishment of
such a system. In consideration of this, a Phase I scrap management effort consisting of the
following elements was planned.

1. Seminar - A scrap reclamation seminar was held at the inception of the
program to provide a forum for information exchange and discussion of scrap
reclamation concepts by a broad spectrum of the aerospace industry. A brief
description of the seminar is contained in Section IV of this report. A seminar
summary report was distributed.

2. Survey - A survey was conducted to determine the character, quality,
disposition and domestic availability of titanium and nickel-base superalloy
scrap generated by the aerospace industry. Suisman and Blumenthal played
a major role in conducting this survey. The membership of Suisman and
Blumenthal in national scrap dealers associations, and their in-depth
knowledge of a broad spectrum of the industry enabled efficient accumula-
tion of information. P&WA assisted in determining specific types of survey
information, as required. It is believed that this was the first such broad
survey of scrap. The survey also included a forecast of any significant
changes in the character or quantities of scrap which may affect the
establishment of reclamation technologies. For example, the change in scrap
character to be anticipated with the expanding usage of Borazon tool bits was
assessed.
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3. Review of Industry Controls - It is recognized that a significant restraint to
the increased utilization of scrap is the controls imposed either by raw

material suppliers on themselves, or by the users on raw material suppliers.
The sensitive and frequently proprietary nature of these controls precludes a
specific detailed accounting of industry scrap controls. P&WA, however.
sought general information on industry controls, and reviewed general
policies which have a major influence on the utilization of scrap. Specific
controls which preclude or limit the use of scrap were defined and reviewed,
where possible.

4. Review of Available Technologies - P&WA. in reviewing and selecting
technologies for investigation in this program, identified several technologies
which, due to insufficient current development, uncertain economic poten-
tial. or prohibitive funding requirements to establish the process, were
considered inappropriate for inclusion in the program. For example, an
Electrostag Melting System (ESR) has potential for reclamation of various
forms of contaminated nickel-base alloy scrap; however, it was not
sufficiently developed to be included in this program. An up-to-date

* assessment of rapidly emerging scrap reclamation processes, in addition to
* an assessment of the technologies to be investigated in Phase I. was

conducted prior to selection of technologies to be investigated in Phases II
and lII.

5. Definition and Implementation of a Model Scrap Handling System - An
initial survey of the scrap reclamation problem indicates that a significant
amount of aerospace scrap is downgraded beyond potential reclamati(h for
aerospace uses by inadequate scrap handling procedures. Some aerospace
vendors receive little or no compensation for the value of scrap removed from
their plants by secondary metal processors. These problems highl!ght the
need for an educational program in the aerospace industry to maintain the
maximum potential for reclamation of scrap. P&WA subcontracted to
Suisman and Blumenthal the tasks of defining a model system for the
handling of scrap by the generator. Suisman and Blumenthal. who provide
both plant pick-up service and conduct subsequent processing of scrap, were
qualified to carry out this task. The model system was documented by a
specification or set of guidelines and an educational brochure (Appendix A).

2. Technologies Investigated

Parallel to the establishment of a management system in Phase I, scrap reclamation
technologies were investigated. Technologies investigated were in some cases alternatives, and in
these cases a single technology was selected for continuation and scale-up in Phase II, as reflected
in the program flow chart (Figure 1). The Phase I scrap reclamation te,,hnologies that were
investigated are as follows:

I. Two density separation methods, i.e., the AVCO ferrofluid method and the
Frankel fluidized bed method, were investigated. The AVCO, nethod was
applied to both titanium and nickel while the Frankel method was applied to
titanium only. The AVCO ferrofluid process accomplishes separation by
introducing scrap into a fluid in which a variable apparent fluid Oensity may
be induced magnetically. Separation is achieved by the controlled sinking or
floating of known density scrap constituents. The Frankel system utilizes an
air fluidized bed to achieve an apparent density medium for separation of
scrap by rising or sinking. The ability of these processes to cost-effectively
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separate contaminants from scrap was assessed by a series of experiments
utilizing scrap with known contamination. The Frankel fluidized bed
separation method was later selected for Phase 11 scale-up.

2. Two nonconsumable melt processes were investigated: the Teledyne-
Schlienger rotating-electrode system, and the AIRCO-Temescal electron-
beam cold-hearth melting system. These systems each have the potential to
remove high-density contaminants by entrapment with a melt-skull, and
each provides a capability for introduction of large quantities of scrap into
the melt. The electron-beam cold-hearth system is currently being applied
successfully to the reclamation of Ti-5A1-21 Sn scrap to a commercial
product, not requiring chemistry control. The capability of this process to
produce controlled chemistry, aerospace quality ingot from Ti-6AI-4V scrap
input material wa assessed in Phase I. Evaluation of the Teledyne
nonconsumable melt process did not require any contract effort during
Phase I and was based on the results of AFML Contract F33615-72-1126. The
Teledyne nonconsumable melt system was selected for Phase II scale-up.

3. A molten salt bath process developed by Frankel Company was investigated
for purification of nickel-base superalloy grindings and sludges. This process
was evaluated for its potential to reclaim segregated grindings for subsequent
vacuum melting. The highest potential for recovery of sludges by this process
would be a pure multi-element master alloy. The molten salt purification
process has been demonstrated to be efficient on a small scale but has not
been evaluated under full-scale industrial conditions. Grindings and sludges
which pass through the molten salt purification process come out as a dry
substance containing only metallic and inorganic particles, particularly
grinding compounds like carborundum or aluminum oxide particles. These
inorganic particles can be separated from the metallic particles by gravity
separations similar to the ones utilized in the ore industry. The thus purified
metal particles are sufficiently pure to be remelted in furnaces. In cases of
certain metallic sludges where the metallic content (mainly nickel content)
is in oxide form, these oxides can he reduced to metallic form in regular
smelting furnaces.

4. Evaluation of reclaimed material during Phase I included extensive chemical
analysis of processed scrap and sub-scale ingots, NDI of converted barstock
from ingots. and selective mechanical properties determination.

B. PHASE II

The objectives of Phase 11 were to establish the scrap reclamat ion processes t'or titanium and
nickel-base superalloys that were shown in Phase I to be most promising: to evaluate the process
variables and accomplish the necessary refinements: and to conduct preliminary testing of the
product after the reclamation cycle was established.

Evaluation of the scrap management systems, established in Phase I and reclamation
technologies selected during Phase 1, were continued in Phase II. The model scrap handling
system defined in Phase I was implemented and refined at the plant ot' a selected generator oft'

titanium and nickel-base allo y scrap during Phase 11, The practicality of' the system was
determined and suitable refinements incorporated.
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The scrap reclamation technology effort in Phase 11 was as follows:

1. The Frankel density separation method and Teledyne's nonconsumable
melting method, selected during Phase 1, were established and evaluated on
a production scale basis and were applied sequentially for Ti-6AI-4V chips to
establish a complete titanium reclamation system.

2. Two 5000 tb lots of titanium chips were processed by the density separation
method.

3. Two 5000 lb 26-in. dia titanium ingots were produced utilizing scrap
processed by the density separation method.

4. Evaluation of reclaimed material, during Phase II. included chemical
analyses, NDI of converted barstock and billet, and selective mechanical
properties determination.

* 5. The TF33 second-stage fan disks (Ti-jAl-4V) were forged from converted
billets. These forgings were evaluated in Phase Ill.

* 6. The molten salt purification process was subject to further investigation.
Two 80 lb lots of grindings and/or sludge were processed, melted to ingots.
and evaluated, primarily by chemical analysis.

C. PHASE III

The objective of Phase III was to verify and establish the reliability, reproducibility, and
economy of the reclamation process. Evaluation of the scrap management syst em. refined during
Phase I. and the reclamation technologies established during Phase I, was also continued. In
addition, the scrap handling s'ystem established during Phase 11 was evaluated by comparing the
amounts of scrap recyclable from the selected generator back into the aerospace material supply 
system before and after implementation of the system.

The scrap reclamation technology effort in Phase III was as fl lows:

1. A MOO th lot of Ni grinding sludge was refined and a cost analysis of
processing was performed.

2. Mechanical properties of the Ti-6AI4V forgings produced during Phase II
were determined and campared to P&VA specifications.
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SECTION III

MATERIAL SELECTION

The primary materials utilized for investigation of reclamation methods were a titanium
alloy, Ti-6A1-4V and a nickel-base superalloy, Waspaloy. A limited effart was conducted on other
titanium alloys (Ti-8A-IMo-IV and Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo) and superalloys (Inconel 718. Incoloy
901, and A-286) to determine compatibility with the separation reclamation processes. Ti-6AI-4V
scrap was selected because of the preponderence of this allo y in the scrap market. Waspaloy was
selected as a representative of the widely used precipitation hardenable nickel-base superalloys.
and because of the high degree of quality required ot the alloy in its primary utilization in critical
rotating hardware.

Scrap utilized in this program was obtained from a common source in order to eliminate the
scrap as a variable while evaluating alternative reclamation methods in Phase I. Frankel
Company, a leader in the scrap processing industry, provided scrap to all subcontractors. Scrap
to be utilized for the majority of Phase I experiments was obtained by Frankel from Suisman &
Blumenthal under their plant service contract with P&WA. Frankei provided a limited amount
of scrap from their own inventory to meet special small lot program requirements. Particular
attention was given to the scrap selection to ensure that this material was representative of the
bulk aerospace scrap supply in terms of form, chemistry and life cycle. The Ti-6AI-4V scrap form
selected for the majority of the program experiments was a mix of flat-to-curled crushed turnings
in the medium bulk density range (i.e., 15-30 tb/cu ft). A sample of the Ti-6AI-4V scrap selected.
as obtained by Frankel from Suisman and Blumenthal for processing, is shown in Figure 2. The
selected Waspaloy scrap was obtained by Frankel in a noncrushed form.

Analyses of Ti-6AI-4V and Waspaloy scrap, before Frankel processing are listed in
Table 1. Applicable specification chemical analyses are included for comparison. The Waspaloy
scrap deviates from specification because of bismuth content, a typical superalloy scrap
contamination problem. The Ti-6AI-4V scrap deviates from specification because the total
percentage of nonspecified elements exceeds 0.4"', again a typical problem. The Aqua Regia
soluble measurements provide a specific indication of contaminants in the Ti-6AI-4V scrap, as
most contaminants are soluble while the titanium alloy is unsoluble in this acid medium. The
ratio of Aqua Regia soluble Ni to Cr indicates more superalloy contamination than stainless steel
contamination for this lot. Bulk densities are also listed; however, it was not possible to measure
the bulk density of Waspaloy beforo processing because the scrap was not in a crushed condition.

The scrap material utilized in Phase I was processed by Frankel Company and was
distributed to applicable subcontractors. The processing steps are listed in Table 2.

The Ni grinding sludge refined and evaluated in Phase II was obtained from the Vac-Air
Alloys Corp., and represents nonsegregated Ni-base superalloy grinding sludge.
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TABLE I
SPECIFICATION VS PREPROCESS ANALYSES (TI-6AL-4V

AND WASPALOY)

Ti-6A I-4 V Waspaloy
AMS 4928 PWA I(K)7

Spec Preprocess Spec Preprocess

Density (Ib/ftC) 25 l/ft
"

Oil and Moisture 19.6 2.0
Magnet ics 0.4 0.1

Free Al <0.05
Ni R R
Co 12.0 to 15.0 13.5
Fe (,:1 Max 2.0 Max 1.30
Ta <0.1
Mo 3.5 to 5.0 4.(X)
Cr 18.0 to 21.0 19.3
Ch < 00) <0.1

Zr 0.05 0.02 to 0.12 0.05
Ti R... R 2.75 to 3.25 3.09
V 3.50 to 4.50 : 3.5 <0.1

* Mn - 0.75 Max 0.07
u('1 0.10 Max 0.03

W <0.I
Al 5.5 to 6.75 1.2 to 1.6

* Si 0.75 Max -
C 0.10 Max - 0.02 to 0.10 -

S (.02 Max --
11) 0.05 10.0 ppm Max
Hi 0.5 ppm Max
B 0.003 to 0.010 -
Sn 0.5
0, 0.20 Max -
H, 125 ppm Max -
N, 51W ppm Max -
Mg
Fe(ARS)** 0.1
Ni(ARS) 0.3
Ci(ARS) 0.1

Other 0.4 Max 0.6

* Titanium scrap was received in crushed condition with a bulk density of 16.1: recrushing
of this scrap 1y Frankel resulted in a hulk density of 25.

*ARS Aqua Regia Soluble.

**R Remainder

To be determined at post-process analyses

L
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TABLE 2
SCRAP PROCESSING STEPS

Ti-6AI-4V Waspalo.N

Double-crush in ring-type Same
mechanical crusher

Continuous sample (100 tb per lot) Same
diverted by crusher

Bulk density determination Same

Procedure several 14 th arc Produce 17 lh VIM ingot
melted buttons

Preprocessing chemistry determination Same

Hot detergent alkaline wash Vapor degrease

Screen elimination of 10-mesh Same
or lower material

* Permanent magnet

Medium intensity electromagnet Same

High intensity (12,077 gauss)
electromagnet

Melt ingot from drill auger Same
chip sample

Post-processing chemistry determination Same
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SECTION IV

STRATEGIC MATERIALS RECLAMATION SEMINAR

The Strategic Materials Reclamation seminar was held at the Holiday Inn, Hartford,
Connecticut, 14-15 May 1974. The seminar was hosted by P&WA in partial fulfillment of the
Strategic Materials Reclamation contract. The objective of this seminar was to provide an
overview of the current titanium and superalloy scrap situation and to identify new concepts for
increased utilization of scrap materials for aerospace components.

This seminar represented one of a continuing series of seminars seeking to further define the
general conclusions of the Air Force/Industry Manufacturing Cost Study Seminar held at
Sagamore, New York. The inefficient utilization of aerospace raw material and the failure to
effectively recycle scrap back to the aerospace industry were cited by the Sagamore Conference
as a significant manufacturing cost factor. This seminar provided the opportunity to explore in
greater depth potential cost savings through the reclamation of aerospace scrap and to define
specific areas for future AFML funding consideration.

* Seminar participants included representatives of the Air Force, Navy. Bureau of Mines and
Aerospace industry, including scrap dealer/processors, melters. forgers, casting producers and gas
turbine engine manufacturers. Forty-two individuals representing 25 organizations attended. The
two-day agenda included one session of keynote presentat ions, two sessions of panel workshops,
and a summary/recommendations session. Participants were divided into a titanium panel and
a superallov panel by prior arrangement for the workshop sessions. Panel chairmen guided the
workshop discussions utilizing a discussion outline, collectively established by particpants prior
to the seminar, and reference material submitted by participants on topics assigned prior to the
seminar.

The seminar achieved its objective and provided useful input for current and future work to
he conducted in this technology area under Air Force sponsorship. As a follow-up to this meeting.
participants were invited to discuss their individual comments or recommendations with AFMI.

A seminar summary report was prepared and distributed.
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SECTION V

MATERIAL PROCUREMENT

Approximately 10,000 tb of medium bulk density Ti-6A1-4V, and 1,3(X) lb of Waspalov
chips, obtained from Suisman and Blumenthal, were processed by the Frankel Co. for Phase I
reclamation experiments. The Ti-6AI-4V chip lot was divided as follows: AVCO received 2,700 lb
of fully-processed chips, 1,100 lb of processed but unscreened chips and 600 lb of unprocessed
chips; AIRCO received 4,000 lb of fully processed chips, and Frankel retained 1,500 lb of
processed chips. The Waspaloy chips were all allotted to AVCO. Frankel additionally processed
chips from their own inventory in order to fulfill their own requirements, and those of AVCO, for
small specialty lots, e.g., high- and low-bulk density Ti-6AI-4V, contaminant-materials and
various superalloys. AVCO scrap requirements are listed in Table 3. Required chips were shipped
to the subcontractors in mid-July 1974.

TABLE 3
AVCO SCRAP REQUIREMENTS FOR PHASE I OF STRATEGIC MATERIALS

* RECLAMATION PROGRAM

* Bulk l)!,nsitx
Lot Range Size Range Oil/Water Quantity

Number Allo(y Source (th/cu ft) (in.) ('ont(,nt Req Th)

01 Ti-6Al-4V Frankel* 20 to 30 3 to I- Neg 2,7(g)
02 Ti-6Al-4V Frankel 20 to 3(0 3 500
032 Ti-6AI-4V Frankel 20 to 30 3 Neg 1.100(
04 Ti-6AI-4V Frankel 10 to 20 3 to - Neg 1,2(W)
05 Ti-6AI-4V Frankel 30 to 40 .2 to Neg 1,3WSt
06 Ti-SAI-IMo-IV S&B** 25 to :20 :2 to Neg 2()
07 Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo Frankel 25 to :30 I to Neg 2(X)
08 Ti-5AI-2.5Sn S&B 25 to 30 :3 to Neg 1(0
09 Waspaloy Frankel Medium 32 to Neg 1,3(m)
10 IN 901 Frankel Medium 11 to 1 Neg 1W
11 IN 718 Frankel Medium A to I Neg 10
12 l, 605 Frankel Medium 14 to Neg 10
13 A 286 Frankel Medium A to Neg 10
14 :304 Stainless Steel S&B Medium .2 to I. Neg 2()

*Chips purchased from Suisman and Blumenthal Inc.. by Frankel Co.
**Suisman and Blumenthal. Inc.

***Not controlled. As-received.
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SECTION VI

MATERIAL PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS

A. TITANIUM

1. Processing

Uncrushed titanium turnings were unloaded from the receiving carrier (truck or railroad
car) and transpo)rted directly to a ring-type ('rusher, which was similar to a hammermill except
the crushing was done with rings rather than hammer::. I)uring operation, a stream of water was
run through the crusher to prevent ignition of the titanium turnings. A conveyor transported the
crushed turnings, referred to as chips, from under the crusher into drums. The drums contained
a sampling tube which captured a chip sample, referred to as the (-rusher sample. This chips were
held in the drums until the crusher sample )approximatelY' 1(X) tb) was evaluated for chemistry.

After the ('rusher sample evaluation, the (-hips wer ;ubjected to further processing. The
chips were cleaned with a hot alkaline detergent in a rotary tumble washer. After 15 to 30 min,

* depending upon the condition and type of chips, the washer dumped the chips into a hopper, from
* which a conveyor transported the chips into a centrifuge. On the conveyor, the chips were spray-

rinsed to remove all traces of detergent. The centrifuge removed most of the water and moisture.
*and the chips were then conveyed into a rotary hot-air dryer. Dryer air temperature was

controlled to a maximum of 275 0 1 to preclude chit) ignition. The dryer system included high-

temperature-limit switches and audible and visible warning devices. The chips were removed
from the dryer through a pneumatically-operated air lock. The exhausted air was passed through
a cyclone separator to isolate dust entrapped in the air stream. The dust, a serious fire hazard,
was removed from the cyclone through a rotary valve. After the cyclone, a scrubber removed the
last traces of particulate matter from the air stream, thereby meeting stringent anti-pollution
requirements. The titanium chips were conveyed from the dryer to a rotary-magnet separator,
which separated the tramp iron, chrome steel, tool steel and larger tungsten carbide particles.
The chips were then passed onto a double-deck oscillating screen, which simultaneously removed
the oversize particles and the fines. The output was then conveyed into shipping containers
(drums or boxes), depending upon customer specifications. A final sample was obtained by
drilling each shipping container with an auger. If this sample met specification, the chip lot was
approved for shipment.

2. Analysis

The titanium crusher sample and the final sample were each quartered down to one 500g
and three 100g portions. In the case of the crusher sample, an additional 200g sample was
obtained for an oil and moisture and magnetic determination. The three 100g portions were
melted into three buttons in an inert atmosphere arc melting button furnace (crusher samples
were degreased and the magnetics removed prior to melting). The melting was performed in the
furnace under an argon atmosphere with a nonconsumable carbon electrode.

The face of each button was machined flat and the Mo, Cb, Zr. V, Mn and Fe content were
determined on the X-ray spectrometer. The X-ray spectrometer was calibrated with the best
available standards (NBS Standards were used where available, such as 6AI-4V, etc.). Aluminum
was determined by Atomic Absorption.
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The 500g portion of the chips was leached overnight with Aqua Regia to selectively dissolve
most of the common nontitanium alloy contaminants, e.g., stainless steel, nickel-base alloys.
aluminum alloys. After filtering off the titanium chips with glass wool, the solution was analyzed
fir Ni, Cr, Fe and Al. The aluminum determined in the Aqua Regia solution was reported as free
Al. The nickel, chrome and iron determined in the Aqua Regia solution was reported as A. R.
soluble Ni, Cr, Fe. The iron determined on the X-ray spectrometer was reported as total Fe, due
to the fact that it represented both the iron contained in the titanium as an alloy ingredient and
the iron contained in tramp contamination like stainless steel.

On the final sample, an additional 50g portion was washed with ether to extract all residual
oil from the chips. An appropriate aliquot was transferred into a carbon determination crucible,
and the ether evaporated at low temperature, leaving the residual oil in the crucible. After adding
carbon free iron and tungsten accelerator, the carbon was determined. This percentage was the
carbon from the oil left on the chips after cleaning, and was indicative of the cleanliness of the
chips.

Table 4 presents the post-processing titanium lot chemical analyses, and for comparison,
* the previously-reported preprocessing crusher sample analyses, and specification limits. As

shown in the table, the chemistry of post-process scrap does not differ significantly from that of
preprocessed scrap. It should be noted that since magnetics were removed from the preprocess

* sample prior to chemical analysis, a significant reduction of contaminant elements would not he
expected in the post-processing analysis. The medium bulk density Ti-6AI-4V overall scrap
chemistry, however, remains deviant from specification because the cumulative percentage of
contaminant elements exceeded the allowable limit.

Proper sampling methods are particularly important to the determination of scrap
chemistries because of the potential tr lack of homogeneity in scrap. Initial "grab samples" of
the medium bulk densit 'y scrap, as anal 'yzed 1) Suisman & 'Blumenthal and by Frankel, differed

somewhat from the reported crusher sample analysis. The grab sample data is not reported
because established sample technique was not applied. The chemistry of processed Frankel scrap.
as checked by one subcontractor, also differed from the reported analysis. particularly in

contaminant element level.

B. NICKEL ALLOY

1. Processing

Uncrushed nickel alloy turnings were unloaded from the receiving carrier (truck or railroad
car) and transported directly to the crusher. The turnings were crushed in a ring-type crusher, as
described previously. The crushed turnings, i.e., chips, were transported from the crusher by
conveyor through a chute into drums. The main chute had a small side-chute which cut out a
continuous sample from the chips. This sample (approx. 100 1b) was used for the evaluation ofthe
incoming shipment (crusher sample). The chip lot was held in the drums until the crusher sample
was evaluated. This sampling method differed somewhat from the previously described titanium
sampling, i.e., the use of a side chute was impractical because of the heavy moisture content of
wet-crushed Ti chips.

After the evaluation of the nickel chips sample, the chips were cleaned in a vapor degreaser.
The chips were fed into a pan suspended from the top of the unit. and then exposed to
trichlorethylene vapors while traveling up and out of the unit on a vibrating spiral conveyor. At
the upper portion of the conveyor, above the vapor condensers, the chips were dried by steam
heating the tracks of the spiral conveyor. Vapor degreasing was used for cleaning the superalloy
chips because the technique has demonstrated acceptability: the newer alkaline wash method has
only been adequately demonstrated for titanium.
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FRANKEL ANALYSIS OF TITANIUM LOT SAMPLES

6Al.4V Chips 6Al.4V (Chips 6AI-4V Chips 6AI-4V Chips
(Medium) (Medium) (Heavy) (Light) A MS 4928~

Crusher Sample Proc Sample Proc Sample Proc Sample Spec

Oil and 96

Moisture

Carbon Content 0.016 ) l 01W it 4',

Magnetics 0.4";

Bulk lDensitv 25 23'.2 :131 l6i
lb/ft,

A 135 1; 701, 6,501, 5 50 to 6.75.'

Total Fe 0.38" 01s(~, o.57' 0,31, Max
AR
Soluble

Ni DA, 0310, 0l 55 .l (t

Cr o'.1", 0019 0( 091(1Or
Fe 0. 1'11 OIl 1"44(5',107
Free Al1 0.045', (1.1(5' 00.511 1)2

1'h 0 Or' 0 o15'1 Or"S 1(0is'

Mo 11 (5'r '' 112' 0 its'
C' ((45 0.0r", 0n' Qii I( 01 0.I1 :Zr 14.41' (111 01 ' ila 11Io-
V 35 ' (A 170'. :;.J9'. .15411 (Sn f o 4 rA

Nin 0 (Or"5' ."' 0 1) ar t s.

So 0(.051 (0 (it), 0.",0 I."

N,45(4 1)0 :1:10 I9OlT l O p~m 111m) Max

C ii l0' Max

H., I125 ppim M\l

To'tal of

Elements ((.604', 0.701', 11 1v Max 4N

High vialue re(lects We( fmicesir4v t chis Stihmseqiie )'fia'~'i r% n(up ro-liv k ' ,l~it
determination of as-received moist itt' 'ontet'i

Not measured %allies tvIpicallN below meiasiraleq linot Miterprs"ir ____

From the degreaser. the superallo\~ chips dropped onto ;inl oscillating screen which remi ived
the dust and fines. The larger the mesh-size of' the screen. t he better the removal (I the tines.
('onverselY. the loisses were also propoirtitinatelY larger. ;ince( t he fines which w(ere remi oved front
the ch ips were applic'ahle for refiner'. puir)44es (i . rat her than for \acuiton melt applicat ionls.

* and as such were of considerable lower value. For the puirpose' of' this progra t 10 ni) esh scree'n
was uised.

From the screen, the (chi ps moived ontot a belt ('onvevor. pa)ssed under a standard croiss belt
magnet, then uinder a custtim-made high-intensitv electromagnet . The cross- bell miagnet
remotved tram p iron, tool4 steel, chrome steel and oither highl) m agnetic cot aintant s. T he high-
nt ensit ' v electromagnet had an adjust able field tip lto 1 2.IXml gauiss and was capable of remioving

ext r('mel 'v weak magnetic substances. like :102 stain less steel. Incti WE or ilther substances which
are normallyv considered as *'nonmiagnet ic.'' The c'hip)s passed froim the cooveyt ir directlY int o the
shipping (c4n11ainers.

A final sample was taken bY drilling each ctintainer with an auger. Shipmntitt otlit material
was made(14 if t he sam ple e'.alti(at 41 idi('at ed c'onfotrm ancie t o t he app11 lile sped i('alimiOs.

2. Analysis

T1he ticket at It i crusher satnmph'. or the finial sam ple. "as (Iual (red dtiwn to a 17t l t, and
this amount was then melted inito ;ill ingtit. In the .-ase utfthev cruisher sample,. it was nielted after
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degreasing, and after removal of the magnetics from the sample in the laboratory. The melting
was performed in a vacuum induction furnace at a pressure of 10 to 20P. The melt was poured into
a tapered ingot mold, which is approximately 3 2 in. in dia. The ingots were cooled under
vacuum. After removing the ingot from the mold, a -- in. slice was cut from the lower third of the
ingot with an abrasive saw.

The ingot slice was analyzed on the X-ray spectrometer for Ni, Co, Fe, Ta, W. Mo, Cb, Cr,
Zr, Ti. V. Mn and Cu. The X-ray spectrometer was calibrated with the best available standards
for each alloy (NBS Standards are used where available, such as Waspaloy. Inco 718. Inco 901.
Hastelloy X. etc.). An optical emission spectrograph was used for the determination of silicon,
and for a general survey of any extraneous contamination. Atomic Absorption was used for
aluminum determination. Carbon and sulphur were determined with a LECO CS-44 unit, after
appropriate calibration. Trace elements were determined by flameless Atomic Absorption
Spectrophotometry. using the procedure established by Welcher. Kreige and Marks of P&WA.'
Lead and bismuth were determined on all samples. Ag. Sn. Sh, Te. TI, Se were determined by the
ame procedure, as required. An additional unmelted )ortion of the chips was used to determine

oil and moisture on the crusher samples. and hulk density if' required. On the final sample. an
* additional unmelted portion of the chips was subjected to a visual inspection in the laboratory for
* general cleanliness, foreign metal contamination. etc. The ingot slices were used as a reserve

sample and preserved for a period of not less than one year. The analytical records will be
preserved for not less than ten years.

Table 5 presents the pre- and post-processing chemical analyse., ;t the \Vaspaloy scrap
supplied for the programs. The Waspaloy scrap deviates from specificat ion because of excessive
Bismuth content following processing.

TABLE 5
FRANKEL ANALYSIS OF WASPALOY

LOT SAMPLES

(Crusher Proces.,ed 1'WA IfK)7-
Sample .samph, Npvt 1/1atl,,t

O&M 2.0',
Magnet ics 0(I
(C 0.0684' 0 02 '. 0 l0,
S 0.003' 0.02', \ ax
Al 1 25', 1 2 t 1,6'
H O X14', )0. :i, to 04410 ,
Bi 5.5 ppm O5 ppm Max
('h 014 , 'o.1';
Co 1:4.5' 1: 7'; 124 I) 15 ',
Cr I.:1, 9315', 18 to 21 0',
Cu 0 ,03' 0,05' 041

0
', t ax

Fe 1 :0' 1.07', 2.4', Max
Mn 0.07', 0.061)' 0.75', Max
Mo 4.0', 3.95' 4.5 3. 5. '

N R* R H
ph '1 ppm 100 ppm Max

'1 0.05' 4 75', Max
,"n 0105, ;

Ta 1).1'; .005',
Ti 3.09'; 300'; 2.75 , .3,25',
V .4.1'; '40.1',

W 0.l', .01'

Zr 4) 05'.; .f,07', 0.02 t 10. 124
Bulk
D)ensitv P4.2 rb/ft'

*R Remainder

'G (; Wetcher. ) H Kreige. and .1 Y Marks. Analytical (hermistr\. Volume 46. page 1227. (1974)
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SECTION VII

MATERIAL RECLAMATION TECHNOLOGY

A. SCRAP TECHNOLOGIES REVIEW

1. Background

P&WA reviewed the state of the art of separation processes available at the initiation oft his
progr.m, and identified several applicable technologies. Some technologies were not chosen for
program evaluation due to insufficient development status, proprietary status, uncertain
economic potential, or prohibitive funding requirements to establish the process. Two separation
processes based on the density separation principle, i.e., the ferrofluid process and the fluidized
bed process, were selected for evaluation of separation capability in this program. This review was
intended to update the available technologies for scrap reclamation and was based upon a
literature review, personal discussions and related information as available.

Technologies have been classified into three basic separation concepts: physical/mechanical,
pyrometallurgical/melting and chemical; and are described in the following portions of this
review.

2. Physical/Mechanical Separation Processes

a. Conventional Manual and Visual Separations

Conventional separation procedures followed by most scrap dealers originate with visual 4
cont rmity of material within the shipping container. If uniformity exists, spot checking with a
hand magnet will spot gross magnetic contamination within the container. Inexpensive thermo-
electric testers are utilized to identify pieces with known alloy standards and also to validate
entire container alloy designation.

The color of aerospace metals is of some value as a means of identity. Copper, brass,
aluminum and other nonferrous contaminants are color distinguishable. Much aerospace
intermixture of Ti and Ni alloys is visually separable by competent scrap salvage department
personnel by color and texture, likewise, visual separation is often possible by mill or plant
markings, although many instances of mislabeling have been noted.

b. Screening (Mechanical and Magnetic) Separations

Scrap turnings are usually reduced to ' - to 1-in. iength segnents by crushing in a ring or jaw
crusher. This crushing is likely to loosen entrapped contaminants such as tool bit particles.

(1) Mechanical Screening

Vibratory, mechanical screening is a standard procedure to separate various particle sizes
after the crushing operation. This is beneficial in removal of dust, fines, grindings. etc., which
generally are contaminated with interstitials and also in the removal of carbide chip
contaminants. The latter, being brittle, tend to be reduced to fines during the crushing operation.
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(2) Magnetic Screening

Magnetic screening is a standard procedure to segregate carbide chips as well as other
magnetic (ferrous) materials. Both permanent and electromagnet separation varies in its
effectiveness with magnetic response of the particular contaminant and its size. Consequently,
current magnetic separators are not very effective in removing small and weak magnetic
fragments.

Recent developments of a High-Gradient Magnetic Separator (HGMS) broaden the
usefulness of magnetic separators for scrap reclamation. The H(MS units claim that even very
small and weak magnetic particles (e.g., paramagnetic particles) can be separated. This device
utilizes a high magnetic field coupled with high magnetic gradients. The process consists of a
canister packed with a matrix of ferromagnetic filaments placed in a highly magnetic field. The
matrix filaments divide the overall magnetic field and high magnetic gradients are created along
the filament edges. The magnetic contaminants are then trapped by these filaments. These
mechanical and magnetic screening techniques are limited to particle size and magnetic response
and considered partially successful at best.

* It has been estimated that up to 95', scrap segregation could be attained upon efficient
application of the combined standard procedures of the aforementioned paragraphs (a) and (b)
if the scrap generator and processor prol)erly controlled alloy lineage. In reality, this level of

* control is not presently applied.

c. Size Reduction Separations

(1) Cryogenic Crushing

The Bureau of Mines has developed a cryogenic technique to separate many nonferrous
alloys from others by cryogeni" cooling to below the ductile/brittle transition temperature of'some
malleable alloys. Subsequent crushing during this cryogenic step readily pulverizes the alloy that
has undergone transition, while other alloys remain malleable and resist crushing. Alloy
separation is effected upon subsequent screening. Separations have been attained with various
combinations of Cu, Al. Zn. steel and nonmetallics. The intention of this work is to effect
reasonable levels of separation: however, the likelihood of' complete separation has not been
established.

(2) Hydrided Ti Crushing

A (onsiderably different method to effect Ti separations consists o'f hydriding )lus crushing
plus dehydriding of Ti alloy chips. The hydriding readily embrittles the Ti without influencing
contaminant stainless steel and WC tool bit fragments. Crushing thereby reduces the brittle Ti
and WC to powder; these are readily separable by magnet. Continued development in this area
was terminated due to incomplete (80-960, effective) WC separation and unacceptable oxygen
contamination of the Ti powder.

Recent modifications to this hydride/screeningi'dehydridc prcess include additional steps
to reduce the contaminant oxygen level such as anodic dissolution and degassing. These steps
have reportedly ielded a reclamation )roduct ot acceptable chemical and mechanical properties
when care is taken to assure input scrap alloy lineage.

d. Radiographic Separation

High density contaminants in scrap o(,.V. WC ld hit fragnwntsi are distinguishable b\
radiographic or fluoroscopic screening. Radii graphv tffr great er sensitivit v: the advantage (it'
the permanent film record is questionable here. Although an apparentl costlv procedure, it is
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reported that one titanium melter uses radiographic examination of purchased turnings to search
out carbide inclusions on a 1OO" inspection basis after such turnings have gone through several
steps of mechanical screening and magnetic separation. The turnings are spread in a thin layer
on trays, or formed into briquets, and radiographed. The film is examined for any inclusions,
which then can be removed manually by comparing the film with the tray or briquet.

e. Fluoroscopic Separation

Fluoroscopy can likewise be utilized to inspect turnings. This inspection is considerably
more cost-effective than radiography, but particle resolution is markedly reduced, Small
fragments of high density and foreign alloys are less detectable. Many melters have fluoroscopes
to inspect incoming sponge for other types of inclusions, but they have not used fluoroscopes
effectively to screen turnings other than, in some cases, their own internally generated turnings
for which the history is well known.

f. Density Separations

Sink-float separation of an alloy from a contaminant can be accomplished if the density of
the alloy differs from that of the contaminant and also if the density of the separation fluid is
between that of both the alloy and contaminant. Sep, ion efficiency is increased as the
magnitude of the difference in density between alloy-fluicd-contaminant increases.

There are ample density differences in alloys of concern for scrap recovery. For instance.
titanium and its alloys have densities of 4.4 to 4.7 gm/cm. while aluminum has a density of about
2.7 gm/cm'. steels, stainless steels, and superalloys have a density in the range of 7.7 to
9.0 gm/cm', and tungsten carbide tool bits have a density in excess of 15.0 gm/cm-'. Thus, the
density differences provide a convenient basis for the purification of titanium or for the
separation of contaminant titanium or aluminum from scrap superalloys.

Three density-based separation processes were considered for scrap recovery: conventional
dense-media processes, dry fluidized bed processes and the ferrofluid process.

(1) Conventional Dense-Media Processes

These processes rely on the choice of various fluid media that have densities between the
alho and contaminants of concern. Conventional dense-media processes, using a water-based
slurry of magnetite or ferrosilicon. have an upper density limit of ibout 3.3 gm/cm-'. Thus. they
would be capable of making a sink-float separation of aluminum (2.7 gm/cm') from titanium (4.4
to 4.7 gm/cm3 ). Other media, such as acetylene tetrahromide (2.9 gm/cm'), methylene iodide
(3.32 gm/cm3 ) and thallium salt solution (3.5 t,, a 9 am/cm') could be utilized for separation of
some titanium alloys; however, each of these fluids are expensive, hazardous and toxic. Another
handicap is that all of these fluids are not capable of separating the denser contaminants such as
steels. superalloys and carbide tool chips from titanium.

Heavy media success has been reported in upgrading the metallic content of shredded auto
scrap rejects using conventional sink-float procedures and finely ground magnetite, ferrosilicon,
and galena as media. However, there does not appear to be active industrial usage of the
cinventional dense-media process at this time.
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(2) Dry Fluidized Bed Process

A variation of the dense-media process is the dry fluidized bed process, wherein the
separation medium is a bed of dry granule-, or powder of some heavy material such as lead or iron.

The bed is "fluidized" by an air stream so that the medium has an apparent density of something
less than that of the contaminating materials. A mixture of materials of different density can be
made to flow through the fluidized bed and effect a sink-float separation if the apparent density
of the medium is intermediate to that of the materials to be separated.

The Frankel Company fluidized bed process, using a fluidized bed of titanium or nickel
alloy chips supported in air media was included in this program of evaluation of scrap
reclamation technologies. This process is being used industrially in high-volume applications to
effect scrap reclamation.

Reasonable success has been reported in studies on the recovery of nonferrous metals (Al.
Cu, Zn) from shredded auto scrap rejects by use of the fluidized air bed process. Also, the
"Dryflo" system, manufactured in England, is being marketed in this country for the separation
of plastic insulation materials from finely-granulated copper or aluminum electrical wire. Details
of this process were unavailable.

(3) Ferrofluid Process

The ferrofluid metal separation process is based upon an ability to vary the density of a
magnetic fluid. This process is applicable to nonferrous metal separations. The magnetic fluids.
known as ferrofluids, are stable colloidal dispersions of a ferromagnetic material in a carrier
liquid, and they behave as magnetic liquids. There has been considerable research in this area
and industrial usage should be forthcoming.

High separation rates have been attained in the separation of crushed, nonferrous auto
scrap. Also, this process is being applied to studies on scrap recovery and ore separation. One area
includes the recovery of nonferrous metals from incinerator residues.

The ferrofluid process, as conducted by AVCO, was included in this program of evaluation
of scrap reclamation technologies. The AVCO process uses a pool of ferrofluid suspended between
the poles of an electromagnet. An input conveyor delivers the incoming mixed metals to the pool.
Output conveyors take away the separated "float" and "sink" fractions, respectively. A unique
characteristic of the system is that the effective density of the ferrofluid pool may be varied at will
from less than 1 gm/cm1 to well over 20 gm/cm3 by simply changing the current to the
electromagnet. Separation of objects differing in density by as little as 10" has been
demonstrated and routine separations of Al. Ti, superalloys. and WC have been established.

Lastly, there are indications that separation of superalloys with similar densities but
different magnetic properties may be feasible. The weak magnetic properties may influence the
true density and effect a separation. Initial experiments have been inconclusive and further work
is necessary here.

3. Direct Consolidation Processes

(onsiderable effort has been expended in developing direct consolidation processes for Ti
alloy scrap reclamation. These efforts usually rely on adequate cleaning procedures prior to
consolidation to reduce interstitial levels that are inherent with Ti chips. Consolidation of scrap
Ti chips is then conducted similar to the consolidation of virgin Ti powder. In theory, Ti alloys
'crub'" their surfaces clean by elevated temperature (below beta transus) dissolution of
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interstitials thereb' giving fully diffusion-bonded billets. Chip compaction has been reported by
hot isostatic compaction, hot extrusion, and hot vacuum pressing. Direct consolidation
eliminates melting requirements and yields extrusions or billets available for subsequent forging
operat ions.

An interesting variation of the direct consolidation process has been developed at the
P&WA/Florida R&D Center for the reclamation of titanium alloy scrap. Machine turnings are
cleaned by conventional perchlorethylene solvent degreasing and magnetic contaminants are
removed by a high-density magnetic separator. The turnings are then hydrided and pulverized to
a fine particle size. Coarse particles (i.e., - major contaminants such as stainless steel.
superalloys, etc.) do not hydride and then pulverize; they are retained on a 60 mesh (200 micron)
screen size and discarded. Minor contaminants are then removed by anodic dissolution of the
hydrided particle fines. Anodic dissolution is effectively a reverse-plating process whereupon
soluble contaminants are removed from the insoluble Ti alloy. The clean Ti fines are then
rewashed and processed through a semicontinuous vacuum hot press facility that has been
modified to incorporate a preheated, vacuum dehydriding section. The final step in this facility
is vacuum hot compaction of the clean, separated Ti particles into a billet. Conventional
reduction and forging operations. applied to this billet, have produced aerospace-quality
components. Process scale-up is required to define production capabilities and resolve the true
cost effectiveness.

Two technical problems exist. The effectiveness of preconsolidation cleaning in consistently
maintaining specification interstitial levels must be established. Also, direct consolidation is not
a separation process; alloy separation of scrap chips must be assured to avoid off-grade
compositions in the final product. In addition, the economics of direct consolidation processes
must be ascertained.

4. Chemical Separation Processes

In theory, the main advantage of chemica] re.-overv processes is that they can be utilized to
handle any segregated or unsegregated scrap. Furthermore. they produce essentially elemental
raw material equivalents.

In reality, several studies have been applied to the recovery of Ti and superalloy scrap by
chemical processes with varying degrees of success, mostly seen in the superalloy field. It is
believed that superalloy scrap. after suitable pretreatment, is being utilized in Canada and
Europe as feed material in existing hydrometallurgical operations for nickel and cobalt recovery.
These processes are viable only because the nickel and cobalt reclaimed from scrap represents a
small fraction of the total metal production of these operafions. Accordingly, use of such
processes solely for the reclamation of superalloy scrap in the U. S. is currently economically
unfeasible.

a. Modified Sponge Process for Ti Scrap

A potential chemical extraction process for recovery of Ti alloy scrap chips is a modification
of the KroIl sponge process. Scrap is mixed with TiCI, in a first-stage molten salt reactor to vield
a Ti/Cl/molten salt product. This product is reduced with Mg in a second-stage reactor to . ield
Ti sponge after an appropriate distillation step. To our knowledge, this process has not been
reduced to practice.

b. Exothermic DisintegrationlChemical Extraction Process for Martensitic Stainless Steel
Scrap

A number of processes are known for the separation of nickel, cobalt and copper values from
ferrous alloys. In the treatment of ferro-nickel, for example, the alloy is ground to a fiw powder
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and leached in aqueousI oxygenated ammoniunm SUlphate or sulphuric acid foir extract ion of'
nonferrous values.

These known processes are generally unsatisfactory for ext ract ion of' contained nickel.
cobalt and copper values from iron-chromium scrap alloys. Suich material is extremely tough andI
nonfriabi. and can only be ground to a leachable size with great difficulty. The polm
encounterfert inl grinding such material are greater still if the material contains abrasives such as
alumina or other alloying metals such as manganese, mioly bdenum, and tungsten. Furthermore.
even after grinding such material to a fine slate, the material is uIsuall 'y resistant to leaching.
Severe leaching condit ions and prolonged timies are required to extract nickel and other desired
values such as cobalt and copper from the miaterial.

A Canadian process hats been repoirt ed to be useful in (the recovery (of' Ni, C o, and( Cu from
Fe-Cr scrap turnings and c-hipls. The pro cess invo lves contactinug the alloy with anl alkali metal

sulphate or anl alkali metal sulphite addit iv and heating the alloy' and additive under controlled
reducing condit ions to initiate andl cont iron an exothermic reaction. The reaction product is then

quenched t o cause disintegration there-of to a tite[lv, ividled state amienable to ai leaching
rea tmen t for ext ra cti (it' n ickeli. co balIt andi copiiper v alutes. Tlhere is inrsutffi cien t info rm ation to

establish if t his process has been red xcd to liratt ice.

* c. Solvent Extraction Processes for Superalloy Grindings

A laborat ory' chemical extraction prce. has been disclosed ito recover Ni. Co. Mo. and Cr
fr op al vgrind inrgs. These mlet a Is comriirse t he greater pa rt of' wast e pro dutced du ring

mielting, casting, and machining of' nickel- and cobalt -based siiperatllovs. Mitch oif' this scrapi is
best uitilized by, reinelt ing. however, when the scrap) is contaminated, consists of grindings. or is
of, obsolet e alIloys. ('heniiiical pr(ocessinrg calrl ret o rt cdli co nvert t lie co nta inted metalIs to niarke tahfle

fo rmis.

Tlhe pri iess de(veop ;ed inicluitded t he follow inrg opIei(rat ionirs: Cont aminriatedi scrap was c leanted
to remolve trash. cuttinrg il s. and iiniet allic grindinig wheel debris. Cleaned scrap then wa-is
dissolved iii hot. chliorinated, diluted hvdrlchrlric acid. 'l'itrer and traces of' silica we-tre
remno v ed fromi lie IleachI liquoi r by carlbo n abfso rpit ion Fo lloawed li 'v thlree sitccessivye solv ent
extraction iiperationrs to sepiarate arid recoiver niailvbdenitm, irain. cuibalt, and manganese. Finally\.

Ichroiuiimiii was se paraited from niick el cionit a ined iniitlie, part ly putrifted sailutioin liv selective

9 liprecipitat iont

Massive aflirY shapes were riot used in t his stuidY because the coirroisiont rate of such miat erialI

was re~livelY sloiw. Turninrgs. hnrigs, arid grindirig,, dissolved ratuidlY arid thierefoure appeared

ist sit itahfle fior ifienlica reel verv

'This process has riot att ainied corimiercial practice anid has riot receivedl an eeoliic
evaltatian. N everthie less, there would appear to be interest iii thlis prolcess in thfat it cani fcetsililv
hrandle all forms iif surperallov scrap. Ai area of' poltetial conircern is rediuceid siilituilitY of 511011

sirperalIilYs iii FIC

Ali aptuarenth 'v siilar olvetit ext ract ioin praress hais been repiirted inl Ftijatti. P'r'iui"
scrap is dissiilved in hut aquteouis H-CI and t heir t Ire mtitals t iirterest are purif ied arid siihat-, i

o eries if l recipit at ioani leaching anrd sailvenit ext ract in st ages. A\ ulsirahtief'at ntrv lit t he i t

ituvulves the use if' II fair thre dissuili n arid Mg,,() fir Ir imain tirelitlitwt Tii111-4.hi~
reagents lait ] itid a high tinitratulre hyvdrolysis itthe Mlg( 'i.. uned iii Ovl'ait ld i 1THII.

n luuahiv ridlicitig poilhilutin pruldorru

I )iffiuilt ia's ill F ((I (jssiiluitiin ut sinil supvuraulhiivs is :l;iin (A o'iltii N a11lu 0

reuli it to iat ice rIms bient auhtatined'ul nt his ti eass.
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5. Pyrometallurgical (Melting) Processes

In the recovery of scrap there are generally two objectives of pyrometallurgical processes:
physical separation and elemental refinement.

Upon bulk melting of scrap, insoluble inclusions of higher melting points and higher
densities will settle to the bottom of the melt; lighter compounds i.e., - slag and oxides, tend to
rise to the surface of the melt. This physical separation phenomenon can be utilized in
nonconsumable melting processes to separate contaminants by selective decanting of the melt.

Elemental refinement can be realized in melting processes by the removal of volatile
contaminants via vaporization; vacuum melting processes greatly enhance this separation.

Pyrometallurgical processes cannot be used to separate nickel, cobalt, iron and copper. In
addition, only under exceptional circumstances can molybdenum and tungsten be separated
from the above elements and current pyrometallurgical processes have only limited capabilities
in removing some trace elements such as tin. This means that if pyrometallurgical processes are
to be used. the furnace charge must have an average composition that is fairly close to some
commercial alloy grade. Fortunately. a large amount of superallov waste is presently segregated
by grade, and it is technically feasible to segregate an even larger fraction of these wastes.
Pvrometallurgical processing is relatively inexpensive and well established.

Several pyrometallurgical processes are being evaluated and/or are in present industrial
usage to recover scrap. While usually discussed with reference to a particular system (titanium
or sul)eralloy). they are not necessarily limited to these materials. A brief review of these
processes follows.

a. Induction and Arc Air Melting

Air melting can be achieved by induction heating with the use of a suitable flux, or in a
conventional air arc furnace. These methods are used on a limited basis for melting less critical
alloys.

Miscellaneous machining chips can be melted in an air furance. A typical charge may
include bot h air and vacuum grade superallovs. The melt can be analyzed, oxidizable elements
Oxidized it' necessary). and the bath composition adjusted to produce a useful composition. The
quality of the resulting product as well as the profitability depend upon the average composition
t* f the charge and current market conditions.

A large variety of products can be produced. The range runs from compositions suitable for
use in vacuum induction melting to remelt stock suitable for use in stainless and sl)ecialty steels.
n nost cases, some of the valuable elements in the original alloy are lost. ('olumbitn would be

Iost from Inco 718 alloy during air melting while cobalt would be a useless but tolerable
contaminant in non-nuclear grade stainless steels. ('nsequently. air melting is an economical
apprach for cmnsolidating superalloY( chips, but its use is severely limited for many reclamation
cycles.

b. Vacuum Induction Melting

Vacuum induction melting, performed in a ceramic crucible, is widely used to prepare
-uperallov master Iells and castings.
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The recycling of segregated superalloy solids is in limited industrial practice: likewise, the

recycling of superalloy chips is of less industrial popularity because of the alloy segregation
problem. Grindings and dust are not normally recovered because an untenable level of slag is
produced in addition to the alloy segregation problem.

The vacuum induction process is not well suited to refining because a prohibitively long
time is required to effect surface vaporization of principal contaminants. Carbon deoxidation is
readily achieved; excessive superheat can cause crucible interaction and subsequent contamina-
tion.

c. Vacuum Consumable Arc Melting

Vacuum consumable arc melting followed by remelting is a traditional process fo7
production of Ti. An arc is established between a consumable electrode and a water-cooled.
copper mold. The process exposes a large quantity of the melt to the vacuum environment and
produces a sound ingot with minor levels of segregation.

* However, as applied to scrap recovery, the process is limited by "green strength'"
compaction requirements of the consumable electrode. Scrap additions exceeding about 251, of
the electrode-total reduce the electrode integrity; electrode fracture during melting thereupon
causes an aborted melt. Also, as mentioned earlier, consumable melting does not offer the
decanting capability for separation of heavy and/or light contaminants. Insofar as scrap recovery
is concerned, the process is more suited to final processing of materials that were upgraded by
another process. Despite these process limitations, this process has found reasonable acceptance
by several industrial scrap melters for specific applications.

d. Nonconsumable Melting

Five nonconsumable melting processes, or modifications thereof, offer potential advantages
with respect to scrap reclamation. The status of these processes. applied to scrap, ranges from
laboratory demonstration to trial heats to industrial production (depending upon the process).

(1) Nonconsumable Vacuum Rotating Arc Melting

The process is based upon the concept of sinking dense, contaminant particles i.e.. WC. into
a harmless skull area. Earlier work utilized conventional nonconsumable melting equipment. The
rotating electrode was applied to this area and extensive additional work was thereupon
performed. This latter process, known as the nonconsumable rotating electrode melting process.
has been applied as a vacuum arc melting process and offers an improved system specifically
designed for Ti or superalloy scrap reclamation. The process features a Schlienger-designed
furnace with a rotating water-cooled copper nonconsumable electrode, a water-cooled copper
melting crucible casting mold and a feeding system capable of introducing a variety of
unconsolidated raw material forms into the melting crucible.

The process has demonstrated the capability of processing large amounts of reasonably
segregated scrap (in various forms) to produce high quality cast remelt ingots. In addition, the
process is capable of removing heavy inclusions (e.g.. tungsten carbide chips) through
entrapment in t!,e titanium skull.

The process has several advantages over consumable arc melting processes. Higher pool
temperatures can be sustained for controlled periods, enabling partial solution of low density
inclusions as well as complete melting and alloying. In addition, the process is amenable to
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processing materials in a manner which prevents extreme )ool teml)eratures in high vacuums
with consequent loss of volatile alloying elements.

A reduced melt volume and absence of hot topping are potential disadvantages which can
result in compositional variations if the feedstock varies aplreciably. For these reasons.
nonconsumahle arc melting is conventionally followed by a consumable electrode remelt.

A variation of the rotating electrode process, the Durarc process, features a stationary
electrode with arc rotation induced magnetically. A further variation combines a rotating
electrode with a magnetically inducted arc oscillator.

(2) Nonconsumable Plasma Arc Melting

Nonconsumable plasma arc melting utilizes a gas stabilized arc which stabilizes and
improves the control of energy concentration within the melt. The electrode melt rate and heating
of the liquid metal bath can be theoretically controlled. High heat transfer rates and high gas
velocities are attainable. Plasma arc furnaces offer the option of operating under high
temperature and high pressure gas environments.

In practice. utilization of the plasma arc can be varied considerably due to the arc control
achievable. Impingement upon the surface of a molten pool into which particulates are added, or
impingement of the arc onto an electrode feed rod which drip melts, are being evaluated. One
important limitation of the plasma arc process is the existence of a moderate pressure gas
environment resulting from the required arc stabilizing gas.

An extensive evaluation of the performance of plasma arc furnaces, including an assessment
of their capability for superalloy scrap recycling, has been reported. Small heats of Inco 718 were
plasma induction melted using nondegreased scrap. Chemical analysis indicated partial refining
occurred with complete removal of Sn. Preliminary studies using the Schlienger nontransferred
plasma arc process encountered heat transfer problems in that only a shallow molten p)ol could
be maintained. It would appear that nonconsumable plasma arc melting is a viable process for
superalloy or Ti scrap reclamation, but additional development effort is required.

(3) Nonconsumable Electron Beam Melting

Active interest exists in the reclamation of scrap by the nonconsumable electron beam
melting process and several process variations have surfaced. Although all efforts appear to have
been directed toward Ti scrap reclamation, it would appear that the process would also be
amenable to superalloy scrap.

Extensive work has been performed using a Leybold-Heraeus electron beam skull furnace.
Segregated, crushed, degreased and dried titanium scrap is fed into a furnace and non-
consumably melted dense contaminant particles, i.e., WC, etc.. sink harmlessly to the bottom of
the skull, while metal at the top of the pool is caused to overflow by directing the electron beam
across the pouring spouts to pour the metal in small slugs or drops. These drops are solidified on
a rotating drum. c()led on a conveyor, and collected in a container as pellets. The pellets are then
blended, analyzed, and melted in a conventional consumable electrode furnace. The pellets can
be added to sponge at the compacting press or side fed to the consumable or nonconsumable
electrode furnace during the melt.

The principal advantage of this process is the conversion of titanium scrap into a very
usable form of revert material. Completion of the scrap reclamation cycle requires conversion of
this revert material into a nonconsumably or consumably melted ingot. J
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This concept of sinking of dense contaminant particles into a harmless skull area was
utilized in an electron beam nonconsumable skull melting process that has the additional
advantage of converting Ti scrap chips directly into ingot, as compared to the aforementioned
process that produces revert pellets. In this process, segregated, crushed, degreased, and dried Ti
scrap is continuously fed into a nonconsumable skull melt. Dense contaminants sink to the water-
cooled skull bottom, while molten metal is poured from the skull lip into an ingot-retracting
water-cooled mold. Electron beams are focused upon both the skull and mold surfaces to
maintain fluidity and solidification requisites. This process, utilized by AIRCO, was selected and
evaluated during the Phase I portion of this contract.

This evaluation showed that complete separation of seeded WC contaminant was attained;
the resulting cast Ti ingot had a desirable homogeneous macrostructure (equiaxed and relatively
fine grain). The high vacuum level necessary to maintain electron beam was beneficial in
removing volatile contaminants; however, areas of ingot nonhomogeneity also occurred
(i.e.. partial Al vaporization). A revised feed system is necessary to correct this problem of
uniform co-addition of Ti sponge, scrap and master alloy to the electron beam furnace. A further
advantage of this process is that the end product is potentially a single-melt ingot of a quality
comparable to that of consumable arc melting.

(4) Electroslag Melting

A process conceptually exists for reclamation if sulerallo,, scrap pro-cessed in a modified
ESR furnace. The process is basically a consumable electrtdc arc inelting iprocess with the
important distinction that the melting takes place within a nilten flux. Dluring its passage
through the flux. the molten metal is scavenged of variou impurities is w-i as pro it ected from
oxidation, The mold is basically divided into twi c'mpar menos Scrap. in t he firm inf grindings
or turnings, is fed into the skull melting side where it is melted. and. subsequentlv. the nitlt en
alloy flows over the dam into the ingot-forming port ion off the unit where the ingit is contiruallv
withdrawn from the mold. The potential advantages o4 th pro cess )ver citn, vntonal techniques
result from reduced labor and material cost (combined with such tacor. a, charge, make up and
refining reactions), ability to process most scrap torms. and the eliniinalin at leas toe
conventional induction melting o)peration.

(5) Inductoslag Melting

A cold-mold induction-melting process. reptrtedlv capable if handling (XI(' Ti Scrap. has
recently been developed. The basic equipment required to indttiin melt rvacti',c metals, a spilit
water-c(mied crucible, was developed much earlier. The current research efhfri i ct rpi)rales slag
melting with improvements in induction melting crucihlh design and designaled as "inducttslag
melting."

The process featuores a water-cooled copper crucibl' with a siirrinding induclitin cil.
Longitudinal slits in the copper crucible limit inductive coupling ti !he crucible and preclude
excessive heating of Ihe cruci hle. In addition ti la iten and silidifi'd metal. the c'rui cible c(,ntains
a small amount of a slag such as calcium fiuoride that freezes in the crucihh slits, thereby
insulating them from each other while forming a thin th'rnial harrier ltwevn lIht ingott and the
crucible. Some slag floats oin tt ioft the molten pool. but the ciivt'r is oli parl ial and mosti olt the
liquid metal surface is exposed toi the ambi'nt gas which is iisualv an inert gas at alit ie-t hird

atmi spheric pressure. lPrtiperties of annealed 1ina llived lilianitiv plt , Im,diced trmn induc-
tislag nelled spionge c tpoire fav)irahlv with arc itllcd nliaterial
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Potential slag-induced (CaF) contamination imparted to reactive metals is of concern;
application of the process to superalloy scrap may be preferable. Also, the process has not been
attempted on any commercial scale to our knowledge.

e. Comparison of Melting Process Parameters

The basic parametric features of several pertinent melting processes as applied to titanium
scrap reclamation have been catalogued. Interpretations and estimates have been applied where
deemed necessary.

Melting processes catalogued are vacuum consumable arc (Section 5 c), nonconsumable
vacuum rotating arc (Section 5d (1)), nonconsumable plasma arc (Section 5d (2)), and two
versions of nonconsumable electron beam (Section 5d (3)).

6. Scrap Technologies Recommendations

Several of the aforementioned technologies for scrap reclamation have attained industrial
practice either in their original state or combined modifications thereof. Many other technologies
would appear to have technical merit and could readily attain industrial acceptance with
sustained developmental support. Two Ti processes should receive consideration for future

* development support based upon this literature review of available data. These processes are
direct consolidation and nonconsumable electron beam melting. Direct consolidation could
appear to be a viable method for Ti scrap reclamation if consistent control is maintained of the
Ti alloy scrap lineage, thereby avoiding the uncorrectable situation of mixed Ti alloys and
varying chemical configurations. Nonconsumable electron beam remelting had demonstrated the
feasibility of Ti scrap reclamation. Feed control problems must be resolved here to assure
consistent feed of the scrap/sponge/master allo.y to ensure consistent chemical homogeneity (f the
ingot product.

The select ion of the two density separation technologies (dry fluidized bed. Section 2f (2).
and ferrofluid. Section 21' (3t) utilized in Phase I of this contract still appears valid for scale-up
studies. This review of all other aforementioned technologies indicated that technology
redirection was not advisable.

B. DENSITY SEPARATION PROCESSES

Two density separation methods. i.e.. the AV('O ferrofluid method and the Frankel
fluidized bed method, were investigated. The AVCO method was applied to both titanium and
nickel while the Frankel method was applied to titanium only. The AVCO ferrofluid process
accomplishes separation by introducing scrap into a fluid in which a variable apparent fluid
density may be induced magnetically. Separation is achieved by the controlled sinking or floating
of known density scrap constituents. The Frankel system utilizes an air fluidized bed to achieve
an apparent density medium for separation of scrap by rising or sinking. The ability of these
processes to cost-effectively separate contaminants from scrap was assessed by a series of
experiments utilizing scrap with known c(ntamination.

1. AVOC Ferrofluld Method

a. System Technique

The AVC( Corporation developed a process to separate nonmagnetic solids according to
density, by a sink-float mechanism, in a "ferrofluid" situated within a controlled magnetic field.
Ferrofluids are stable colloidal dispersions of' superparamagnetic particles that retain their liquid
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properties in a magnetic field. These colloidal dispersions form a unique class of magnetic fluids.
In the presence of a suitable magnetic field, ferrofluids can float nonferrous metals which are
more dense than the ferrofluid and would therefore sink in the absence of the magnetic field. As
a result, ferrofluids are said to have an "apparent density" which is controllable by a magnetic
field. The apparent density of a ferrofluid can be varied from about 1 gm/cm3 to well over
20 gm/cm3 by adjusting the current applied to a surrounding electromagnet.

Any two nonmagnetic or weakly-magnetic metals differing in density by about 101r may be
separated by adjusting the apparent density of the ferrofluid pool to a value intermediate
between that of the two metals. Upon introducing the mixed metals, the less dense material floats
and the more dense material sinks. Mixtures of three or more metals may be separated by
multiple passes through the separator, with the ferrofluid density being adjusted each time to
either float or sink only one of the metals present. The ferrofluid separation method, applied to
aerospace scrap metal, provides for the separation of wanted, from unwanted fractions of the
scrap mixture on the basis of their different densities. As shown in Table 6, most contaminating
materials differ in density from that of the desired titanium or superalloy by more than 10",.

TABLE 6
DENSITY OF AEROSPACE METALS

AND TYPICAL CONTAMINANTS

* DernitN
Material gm/cm

.
,

Aluminum 2.7

Titanium and Titanium Alloys 4.4 to 4.7

Superalloys 7.9 to 8.8

Copper Alloys 8,3 to 8.9

Lead Alloys 10,0 to 11.3

Tungsten Carbide About 15

Process principles are described in the following paragraphs.

A ferrofluid placed in a nonhomogeneous magnetic field experiences a net magnetic force
which tends to drive it, like all magnetizable objects, towards regions of highest magnetic field

intensity. The magnetic body force, FM, per unit volume of fluid, is proportional to the induced
magnetic dipole moment, M, and to the applied field gradient 7H:

FM = M V H (1)

When a nonmagnetic object is immersed in a ferrofluid in the presence of a magnetic field

gradient, as shown in Figure 3, there is a magnetic force, FM, on the object which tends to expel
it to a region of minimum field. This magnetic body force is equal to, but opposite in sign to Fm
defined above. If the magnetic field gradient is parallel to the direction of gravity, the magnetic
body force can be used to cancel the gravitational body force, F, on a nonmagnetic object
immersed in a ferrofluid. Consequently, an object of high density can float in a ferrofluid of low
density when FM is greater than F. F, is given by Archimedes:

F. = (p. - p,)g (2)

This effect is demonstrated when a copper ball with a density, p., of 8.90 gm/cm3. floats on
a ferrofluid with a density, pf, of 1.14 gm/cm ', placed in a gradient field of 1500 oe/cm, established
by the tapered poles of a permanent magnet. The fluid magnetization, 4 T M. is 200 gauss. In this
case, the product, M V H (24,000 dynes/cm3) is high enough to float even the densest metal.
osmium, which has a density of 22.48 gm/cm3 .
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When the object immersed in the ferrofluid is not totally nonmagnetic, the above treatment

needs to be modified somewhat. If the magnetic dipole moment of this object is smaller than that
of the ferrofluid, it is still forced from the region of high field to the region of low field. The
magnitude of the force is smaller, however, than it would have been, had the object been

completely nonmagnetic. If the magnitude of the object's magnetic dipole moment is greater than
that of the ferrofluid, it will move to the region of high magnetic field and force the ferrofluid to
the region of low field.

Zone of Low Magnetic Field

-. > , Container

dH .

dZ _
• Ferrofluid

Nonmagnetic

Object

Zone of High Magnetic Field

# agnetic
SField A

Source

FD 171415

Figure 3. Forces on Nonmagnetic Body Immersed in Ferrofluid - A VCO

A pool of ferrofluid in the gap of a regulated electromagnet thus becomes a liquid whose

apparent density can be continuously varied by controlling the current supply to a suitably

designed field source. Thus, solid objects of different densities can be made to float or sink simply

by varying the electrical current to the magnet. In this context, it is useful to define a ferrofluid's

apparent density, p. as:

p. f + MVH (3)

From these equations, it can be seen that objects having a density lower than p. will float in

the ferrofluid, while those having a density greater than p, will sink. By controlling the magnetic

field and thus M and V7H, p. can be set to a value intermediate between the densities of the

objects immersed in the pool, and their separation thus accomplished.
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This separation technique is coupled to a means of removing the ferrofluid from the
separated objects. For the common kerosene-based ferrofluids, this can be accomplished by
washing the objects with a chlorinated hydrocarbon solvent or a hydrocarbon solvent, which has
a lower boiling point than the kerosene. The ferrofluid is recoverable by boiling away the solvent.
A schematic of such a process is shown in Figure 4.
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bigure .1. Schematic of A V(O Ferro/luid Re'co'rv Systm

b. System Hardware

(1) Pilot Plant

AVO designed and erected a pilot plant to purify nonferrous metal scral) by lerrotluid
densitv separation. The key element of this facility is the ferro'luid scrap separation module. In
addition to the separator and its power and control subsystems, lhe facilit y includes receiving and
storage areas, auxiliary screening and magnetic equipment. l)roduct wash and ferrollid recovery
subsystems, as shown schematically in Figure 5.

This facility is capable of handling a wide variely of clean, part iculate scrap approxiniately
1/9 to :1 in. in size. including crushed turning, cobbles and other irregular pieces. Mixtures which
contain large quantities of' magnetic contaminants can be handled in this facilitY by
prepurification on a standard magnetic pulley separator.

(2) Separator Magnet

The AVC(O sink-float separator consists of a magnet capahle of generating a downward
magnetic field gradient, and a materials handling system ftr containing the ferrofluid.
introducing the mixed feed and removing the separated product.
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An iron yoke electromagnet with a modified rectangular hyperboloid pole configuration has
been found to he a practical design for the field source of the separation modules built to date.
This design configuration results in a constant gradient in the direction of gravity. The magnet
is energized to the minimum magnetic field level for near saturation of the ferrofluid placed in the
working volume. The magnetization of the ferrofluid will thus not change significantly over the
height of the working volume, and as ti result, the apparent density of the ferrofluid in the working
volume is essentially constant. Apparent density of' the ferrofluid is changed by increasing the
gradient field, i.e., by increasing the current to the electromagnet.

The iron-yoke magnet design allows horizontal access to the pool (if ferrofluid, and since the
magnetic forces retain the ferrofluid in the gap of the magnet, conveyors or other means of
iltroiucing the feed or removing the separated products ('an be introduced directly into the
ter)fluhid pool without fluid leakage or sealing problems. AVCO has built a number of separator
magnt,, of different scale based on the magnet configuration described above. The industrial-
scale pilot plant separator magnet, to be utilized in the current program, is shown in Figure 6.
This magnet generates a magnetic gradient constant to about 5' in a cube 8 in. on a side. located

* between the poles: at maximun power (63 Kwl, a gradient of 250 ne/cm is generated. Under these
conditions, a 500 gauss kerosene-base ferrofluid will have an apparent density of' nearly
12 gnm/cm'. This density is sufficient to float all common industrial metals of interest. The DC
power required to energize the electromagnet is provided by two standard 40 Kw welding
generators.

(3) Separation Chamber

The separation chamber is a vessel that fits between the magnet pole pieces. The function
of the chamber is to confine the ferrofluid pool and to provide means for introducing the mixed
solids and for removing the separated products. For scrap metal separation, this design was
adapted to the magnet constructed for the pilot plant by using suitable conveyors and increasing
the scale by about a factor of 4. The conveyors were designed to carry scrap fragments up to about
2-3 in. in largest dimension at rates of over a ton an hour. A sketch of the prototype chamber is
show, in Figure 7.

Since its original assembly several years ago, a number of modifications in the positioning
and configuration of the feed and product removal conveyors were made to obtain reliable and
jam-free operation of the separator. These modifications include: (a) extending the floats
conveyor and the sinks conveyor beyond both edges of the magnet gap so that the ferrofluid pool
is completely swept at its top and bottom. thereby eliminating dead zones where scrap can
accumulate: (b) replacing the combed flights of the floats conveyor with solid elastomer flights in
which s'rap pieces cannot be entangled: (c) using undulating elastomer in the sinks conveyor to
simplify its construction and prevent crevices where pieces of scrap could jam; and (d) replacing
a horizontal feed conveyor with a slanted chute which guides the feed into the side of the
tfrrofluid pool. In this configuration, the particles in the feed fall into the pool under the influence
of .,ravitv with some mechanical assistance from a small paddle wheel whose axis is at the
ferrofluid/air interface.

In addition to the feature directly'N related to scrap movement, the chamber also has an
auitomatic system for controlling and recording the apparent density of the ferrofluid to maintain
unitfrm processing conditions.
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Figure 6. A V(Y) Frrofluid Nonferrous Scrap Separator FD148
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Figure 7. A VCO Ferrofluid Separation Process Material Handling System

(4) Ferrofluid Recovery

The recovery of ferrofluid that coats the metal pieces leaving the separator is accomplished
in two steps: washing the solids with a suitable solvent that is miscible with the ferrofluid, and
then boiling away the solvent to recover the ferrofluid. Volatile hydrocarbons and chlorocarbons
have been found to be effective washing liquids. Because of the danger of flammability.
hydrocarbons such as heptane have only been used in the laboratory. On a pilot-plant scale.
trichloroethane is used because it presents no fire hazard, and has proven to be an effective wash
liquid.

In the scrap separation pilot plant, ferrofluid is removed from the scrap leaving the
separator by trichloroethane in a batch cascade degreaser. The degreaser consists ot three
chambers. Clean solvent is introduced in the third chamber. This chamber overflows into a
second chamber which in turn overflows into the first chamber, with the overflow ofthis chamber
going to a storage tank. The first two chambers are heated to boiling while the third chamber is
operated cold. A basket that contains approximately one cubic foot of scrap is dipped
sequentially in each of the three pools and placed in the vapor space over the first pool. In this
manner, the scrap receives a four-stage wash, the fourth wash being obtained by condensing
vapors on the cold scrap leaving the third chamber. The hot scrap is then air dried to remove
residual solvent. The ferrofluid-solvent mixture leaving the degreaser accumulates in a storage
tank until approximately 200 gal are obtained, and is recycled.

The washing solvent is pumped from storage into the cold tank of the degreaser, Ferrofluid-
laden solvent is withdrawn from the boiling tank and sent to a holding tank. When a sufficient
quantity (150 gal) of ferrofluid-solvent mixture is obtained, it is pumped to a hatch still. Heat is
applied to the still to attain a liquid temperature of 250°F. assuring volatilization of the solvent.
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The liquid is then allowed to cool, withdrawn from the bottom of the still, and returned to
ferrofluid storage. In the event that a minimum liquid level is attained prior to achieving the
250'F temperature, the product remaining in the still is mixed with the next lot of diluted
ferrofluid. By operating in this manner, it is possible to obtain a ferrofluid of constant
composition and properties.

c. Program Plan Details (Phase I)

(1) Titanium Program

The principal contaminants precluding the use of titanium scrap in critical applications are
tungsten carbide tool fragments. A secondary, although still significant, class of contaminants are
nonmagnetic or weakly-magnetic steels and nickel-base alloys. Aluminum is the only important
metal less dense than titanium that frequently occurs as a contaminant. This is not a serious
problem because the principal titanium alloys contain significant quantities of aluminum.
Therefore, aluminum contamination, unless very large, can be corrected by dilution with
titanium sponge and other alloying ingredients. The emphasis in this program was accordingly on
the removal of the tungsten carbide, superalloy, stainless steel, and other contaminants more
dense than titanium itself.

* In order to develop and convincingly demonstrate the purification of titanium turnings, it
was necessary to consider the variation in scrap characteristics likely to be encountered in
practice. and to demonstrate the flexibility oftI he purification system to handle these scrap types.

From the viewpoint of sink-float separation, th, most important variable scrap character-
istics are tabulated below:

Degree of Control in
Characteristics Scrap Pretreatment

Size Range Fair
Bulk Density Poor
Oil and Water Content Good
Contaminant Content Poor

Prior to purification by sink-float separation, turnings must be crushed in a hammer-mill,
cleaned, and dried. The size range desired is from 3 in. to about 1/8 in. These specifications are
typically met in the usual chips available from scrap dealers. Very small chips can accumulate
in the separator and harm purification efficiency thus reducing processing rates: it is therefore
desirable that the lower limit be as large as possible, as long as this does not result in the rejection
by screening of too large a proportion of the turnings. The proper balance between removal of
small turnings and product loss is therefore an important decision.

For a fixed size range, the bulk density of turnings depends strongly on their thickness. This
variable is controlled totally by the machining process, and crushed turnings may range in bulk
density from about 10 to 40 lb/ff'. It is expected that high bulk density chips should be
processable at a higher rate than low bulk density chips. Accordingly, it was necessary to study
the purification of various types.

As noted previously, typical chips available from scrap dealers are oil- and water-free. This
would be a specification t)laced on chips to he purified by sink-float separation. The presence of
oil and water in turnings ('an have two types (if harmful effects on the sink-float pro('ess. one
potentially much more serious than the other. The less serious effect is the dilution of the
ferrofluid hv the oil (water not being soluble in ferrofluid would be floated to the surface and have
no harmful effect ). During the actual purificat ion run, this dilution effect would be compensated
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for automatically by the ferrofluid density control system. Should the dilution be so severe that
compensation becomes impractical, the density of the ferrofluid would fall, and some titanium
would start to sink rather than float. This is a fail-safe situation for titanium since it does not lead
to contamination of the purified titanium. If the presence of oil in the turnings is large and
persistent, it would lead to serious dilution of the ferrofluid supply and require make-up by
concentrated ferrofluid and intentional purge of some of the diluted ferrofluid. Both of these
contingencies, loss of titanium and loss of ferrofluid, although economically harmful, do not
threaten the quality of the purification and thus the basic integrity of the process.

The more important harmful effect of the presence of oil and water in turnings is to make
them "sticky," particularly if the oil and water are emulsified. The stickiness may result in the
adhesion of small dense impurities to large titanium turnings. The resulting composite may be
close enough to the density of titanium to float in the ferrofluid and thus to contaminate the
product. Because of the potential seriousness of this effect, the purification of scrap contaminated
by large quantities of oil and water was examined in the course of this program.

The most harmful class of contaminants requiring removal from titanium turnings are, of
course, tungsten carbide tool fragments. Because of the potential seriousness of dense inclusions
in critical aircraft parts, the removal of these contaminants, above a certain size, must be
complete. As a working goal, this size was 1/64 in. When fragments of this size are removed

* completely, it can be assumed that considerably smaller ones will also be removed with high
..fficiency.

,* Because minor contamination by nonmagnetic or weakly magnetic steel is a less drastic
problem than contamination by tungsten carbide fragments, the removal of the former class of
contaminants need not be complete. A residual level of 0.1(' or so is tolerable.

The contamination level in the sample of titanium turnings to be purified in certain
experiments was artificially raised by the addition of tool bits, stainless steel, and superalloy
turnings. Used tools were crushed to form chip fragments ranging in size from about 5 mesh
(0.157 in.) to less than 80 mesh (0.007 in.). The stainless steel and the superalloy turnings had
about the same size range as the titanium turnings themselves. The lower limit of the size range
of the tool chips was chosen to provide the required severe test of the separation process, and the
upper li-iit to provide information on the effect of size on separation efficiency. The size range of
the tulings was typical of the size range of supeialloy and stainless steel scrap that could
contaminate the titanium turnings. The level of contamination for tool chips was 0.3 , a level

* higher than is likely to be encountered. The level of stainless steel and superalloy contamination
was 5'', a high, although reasonably typical level for heavily contaminated scrap. No variation
in these contamination levels was planned, because the removal efficiency of contaminants by
sink-float separation, in this low concentration range, was not a function of their concentration.
Consequently, the removal efficiencies found at these levels was confidently used at other
contamination levels in the low range to predict the residual contamination after purification.
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Based on the above considerations, a matr,.- of scrap-related variables, as listed below, was
explored in Phase I of the program.

Level
Variable Lou, 

Smallest Size of Turning As-Received A 5 Mesh

Bulk Density 10 - 20 lb/ft3  30 - 40 tb/flt

Oil Content Negligible 5">

Water Content Negligible 5">

Tool Chip Content As-Received 0.3'' Added

Stainless Steel and As-Received 5.0"' Added
Superalloy Content

The choice of operating variables presents less difficulty than the choice of scrap-related
variables. The two important operating variables are the apparent density of the ferrofluid pool
and the processing rate. An apparent density only slightly greater than the density of titanium.

* i.e., 4.5 gm/cm 3, and a low processing rate are both conducive to high purification efficiencies.
Too low a density may, however, result in an unacceptable loss of titanium to the sinks fraction
and too low a processing rate has obvious penalties. Based on practical conditions tentatively
identified in experiments conducted prior to the initiation of this program, an apparent density
range of 4.7 to 5.3 gm/cm3 and a processing rate of 400 to 700 tb/hr was studied.

The experiments were carried out in groups of three, as shown in Figure 8. In the former
sequence, a sample of the feed turnings was X-rayed to determine the normal contamination
content of tungsten-carbide tool chips. After separation, samples of the sinks and floats were X-
rayed again to measure the efficiency of the separation process. The other two-thirds of the
sample were contaminated with tool bits and superalloy turnings, and a sample X-rayed. One-
half of this lot was purified once and samples of the products X-rayed; the other half was )urified
twice prior to X-raying the products. Separated fractions were submitted to P&WA for chemical
analysis of selected samples. Selected samples were melted into ingots, converted to barstock,
and subjected to chemical, NDI, microstructural and mechanical properties determination.

This experimental sequence provided a great deal of important data about the efficiency of
the process. The sample with the normal contamination level provided data on the concentration
of contaminants naturally occurring in titanium turnings, as well as the efficiency of the
separation process. The sample with a large, controlled impurity content provided more accurate
information on the efficiency of the separation process. The third sample was purified twice; the
floats from the first purification were repurified (without ferrofluid removed between the two
purifications), This provided data on the value of dual purification as a means of attaining
extremely high purities. On a commercial scale, this two-step purification process option can be
carried out at very little increase in cost relative to a one-step purification.

Throughout this portion of the program, a careful record was maintained of ferrofluid
properties as well as the apparent density of the ferrofluid in the separator during the separations;
however, it was not possible to determine accurately any tendency for ferrofluid degradation in
this phase of the work because the quantity of titanium to be processed was limited. Any long-
term tendency for degradation was indicated in the Phase 11 runs.

Table 7 indicates the principal experiments that were carried out to explore the effects of
the major variables previously identified. The scheduled experiments were carried out in the
range of operating parameters that appeared favorable based on work that AVCO had already
carried out. Based on an analysis of the results of these experiments, limited additional runs were
made at optimum process conditions. 53
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Contaminants
Titanium Turnings 0.6 lb Tool Bit Chips

300 lb 10.0 lb Superalloy

rX-Ray-1 001200 noiX-ay
lb lb d Sample 1 C SampleI A Sample 1o_ _ 00 1b

Remove Heavy Remove Heavy Remove Heavy
Contaminants Contaminants Contaminants
by Ferrofluid by Ferrofluid by Ferrofluid
Separation Separation Separation

Remove Heavy
Contaminants
by Ferrofluid

* Separation

X-Ray X-Ray X-Ray

To Melting To Melting To Melting
and Analysis and Analysis and Analysis

FO 171420

Figure 8. Basic Pr-oposed Test Sequence - Titanium Scrap Separation -

A VCO

TABLE 7
AVCO FERROFLUID SEPARATION SYSTEM PROPOSED TEST VARIABLES

TI TA .VI! ' PU RIFICA TION --SERIES A TITA N!1 TM PU RIFICA TION - SERIES B
OBJETIVEOBJECTIVE

Determine effects of apparent densitv and processing rate D~etermine effect of not removing 1/9 in. material p~rio~r
on separation efficiency, to separation.

SCRAP PROPERTIES SCRAP PROPERTIES

1. Allov - Tj-6AI-4V 1. AlloY - 1ji-3Al-4%V
2. Hullk Densitv 25 to tO tb/ft8  2. Bulk Density - 25 to :30 tb/ft'
31. Oil and Water -Negligible :1. Oil and Water -Negligihle

4. Crushed Scrap 4. Crutshed Scrap
Screened to - in. Material Not Screened to in. Material
Remove Remover-

EXPERIMENTS EXPERIMENTS

Apparent Density of Processing Rate I lb/hrt Apparent lDensitv of Processing Rate (th/br)
Ferrfltuid Ig/em') 40() 700 11100 Ferrotlllid tg/cint tN) 700(m ItM)~

4.7 Xla)tht X(bl 9(h) 4.7 xtht) xl(b)
5.0 xt(a) (h) xb h) t StXl10 xtbl qtbl
5.1 x (b) xfbhl '(h) 5,3

a - Schedttled Experimentsq x Schedtiled Experiments
I Tentative Experiments I Tentative Experimients

A Sepa rat ion of I Incon tamima ted Sample i e.. "blank" S Se pa ra t. in of I I n on t amTr i n atI ed IS ampl)e
Ib Separation of Contaminated Sample 1) Separat ion of Contaminated Sample

SCRAP REQl'IREMEN-rs SCRAP REQ1IBEMIENTS

Titanium 2,4t(m) lb Titanium 1,M)1 l
VvARpalON 40tt lbWaspaloy 25 lb
Stainless Steel 40 lb Stainless Steel 25, lb
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TABLE 7
AVCO FERROFLUID SEPARATION SYSTEM PROPOSED TEST

VARIABLES (CONTINUED)

TIT4 NIL 'A PU RIFICA TIf)N - SERIES C TITANIM PURIFICATION - SERIES 1)
OBJECTIVE OBJECTIVE

Determine effect of high hulk densitv Ti on separat ion Determine effect of low bulk densitY Ti on separation
efficiency. efficiency.

SCRAP PROPERTIES SCRAP PROPERTIES

I.Alloy - Ti-f)AI.V 1. Alloy TIi-6Al-4%V
2. Bild Density -- 35 to 40 tb/tti 2. Bullk Iensit v 11) to 201 lb/fta
:1. Oil and Water Negligible 3t. Oil and W'tter Negligible
4. Crushed Scrap 41 Crushed Scrap

Screened to -in. Material Screened to in. Material
Remove Remove

EXPERIMENTS EN PERIMENTS

Apparent 1)ensitv of Processing Rate ttb/hr) Apparent Ilensitv of' Processing Rate (tb/br)
Ferrofluid (g/cm') 4W1 Wt( 1(1(1( Ferrofluid (g/cn'h 2W( 4Wtt 7W(

4. 7 xtatihl 10)) 4.7 x(attbt "(b)
5.0 ?lhl Xlat(ht .) (b) x00
5.3t xth (h) 3 x1 hIX0 ?(hl

K Scheduled Experiments x Scheduled Exhierinients
? Tentative Experiments 2 'enlt i e Extperi ment,

* a -- ~a Separation oif U. ncont aminat ed Samptle a Setia rotion ut l Unoi itarn inn ted Samniple
h - Separation oif Contaminated Samiple h ) Separalio iii 4 tont aininnied Sample

SCRAP REQU IREMENTS SC RAP REQI IRENIFANIS

Titanium 1,2001 lb lii aniIIIm 1.(w III
WAaspaloy 25 tb Wa,' 1 io% 25 111
Stainless Steel 25 lb Si uinli- ,"' S ' 25 11,

TITA Nil'IUM PRIFIC'ATION -SERIES E
tO)HE('TIVE

D eterminme ef(fect iif i and( waticr preseiice i epa~irat ion

efficiency -

SCRAP PROPERIES

L Allii l'.AI4
2. Hulk lDensitv 25 0,3:01l t'
31. Srap Nut1 ti,

He C leained o r
Screened
After Cruishinig

EXPEFRIMEFNTAl. COtNINlTfINS

Rest TIwou Coindit ions as D~etermined tromn Serie., A

SCRAPI REQUIREMENTS

Ii tan umn 5W 1 lb
Waspinlu t0 lb1
Stnuin less Steel 10 lb1
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(2) Nickel Alloy Program

The recycling of superalloy scrap presents a more complex problem of purification than
titanium. Contaminating elements, both less and more dense than the superalloy, have several
origins, ranging from simple contamination by other scrap metals such as titanium, to adhering
potting compounds containing bismuth. Tungsten carbide bits are not a significant problem
because the long holding times in superalloy melting furnaces ensure the dissolution of these
small fragments. However, interalloy contamination of superalloy turnings is a serious problem
because of the large number of superalloys in common use. In this program, the major emphasis
was placed on the removal of titanium contaminants from superalloy scrap. Emphasis was also
placed on the removal of lead, which is a very harmful contaminant and typical of the
contaminants denser than the superalloys.

The separation of superalloys from each other appears to be an exceedingly difficult
problem because of the large number of alloys in use and their very similar densities. Therefore,
in addition to the basic purification work, an exploratory study was conducted on the feasibility
of employing the weak magnetic properties of superalloys as a basis for separating four
superalloys from each other. The light impurities were Ti-5A1-2.5Sn turnings and the dense-lead
shot.

As in the titanium work, a three-experiment sequence was used. The three-experiment
sequence is shown in Figure 9. The reasons for the use of this sequence were the same as those
given for titanium. The first sample provides data on the naturally occurring contaminants, while
the second and third samples provided accurate data on purification efficiency for the one-step
and two-step purification process.

Analyses included bulk density measurements on the various contaminant fractions,
whether sinks or floats, as a means of obtaining a semiquantitative measure of contaminant
content and Waspaloy loss. An X-ray was not planned because this method would only yield
reliable information on lead content, and it was more economical to obtain the lead content as
part of the elemental analysis of the melted samples.

The same ferrofluid properties were measured as in the titanium portion of the program.

The operating conditions under which the separation was carried out are listed in
Table 8. These conditions were based on preliminary tests on Waspaloy purification previously
carried out by AVCO.

As has been pointed out in previous sections, the physical density differences among most
nickel-base superalloys are too small to serve as a basis for their reliable separation by sink-float
separation. The differences in the weak magnetic properties of superalloys may. however.
augment these density differences sufficiently for the separation of many alloys to become
feasible. This is due to the fact that the apparent density of a magnet izeable object in a ferrofluid
separator is larger than the object's physical density. A small exploratory program was therefore
proposed to investigate the feasibility of this approach. The all)ys chosen for this study and the
relevant physical properties of these alloys are listed in Table 9.
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TABLE 8
AVCO FERROFLUID SEPARATION SYSTEM
PROPOSED TEST VARIABLES WASPALOY

PURIFICATION EXPERIMENTS

< EH."TIVE

I etrnime eftects t apparent densit , and processin. rate ,n
separat im etticie nmv

SCIAP PRO)PI'EIRTIES

I 'rushed. degra sed and dr turnings.
2 Size Range :4 o,1 in

EXPEtRIM ENTS

.\pparent D en.it% -t terrtlluid

Renw at ,1 Light Hernm al ,t I isme Prt'e,,sing Hate ttlhri

'it a rill lait ( inllnllnall:, (I;W 9t10i 1200

MI) b) X I I I ) X I t 1hi
•7 - Off, Ofh Ibs ::-Xiii x qhi

X S(ctlidilhcd Experiment.

TientatiSe Fsxperinel t
It ', eprat ii ,t I 'nit mtamiated Sample
I sparatwl nt (Ctaniinated Saniple

TABLE 9
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF
SELECTED SUPERALLOYS*

0cf).it . Afagnicti( 1-op'rtuic

tiI/7 /gai 'I , I'rmiabilit. A,

12,-46 792 1 0 1,, 1 15
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at 20i ,,,rxt,'d

I.\',Ii + 2' I owii (it 2(1K ,#,r..td

IN T, ' N 21 1 oll at 2W)I wirstcd

Watp m -"4 2f1 1 012 at 20 1 wr,tc'd

T~aken frti n )i t-a Nt rait urn Metals. Hand im,k.
V* ,hmrhi . A A .l TR -r , 1j 1172 Iuhh attin

d. Separation Test Program (Titanium)

(1) Test Procedure

With few exceptions, a common procedure was used during all the AVCO experimental test
runs. For blank (uncontaminated) runs, chips were dumped directly from the shipping drums
onto a conveyor going to the feed hopper for the ferrofluid separator. For runs carried out with a
salted (contaminated) feed, the contaminants (stainless steel. Waspaloy and tungsten carbide
tool bit fragments) were added to the conveyor at the same time as the chips. This was expected
to result in a reasonably uniform feed mixture to the ferrofluid separator.

The feed rate to the ferrofluid separator was controlled iy the output oif a vibratory feeder
at the bottom of the feed hopper. At the start (of each series, the output of the vibratory feeder was
calibrated with the type of scrap to be proces, ed hy measuring the weight of the scrap collected
in a barrel within a given period of time at different settings of the vibratory feeder. At any given
setting, the reproducibility of the output (feed rate) of the vibratory feeder varied by 1 101;.
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The scrap leaving the vibratory feeder fell into the inclined chute leading to the ferrofluid

density separation vessel, and was then forced to the side of the ferrofluid pool by a rotating
paddle wheel. The three rubber blades of the rotor, turning at 100 rpm, distributed the scrap in
the pool as quickly as it came down the chute, thereby preventing a mechanical jam and possible
interruption of separator operation.

Low density fractions of the feed were skimmed from the top ferrofluid pool, swept into a
chute, and then collected in a screen-lined basket. The high density fraction of the feed was
removed from the bottom of the ferrofluid by a moving rubber belt conveyor (linear velocity from
35 to 70 ft/min) and dumped into a second basket alongside the magnet. This was possible
because the ferrofluid in the gap is retained by the magnetic field. Separate baskets were used to
collect sinks and floats to eliminate cross contamination from run to run.

AVCO Ferrofluid No. 1224 was used as the working medlum tr the titanium separation
tests. The magnetization curve for this kerosene-based ferrofluid is presented in Figure 10. It had
a nominal magnetization of 290 gauss at 35W0 oe. The magnetization curve was obtained on a
daily basis during operation as a quality control measure. There was less than a T, variation in
the measured magnetization of the ferrofluid. This ferrolluid has a Ir, densitv ()f
1.160 gm/cm' and a viscosity of 3.5 cp at :30'( .

320
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Applied Magnetic Field, H, Oersted

FD 171422

Figure 10. Magnetization Curue of AVC(O Ferrofluid 1224 Used in Titanium

Purification 7ests

The apparent density of the ferrofluid pool was adjusted by controlling the current to the
electromagnet. In these tests, the DC current ranged from 300 to 420 amps corresponding to a
variation of 150 to 200 oe/cm to the vertical component of the magnetic field gradient.

Operating density was established by varying the current to the electromagnet until the
desired reading on the density control elements was attained. This density controller measured
the pressure of the ferrofluid against a sensor at the bottom of the pool. Since the liquid level in
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the pool was kept constant, this pressure measurement of the equivalent head of ferrofluid was
proportional to the apparent density of the ferrofluid. A calibration curve (Figure 11) was
obtained by establishing the pressure level at which reference objects of known density were
neutrally buoyant in the ferrofluid. This curve is independent of the properties of the ferrofluid
outside the magnetic field. An operating density, controllable to 0.5 in. HO (equivalent to a
density variation of 0.05 gm/cml), can be maintained even if the properties of the ferrofluid vary
slightly.

CV)
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1
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PH0,Recorder Press. Reading, in H20
FD 171423

Figure 11. Correlation Between Pressure Readout and Apparent Ferrofluid
IDensitY for A VC() ilot Separator

'The separated fractions leaving the separator were c'ollected in open-mesh baskets lined
with 50-mesh screening. The haskets were then countercurrentlv washed with trichloroethane in
at hatch degreaser. After cleaning, the fractions were dumped in plastic-lined, tared containers.
i.e., either pails or drums depending on the amount of' material and weight. When there was
sufficient material to use a drum, a fraction of the contents of each basket was placed in a tared
pail to plrovide a representative sample for further analysis. The baskets were then cleaned for

* . reuise in a subsequent run.
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(2) Test Results (Titanium)

AVCO completed a series of experimental tests with titanium chip samples to establish the
effects of system variables on the efficiency of the ferrofluid separation process. The original test
plans and the test sequence were presented in Table 7 and Figure 8, respectively. The actual test
program, summarized in Table 10, conformed to the previous plans, with minor deviations in
Series A through D. Series E, originally intended to test the effects of a high oil and water content,
was cancelled for two reasons: (a) AVCO judged the ferrofluid system to be tolerant of high levels
of oil and water content; and (b) adequate, efficient chip processing procedures have been
established to control oil and water content at acceptable levels. Table 11 consolidates all data
obtained during the AVCO Test Series A-D.

(a) Discussion of Results

The data obtained on the distribution of feed material into sinks and float fractions provides
a significant indication of the efficiency of the ferrofluid density separation: however, a
comprehensive evaluation requires analytical data on the composition of the separated fractions,
because the sinks will inevitably contain clean chips and the floats may contain contaminants.
dependent on process conditions.

The effect of separation conditions on the samples of Lot 01 (Table 3) are summarized in
r Figures 12 through 14. In each figure, the weight-percent sinks are plotted as a function of feed

rate of turnings at a given operating density. As shown in these figures, the weight-fraction sinks
for the first pass are generally higher than the weight-fraction sinks obtained when the floats are
reprocessed. In all cases, the weight-fraction sinks for the first pass are higher than the level of
contaminants added. This suggests that the bulk of the contaminants may be removed in the first
pass. The fact that the blank sample and Pass II sinks are at similar levels also tends to support
the hypothesis. This was substantiated by subsequent X-ray analysis of the samples.

Figure 12 shows that at an operating density of 5.3 gm/cm. there was little effect of feed rate
over the range of 350 to 800 tb/hr on the weight-fraction sinkw; however, increasing the feed rate
of chips to - 1200 tb/hr resulted in a significant increase in weight-percent sinks (more than 20'
of the total), both for Pass I and Pass II, thereby indicating a significant amount of
noncontaminated titanium in the sinks.

In general, it appears that at lower operating densities (5.0 gm/cm and 4.7 gm/cm3 ) which
approach the density of titanium, there is a noticeable effect of feed rate on the weight-percent
sinks (Figures 13 and 14). As the feed increases, the weight-percent sinks increase, indicating
misclassified titanium. The sharp rise in the sinks level can be explained in terms of particle
interaction. With a small driving force tending to float the titanium, which results in a long
residence time, and at high volumetric feed rate, the concentration of particles in the ferrofluid
pool in the separator increases to the point that the particles interact which leads to hindered
ettling. In those runs where 20' sinks were observed, it was calculated that the volumetric

titanium particle concentration was approximately 0.2 5 '. In arriving at this estimate, it was
assumed that the chips were inertially controlled and were only present in the upper half of the
working volume of the separator. The effective concentration of the chips is much higher than this
value because the hydrodynamic interaction volume of a flat chip is a function of the cube of its
largest dimension. Since a typical chip appears to be approximately 1/2-in. by 1/2-in. by 1/32-in.
thick, the hydrodynamic volume of a chip is about 16 times larger than its actual volume.
resulting in an effective chip concentration of 4", by volume in these cases. Since there is less than
one chip length separating any two chips in the fluid, hindered settling can occur.
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TABLE 10
AVCO FERROFLUID SEPARATION OF TITANIUM ALLOY CHIPS -

TEST DATA

Serics B
.eries .4 Lot 0.'1 Sertc, (C Neri'. I)

Apparent lt 0l Medium b'nsitN Let 0.5 Lot 04
Ferroflid Medium )enst. Ni Screening High t)rmsit I lkln.i.hs

I),'nii g/cm I ) Screened of Fines Screened Screened
20() tb;'hr Nominal Processinki Rate

47

('R(202

5.

40( t?/hr Nominal Processing Hate

B47 N4) BA I
('4:34 ('41(1 (Ci45
CR4(X) ('Rq42

5.1 B425

B455
('410 ('4410 ('41 ( '365
CR446 C K19.5 .('14620 (' 1.:19

5.A B494 -
('365 ('475 (' 400)
CR410 ('R612 -'R:165

70( tb/hr Nominal Processing Rate

4.7 B725
C7:35 C.50 C715
( 550 CH651 I CR 75

5,0 H360
('659 ('760 C715
C WOO ("R895 ('RH93

5.3
C 53(1 ('9'5 ('695
c' ,,565 ('R9:.5 CR665
c'-785

10M(1 tb/hr Nominal lrlwessing Rate

4.7

5.0 C69(1

CR795
5.1 C20 ('1)90

('RI 140 ('RI 1(

.Actual 1'rocessing Rate
B Rlank lNoneontaminatedt 1(0o th run

L ( Contaminated (artificiallyl 2(X( th run
CR Contaminated (artificially) Rerun 1(1( rb nfoats from (('C. ('v('2. 1)uplicate runs
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TABLE 11
AVCO EXPERIMENTAL DENSITY SEPARATION TEST DATA TITANIUM SERIES A-D

Rate Presore Den itv oet Fot, tnt etntPrct

Feed Operating Operating Total Weight Weight Weight Weight

Feed Material Run No. Contaminants (Th~hr) (in. H,O) (gm/cm') Streamn tl I )I I Floats Sinks

Series A
Lott 0)1 2 Blank 4(K)) :1 4, 109) 83() 210) 68. 1 231.9
Medium lDensjtv I Blank 4 55 4008 129A.; 11 G.1I i:1.15 891 1().4
Ti-fiAl-V Screened 01) Blank 425i 4o .1. 45.9 9-47 .1 12 98.7 1.3

5 2 Blank 4191 42 TI:o I ir.2 113.7 1.5 9(8.7 1.3

$) ('untantinated 4:19 ' 1 7 252.6; 228.)) 24j; 9)).: 9-
III (',ntanmiied To.', . 1 2A.1 11 184 8) 50).0) -1 21 A
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TABLE 11
AVCO EXPERIMENTAL DENSITY SEPARATION TEST DATA TITANIUM SERIES

A-D (CONTINUED)

Weight

Feed Operating Operating Total Weight Weight Weight Weight
Rate Pressure Density Product Floats Sinks Percent Percent

Feed Material Run No. Contaminants. (Th/hr) (in. HO) (gm/cm') Stroean ll) ItI b (1b) Floats Sinks

46 Contaminated :.15 :7 4.7 187.9 146 9 41.0 78.2 21.8
45 Contamninated 130 411 ro 127, 9 114.7 11.2 90w2 9.8
44 Contaminated :1615 40 r' 0 198.- 184.5 14.0. 92.,9 7 .1
42 Contaminated 4( 42 r, :I 21( 7 5 .1 21.1 0)7 9,1
4:1 Contaminated 695 42 1 211 8 112

,8 7910 (62.6 :37.4

Half of Run 46 Floats 51 Contaminated :195 :47 4.7 (68 4 95 18.9 72.4 27.6
Half of Run 45 Floats 50 Contaminated 20l2 41) .51) 568 S r:l 8q 3.0 4.7 5.3
Half of Run 44 Floats 49 Contaminated :11 .1 0I) 85.1 797 5..1 93.5 (1.5
Half of Run 42 Floats 47 Contaminated 165 12 5 1 79.1 76 2 :12 9(.i.0 4.0
Half of Run 4:1 Floats 48 Contaminated 66.5 12 5 1 61 1 .11 !9. ; (10 3I 12.0
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The threshold value of feed rate on a weight basis at which misclassification occurs, appears
to be a function of the bulk density of the scrap being processed. Likewise, this threshold value
decreases as the operating density approaches that of the titanium being processed, i.e..
4.5 gm/cm', Similarly, for a given operating feed rate, sinks increase as the operating density
approaches that of titanium.

Summary results for Lots 04 and 05 are presented in Figures 15 and 16. The results for Lot
03, which is similar to Lot 01 except that it was not screened to remove fines, are similar to those
obtained for Lot 01. The chances of misclassification were anticipated to be higher without
removal of the fines. X-ray results should establish the merits of removing fines. These results
appear to be consistent with a model which assumes that there is little misclassification until the
concentration of particles in the ferrofluid pool becomes so high as to result in particle interaction
and hindered settling. The trajectory of a particle is then no longer a function of its density
relative to that of the ferrofluid, but instead a function of the motion (f the total particle
population. If the feed rate is excessive, it is possible that incoming material misclassifies objects
that would normally float or sink, e.g.. a relatively heavy contaminant, prone to sink, may be
carried up by a high concentration of light chips intent on floating, or light chips forced down by
the concentration of incoming chips may be captured by the sinks conveyor.

40 I

Pass Density gm/cm 3

36 0 1 5.3 C

@ 11 5.3
32 I 4.7 

4

28 All 4.7

Bulk Density Chips: 15.5 Ib/ft 3
o 24

20

b316

12

8

Initial Contamination Level
4

0
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

Feed Rate, lb/hr
FD 171427

Figure 15. A V('() !errofluid Separation Test Series I). Weight-Percent Sinks us
Feed Rate of Contaminated Titanium ('hips (Lot 04) at Various Feed
Rates and Operating Densities
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Figure 16. A V('O Ferrofluid Separation Test Series C. Weight-lPercent Sinks us
'eed Rate of ('ontaminated Titanium ('hips (Lot 05) at Various Feed

Rates and Operating Densities

With proper conditions, where there is no gross interaction, and with steady-state
operations characteristics of a production plant as compared to those of a pilot plant operation,
it should be possible to completely eliminate all tungsten carlide inclusions larger than a
minimum size with the ferrofluid process. However, there are indications that the ferrofluid
process will not be able to produce a product totally free of inclusions below a minimum size. A
small number of very fine inclusions will inevitably be present hecause of "hindered settling"
and/or "rafting." A more detailed consideration of these phenomena follows:

(b) Hindered Settling

An estimate of the particle population in a ferrofluid levitation separator may be obtained
by assuming that the rate-limiting step is the transfer of titanium scrap from its introduction in

the middle of the ferrofluid separator to the top of the ferrofluid pool. The ferrofluid volume in
which separation takes place is illustrated schematically in Figure 17. The feed is shown being
introduced at the midplane, with the products being removed at the top and bottom. The
volumetric transfer rate of scrap from the midplane to the end planes is given by:

Q Ay e/t (3)

where

A = horizontal cross-sectional area of separator,
f volume fraction of separator occupied by scrap,
t transit time of scrap in the ferrofluid )()l (hr 9,
y one-half the height of the ferrofluid pool.
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Figure 17. Schematic of A VCO Ferrofluid Pool

As derived in Appendix B. the transit time (t) of a titanium particle in a ferrofluid can be
expressed by the following equation:

1 21 v

g600 (4)

in which,

g = acceleration of gravity,
p., = apparent density of the ferrofluid pool,

= density of the solid to be sorted.

The factor 1/3600 is introduced to obtain a transit time in hr instead of sec usually
obtained with a consistent set of units.
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The product Ay is eqra l to half the Working Volume (V) of the ferrofluid pool. By
transposing terms in Equation 3, the following explicit expression for i is obtained as a function
of process conditions:

-Qt (5)
V.

The degree of misclassification is plotted as a function of ( for various process runs in
Figure 18. In this figure, the values of the weight percent sinks obtained when titanium chips were
processed a second time through the ferrofluid density separator are plotted against the product
2Qt/V or t.

The value of t was calculated from Equation 3, using the experimental values of y= 10 cm,
p , and p.,. The value of V was taken as the working volume of the present separator which is
equal to 8000 cm3 , or 0.296 ft3. The volumetric feed rate used to obtain the value of t presented
in Figure 18 is based on the bulk volume of the titanium chips being fed to the system. The bulk
density, rather than the true density of titanium, was used to take into account the structure of
the chips and obtain a better estimate of the hydrodynamic interaction volume of a chip in a

* ferrofluid pool. The plot is limited to second run data in order to minimize the effect of the
presence of foreign solids. It is assumed that most of the dense contaminants in the titanium in
each case will have been removed in the first pass through the ferrofluid separator.

As noted in Figure 18, there appears to he little effect of' chip concentrations on sorting
accuracy for calculated values of ( <0.02. For higher values of t, the weight percent sinks rises
quickly and reaches dramatic values for values of ( 0.03. All of the various lots of' processed
titanium exhibited the same behavior even though the bulk density varied more than twofold.

These results indicate that at these higher values of (, there is significant particle
interaction. It is to be noted that a value of' = 0.027 corresponds to an average particle separation
of two particle diameters. At these values, it is believed that particles are entering the separator
at a faster rate than they would leave if they floated or sank of their own accord.

A design criterion for a ferrofluid sel)arator is obtained from Figure 18. The value of should
be significantly lower than 0.03.

Based on the data, it appears reasonable to use a value oft -- 0.015,which is half the critical
value found experimentally. By using this value of ( in Eq. 5. and using Eq. 4 to calculate transit
time (t). it is possible to establish the maximum volumetric feed rate to the separator as a
function of operating density. This volumetric feed rate can then be transformed into a mass feed
rate by multiplying by the hulk density of scrap being processed. These data are presented in
Table 12 for the four lots of scrap processed at apparent densities that range from 4.7 to
5.: gm/cm'. According to this table, it should he possible to process scrap at a volumetric feed
rate of' 14 to 2:3 ft':/hr depending on the operating density, and in terms of mass values, from 220
to 8:10 tb/hr. depending on the bulk density of the scrap.
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TABLE 12
DESIGN CAPACITY OF FERROFLUID SEPARATOR FOR

TITANIUM CHIPS

Operating DensityV. pN . gm/cm' 4.7 5j) 5.:1

Residence Time(t ) of, Titanium
('hip (p1. 4.4 gm/cm)
kit p,,, secs 0.56 0.41 0.15

Design Bulk Feed Rtate off Scrap

at p,,, and 0.015
ft/hr 14.:3 19.5 22.9

F[luivalent Mass Feed Rates, tb/hr
IA)t 01 and 03 (.,,-A 23.2 tb/ft ) 330 45)0 5N4)
[.,ot 0.4 f"",', 15.6 tb/|'t') 220 3104) 360-;

Lot 05 (p,_ 36.3 tb/fi 
)  520 71(0 A340

(c) Rafting

A small number otf very fine inclusions will inevitably be present because of what can best
le cilled rafting. A dense inclusion, which normally would sink if left to its own devices, may be
prev'ented from doing so if it collides with a rising titanium chip. If the average density of the
inclusion and the chip is greater than the density of the ferrofluid, the inclusion will sink and
carry the chip with it. If the average density of the chip and the inclusion is less than the density
of the ferrofluid. the inclusion will be forced up into the floats, e.g., it will be rafted. The following

rexpression establishes the conditions for rafting:

, paf pti (6)
pai -paf

where

V, volume of the inclusion.
VI - volume of the titanium chip,
laf apparent density of the ferrofluid,

pat apparent density of the inclusion.
pti density of the titanium chip.

The maximum size inclusion that can reasonably be expected to be rafted can be calculated
by knowing the relevant densities and the maximum volume of the chips being processed. In the
case of Lot 01, ten chips chosen at random were weighed on an analytical balance. These ranged
in weight from 0.015 to 0.1531 gm with an average of 0.0556 gin. The volume of these chips is
obtained by dividing by the density of the titanium alloy (p,, - 4.43 gm/cm'). In this case, the
volume of the largest chip is 0.035 cm:'. By substituting these numerical values for the volume and
density of the titanium chips into Equation 6. it is possible to plot (Figure 19) the volume of the
largest inclusion that one would expect to find in the floats as a function of the apparent density
of the ferrofluid and the apparent density of the dense inclusion. The diameters corresponding to
equivalent spherical volumes are also presented in Figure 19. As can be seen in this figure, the
maximum volume misclassified is significantly decreased by operating at a density close to the
density of the scrap.

A tungsten carbide tool bit is a composite consisting of tungsten carbide particles cemented
in a cobalt matrix. Because cobalt is highly magnetic, a tungsten carbide tool bit fragment will
have an apparent density in a ferrofluid separator that will le much higher than its true density.
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The true density of tungsten carbide tool bit was found to be 15.0 gm/cm3 . Since the density of
the tungsten carbide is 15.7 gm/cm3, and the density of cobalt is 8.9 gm/cm 3 , this tool bit contains
about 10.3"1 cobalt by volume. The apparent density of this object in a ferrofluid separator can
be expressed by the following equation:

pai = pi + (M, 0 (V,,) - M) 1' (7)4rg

where

p., = apparent density of inclusion (tool bit), gm/cm
p = true density of tool bit, gm/cm 3

K, = Magnetization of cobalt, gauss
M, = Magnetization of ferrofluid, gauss

g = acceleration of gravity
V,, = volume fraction cobalt in tool bit

I' = magnetic field gradient in separator.

In the experimental tests, a ferrofluid with a magnetization of 290 gauss was used. The
magnetic field gradient was 175 oe/cm. The separator was operating at a density of 4.7 gm/cm3 .
The magnetizat ion of cobalt is 24,000 gauss. By substituting these various numerical values in the
above equation, the apparent density of a tungsten carbide tool bit is calculated to be about
47 gm/cm. The apparent density of this object would be slightly higher at higher operating
densities because of the higher applied gradient. From the above, the largest tungsten carbide
tool bit fragment that would be rafted could be expected to decrease from 7.0 X 10 ' cm3 (D, = 43
mils) when the ferrofluid separator was operated at an operating density of 5.3 gm/cm', to
2.2 X 10 ' cm' (D),29 mils) when the ferrofluid separator was operated at a density of
4.7 gm/cm'.

(3) Conclusions (Test Series A-D)

The principal conclusion drawn from Test Series A-D is that it should be possible to obtain
quantitative removal of macroscopic inclusions that are significantly denser than titanium. In
particular. it should be possible to eliminate all tungsten carbide inclusions larger than :30 mils
in diameter, as well as stainless steel and superalloy chips. The ferrofluid process will not be able
to remove inclusions that have an apparent density similar to that of the titanium alloy being
processed. A specific example are dense metal fragments that contain closed voids.

In order to obtain a minimum amount of misclassification in the ferrofluid separator, it is
necessary to operate the separator so that there is a minimum difference between the densities of
the ferrofluid (V,,) and ofthe titanium allo. being processed. Furthermore. the concentration of
chips. t. in the separator should be small enough so that particle interaction is minimized. The
operation of the system can be defined in terms of the parameters invesigated in this study. For
Ti-6AIA4V alloy ('hips (p--4.43 gm/cm'), operating the separator at an apparent density of
.1.7 gm/cm-' and a maximum bulk volumetric feed rate of 14.3 ft3/hr, which results in a value
of t 0.15, a quality product should be obtained in a single pass through the separator.

However. in the Test Series A-D. none of the titanium scrap was processed at chip
concentration of' -- 0.015 and at an operating density of 4.7 gm/cm'. The runs for which ( 0.015
were carried out at higher operating densities, and the feed rate for all the runs carried out at an
operating density of' 4.7 gm/cm"' was higher than 1.1.3 ft '/hr. so that t -0.15. In order to obtain
operating data and sam pies of purified mat erial under optimum processing conditions, addit ional
runs were made.
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(4) Supplemental Test Runs

Five supplementary runs were carried out with five different lots of titanium alloy turnings.
Three runs were carried out utilizing material previously run (a remix of floats and sinks) from
the three screened lots of Ti-6AI-4V of different bulk densities used in the Test Series A-I). The
remaining two runs (1(X) Ib nominal) were performed with chips of two other titanium alloys to
demonstrate the general compatibility of the separation process. One run was carried out with

Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo turnings obtained from Frankel Co. This lot (07) had a bulk density of
35.3 lb/ft. The other run was carried out with Ti-SAl-2.5Sn chips. The hulk density of this
material (AVCO Lot No. 08) was found to be 21.0 lb/ft3 . The 5-2.5 material was substituted for
the originally planned Ti-8Al-IMo-IV because of availability.

In Test Series A-D. the scrap was fed directly to the ferrofluid separator to eliminate the
effects of other simple processing steps that would remove some of the contaminants. For these
five supplementary tests, the scrap was processed under conditions that AVCO would use in a

* production operation. The contaminated scrap mixture was passed over a reciprocating screen,
the oversize material discharged to a dry magnetic separator, and the undersize discarded.
Initially, a 5-mesh reciprocating screen was used. After it was observed that significant fraction
of the chips passed through the screen resulting in a significant loss of material in the process, this
scrcen was replaced with a 10-mesh screen which retained most of the chips. A 5-mesh screen was
used for Runs 56 through 58, and a 10-mesh screen was used for Runs 59 and 60.

The oversize material from the screen then passed over a magnetic pulley separator, which
removed a significant fraction of strongly magnetic material from the charge stream. This dry
separator prevented large pieces of very strongly magnetic material from entering the ferrofluid
separator and interfering with its operation (removal of sinks). This preprocessing removes some.
but far from all of the tungsten carbide tool bits present in the chips. The nonmagnetic stream
from the separator was transported on a conveyor to the feed hopper for the ferrofluid density
separator. The scrap was then processed through the separator under conditions so that the
apparent difference in density between ferrofluid and the titanium alloy being processed was
-0.3 gm/cm' and that (< 0.15. For Run 57 in which p, - 4 .4 6 gm/cm :'. and Runs 58-60. in which
p,,- 4 .43 gm/cm. the operating density was 4.7-4.8 gm/cm. For Run 56 in which p,,
4.54 gm/cm'. the operating density was 4.8-4.9 gm/cm'. In these runs. the values of ( ranged from
0.010 to 0.013.

In the supplementary test series, new degreasing baskets were used to receive the scrap.
These baskets, which were lined with 30-mesh stainless screening, were much easier to clean and
maintain than the baskets used in the previous runs. The coarser screen should not retain small
tungsten carbide fragments as might have occurred before. With these baskets. recontamination
of processed material should be minimal. As before, individual baskets containing separated
scrap were processed in the hatch degreaser to remove ferrofluid adhering to the scrap. The
processed chips were then air dried and put in plastic-lined 55-gal drums.

(5) Results of Supplemental Tests

The material balances for each of the five supplemental test runs are presented in
Table 13. The material balances for each of the runs in the demonstration test indicate the
effectiveness of the ferrofluid density separation system to purify titanium alloy scrap. As shown
in "Table 1:. the weight percent sinks observed experimentally correlated well with the
concentration of dense contaminants originally added to the feed.

These results show that only a few percent of the titanium chips are misclassified; the
ma orit ' ofthe titanium chips are recovered in the floats. The results were subjected to selective
chemical analyses of the sinks fractions by P&WA. and radiographic inspection by AVCO.
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TABLE 13
AVCO SEPARATION TEST DATA SUMMARY - SUPPLEMENTAL RUNS WITH

TITANIUM ALLOY CHIPS

Run N i 5t 57 5,s 59 60

Iot No. 07 08 04 05 I
Allov Type Ti-6At-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo 'At.2.5 Sn 'T 0-AlV TI-fiAt IV 'i 6AI4V
D)ensitv. gncm, 4.54 .46 4..1- 141 I.1
Bulk Density. tb/ft' 35.3, 21.0 1 r,- :16, 23.2Weight ', (Contatninanits 4.5 4.9 4, 5 -1. 1"."
Added at Avco. Vc Before Screening

Feed Riw, ';crap, tb/hr 175.0 2K7.0 215.0 .5.5.0 245.0
Hulk Feed Rlate Scrap. fV/hr 10.46 1:1.7 13.7 12.5 It).1(
Operating Pressure Separator in HO :18 to :39 :17 to :18 :17 t:() :9 37 to :3s :38.0
Operating Density FF gm/cm, 4.8 to 4.9 4.7 to 4.8 4.7 to 4.8 4.7 to 4.S 4.7 to 4.8
l p. - JJ gn/cmn : 01 0.3 0: 1 0.3

(.011 0.012 0.M1 0,012 (O.010)

Weight Scrap to System lb 118.) 121. t 8 9 10,1.) 98.2
Weight Renoved b Screening and
Ordinary Mag Sepn. tb 35.0* 4S.5"* 21.9"* 3.1* 2.7""

Weight to Separator. tb 83.0 72.6 67.9 103.0 95.5

Weight Floats. 'b 78..0 68.2 65.1; 96.3 86.0
Weight Sinks. tb .1.5 4. 0 2.:3 7.0 8.06
Weight ', Sinks. s 5..I 5.5 1.5 (.9 9.1

"Vs - ,9 0.0; 1.)1 2.8 0.5

*Estimated from remix proportions

-mesh screen
-I mesh screen

(6) Separation Test Radiographic Program

After AVCO completed the X-ray calibration work, sample quantities (- 10 tbI of l,ots 01.
0:3, 04 and 05 were passed through the Ferrofluid Scrap Separator at an operating pressure of 45
in., which corresponds to a density of 5.5 gr/cm'. The floats were cleaned and then used to
establish X-ray inspection conditions for tungsten carbide impurities. Tungsten carbide
fragments of different sizes (+5 mesh, -5/+ 10 mesh. - 10/+ 18 mesh, -- 18/4 30, - 30/ 50 mesh,
-. 50 mesh/+80 mesh, -10/+18 mesh, -30/4 50 mesh, - 50 mesh/ 80 and -80 mesh) were
attached to two 3- by 5-in. cardboard cards. These cards formed reference samples for the X-ray
tests. In tests, the first card was placed on a lucite tray and covered with a known amount of
titanium scrap. The second card was then placed on top of the scrap layer. The sample was then
X-rayed with a Faxitron Radiographic Inspection System. For the different types of scrap. the
parameters investigated were the weight of scrap, heam voltage, exposure time and type of film.
The horizontal dimensions of the sample were kept constant to I I- by 14-in.. the size of the largest
standard format X-ray film.

The best conditions developed for each case are listed in Table 14. Under these conditions,
all the tungsten carbide pieces on the reference cards were visible. Increasing the height of the
scrap on the tray tended to decrease the detection sensitivity. The maximum amount of scrap for
the various lots corresponded to a height of about one inch. The inclusions were more readily
detected with Kodak-Type AA film than with Type M film. So-called "Lead-Pack Film" resulted
in marginally sharper negatives than AA-type film. This marginal advantage was not enough to
warrant use of the Lead-Pack Film which is 50"1 more expensive than AA film.
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TABLE 14
X-RAY TEST CONDITIONS FOR DETECTION OF TUNGSTEN
CARBIDE INCLUSIONS IN TITANIUM TURNINGS - AVCO

Bulk Density Weight of Scrap
of Scrap on 11 X 14-in. Tray Beam Voltage Exposure 7":me Film

Lot No. (mi/ft 3) (gim) (th) (KV) (See) T'pe

01 20 to 22 640 1.41 I10 30- AA
02 20 to 22 with fines 880 1.94 110 ( 6. AA
04 10 to 12 480 1.06 100 30 AA
05 30 to 33 1120 2.46 110 78 AA

The AVCO Corporation completed radiographic analyses of sample "float" and "sink"
byproducts from previous ferrofluid titanium separation tests. The X-ray films were used to
define contaminants in the separated fractions, particularly tungsten carbide (WC). On the basis
of the radiographic inspection, float and sink samples from six different test runs were selected
for further (final) analysis.

Float samples were forwarded to Teledyne Wah Chang to be melted into six 100 1b (approx.)
ingots, and then converted to plate for evaluation (X-ray, chemistry, microstructure, mechanical
properties). Sink samples were forwarded to P&WA for button melting and chemical analysis.
The degree of successful scrap separation of other than WC contaminants attained with the
ferrofluid system was determined primarily by chemical analysis.

(a) Radiograph Inspection Procedure

Tungsten carbide tool bit fragments, because of their relatively high density and
characteristic shape, are readily identified by X-ray. AVCO calibration runs with X-ray
equipment proved that WC fragments as small as 0.005-in. square could be identified in an 11-
by 14- by 1-in. sample of loose chips. For these reasons, plus the knowledge that successful
separation of a tool bit fragment correlates with separation of other contaminants, AVCO used X-
ray inspections to identify the most successful (clean) ferrofluid separation runs.

In preparation for the radiographic survey, samples of floats and sinks had been obtained
from all the AVCO ferrofluid runs. The volume of floats from any given run was such that 55-gal
drums were required for their storage, whereas the sinks could be contained in 5-gal pails. Float
samples were obtained by removing a quantity from each basket of floats leaving the degreaser.
The sample quantity was at least 10" of the total floats from each run. In addition, any material
brushed out of the float basket at the end of a cycle run was added to the X-ray sample. Since
only fine contaminants would tend to cling to the basket, it is suspected that this addition of fines
tended to give the X-ray sample a somewhat higher-than-representative contaminant level.

Each X-ray sample was stored in a polyethylene bag. and the bags in turn stored in covered
five-gallon pails to minimize the possibility of post-processing contamination. Prior to X-ray, the
samples were transferred from the bags into two different sets of lucite trays, one set for sinks, the
other set for floats. Each tray, II in. wide, 14 in. long and 1 in. deep, was appropriately labeled.
For baseline reference, various size WC chips were glued to a card and the card placed on top of
the sample chips prior to X-ray (Figure 20).

Subsequent to X-ray, the 11- by 14-in. radiographs (X-ray negatives) were examined with
a magnifier for inclusions. Suspected indications were marked on the negative, and after
identification, measured for size: however, if less than 10 inclusions were observed on a
radiograph, the size of each inclusion was recorded, and if more than 10 inclusions were observed.
the range of sizes only was recorded. Selected inclusions were removed from the chips in the tray
for subsequent analysis. The loaded trays were saved until examination of the radiographs was
completed. The contents were then returned to an appropriate float or sink container.
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U.S. Standard Sieve Wire
Sieve
Series Opening Diameter

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ No. 5
No. 5 0.157 0.0539

No. 10 0.787 0.0354

No. 18 0.0394 0.0223 No. 10

No. 30 0.0234 0.0154

No. 50 0.0117 0.0085 No. 18

No. 80 0.0070 0.0052 No. 30 a

FOD 171632

F.igure 20. .A VC() Tunrgsten1 C arbide P~artic'le Sam ple C ard
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Wb Radiographic Irnspection Results and AnalYses

As noted previously, AVCO split their ferrofliuid systemis tests (titanium separation) into)

two parts: Series A-U to establish basic parameters, and Supplementary Tlests to estahlish the
vaiivo hs aaeesfrproduction operation. Inspection results a nd analysis for each test

seris ae dcumnte inthefollowing paragraphs.

(c) Test Series A-li X-ray Results

X -ray inspection results of Test Series A-I) floats are presented in Table 15. The high level
of' contaminants in the A-D sinks precluded anl incluisioin count.

Radiographs of' sinks from "blank" runs. i.e.. no contaminants adlded. established that all
lots of as-received scrap cointainm-( WtC IpLIS tither contaminants. Radiographs also confirmed the
calialility of' the ferrofluid system to concer [rate these contaminants in the sinks. Fior exam ple.
Figure 21 shows a sam ple of as- received Lot 0t scrap material with only two inclus ins identified
as WC( . wvhile Figure 22 shows a sam ple of thle sinks of Lot 01 blank" run material with several

WUinclusions evident . The two large inclusions sho wo in FiguLre 22 were removed, measured for
denlsity and photographed (Figure 2:2). The 5ia llv- piece withI two hiodes had a densit v;t
8.(;:1 gin cm- and therefore mna' ble at titanium alloy. InI general, .l 01I material did nto appear t"
contaiin mi~iv ('hilps otfohrfigil Materials.

A ri?,liiigrapih oflt sinks o0 Pull 29 is tire'-ented in) Hgu~re 24I. This blank run %\as. iarrjeil it
wit h as-receiv ed igh-h ulIk- de nsity titan1)iumI I aIlly ch ipIs (I, iot ( )5 . I n add It i to ituat (' c~i rlijde.,
thisli ( nt ainled chipis oft somlewhat greater ()ilmoitesse thanl litaiiin. and Iloon '-hiet
rimin ns. pridablv fromt a punch press, ipeht ioln. th bat wri (let initely more o~paque tOmit lhte
itaiumill chips. and were priihahlY sulierallo.

The lowk hulk density- titanium c-hipls (L ot 04) wvere liadlY cointaminated. A radicraiph 4 t hi'
',ink (if Run 411 is presented as Figure 25. In) addit nin to tungstenCI carbide,. ihi, lit cijtillu it(
(IIk at signif'icanit quantit.y if'foreign (,hills hut Ili ueostc d-n sso n i imr
26, iiicluditi- s iza hie fragments If stainless steel and brass. A large iiiiiner (d dunOM' r winlei
inlclusions which did not have the sharp angular facets if tung~sten cairbide wivre ills, observed.
Thesev piei'es arv fa irlv sof)t, suggesting at lead-conltailii illiiv

I'h' tiri'me~iii' ii t hese in('Iisiits appeared i'iiisist('it \\it I the chemical mialvsi- tirivideil
\%it the liii ireceive1 ichip,, ulahle 41. vhich indicated lthat all lte ihip Itos had ic degreif'

)intaTminat i.n. InI pariticuflar. Liit 0-1 was found iii have thle highestl io and lead cintentif ot he
is- receivd~ li -

'I' Molist ext eisi\(' lil as1 iilitiiied wutii r~iielini-bilk den itiiailim ll iiv() chitp-
cliuirisiilg lit M1. which \as sc'reened. and Liit 0:1. which wa:s not screteiicil . 'he cililtailinalted
teed mixtuire (if Lotill ciinitained \\vi~ight -perient illileliheratelv added t o'gsten carbide
ch ips. that rangedl frit - 5 to AO nit esh inI size. inI add it ii Ili a11\nyotrally iculrriuig
(i~taiilillilts 'The expected cincent ratl ion ift seeded f riwiiielt, ) t van us - iles ire presented inl
'Ftile IG . Based uln this tabfle. an N -ray sam ph' tra% contaiin II, 1.1 lb t .i W c iiiiinatled feed
ulixtiri' 4iitild therefo(re ciintain (iver loo) du'eitoible (oiio.- ini dim incluions: F-igure 27 is ai
rtdinriph o)f aI t plial samiple (if this cittimillated bied OIIi\tnr('.
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1 1"til, -1 Pht I/rl 1/b'dioiHI o I I I 1-i?[ A VC( () Radiog~raph of S'inks of H~un 29,.
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r )~Figure' 25. Photo Reduction of I1 I 14-in. A V('( Radiograph oif Sinks of Run 4 1.
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Figure 26. Inclusions fro n ,ks of A VC7( Run 41, Lot 04



TABLE 16
TUNGSTEN CARBIDE CONTAMINATION ADDED TO

SCREENED MEDIUM BULK DENSITY TITANIUM ALLOY
CHIPS (LOT 01) AVCO TEST SERIES A

Expected N'onibtr of Tun~gsten
Size of Tungsteni Carhide F'ragmn it Pr Pound

C'arbide Fragmients of Titanium AloiA C hips
U,' Meshi Mils In Size Range ('umutatitt' Numb er

.5 -156
5 tol 10 158 to ,78 1
110 t 18S 79 to 39 4 1i

I8 to :to :19 t o 2:1 12 1s
tI to 50 2:3 to 12 48 0;

54 -SO'8 12 itl 7 236 30(2
8O0 :19011 42012

In all cases, the processing of contaminated titanium alloy scrati from either Lot 01 or Lot
0:3 through a ferroflid sink-float separator resulted inl a decrease in t he concentration (of

detectable contaminants. Typically, an initijal concentration in excess, of 3W11 it)(hisiI ns/tb of'
titanium decreased to values which ranged from 0.5 to 5.8 intstionl/b lit aittm for.Series A. Lot
01, and from 1.5 to 9.5 inclusions/tb l it anium for Series B. Lot (1. This represents, a reduct ion in
contaminant level fromn 31-fold to 61)1-fold. In compariso n, the cout aminat ion level of the floats
from blank runs ranged fromt 0.4 to 2.3 inclusions/tb titanium. TIhere were a number of Lot 1
Runs (4. 5, 1:1, 6. 14, 7. 15. 9 and 171 in which t he largest WC inclusio n found had a diameter of
0.030 in. or less. Other runs in this series coint ained one or mire WC incltusiions larger than
0.030-in, diameter. All the runs, priocessed with Lto. t 0:1 &s at feVed mt 11erial contained one or more
larger WVC inclusions. The best results were obt)1ained with lin 9 (Lot (1,. paf 41.7 gm/crn. feed
rate 4:39 lb/hr. ( 0.0)20) in which eight inclusions, all smaller than 1.025-in. dia. were found in
15.4 lb X-ray samplle.

The highest level of' contaminants and the largest conta~minattls were found in thle floats, of
Runs 10, 54 and 55 for which 11-.3:1. It wvas lprevioiisl y reported that these runs had an unusually
large amiount iif ti tniutm in the sinks. In general, it is oblserved that thle degree of
misclassificat ion increases its thle difference in density' between the ferrofluid and the scrap
increases and alsii as the feed rate to the sepairtor increases. When the degree iiftmisciassification

is fairly high, after an initial pass through the selpartor. a secoind Imss will result in fuirt her
removal iif dense contamlinants. When the degree of removttl after an initial piass is high, it second
pass5 throuigh thle svst em does not bring a bout a significant furlther impriivement.

These results indicate that the bulk if the dense ciontaminant s are remiived by the ferridluid
density separationi proctess under a wide variety of ilperat ing conditiuons. This w\is the case even
when the ferroflitid sep~aratoir was operated under conditions where there was significant
misclassificatiuon oft titanium scrap. T1his is ciinsist ent withI the fit(t that the density difference
between the contaminants and tile ferritfluid was mutch greater than the densi ty difference
between thle ferritfitid aitd thle titanium chips. Optimum cintamint removal c'anniot be
ex pe cted . hioweve r. knder ciomditlio ns whit'h resuilt in a high mti scIass ifti ct io n of' tilhe titani umi
chips. Process conditiiins which result in high mnisclassifiction are chaltraterized li) , v high valtue
for f. The ver 'y piiir results obtained with iLot 011 Rbuns 101. 5.4 and 557 (i -0.0210) atmd with Lot 0:1
1tins 19 to 28 stippiirt this concltiiin. (valties calculated for Puins 19 to 28 (0.13 to 01.10)1
atssiimned that the residence Itme of' thle chips itt the( separator was coint rolled b)y inertia. Becauise
if' thle presence (ift a ritiglv 10l' tintes which wiiiltd have 1ilarg residenci times, thle act ral \.aile
of ,is prilhhbl\ higher than caletilateil. Thle fl)ots fir runs with 11ii [1t teed were in general miore

ic lla iii itated t hantths carried i t with I .ot M IIfet imaterital
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The presence of a few large WC fragments in the floats of runs which approach optimum

conditions might have been due to recontamination of processed material leaving the separator.
The degreasing baskets used to contain the titanium chips in the ferrofluid removal step were
lined with a 50-mesh steel screen. Although the baskets were brushed carefully after processing
each run, the possibility exists that a few WC pieces could be carried over from a poor run to a
subsequent run.

The results obtained with the high-bulk-density Lot 05 titanium chips (Table 15) were
qualitatively similar to those obtained with Lot 01; however, the X-ray samples of floats generally
contain more inclusions than did the samples from Lot 01. Most of these inclusions were less than
0.030-in. dia. On the total sample basis, the concentration of inclusions found ranged from 1.6
inclusions/tb (Run 40) to 10.6 inclusions/tb (Run 35); however, a large majority of these inclusions
occurred in the X-ray tray corresponding to the bottom of the sample pails. If the bottom portion
of the samples is discounted, the inclusion concentration is decreased by an order of magnitude.

A possible explanation for these results is that this lot of titanium chips contained many
WC fragments that adhered to the chips, due to residual cutting oil, and the chips thus behaved
as particles of intermediate density which either sank or floated in the ferrofluid separator
depending on the relative sizes of the chip and the adhering WC pieces. Exposure to ferrofluid
followed by degreasing of the chips to remove ferrofluid could result in separation of the titanium
chip from the tool fragment. The agitation in the handling of the sample container could then
allow the fine WC fragments to move down through the chip pile to the bottom of the container.
The very fine screen lining of the degreaser baskets would result in retention of these small
fragments.

Radiographs of the floats of the various runs carried out with the low-bulk density Lot 04
titanium alloy chips, exhibited a relatively large number of dense inclusions. A number of these
inclusions however, had an irregular, somewhat rounded shape rather than the characteristic
sharp angular appearance of WC. These inclusions were also larger in size than previously
identified WC fragments.

A typical inclusion physically removed from the floats of Run 42 shown in Figure 28,
appeared to consist of a multilayered foil with a binder material. The density of one of these
inclusions was determined to be 4.477 gm/cm. The chemistry of typical inclusions was
determined. Similar, but higher, density inclusions were found in the sinks. For example, one
inclusion removed from the sinks of Run 4 was found to have a density of 7.526 gm/cm3 . The
different apparent densities of these inclusions is due to differences in their porosity. Since the
densities were measured by liquid immersion, these measurements reflect closed voids that are
not filled with liquid.

The above inclusions were not misclassified by the ferrofluid process. The objects of lower
density than the ferrofluid floated, while the denser ones sank. Some of these inclusions have
densities that do not differ significantly from the density of the titanium scrap being processed
and thus are not readily removed by the ferrofluid process.

(d) Supplemeneal Test X-ray Resu/ts

As noted previously, AVCO derived optimum parameters for operation of the ferrofluid
separation process during test series A-D. These parameters. i.e.. an t value of less than 0.015,
and a small density difference between the ferrofluid and titanium, were used during the five

supplementary tests (56 to 60). The chips used for Runs 58 to 60 were Ti-6A1-4V of light, heavy,
and medium hulk densities, respectivelv chips for Run 56 were Ti-6A1-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo, and Run 57
chips were Ti-5AI-2.5Sn turnings. In view of Series A-D test experience, each lot was subject to
screening of fines by AVC(O after the addition of contaminants.
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1{atiiigraihic inspect ion % its ilidict ed o)It tloats fit il t hec suppillemtenit ;r\ test rumteit il iiing
at procedure idetic tal to that itiijlovtul on) the A-I) runs. Radiographic inspection resuilts are

iMindit inl Table IT. 'vpit-al riidiogrlis oit' the flot piroducts 1(ir each t 'he supplellnentar\ test

run8, are tpresent ed inl Figures 29 t hrtigh :M2.

Hadiirphic inspeciion of' the tloats indicated at high diegree of tniritv inl t he tloit, with
signlificantl I"v lower inclusioni levels than the float samples olbtained trim the A-I) runs. Thel(
largest content rat ion (, inclusions (1.5:1 inc-lusions per pioundl t titanliuml \%was toInld ill tlats
froiin Rut 58 withI Loo 0)4 teed material. Moist (It these inclusions did noit appear to ble tungstenl
carbide chips.

For thle other supplementary test runs, the -micentiltion of inclusions ranrl fromll0 it)
0.4.1 inc(-iiis b oft titanium, Assuming an a\'erage chilp weight of'211 tug, this ciirresimis to) a
concentrat ion level of less than one inclusion per 111 titanium chips. The largest inclusioin that
could be detinlitelv idetit ified ats being tutngsten carbide tr-ii thie radiigraphs was :tt) mils iti dia.
Other iticlusiiits which were larger than 30 tmils, were ailso obhserved, butl these didi not appear to
he tutigst en carbhide. Inclusions, typical of this larger typie, were physically retmoved and fouivnd iti
have densities lower thamningsten carbide. Ai itncluisioit retutied irom the tloals tif Ron )S is
shiowtn itt Figure :;-. atnd ati iticlusioni renioved troi the tiis f) Run 59 is soninl Figuire 7 A
tpirous slag-like appeiir-tice of* linth t hese inclusioins univ be tuited. A photoIgralph oft t he largest
inlclusii toitd inl Runl (10 is shmin inl Figinec :4;, This o)biect is tuetallic and tint)TIiis ill
chiaracter. These i ncltusiiots were cieni nil ll atialvied liv l'&\\tA

Coinc-lusioits drawtn tri thbe radiog,,raphic, t-xaitititl~ (f)I the basic and sititletlewnt r tes t
tonns are listed bewlow:

(ia) Ciiitatuinamts were present in allillh lts tf tit:lniutn turnings, as-received.
buos cifirming- the need fo- at pricess, to retnwvt theml.

() 1l'The terriid densit t seliaratioti process resulted in) a sic-ificatit rediit t

in) omt iatnat iiti leve(l (it titanium chips tor aill the rutn ciindlit iots

examined; however, some residual cult aniltliii s remained aiter eatch rutn.

(c.) The residuald concent rat intl (, contatlilnians itl the floaits is at futiction ti iifth

opierat ing pitr~limicers (if the selratiir and the charat-cterist its of* the
coit atinats. The principal tuet-hanisin that resuils inl tisclassitiitti otto
particles, appears to) be part icle interact in. tse-al ating. Ini order ,

tmitnimize this probletti it is tiecessarv tilt operateo a territlitid separatoir
untder coinditionis such that ,0,01l5 w0it a erritiliid density apiproat-hitig

hle denisitY of' thle scrap-i

id) The f'erroflitid separati in pirocess. litili/ing sitable operatitig pairamte'trs
iiptiars too be capable iif removing all tungsten czirlide tragtnettts larger
thi (02(1-in. dia ats well as at sigtiiticitl tratt ioi' the smaller i'ragttetis.
Coindit ions whith lead to, the removal (if tolngstetl carbide fragnwints also)
lead to the removal (if stainless steel and superalliv turtnings. I'iriius,
coitti latnints which mtiv cooittiti cliised t-iiids. atnd whitcb have im apparent
dvens it a ppriic hi ng thIiat ift t it ailiim are tno i etfee tivel v retn iived liv tihe
terriitluid prowcess.

e. Preparation for Ingo( Melting

Float piroducts~ triim 'six stiecitic 'Ii .iAl-4V\ test runs wi-re selected for mleltinug anid flirt her
L - e~~vatfuiat ion. These six rittis itcittied liasic I Scrie's A\ D1 Nos. 0.9 aido 2)'. and suptilettettar test

riuts 5,59 and W,
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Figure 29. Photo Reduction oif! IIx 14-in. A VC() Radiograph of Floats/from Test
Run No. 56, Lo, 07
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Figure .30. Photo Reduction of I1 IX 14-in. A VC() Radiograph of Floats from TestV
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Figure 32. P'hoto Reduction of Ii I 14-in. A V'C( Radiograph (if Floats from Test
Hun 5.9, Jot 05
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Figure 34. Inclusion from Float (i/A V('' Run41 58 (l)1nm isrons: QI 250 0. 20X x
0. 150 in.)
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Figure 35. Inchsionj from Float of A V'CO Run 59 (Dimensions: 0. 150 x 0. 150 X
0.085 in.)

The basic runs 6. 9 and 22 represented medium bulk density material. Process parameters
for runs 6 and 9 approach opt imum conditions. Run 2:. however. was run at less than optimum
conditions and also represented material which had never been screened. It was selected to assess
the eft'ct of melting on material which is highly contaminated with fine inclusions. The
supplementary runs 58, 59, and 60 represented light, heavy and medium bulk density material.
respectively, nn at optimu|m process parameters.

The entire float products from each of these runs was forwarded to Teledyne Wah ('hang for
melting into six approximatelv I t)-th coosumahle melted ingot s. These ingots were chemically
analyzed and converted to) plates which will he further evaluated by X-ray, chemical analysis.
mechanical properties and microstructure. These ingots provided a means of thoroughly
evaluating the entire separatoir prodult, rather than the I(', chip samples pre'iously
radiographed. The tendency of ver\ small inclusions, i.e.. 0.0301 in.. to dissolve in the meli was
also determined. Tlbe sinks from 'm', I the six selected runs were Forwarded to 1P&\VA for button
melting and chemical analysis.
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() Light-Density Contaminant Separation Tests

Light density contaminants, such as aluminum, in moderate quantities, are not especially
detrimental to Ti-6AI-4V, yet may produce chemistry deviations: other light contamination, e.g.,
wood chips, rag fragments, etc., are a nuisance during remelting. The capability of the ferrofluid
to remove these low-density contaminants was, accordingly, demonstrated in three runs uAinry
natural scrap and scrap seeded with aluminum chips.

(1) Test Procedure

Titanium for the "lights" removal runs was selected from lots which had the "heavies"
removed in prior runs, and which had been run under near-optimum conditions, to be
representative of the practice which is likely to be followed in the future purification of titanium
scrap turnings. Aluminum turnings for addition to the titanium turnings were made by AVCO by
machining a solid piece of aluminum; thus it was assured that the "contamination" added was,
in itself, uniform and free of other contaminants.

A series of runs of titanium turnings from Lot 01 were made at different density settings and
4the percentages of sinks versus floats were recorded. Similarly, samples of the aluminum turnings

alone were run at different density settings. Figure 37 shows the relationship between the percent
of floats and ferrofluid apparent density for the titanium and the aluminum respectively. Based
on these calibration runs, 3.6 gm/cm3 ferrofluid apparent density (34.4 in. of water) was selected
as best meeting the criteria of maximum separation with minimum misclassification.

The initial test run (No. 269) was conducted utilizing a material lot which had been
previously run to remove "heavies." "Lights" removal during this run provided a presumably 

contamination-free material. Pure Al turnings were subsequently added to this material to
provide feedstock for a run (No. 270) in which "lights" were again removed. In order to
demonstrate the removal of "lights" from as-received scrap, a second lot of material, which had
been previously run to remove "heavies." was run (No. 271) to remove "lights."

(2) Test Results

Data from each of the three tests are listed below:

1. Test No. 269 (Removal of any possible "lights" before addition of aluminum)

Sample Source: Lot 01, Floats from Test No. 1
Sample Weight: 107 lb
Contamination Added: None
Ferrofluid Apparent Density: 3.62 gm/cm3

Actual Feed: 220 lb/hr
Floats: 1.03 lb
Sinks: 98.0 lb
Removed from Separator: 8.2 tb (possibly contaminated by

prior runs)

2. Test No. 270 (Removal of Al)

Sample Source: Sinks from Test No. 269
Sample Weight: 98.0 tb
Contamination Added: 4.5 tb aluminum turnings
Total Sample: 102.5 lYb
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Ferrofluid Apparent Density: .3.62 gm/cm 3

Actual Feed Rate: 325.5 tb/hr
Floats: 5.7 lb
Sinks: 97.2 lb

3. Test No. 271 ("Lights" removal from "1as-is" Ti turnings)

Sample Source: Lot 01, Floats from Test No. 17
Sample Weight: 81.9 lb
Contal..ination Added: None
Ferrofluid Apparent Density: 3.62 gm/cm3

Actual Feed Rtate: 239 lb/hr
Floats: 0.6 lb
Sinks: 81.3 lb

A 32 lb sample of the sinks from Test No. 270 was hand-sorted to identify any misclassified
aluminum which might he present. A total of 1.8 gr of Al was found manually indicating a weight
concentration of 0.012"1.
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Preliminary analysis of test data indicates: (1) the "as-is" samples had little, if any, Al and
other "lights" present (floats in the proportion of 1.04"7 in Test No. 269, and 0.7"7 in Test No. 271
likely reflect predominantly misclassification of Ti, rather than "lights"), and (2) the Al
purposely added in Run No. 270 appears to have been almost completely removed (apparently,
about 1.2 1b, or about 1 of the Ti went out with the floats, and manual examination of a portion
of the sinks indicates only a trace of free Al was left in the sinks).

Chemical analyses of the floats and sinks from tests 270 and 271 was conducted to confirm
that the sinks meet Ti-6AI-4V specification and the floats are Al-rich.

g. Separation Test Program (Superalloy)

A separation test program was carried out to establish the manufacturing conditions
required to remove foreign fragments from superalloy chips by ferrofluid density separation. The
object of these tests was to remove Ti alloy turnings (Ti-5AI-2.5Sn, Lot 08) and lead shot from
Waspaloy chips (Lot 09) as supplied by Frankel Co. The general operating conditions established
to process Ti chips were used in the superalloy tests, with exceptions as noted in the following
paragraphs.

* (1) Test Procedure

The ferrofluid separator was operated at a higher apparent density than for the Ti chips
because of the higher density of the Waspaloy. As a result, a stronger ferrofluid (AVCO Ferrofluid
No. 1248) was used, having a magnetization of 500 gauss, a true density of 1.405 gm/cm 3 and a
viscosity of 24 cp. This kerosene-base ferrofluid differs from the Ferrofluid 1224 used in the Ti
separation tests only in the concentration of magnetic colloid in suspension.

The purification of the Waspaloy required two separations. The low density contaminants
were removed as floats by operating the separator at a density lower than that of the superalloy
being processed. The sinks of this separation, which consisted of the superalloy and denser
contaminants, were then reprocessed through a ferrofluid separator operating at a density higher
than the superalloy. The dense contaminants were in the sinks, and the purified superalloy
product was recovered as floats.

The feed mixture was processed through the complete AVCO process, e.g., it was screened
at 10 mesh to remove fines and passed over a magnetic drum to remove magnetics. It was found
that screening resulted in the removal of about 7"1 of the as-received material; less than 0.4c; was
removed by the magnetic drum.

(2) Test Results

Preliminary tests were carried out with small lots of uncontaminated Waspaloy (hips (Lot
09) to establish the appropriate range of operating conditions for the optimization runs that
would be carried out with larger lots of contaminated material. In these tests, the apparent
density of the ferrofluid was varied over a range corresponding to pressure readouts of from 60 to
79 in. H20, or an apparent ferrofluid density of 7.6 gm/cm1 and 10.0 gm/cm3 . respectively as
shown previously in Figure 12. The feed rates ranged from 270 to 1230 tb/hr.

Figure 38 shows the relation between the percentage of material floated and ferrofluid
apparent density. Essentially all the material sank at an apparent ferrofluid density of 7.6 gi/
cm 3 or less, and approximately 85 to 95"i of the material floated at a density of 8.9 gm/cm ' . The
amount of Waspaloy chips in the floats increased rapidly, with increasing densities between 7.6
and 8.9 gm/cm'. The neutral buoyancy point for these chips corresponds to an operating pressure
of slightly less than 66 in. HO. At this pressure, half of the chips floated and half the chips sank
(density of Waspaloy - 8.2 gm/cm').
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Figure 38. Preliminary Waspaloy Test Runs of A VCO Ferrofluid Separator
Percent of Material Floated vs Apparent Density

Figure 39 shows the effect of feed rate on the classification of the Waspaloy chips at an
operating pressure of 70 in. H20 (8.9 gm/cm'). There was no significant effect of feed rate over the
range of 270 to 1230 tb/hr.

Based on these tests, the following operating conditions were selected for further evaluation:

Removal of low-density contaminants

Apparent ferrofluid densities = 7.2 and 7.6 gm/cm'
Feed rates = 500 to 600 and 900 to 1000 tb/hr

Removal of high-density contaminants

Apparent ferrofluid densities 8.9 and 9.4 gm/cm'
Feed rates = 500 to 600 and 900 to 1000 tb/hr

A total of thirty test runs were performed in accordance with the summary test sequence
presented in matrix form in Table 18. This sequence may be contrasted with the original test plan
in Table 8.
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Figure 39. Preliminary Waspaloy Test Runs of A VCO Ferrofluid Separator -
Percentage of Sinks vs Feed Rate

TABLE 18
AVCO FERROFLUID SEPARATION SYSTEM

TESTS - WASPALOY

OBJECTIVE

Determine effects of apparent density and processing rate on separation efficiency.

SCRAP PROPERTIES

1. Crushed. degreased and dry turnings.
2. Size Range -3 + I in.
3. Bulk Density - Typical Median Range

EXPERIMENTS

Apparent Densities in gm/cm' Processing Rate (tb/hr)
Removal of Light Removal of Dense 400 to 700 700 to 1000 1000

Contaminants Contaminants
7.9 8.9 101"
7.6 8.9 109 ABCD
7.2 8.9 103 AB** 102 AB
7.2 9.4 107 ABCD 108 ABCD
7.6 9.4 104 AB** 105 AB 106 B

106 A

*Separation of Uncontaminated Sample
-Repeat test
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A 102 lb sample of screened Waspaloy was used to carry out Run 101. An additional 615 lb

of screened Waspaloy was mixed with 30 lb each of Ti-5A1-2.5Sn chips (Lot 08) and lead shot to

provide the feed material for Runs 102 to 106 which were single-pass runs at the various operating

conditions. Subsequently the remaining 345 tb of screened Waspaloy were mixed with 15 Ib each
of the two contaminants to provide the feed material for Runs 107 to 110 which were double-pass
runs. Figure 41 shows the material balance summary.

The material balances obtained in these tests are summarized in Tables 19, 20 and 21 and

include data for the uncontaminated material (single- and double-pass runs). X-ray examina-

tions of the separated samples were not made since it was more economical to obtain lead content

as part of the elemental analysis of the melted samples. Consequently, 10 tb samples of all

products were sent to P&WA for selective chemical analysis.

(a) Discussion q, Ic'sults

A thorough assessment of the data requires a consideration of chemical analysis results,

although some insight into the separation can be reached by analysis of the yield data.

Purification of Uncontaminated Material

The preliminary tests and Runs 101A and 101B yield information on the processing of

uncontaminated material. Very little material floated at apparent ferrofluid densities of 7.6

gm/cm3 or less, i.e., 0.6 gm/cmI or more below the density of Waspaloy. Conversel , a small but

significant amount of material sank when the separator was operated at apparent densities

significantly higher than the Waspaloy density of 8.2 gm/cm . At an apparent density of 10.0

gm/cmI 6.8w of the material went into the sinks. There appears to be a response lag on the floats,

since not all the material floats even when tl.e separator is operated at densities higher (by about

1.3 gm/cn#) than that of the scrap, These results indicate that the as-received Waspaloy chips

contained a very small impurity concentration of lower density than the Waspaloy and a large

high density contaminant concentration. One possible explanation for the response lag on the

floats is interference by the sinking dense contaminants. Another interpretation is that some

fraction of the Waspalov chips are slightly more magnetic than the bulk of the chips due to

selective work hardening during their prior history. As a result, these chips may simulate the

behavior of high density chips.

The uncontaminated test (Run 101A) was run at too high an apparent density of the

separating medium. The result was floating an unacceptable large amount of Waspaloy.

This confirms the preliminary test results which show over 20' of material floating at an

apparent density of 7.9 gm/cm whereas at an apparent density of 7.6 gm/cm' only 1.5' of the

uncontaminated (as received) material floated in a preliminary run. As a result, all tests with
contaminated feed were run at an apparent density of 7.2 or 7.6 gm/cm3 to minimize

misclassification of the Waspaloy.

As shown in Figure 40, there was little effect of feed rate on the classification of the as-

received product. This is not surprising in that the calculated values of f. utilizing the density

difference between the operating density and that of Waspaloy, were much lower than the initial

value of 0.015. For the runs presented in Figure 40. the values of ( ranged from 0.001 to 0.007.

These values are much lower than the values that would have been observed for Ti alloy chips

proc'ssed at these mass feed rates, mostly because the Waspaloy chips have a much higher bulk
density.
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TABLE 19
AVCO FERROFLUID SEPARATION TESTS - DATA SUMMARY

FOR SINGLE-PASS RUNS WITH AS-RECEIVED
WASPALOY CHIPS

lOlA lOim
Lights Heavies Preliminary Test

Run No. Removal Removal 1 13 12

Feed Rate tb/hr 506 450 610 5K5 580
Operating Density gm/cm3 7.9 8.9 7.6 7.9 8.7
Operating Pressure in. H,0 62 70 60 62 70
Wt Floats, ib 22.6 72.0 0.6 7.3 33.4
Wt Sinks, tb 80.3 8.2 37.2 28.2 2.2
Total Weight, tb 102.6 80.2 37.8 35.5 35.6
Weight e> Sinks 78.2 10.2 98.5 79.4 6.2
Product Recovery*, % 70.5

Weight of Floats Pass B
Weight of Feed Pass A

TABLE 20
AVCO FERROFLUID SEPARATION TESTS OF WASPALOY MATERIAL - DATA SUMMARY FOR

SINGLE-PASS TESTS OF CONTAMINATED MATERIAL

103B
31 *  

104B'
102A 102B 103A 103B Heavies 104A 104B Heavies 105A 105B 106A 106B

Lights Heavies Lights Heavies Removal Lights Heavies Removal Lights Heavies Lights Heavies
Run No. Removal Removal Removal Removal Rerun Removal Removal Rerun Removal Removal Removal Removal

Feed Rate Tb/hr 970 1040 605 830 575 573 825 575 762 906 900 1260
Operating Pressure,

in. HO 57 70 57 70 70 60 74 74 60 74 60 74
Apparent Density

gm/cm' 7.2 8.9 7.2 8.9 8.9 7.6 9.4 9.4 7.6 9.4 7.6 9.4
Wt Floats Tb 5.1 147.2 2.9 89 93.9 9.1 86.2 83.6 11.0 68.0 33.4 43.5
Wt Sinks tb 175.6 21.3 119.6 21.2 15.9 105.6 11.8 12.0 88.0 12.6 66.6 18.6
Total Tb 180.7 168.5 122.5 110.2 109.8 114.7 98.0 95.6 99.0 80.6 100.0 62.1

Wt '> Sinks 97.5 12.6 97.8 19.2 14.6 92.3 12.1 14.3 89.0 15.7 66 30

Product Recovery % 81.5 72.8 76.6 75.5 72.8 68.5 43.5

'Repeat of Previous Test

Weight of Floats Pass B
*+Product Recovery =Weight of Feed Pass A (100)

Tb Wt %

Feed Material Ti-5AI-2.SSn 30 4.65
Lead Shot 30 4.65
Waspaloy 615 Balance
Total 645 100.0%
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TABLE 21
AVCO FERROFLUID SEPARATION TEST OF WASPALOY MATERIAL - DATA

SUMMARY FOR DOUBLE-PASS RUNS

107A 107B 107C 107D 108A 109B 10C 1OAD
Run No. Lights Removal Heavies Removal Lights Removal Heavies Removal

Pass I 2 I 2 I 2 I 2

Feed Rate tb/hr 527.0 510.0 518.0 595.0 850.0 950.0 1000.0 880.0
Operating Pressure, in. H,O 57.0 57.0 74.0 74.0 57.0 57.0 74.0 74.0
Apparent Density gn/ml 7.2 7.2 9.4 9.4 7.2 7.2 9.4 9.4
Wt Floats lb 0.9 0.6 51.7 45.3t 1.0 0.6 .56.8 .51.7

Floats and Sinks
Wt Sinks lb 63.8 62 A 8.8 5.08 69.0 65.3 7.5 4.8
Total lb 64.7 62.9 60.5 50.4 70.0 65.9 64.3 56.5

Wt. t Wt. 1, Wt. l Wt.',
Weight Product. tb and Wt 45.1 74.7 51.7 78.8
Weight by Product Floats. lb and Wt "i 1.5 2.5 1.6 2.4
Weight by Product Sinks. lb and Wt 13.8 22.8 12.3 18.8
Total Accountable Products. tb 60.6 100.0 6,5.6 100.0

109A 109B 109C 109D I IOA 1I1OB 1 IOC I 10D
Run No. Lights Removal Heavies Removal Lights Removal Heavies Removal

Pass 1 2 I 2 1 2 1 2

Feed Rate lb/hr 520.0 475.0 450.0 ,570.0 901.) 9.).0 460 .0 964.
Operating Pressure, in. H 2O 60.0 614.0 70.0 70.1) 601 N1.O 70.0 71.0
Apparent Density gm/cm 7.6 7.6 8.9 8.9 7.6 7.6 8.9 8.9
Wt Floats tb 3.0 1.5 46.9 39.2 4.6 1.7 54.2 47.1
Wt Sinks lb 61.2 58.7 10.2 7.4 6S.0 64.8 9.5 6.6
Total lb. Floats and Sinks 64.2 60.2 57.1 46.6 72.6 66.5 61,7 54.9

Wt, tb WtI , Wt h Wt.'

Weight Products 39.2 64.1 47.3 68.0
Weight by Product Floats 4.5 7.4 6.3 9.0
Weight by Product Sinks 17.5 28,6 16.0 23.0
Total Accountable Products 61.2 100.0 69.6 1100.

Feed Mixture
Waspalov 145 b
"Fi-SAI-2.SSn 15 lb
Lead 15 'b
Total :175 b

Purification of Contaminated Material

For the single-pass runs, 102 though 106, it is possible to compare the total weight of the
floats of the A runs, in which low density contaminants are removed, with the weight of Ti alloy
scrap added to the master feed batch. In a similar fashion, it is possible to compare the weight
of the sinks of the B runs, in which the high density contaminants are removed, with the weight
of the lead shot added to master feed batch. It should be recalled that 30 tb each of titanium alloy

and lead were added to 615 tb of Waspaloy. resulting in 675 tb of a feed mixture that contained,
on the average, 4.45% of each contaminant.

The total weight of the floats from Runs 102A through 106A was 61.5 th. This is roughly

twice the weight of the added Ti indicating a greater degree of misclassification in these runs than
was found in the floats of preliminary runs carried out at apparent densities of 7.6 gm/cm . i.e.,
31.5 tb/615 Tb or about 5% appears to be misclassified, or five times as much as before. The weight
fraction of the floats was much lower in the case of Runs 102A and 103A than for Runs 104A to
106A. 109



The higher percentage of floats in the later runs may be partially accounted for by
segregation of the Ti chips in the feed hopper. There were fewer Ti chips in the feed to the first
Run 102, which was drawn from material originally present at the buttom of the hopper, than in
the feed to the last Run 106, which was drawn from material originally at the top of the chip pile
in the hopper. In addition the weight of floats from Run 106A was larger than the 30 Ib of Ti chips
added to the original feed mixture.

The total weight of the sinks from Runs 102B to 106B was 80.4 Ib. This is roughly 2.7 times
the weight of lead shot initially added. The ratio of the weight of the sinks less the weight of the
added lead to the weight of the Waspaloy chips initially added to the feed is equal to 50.4/615 or
8.2". This overall percentage of Waspaloy chips in the sinks agrees with percentage of ;inks
found in the preliminary tests with uncontaminated Waspaloy at apparent densities of
8.9 gm/cm3 and 9.4 gm/cm? There was no systematic increase or decrease in the weight of the
sinks of progressive runs, indicating that there was no severe segregation of the lead shot in the
Waspaloy. However, the weight fraction sinks for the last Run 106B was much higher than for the
other runs. While this result might have been due to operation at a higher feed rate (1,260 tb/hr)
than was used in the other runs, it may also have been due to the presence of significantly more
lead shot.

The same general observations apply to Runs 107 to 110. where the scrap was subjected to
four passes. two floats and two sinks. The total weight of the floats from Runs 107B to 1 lOB was
17.9 lb. This number is only slightly higher than the weight of Ti chips (15 tb) added to the feed
mixture, indicating that little (i.e. 2.9/345 = 0.8"( ) Waspaloy has been misclassified as was found
in the preliminary runs operated at the same pressures. In addition, it was noted that the weight
of ihe floats increases with progressive runs and that the weight of the by-product floats for the
last Run (110) was four times the weight of the lw-product floats for the first Run (107). The
possible segregation of the titanium chips in the feed hopper was also likely for these runs.
although less severe, most probably because the feed hatch was smaller.

The total weight of the sinks from Runs 1071) to 1101) was 65.6 lb. Subtracting the 15 lb of
lead added to the feed produces a nominal misclassification of 50.6/345 or about 14.5', ofthe feed
\Vaspalo v. This is higher than the average value found for the one pass runs. The significance of
these results will depend on the analysis.

The weight of the input to a given run is slightly higher than the combined weight of the
floats and sinks from that run (Table 21). This was because of a small residual amount of material
left in t he separator. This amount is noncumulat ive and would not be of significance in processing
large quantities of scrap.

The purified products from Runs 102 and 104 were sent to Teledyne-AlINAC in
Monroe. N. C.. for melting into ingots. At the same time. 16 samples from various runs were sent
to IP&WA for selective chemical analysis.

(h) ('onclusions

1. In the various artificially contaminated runs. Ti chips were definitely present
in the by-product floats, and lead halls were present in the lw-product sinks.
The principal product looked clean.

2. The operation of the separator was smooth due to the high bulk density of the
chips.

:. The concentration of low density contaminants in the as-received scrap was
low. The presence of higher density contaminants is likely.
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4. There was some indication that the composition of the feed varied for
different runs because of segregation of Ti scrap in the feed hopper. Because
of this possibility, it was not possible to definitively sort the effects of feed
rate, operating pressure and number of passes on the purification process. It
appears that overall conclusions drawn from the Ti chip purification test
program would also be applicable to the superalloy tests.

2. Frankel Company Fluldized Bed Process

An improved method of dense media separation using a dry fluidized bed was developed by
the Frankel Company. U. S. Patent 3,610,415 describes this process for the separation of dense
particulate metals from Ti turnings and chips. As originally conceived, the process used a
fluidized bed of lead shot capable of producing effective media densities up to 6.0 gm/cm-! In pilot
scale experiments, the separation of tungsten carbide tool bits from titanium turnings was
demonstrated. The process is not capable of separating denser metals, such as lead alloys, from
superalloys. To avoid the potential difficulties with the use of a lead media, an alternative
method is utilized to separate titanium from heavier particles. A thick bed of Ti particles is
fluidized with air in a conventional manner. Scrap material is continually introduced while being
removed from overflow discharge regions at the top of the bed. When heavier particles sink to the
bottom of the bed, they are removed laterally by vibratory conveyance.

a. Program Plan Details (Phase I)

Frankel Co. conducted a series of test separation experiments to evaluate the effect of scrap
variables and process variables associated with the fluidized bed separation process. Contami-
nants similar in type size and concentration to those described for the ferrofluid test program

were added to the scrap. Test lots of 100 tb each were processed under varying conditions (Table
22). Processing included crushing, cleaning, magnetic separation, screening, fluidized bed
processing. X-ray/chemistry checks and ingot melt. Ingots were evaluated as previously described
in the AVCO ferrofhuid separation program plan.

TABLE 22
FRANKEL FLUIDIZED BED SEPARATION SYSTEM PROPOSED

TEST VARIABLES

Run Particle Bulk lhknmitt Method of Fluidizedl Bed
No. Allo? Size (in.) (rh/u ft) (leaning Contaminants* Process

I 6A-4V 4 8 Mesh 21) to :0 Detergent WC I
2 6A1-4V 4 * 9 Mesh 20 to :10 Detergent W(" 3
3 6A1.4V 2(1 to 3( Detergent WC I
4 6AI-4V 9 Mesh 20 to :10 Detergent WC 1
5 6AI-4V 1 20 to t0 Detergent WC 3
6 6AI-4V 4 1 20 to t0 Detergent Wasp SS I

7 6AI-4V * 20 to t0 t)etergent Wasp + SS 3

8 6A1-4V * 10 to 15 Detergent WC 1

9 6AI-4V 35 to 40 Detergent WC I
10 8AI-IMo-IV 4+ :5 to 40 Detergent WC I

• WC Tungsten carbide tool chips
Wasp Waspaloy
SS Stainless Steel
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b. Frankel Co. Fluidized Bed Density Separation Process

(1) System Technique

A method of dense media separation utilizing a dry fluidized bed was developed by the
Frankel Co. (U. S. Patent 3610415). This process is capable of separating dense particulate
matter from Ti chips, and with modification has also been used to separate Ti chips from nickel
base alloys.

Figure 41 is a schematic layout of the Frankel (o fluidized bed separation system The unit
is designed to feed contaminated chips to a vibrating screen BY operator control of chip feed rate.
airflow, screen movement, and screen angle, these chips are separated into heavy and light
components. Details of the operation are described in the tollowing paragraphs.

The screen is adjusted at an angle so that one end 1.- higher than the other. i.e., an inclined
plane. Initial operation requires establishment of a chip-t(, .'reen feed rate which will match the

* capability of the screen to "transport" the chips. followed b actuation of airflow through the
* screen. With continued feeding, a wedge-shaped chip bed is built up, with a lip at the lower end

of the screen providing the base to the wedge. An output chute is located at the base of the
inclined plane and a reject chute is located at the to) of the inclined plane. Airflow through therscreen is adjusted to provide sufficient air to fluidize the bed of chips on the screen. Lighter Ti
chips will float on the top of the bed and be carried down tht inclined plane by gravity.
overflowing the lip into the output chute. Heavier contaminants will settle to the bottom of the
bed, come in contact with the screen and be carried up the screen to the re ject chute. Some of the
larger, dense particles, especially if they have a smooth surface, will not he carried by the screen
to the reject chute dnd will remain near the bottom of the bed. If airflow through the screen is
excessive most or all material will overflow the lip and exit at the output chute, or, in an extreme
condition, be blown out of the unit and scattered. If airflow through the screen is inadequate, the
reject rate will be excessive. In the extreme case of no airflow, all material will be carried to the
reject chute.

No airflow is used when starting the unit. Following activation of the airflow and the
establishment of a fluidized bed, airflow is adjusted to establish a reasonable rejection rate;
however, rejectionof noncontaminated titanium chips will always occur. Material which has been
removed through either the output chute or reject chute up to this point is returned to the hopper
and the actual separation run is initiated.

The selection of a rejection rate is based on operator judgment and experience. It is
necessary to reject a minimum amount of noncontaminated material to assure removal of all
contaminants. A reject rate should correspond with the anticipated difficulty of separation, e.g.,
a high rate for separation of fine chips. In general, the reject rate can vary from 0.25 to 10% ,
depending on the size, shape, and density of the feed material and contaminants. When the run
ends, the airflow is turned off and the bed material (including accumulated contaminants) is
carried out the reject chute.
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A - Hopper
B -Chip Feeder (Adjustable)
C -Lip

D-Output Chute4
E Flexible Connector (Adjustable)*
F -Eccentric Vibrator

A G -Airtight Base
H - Airflow Regulator
I -Reject Chute
J -Wire Screen
K -Chip Bed (Wedge)

*Allows Adjustable Screen Angle and Bed Thickness

Vbation

E Reje L ct

*F

G m- AirlIn

FD 171553

Figure 41. Schematic of FrankelI Fluidized Bed Unit
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(2) Separation Test Program

(a) Test Procedures

Frankel Co. conducted a series of ten fluidized bed test runs. With a few exceptions, the
program adhered to previously published plans (Table 22). High density Ti-5AI-2.5Sn chips were
substituted for Ti-8AI-lMo-1V chips in the final run because of greater availability of the
5AI-2.5Sn alloy, and therefore, the high density 6AI-4V run was deleted. In addition, only
Waspaloy, rather than Waspaloy and stainless steel, was added as a contaminant for Run No. 9
to demonstrate removal of medium density contaminants. It was noted that Waspaloy and
stainless steel have similar densities, and that a more positive evaluation could be made for
Waspaloy in a reclaimed product, since the 6AI-4V composition does not normally have a nickel
content. Two of the runs included an addition of W, Mo and Ta, along with the planned WC. Test
parameters are summarized in Table 23.

TABLE 23
* FRANKEL FLUIDIZED BED ACTUAL TEST PARAMETERS

,un Bulk Density (hip Size N,, of Re'et Feed Rat'
No. Alloy (tb/ft) Rang' (in.) ('intaminatf I'a..c's Rait, f', t thlrlin)

I 6AI-4V 25 10 Mesh/ WC 5
2 6AI-4V 25 1 10 Mesh/ W(' .5
3 6AI-4V 25 * 10 Mesh/ ' WC t 7 5
4 6AI.4V 25 'C ' I 21 5
5 6A1-4V 25 W '-I W" : I 1
I 6AI-4V 25 * \VC. W. M. 'a I

7 6AC-45 2/. W. I,,. la 1 2

6 (;AI-4V 11 W C ,V' I :1
,iAI4V 25 -Wasind,y\ 14', 1 1I 5

10 5AI.2.SSn 41 . 'C \ 1 2 5

Ten equal assortments oftungsten carbide particles were prepared, each consisting of eight
large pieces (+ , in.), 20 medium size pieces ( -I :/ 4- in.), 20 small pieces (- I i in./+ 10 mesh)
and 20 very small pieces ( - 10/430). Figure 42 shows one of these assortments utilized for each
I(M) tb test run, except for Run No. 9 (Waspaloy-contaminated run). All tests in this series were
run with a 10 deg screen angle and a 1.5 in. thick bed (lip height). Details of each test are noted
in the following paragraphs.

Test Run No. I

One hundred pounds of medium bulk density (25 tb/ft:') 6A1-4V titanium chips were mixed
with one assortment of tungsten carbide particles. The contaminated chips were loaded into a
hopper and fed onto a fluidized bed unit with a vibratory feeder at the rate of 5 tb/min. Airflow
was adjusted on the unit to obtain a 5(7 rejection rate.

Test Run No. 2

A second 100 lb lot of contaminated medium density 6AI-4V titanium chips were processed
with the same test parameters as Test No. 1 (5 tb/min feed rate and 5 (, rejection rate). After
completion of the run, the unrejected portion was replaced in the hopper and the run repeated
without changing any of the controls. After completion of this run, the unrejected portion was re-
run for a third time in the unit, again without changing any of the controls. The rejects from the

three passes were kept separate.
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Figure 42. Typical Tungsten Carbide Tool Bit Fragments Added to Each Test
Run by Frankel Co.

In preparation for Tests 3 and 4, medium density 6AI-4V titanium chips (200 b) were mixed
with two assortments of tungsten carbide particles. After mixing the batch, the entire 200 lb were
screened on a I in. screen, resulting in approximately 100 lb of :I in. and 100 tb of +3 in.
portions. It was noted that a I in. screen will pass approximately ' in. size titanium chips due
to the strongly elongated shape of crushed turnings.

Test Run No. 3

The ' in. portion of chips was processed at a feed rate of 5 lb/min, but required a rejection
rate of 7('j, due to the smaller particle size.

Test Run No. 4

Due to the larger particle size, the + I in. portion permitted an airflow adjustment
obtaining only a 2' 2"; rejection rate using a feed rate of 5 tb/min. The remaining test runs were
all screened to remove material smaller than 'Is in. after the addition of contaminants. The
removal of these fines was expected to increase the potential for getting a high quality
reclamation product. V
Test Run No. 5

Test run No. 5 was performed with medium bulk density 6AI-4V Ti chips (+:s in.), which
were processed at a feed rate of 5 tb/min with airflow adjusted to give Ili rejection rate. After
completion of the run, the output portion was replaced in the hopper and the run was repeated
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without changing any of the controls. After completion of the second pass, the output portion was
re-run for a third time, again without changing of the controls. The rejects from the three passes
were kept separate.

Test Run No. 6

In addition to the tungsten carbide particles, a similar size assortment of tungsten,
molybdenum and tantalum particles were added to the chips before screening. After processing,
the output portion of the +:'4 in. chips (feed rate of 5 lb/min and a rejection rate of 1.5-) was
replaced in the hopper and the run was repeated twice, without changing of the controls. The
rejects from the three passes were kept separate. Between the second and third passes, the bed
was removed and kept separate.

Test Run No. 7

Test run No. 7 was performed with medium bulk density 6AI-4V Ti chips contaminated
with tungsten carbide particles and a similar size assortment of tungsten, molybdenum and
tantalum particles before screening. The +:'A in. portion of chips was processed at a feed rate of
5 tb/min, and airflow was adjusted to give a 2'' rejection rate.

Test Run No. 8

Test run No. 8 was performed with low bulk density (11 tb/ft") 6A1-4V Ti chips (+:I in.)
which were processed at a feed rate of 3 tb/min and a rejection rate of "i %.

Test Run No. 9

Test run No. 9 was performed with medium bulk density 6AI-4V Ti chips (+ %k in.) with the
addition of 4 tb of Waspaloy contaminant and no WC added before screening. The chips were
processed at a feed rate of 5 tb/min and a rejection rate of 10%i.

Test Run No. 10

Test run No. 10 was performed with high bulk density (41 tb/ft3) 5A1-2.5Sn titanium chips
contaminated with tungsten carbide particles. The +:I in. portion of chips was processed at a
feed rate of 5 tb/min and the airflow was adjusted to give a 21i rejection rate.

Test results are summarized in Table 24.

TABLE 24
FRANKEL FLUIDIZED BED TEST RESULTS

Output
Rejects God Total

Run Input Pass I Pass 2 Pa ss 3 Bed Quality Recover,
No. (lb) (Mo) (b) (b) (Mb) (b) (b)
1 100 4.6 4 87 96
2 100 5.0 1,5 1.0 5 85 97.5
3 100 7.0 5 80 92
4 10 2.5 4 92 98.5
5 10M 1.1 0.3 0.12 4 93 98
6 100 1.4 0.5 0.06 10" 87 98
7 100 2.0 3.5 94 99.5
8 100 0.5 4 95 99.5
9 100 10.25 4 83 97

10 100 2.0 7 90 99

*Bed removed after 2nd pawi and new bed estahlished for 3rd pass.
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Visual inspection indicated that the rejects of each run contained WC particles in amounts
apparently equal or greater than that added and additionally contained some nickel-base alloy
material, stones, pieces of wood, titanium solids (narrow long pieces) and titanium chips. Typical
reject constituents are shown in Figure 43. Visual inspection of the reclaimed material did not
reveal any foreign substance.

I i

Figure 43. Rejects from Frankel Fluidized Bed Test No. I Consisting of Hand-
Picked Portions of Material Other Than Titanium Chips: Tungsten
Carbide Particles (Right Side), Stones, Wood Pieces and Other
Nonmetallic Particles (Upper Left Side), Long Solid Titanium
Spears (Lower Left Side), and Ni kel Alloy Chips and Small
Magnetic Particles (Lower Middle)

(b) Conclusions

X-ray and chemical analyses are required to4,aake firm conclusions on the efficiency of the
fluidized bed separation method, since an accountability of contaminants added versus
contaminants in the rejects would be impractical and inconclusive. Tentative conclusions which
can be reached from this data include the )llowing:

1. The advantage of three pf~essing cycles versus one processing cycle is not
clear, except possibly as a safety measure.
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2. The expected advantage of fines removal is not clear and may not be
justified due to material losses.

3. Some contaminants of low density, e.g.. wood, appear to have physical
properties which enable their removal by the fludizied bed.

Frankel conducted radiographic inspection of separated fractions, i.e., reclaimed material,
reject material and bed material from the series of 10-test runs described above. X-ray re-;ults
were analyzed to determine the removal of WC contaminants. Chemical analyses were conducted
on a chip sample from the run containing Waspaloy contamination. Based (in these results. tfour
test runs were selected for further evaluation. Reclaimed material from these runs were forwarded
to Teledvne-Wah Chang for ingot melting, conversion and evaluation identical t) that applied to
the six ferrofluid-separated samples. Details of this activity are as follows.

(3) Titanium Separation Test - Radiographic Inspection

* (a) Radiographic Inspection Procedure

Samples of reclaimed material and rejects for all WC-seeded runs were radiographically
inspected. In addition, bed material from a number of runs was sampled and radiographically
inspected. The reclaimed material was represented by an approximate 101, sample, while the
reject sample represented all or a substantial portion of the rejects.

The X-ray inspection of the rejects, processed or bed material was performed by placing the
material to be X-rayed on cardboard trays measuring approximately 11 by 14 by 1 in. Typically.
seven-to-nine trays were required for the reclaimed material sample. The cardboard trays were
placed on two sheets of X-ray film. A calibration sample containing WC chips of different sizes
was placed on top of the chip tray. A double film was used to detect any possible film defect which
may appear as dense particles. As a result, two complete sets of X-rays were obtained. After
comparing the two sets, one set was forwarded to P&WA. Reclaimed and reject material frolml
Run No. 9. which contained Waspaloy rather than WC contamination, was sampled and then
aqua regia leached to determine the nickel content.

(b) Radiographic Inspection Results

The X-rays of reclaimed material revealed no dense particles in any of the run:;. A typical
radiograph (from Run No. 6) is shown in Figure 44. The radiographs of the reject material
indicate clearly the presence of dense particles as summarized in Table 25. Radiographs of rejects
for Run Nos. I and 2 are shown in Figures 45 and 46 respectively. It may be noted that the X-rays
of Run No. 3 rejects indicate at least 131 dense particles, considerably more than were used to salt
the material in the appropriate size range. This indicates that in addition to the dense particles
added for test purposes, additional particles occurring naturally in the chips were also removed.
X-ray examinations of the bed material indicate, as expected. a high number of large, dense
particles which because of their size and shape adherei to the reject screen rather than being
carried on he screen to the reject chute. Radiographs of bed material from Run Nos. 6 and 8 are
shown in Figures 47 and 48. These results indicate that the fluidized bed is very efficient in
removing contaminants of the size (->0.025 in.). and concentratiton contained in these runs. A
radiograph of Run No. 7 rejects (Figure 49) shows many dense particles. Some of these particles
were removed (Figure 50) and identified by spectrographic analyses. The analysis indicated

pieces of naturally-occurring titanium, low-melting alloy and pieces of added contaminants
(tungsten carbide, tungsten, molybdenum and tantalum). The naturally-occurring "titanium"
and "low-melting alloy" contaminants identified bv Frankel in their rejects appear to be identical
to contaminants found in the floats and ,inks from the AV('O ferrotfluid separation process.
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TABLE 25
SIZE/QUANTITY OF HIGH-DENSITY MATERIAL FOUND IN

FRANKEL CO. REJECTS

Rejects Bed(in.) (in.)

Less 0.080 0.150 0.300 0.150 0.300Run Pass Than TO To To Over TO TO Over
No. No. 0. 080 0. 150 0.300 0.5(K) 0. 500) 0.300 0. 500 0.500

I 1 15 14 21 7 6

2 1 10 13 18 14 7
2 0 1 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0

3 1 46 56 29 0 0
4 1 5 12 28 18 13
5 1 0 0 10 2 22 0 0 0 0 1

3 0 0 0 0
6 1 0 2 17 11 17 0 1 1

2 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0

7 1 1 9 19 20 5 2 6 16
8 1 3 11 31 17 0 2 6

•9 1 Not X- Rayed
10 1 0 0 :3 4 1 2 6

As noted previously, feedstock for all runs was screened following seeding of contaminants
and prior to processing. Material from Run 9, which was contaminated with 4"1 Waspaloy, was
analyzed for nickel content in order to determine the degree of success in removal of
contaminants other than WC. The reclaimed material sample contained approximately 0.15%
Nickel, while the rejects contained 7.0% Nickel. This result indicates that the removal of nickel-
base alloy chip contamination or other similar chip contaminations, while not completely
efficient, can be performed to a reasonably satisfactory degree. It should be noted that the
specification for Ti-6AI-4V material allows a combined total of 0.40'( nonspecified elements.

Conclusions as to the relative merits of test parameters utilized in the various runs are
difficult to make, since no dense particles were detected in radiographs of the reclaimed mater:al.
Screening of the material feedstock prior to processing appears to be desirable to eliminate fines;
however, the mesh-size employed must he evaluated in terms of yielil and economics. Multiple
processing cycles do not appear to be necessary to attain quality, but if economically viable may
still be desirable to increase process reliability.

(c) Selection of Ingot Melt Stock

The reclaimed product of four test runs was selected for melting and subsequent evaluation.
and the total quantity from each run was sent to Teledyne-Wah Chang for melting. The same
detailed evaluation was performed as that applied to the product of the ferrofluid separation
melt.

'he materials selected for ingot melt were from fluidized bed Run Nos. 1. 2. 5 and 8. and
as such, represent specific processing conditions. Run Nos. I and 2 represent single- and triple-
pass processing respectively. Run No. 5 represents a potentially optimun condition, with
rescreening of the material prior to processing )lus Iriple-pass processing. Run No. 8
demonstrates processing of a lower bulk density material than other runs, which is relatively
abundant in the scrap market.
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Figure 50. Rejects from Frankel Run No. 7

3. P&WA Evaluation of Density Separation Processes (AVCO Ferrofluid and Frankel
Fluidized Bed)

a. Evaluation of Titanium Separations

To complete the study, Ti-base scrap that had been artificially contaminated ani separated
by either the AVCO ferrofluid density process or the Frankel fluidized bed separation process was
melted into 100 tb ingots, converted into plate and evaluated by radiography, chemistry.
metallography, particle analysis and mechanical properties.

(1) Melting and Conversion Procedures

Six lots of ferrofluid processed Ti-6AI-4V chips from AVCO and four lots of fluidized bed
processed chips from Frankel were processed by Teledyne. In order to compact the chips into
briquettes of sufficient strength for consumable melting, it was necessary to blend Ti sponge with
several lots (Table 26). The chips were pressed into 1-in. high by 6'2-in. dia briquettes and
electron beam welded into consumable electrodes. Single vacuum consumable melting at 7000
amps resulted in 9-in. dia ingots, The ingots were lathe turned, heated to 2000'F and upset forged
to 2-in. thick "pancakes." These were spot ground, reheated to 2000'F and rolled to 4-in. thick
plate.
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TABLE 26
TELEDYNE TITANIUM MATERIALS

SUMMARY (INGOT MELTING)

Chip (hip Wt * Ti Sping.
S,"urrt- Run No (1b) Added ( tb)

AV('O 6 10.5 Ti.5
AV ( ,O 9 111.0) M,.5
AV('( 9 3 65.5 4.,

AV", 70.0 24 0
AVC'( 59 K4 0 0l
A VC'0 60 78,0 241t)
Frankel 1 1. 6 2S 1i

Frankel 2 76.5 21 r,
Frankel 5 87.0 29 11
Firankel 8 91 i33 1i

A)rinximatelv 5 ti) i chit i, used a, (,ii harp, l-h r
il lnab le ri nk i ng

(2) AnalyseslResults

* ~Fach rolled plate was fully radiographed )\ "elextne using a doule fin tet hiiplp o,

* protect against occasional film defects. The sensitivity le\el was set it) detect a 0i.0] 1-n, (hi'tit

* Table 27 summarizes the total quantity and size of high (tensilv inclusions ijeteittil l\
radiography in each rolled plate. Figure Si shows the radiographs (I two clusters of high denit'
inclus ,ns that were not subsequently identified for c(imposition. These radiographs are iylpical

of the larger inclusions detected.

AVCO had performed a total of 6(tseparal ion experiments during this cont ract. as described
earlier. AVC(O Run No. 6 and 9 are preliminary separation runs at near ipt iinun proes-

parameters. No. 23 was less than ioptimun but selected to assess the effect f mltingo in material

which was highly\ contaminated with fine inclusions. AV('() Win No. 5)8 thriugh 61 were
processed at optinum parameters to r low, high and mediin (ensit x chips reslpctivelv

Frankel had conducted a total if It) separat ion experiments during this contract. Frankel
Run Nos. I and 2 were made at identical fluidized bed o trating parameters and consisted i t

single and triple passes respectively. Run No. 5 was a triple-pa,, run made with rescreening after
kontaminant seeding; this run is less desirable for the intent of this ('ontract imaximul

reclamation of strategic materials) than the optiniin Frankel }iun No. 2 for nedium densit
chips. Run No. 8 was conducted on low density chills.

Cursory examination of Tahle 27 would imply that AVC(( separation experiments were less
effective in removing small i. O.t)20-in.) high densitY particle inclusions: however, this

implicatioon is not correct. AV('() contaminant seeding contained man\, WC "fines- in this size
range while Frankel seeding was of a coarser nature Isve seeding ranges. "lFiiblta 27 t. it appears thai
rescreening after contaminant seeding iAVC() Hun No. 8) through CO) and Frankel N,. -t. was
ineffective in subsequent removal of 'ontaninant fines. Cwint aninan removal was also aided I\
additional passes as shown by comparison (if Frankel Runs No. I and 2.

In summary, based on Table 27 data. it is apparent that huth selaral ion processes are quite
ef'fective in rem( val of most o (he seeded confat ainnsll., biit neither proiess deioiinstrat,d
co impFlete particle removal during this st udy.
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Mag lOX Radiograph (Top View)
Avco Plate No. 58

Radiograph (Top View)
Frankel Plate No. 1

FD 1 71563

k'igurc .51 Radifographs of high -OtritN Inclumns I)ti d it) R11f-d I'hztv
Titaniumn
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Based on severe reductions in component fatigue life in b,,th laboratorv and service
experience that were attributed to high density inclusions. P&WA Materials Control will not
permit any such inclusions in highly stressed components. Therefore. the quantity of high density
inclusions detected in rolled plate of both separation processes (Table 27). although small in
cumulative number, are still unacceptable by P&WA standards. However. there is strong
evidence, to be discussed later. that either of these separation processes in combination with a
nonconsumable melting process could effectively remove all high density inclusions.

(b) Chemicdl Analysis

Complete chemical analysis was obtained from the top and bottom of each ingot by
Teledyne. P&WA performed complete chemical analysis of each rolled plate fabricated from
these ingots. Chemistry data for both AVCO and Frankel separation processes, as applied to
medium density chips, are given in Table 28, and as applied to both low and high density chips,
in Table 29. A review of both chemistry tables indicates consistent correlation between the
subcontractor and the P&WA analyses.

Tables 28 and 29 show that oxygen contamination prevails in all cast ingots and in
converted, rolled plate fabricated from both AVCO and Frankel separated chips. Contamination
by oxygen was consistently noted in all raw material scrap chips, and as discussed earlier can be
attributed to prior processing (i.e., heat treatment, machining). Since the separation processes
evaluated do not presently include surface conditioning, no improvement in oxygen contamina-
tion level was anticipated. An appropriate pickling operation could reduce this oxygen
contamination for both processes.

There is evidence of Fe contamination exceeding the 0.T specification maximum in AVCO
medium and low density chip separations. The raw material scrap chips utilized in this program
(Table 3t01 contained evidence of iron contamination )18 to 0.57(1 Fe, after magnetic scrap
separation. AVCO subsequently seeded 1.67" Fe in their chips tin the form of AISI 304 stainless)
bef're performing their ferrofluid separation. The range of Fe content (0.19 to 0.34'1) after
separation and i'lgot melting/conversion slightly exceeds the specification maximum. This
indicates that AVCO was reasonably effective in reducing the combined natural and artificial
(seeded) Fe contamination, but not completely effective. Frankel, using the same naturally Fe-
contaminated raw material chips. effectively atained the Fe specification level after separation
and ingot melting/conversion. However, since Frankel did not artificially seed with Fe
contaminant, their separation requirements, with respect to Fe, were less severe than those of
AVCO.

The mild deviation in V content (3.40(" analyzed vs 3150cr specification minimum) found in
the ingot/converted plate fabricated from the high density chips (AVCO Run No. 59) was
expected since the raw material used in this separation was slightly deficient (3.49") in V
content.

In general. and from an ingot melter's viewpoint, all aforementioned deviations in
chemistry, both elemental and interstitial, could be considered acceptable for remelting by
blending with less than 501' virgin raw materials.

(c) Metallographic Analysis

Figures 52 and 53 are photomicrographs showing typical microstructures taken in the
longitudinal direction of the rolled plate product fabricated from medium density raw material
chips after the AVCO and Frankel separation processes, respectively. Likewise. Figure 54 shows i
typical longitudinal photomicrographs of rolled plate product fabricated from both low and high
density raw material chips after the separation processes.
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TABLE 29
CHEMISTRY OF TITANIUM ROLLED PLATE FROM LOW AND HIGH

DENSITY CHIPS

A VC(O Plate No. 58 Frankel Plate No. 8 A VCO Plate No. .59

(Lou -Density ('hips) (Lou'-Density Chips) (High-Density (hips)
Corrected ('hem(l) Corrected 'hem Uncorrected Chem

For 27' Sponge For 25.6'; Sponge (0'; Sponge)
PWA 121.5 Spec PWA(3) Teledyne(2) PWA Teledyne PWA Teledyne

At 5.50 to 6.75'i 6.57 6.44 6.45 6.52 6.5 6.45
v 3.50 to 4,50 3.83 3.67 .W) 4.(1 (.4 :1.40
Si 0.1 Max (1.07 0,08 0o05 --

Fe 0.3 Max 0.34 0.29 0,21 021 (.20 0.19

0 0.2 Max 0.37 0.52 0.:11 0:V; (.29 0.47

(" (0.I Max 0.05 (,0515 1.()4 (o(.127 ().m(. ((.035

N 0.05 Max (.O015 0).o014 0)011 0,0Ml o.(l 0 0(1.0 7

H 0.015 Max 0.(05 (0((8 (04 -

B O.M3(1 Max 0.(03 o 0.011: ().102

('o 0.1 M ax - -((.5

Z0. 001 0 (001 (( ol
0 .0)7 -0 (1-1 05

C h. (,07 .()( ) (.071
Zr 0, 0T. 1 ( 7 (( ( . I
S"4n 0,01 (.0-5 o. 1 0,0(9-, o).O1 0.(05

N i 0 1 o.( :.5 o.07 0 0~, 0.05- (0.05
Mo 07 0 : )L ( )Sl11

N(''F: (I) All chemistrv corrected fo€r ,jD(mv additi,,n

(2) Teled,ne chernistitv is il'erage )I inw.0 t,,j amd t rnm
(31 1AVA chemistry is from rolled plate

TABLE 30

ANALYSIS OF TITANIUM CHIP RAW MATERIALS

.(trdwru t'at Hig.,h Densit lou len.,t

P 1( 121.2 Spvc 2 1 ' ((6': fl[ti) (1.5 6 17) ft'
C_ ) FR.NVKEL AIRt_ . If C i , I'WA W . V((( h\ PWA FRANKEL FRANKEI.

. 5 5(u tol ; 77" G. ." 4 02(17 6,I .7(1 -;5(1

\ .1 ."5( to |.1S) 1 8 71) I 8 ' I : t ,(i 3.(0
S I Max Ii ; III,

t II 2 f 1, Na I S o( I( 0,38 0."T,
o2( Max (1) -H (2;I

C( ,' I Max
01 .11 (o5 o 5

N, I I 1)))0II 0 I., O 0(5 0
-

. 1

Z' r ' 110 001 0 ();

(',) II .' I (12 IAl 0. 1 .W, ) 12 ((((05Nit I) I ( II , 7 II ((11 1) 25 (l I(5

.12



Mag 20OX AvoN.6Mag 200X Ac o

Etchant: KroIls Reagent Etchant: KroIls Reagent

Ma 0XAvco No. 23 Mg0XAvco No. 60
Etchant: KroIls Reagent Etchant: KroIls Reagent

FL) ?71554

Figure 52. Photornicrographs of Holh'd P'late Fabricatcd fromz A4 VC0
.Separa tion -hI-rccss(d ME'diu m -DInsit. Titanium Chips
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*Mag 200X Mag 200X

Low Density Avco No. 58 Low Density Frankel No. 8

Etchant: Krolls Reagent Etchant: KroIls Reagent

Mag 200'X
High Density Avco No. 59
Etchant: KroIls Reagent

FD 171566

Figure .54. I'hotomierographs of Rolled Plate Fabricated from DensitY
Separation -Processed Low- and High-liensitv Titanium Chips
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Analysis of these microstructures show transformed beta with elongated alpha platelets and
prominent prior beta grain boundaries. These structures are caused by fabricating above the beta
transus level of the Ti alloy and would be unacceptable to P&WA standards for critically stressed
rotating components. The reported Teledyne forging and rolling process parameter of 2000'F was
responsible for this structure.

d) Particle Analysis

Based on the quantity of high density inclusions detected by radiography of the rolled plate.
P&WA selected several representative inclusions for subsequent metallographic and electron
microprobe analysis. Specific inclusions selected for this study are identified in Table 27.

The original radiographs were utilized to crudely locate the inclusion in the rolled plate, and
the suspect area was sectioned and radiographed a second time to accurately locate the particle.
After metallographic sectioning to expose the particle and documentation (light metallography),
the particle composition was identified by X-ray energy spectroscopy using the electron

* microprobe. In this identification, both secondary electron image photographs (to show surface
topography) and backscatter electron image photographs (atomic number analyses) were
obtained.

Table 31 summarizes the identification of particles that were analyzed as typical
radiographic high density inclusions in the rolled plates. Subsequent metallographic analyses
revealed four particles of lower density, and these particles were identifed and included in Table
31.

Figures 55 through 61 show light and electron photomicrographs and radiographs, where
applicable, of these inclusions. Figures 62 through 68 show X-ray energy spectroscopic data (from
the scanning electron microprobe) used to identify inclusion elements.

TABLE 31
IDENTIFICATION OF FOREIGN PARTICLES DETECTED IN

ROLLED PLATE

Rolled Plate Particle Photo Microprobe Data Remarks
AVCO No. 6 Figure 55 Figure 62 (1) Titanium-rich inclusion.

many laminations

AVCO No. 6 Figure 56 Figure 63 (1) Titanium-rich inclusion
(2) Al and Mg-rich inclusion
(3) Ti-rich inclusion with Mo.

Sn. and Al
AVCO No. 58 Figure 57 Figure 64 (I) Cb-rich inclusion with Hf.

Ta or W

AVCO No. 60 Figure 58 Figure 65 (1) WC cluster inclusion

AVCO No. 60 Figure 59 Figure 66 (1) WC cluster inclusion

Frankel No. I Figure 60 Figure 67 (1) Ta wire inclusion

Frankel No. 5 Figure 61 Figure 68 (I) WC inclusion
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Figure 55. Foreign Particle Found in A VC( No. 6 Rolled Titanium Plate Type
Tw'o
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See Fig 55
For Particle
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Figure 55. Foreigni Particle Found in A V('() No. 6 ?o"(ed Titanium Plate TYpe

7',,, (Coantinued)
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* Mag 10OX

Sewndary Electron Image

Mag 1OOX

Back scatter Electron Image

FD 168209

Figure 55. Foreign Particle Found in A VC) No. 6 Rolled Titanium Plate
(Continued)
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Mag 10OX

Secondary Electron Image

Mag 10OX
Backscatter Electron Image

FO) 161112111

Figure 56. Foreign Particle Found in A VC() No. 6 Rolled Titaniumn Plate TYpe
Two
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Mag 8X

Transverse View
(K rolls Etch)

FD 171569

Figure 57. Foreign Particle Found in A VCO No. 58 Rolled Titanium Plate
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Secondary Electron Image

Mag lOOX

Backscatter Electron Image FD181

Figure.57. Foreign Particle F~ounid in A V( ( No 5i< Hotle'd Tlitaniumn Plate
(Continued)
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Secondary Electron Image

Mag 11OX

Backscatter Electron Image
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Figure 59. ('luster of Forcn I articles ° ound in A V(') ,Yi. wIti Rlld Titanium
M1ate
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(e) Mechanical lroperties

Tensile specimens (0.190-in dia by 1.3-in. gage length) were tested according to ASTM
specifications. Notched stress-rupture test specimens were machined according to AMS
specification with a notch root diameter of 0,178 in. and a root radius of 0.(X) in. A load was
applied to produce a stress of 170 ksi.

Room temperature tensile and stress-rupture data are tabulated in Table 32 for both AVCO
and Frankel fully heat-treated rolled plates, In general, these data show tensile strength levels,
both tTS and YS, exceeding specification minimums and ductility, both '( El and 'iRA, below
specification minimums. Likewise. notched stress-rupture minimum lives are often below
specification requirements.

TABLE 32
MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA OF TITANIUM ROLLED PLATE

PWA 1215

Spec V , Frankel
(Mit) N 6 V 9 No ' 23 .' 5N N, 59 V. 60 N' I No 2 No .5 N 8

RT Tensile 130 14S.6 155.4 171.7 156'.5 169..7 1 :(i3 6 1.42 0 14; 9 14.5 140 .5
SI"'FS lksi 1:1:1.; 156.0 17413 154.0 171.2 162 5 14:42 1 jg8 , 1:4.1 1. 2

1282 152.8 175.2 1552 17 4.7 164 44( 14:4 0 146,7 1:"1 f l, 11 14

442', YS 120 145.7 149.3 168.8 150.4; 16:.() 159s 111- 1494 128,2 112 1
tksi) 140.7 149.3 170.4 150.5 165.5 1612 138.o5 142 1 128:: 1:41 7

126.7 147.6 172.0 150.5 16:,9 10)44 1:46 2 1:9 4 29 .4 1:42.,

Elongation 14 2. 6 12.3 8.4 11.7 W(.0 11.3 11 4) 122 7 - 9:
4, 2.6 10.1 8.0 11.4 10.8 10,4 12 2 124 8.1 11 7

04.5 11.2 2.8 11.6 8.5 12.4 q 5 13.4 82 9.4

Rate Average 25 2.7 :11.7 12.5 27.6 22.4 37.9 21.1 22 8 247 22.2
, 4.5 27.9 I4.0 2:3.5 24.2 40.4 :1.2 22.8 20.8 2:4.2

25.8 6.2 28.0 22.) 31.7 21.4 22.9 19.0 17.3

RT Notched S/R'*
Hr life at 170 ksi 5 0.0 25.40 0.0 25.) 0.1 25. 11:1.0 11:.0 20.4 25.44

0. 1 * 88.44 (4.4P 88.4 0.2' 88.0 2,5.0 25.4) (.44 2!54

*Retest at 160 ksi
• 5 Hr Failure
.5 Hr 'rest Discontinued

There are several pertinent factors that have adversely affected ductility in this program.
namely forging/conversion procedure and heat treatment conditions. Forging/conversion pro-
cedure was conducted at 2000'F which is clearly above the beta transus level (Figures 52 through
54). This factor will increase strength while seriously reducing ductility. Following the
forging/conversion procedure, the :14-in. thick plate was heat-treated to the specification
conditions (solution + quench + age) used for large, highly stressed components. Unf')rtunately,
the high quench rate imposed on the relatively thin plate tends to increase the agin,: response
leading to a decrease in ductility. Minor influences on properties may have resulted during
melting procedures (ie., sponge Ti additions without compensating alloy' addition) which could
adversely affect stress-rupture properties.
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(3) Conclusions - Titanium Separation (Phase I)

1. Both separation processes (ferrofluid and fluidized bed) appear equally

effective in removal of most contahi nation. but neither process can
presently remove all contamination.

2. An' high interstitial or residual elements can be diluted to specification
level by less than 50()' virgin addition.

3. Both separation processes. as evaluated, resuh in a (hip )roduct contlaining
minor, but unacceptable, levels of high density particles.

4. The unacceptable, retained high density particles should be completely
removed by a subsequent nonconsumable process. This Electron Beam
melting conclusion is based on nonconsumable melting data generated
during a previous Air Force Contract (Rotating Electrode Melting).

(4) Review of Supplementary Data

Analyses were made on particles that were retained in the separated recovered floats of
AVCO Run No. 42, 58, 59, and 60. These particles had densities similar to that of the titanium
scrap being processed and thus were not removed during the ferrofluid process, The particles were
located by radiography, manually removed from the chips and chemically identified. Specific
identification of the particles is shown in Table 33.

Titanium analyses were made to determine the relative amount of Ti chips that are
misclassified and disposed of as sinks in the AVCO process. Data are given in Table :14. Results
show that the majority of Ti chips are recovered in the floats and only a small amount (H-5' ) were
misclassified and disposed of as sinks.

Sinks from AVCO Run No. 270 (i.e.. light density contamination separation tests) seeded
with 4.5 tb of Al turnings marginally exceeded the 6.75', Al maximum specification level by
analyzing as 6.9"; Al. In comparison, unseeded Run No. 271 contained 6.6', Al. These results
imply that Al separation was very effective. but complete Al separation was not attained.

TABLE 33
COMPOSITION OF RETAINED PARTICLES IN

AVCO-SEPARATED/RECOVERED FLOATS

Rfef FiLurr No
.4 V('() Run No of IR-1I2-.IV Chemical Analsis Remarks

42 11 Pb hase S h FeTi I',,riis Im -relting
"tiw- all,, ioed ftr
fixtu ring

58 17 Ti base* Sn - Zr ' A] t,,ri, bai .,L' Ti ha
,Fe V

59 is Zr |Pormis silag i Zr

6) 19 Ti Solid chunk of Ti
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TABLE 34
LEVEL OF MISCLASSIFICATION IN AVCO

TITANIUM SEPARATIONS

Total Rejected Sinks Ti Misclass fication

Total Weight Seeded ( Ti Chips Rejected 1
. VCO Chips Processed Contaminant Ti Chips Ti Chips Total

Run No. (h) (1b) (1h) (';)

6 241.6 1,4 4.7 1.9
9 252.6 11.1 13.5 .:3

2:3 179.9 4.2 6.5 3j;
58 67.9 1.8 0.5 ()7
59 103.0 2.9 4.1 4.0
6 95.5 6. 3 2.1 2.4

b. Evaluation of Superalloy Separation

Waspaloy crap that had been artificially contaminated with lead shot and Ti alloy turnings
and separated by the AVCO ferrofluid process was melted into 50 lb ingots. converted into bar
and evaluated by NDI, chemistry, metallography and mechanical properties.

(1) Melting and Conversion Procedures

Two lots (Run Nos. 102 and 104) of Avco ferrofluid processed Waspalov (,hips were button
melted and analyzed. A 50-tb vacuum induction melt was made and cast into an electrode from
each lot using standard Teledyne Allvac melting procedures for Waspaloy revert. An analysis for
carbon was performed during the melt with carbon add!lions being made to bring the

concentration of this element up to the desired level.

The cast electrodes were conditioned and vacuum consumable arc remelted into 4-in.
diameter ingots. The ingots were 2100'F homogenized and forged to 21) in. square. The billet
ends were cut. macroetched and (,leaned. The forged billets were rolled to a ,-in. dia bar which

was then straightened, centerless ground and etched in preparation for Zyglo and ultrasonic
inspection.

(2) Analyses/Results

(a) Nondestructic lrspc'tion

Fluorescent penetrant inspection by Teledyne detected minor mechanical surface defects on
the centerless ground bar which wcre subsequently removed by spot grinding. Conventional
Teledyne ultrasonic inspection of the centerless ground bar to a 2/ 6 4-in. dia flat bottom hole
standard revealed no internal defects.

(b) Chemical Analysis

Complete chemical analysis was obtained by Teledyne fron) the separated chips at the
bottom of both cast electrodes, and also from the top and bottom of toth forged 21 i-in. square
billets. P&WA performed complete chemical analysis of both rolled ',-in. dia bars, and these
data are presented in Table 35. A review of these data indicate consistent corr lation between
suihcontractor and P&kWA analyses.
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Both Waspaloy chip runs were seeded with 4.65,~ of Ph and 4.65', of Ti-WA-2.5Sn
contaminants prior to the ferrofluid separation. Analyses of' Table 315 data indicates that
complete removal of Pb contaminant was attained during separation, hut that some Ti
contaminant was retained. The analyzed range of Ti content (3.30 - 3.68' ) consistently
exceeded the specification maximum of :325 (. This Ti increase cannot he attributed to
contaminated raw material chips which analyzed as 2.80)-3.W', Ti.

These data (Table 35) indicate an appreciable but incomiplete removal of Ti seeded
contaminant during the separation process of both runs. The ingot mielter expressed an opinion
that Waspaloy chips with the relatively minor excess of- Ti found in t hese runs could be utilized
in production melting with appropriate dilution by other raw materials.

(c) Metallographic AnalYsis

Typical microstructures of 'Waspalov rolled bar fabricated fro nt AVC() separated chips are
shown in Figure 69 p)hot omicrographs. Nlicrost ruct oires of both separation runs ( Nos. 1(02, 104)
app~ear identical with no defects or irregularities noted. An interesting observation is the fine.
uniform grain struCt ore (ASThI 10-11) of' the rolled bar as evidenced in bo0th longitudinal and
transverse microsections. The desirable fitie-grained structore im~plies at high degree of controlled
work was app~lied during the conversion and rolling operat io ns.

(d) Afechan ica t Properties

Tensile specimens (0.190-in. dia by I 41-in. gage letigt hl were tested accoraing to ASTM

sl ioiatns. Smoothb (0. 125 -in. dia 1)y 1-in, gage length) andi notched (0.178-in, notch root
diameter by (1v0(16-in,. root radios)I were machined acco rd ing to AM IS specificat ion. A load was
applied to p~roduce a stress of'8(1 ksi at 135W )OF. Room and elevated tem peratuore t ensile dat a and
st ress-ruptuore data are tabulated in Ta ble :36 for AVC() fullY heat-treated, rolled bars.

A review of these dat a showed ftha roomt arid 1WWV(1 c levated terui perat tire tensile data as-I well as 1:3500 F not (-bed st ress-rupt ore dat a. all exceeded \Xaspalov specificat ion minimums.
There were several instances of' 1:3,5 0 F smooth stress-rilpfuire lih- and (Ilctilily that did not attain
sp~ecificat ion minim urns. Rieductin in these prop~erties is consist ent with PO& A Waspalo'
exp~erience ttmat ftie grain tends to increase roomn and elevatvd temperatuore tensile strength while
reducing ductilit ic. \\aspalov tlaricatedl in this program had an extraordinarily\ homogeneous
fine grain size which c-ould readilY inlliience ductility and smnooth st res, ruptuore lvs

(3) Conclusions - Waspa/Qy Separation (Phase 1)

'Was palo Sve pa ration. P h ase I co ncl(us ions are:

I The AVC() ferrofluid separat ion process is ver iy effec-tive in removing
objectionable high densitYx mat erials. suchb as lead. from suiperalloys.

2. The AV() ferrolluid separation proicess is capable of' remoiving miostl. but
notl all, of' the Ti i'ont amfinauit in \WaspaloY.

A. P~rocess aci-eptabil itv. therefore, is dependent uponi practi-al virgin dilution
requirements to attain mnelt specificat ion chemistry. Acceptability would
appear likely, sinc-e about a three-to-one dilution in mielting if a given rawv
material would be the mn-iximotm acceptable limit for productioin melting.

1. Althbough partial success was noled in AVC) hlboratory separat ion between
mixed siiperail'ivs (unlv INC) !1()I was separable from A-286, IN(C( 718.
INC() 901 and Waspaliiv mix), it is unlikelY that p~resent ciimmercial scale
ferriitluid separation between supleralliiys can lie ded ecively attainied,
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TABLE 36
MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA OF WASPALOY

ROLLED BAR

I'VA /(7 Vt')) Blar 4V((J Bar
, I(( Alin Viq 102 VN. 1(14

HT Tensile

1TS (ksi) I8) 214.2 209A
212,S 2t1o. i

(1.2'' YS (ksil 125 157.2 151.1
1I(1.7 152.5

Elongation 15 21.0) 28.A
21.4 19.5

RA Is 44.-5 48.2
49.8 47.9

11(1° F Tensile

ITI'S (ksil 16)0 198.8 195.5
21(.(1 191.8

(1.2'; YS (ksi) 1l0) 157.1 141.7
152.2 7 7

* Elongation 15 15.7 16.8
17.6 17.5

RA 18 25.9 26:1
24.2 25.)0

1;1511F S/. (84) ksi)

Smooth Life (hr)* 2:1 29.4 :18.7
17.6 11j)

Srnuoth '; Elongation 12 17.6 14.5
Iii 1 19.0

Notched [il'e (hrl* sinooth 51l1).9 0
87.4 4 9; 4

•ested to Failure
-Test Discontinued

(4) Review of Supplementary Data

Analyses were made to determine the relative amount of Waspaloy chips that are
misclassified and disposed of as floats during removal of "lights." and as sinks during removal of

"heavies." Data presented in Table 37 shows that the original addition of light (Ti-A1-2.5Sn)
and heavy (Ph) seed contaminants to the entire lot of Waspaloy chips for subsequent portioning
into test runs caused some degradation of seed contaminants. In effect, a higher ratio of seed
contaminants was retained in the final chip-plus-contaminant runs then in the earlier runs.

These data indicate that for effective superallov separation, roughly an equal weight of Waspaloy
chips and seeded contaminants inust be removed. Also, there is evidence that a higher level of
Waspaloy misclassification occurred during removal of heavies than during removal of lights.
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TABLE 37
LEVEL OF MISCLASSIFICATION IN AVCO WASPALOY SEPARATIONS

Total Rejected Floats Waspalov Misclassification

Total Weight Seeded Contaminant ( Waspaloy ('hips Rejected XU
AVC(O Chips A'ocessed (Ti-5 A 1-25 Sn) WaspaloN Chips Waspaloy Chips Total /

Run No. (b) (I) (h) (e )

112 1 80.7 2 2 2.9 1.6
103 122.5 1.0 1.9 1.6
104 114.7 1.1 5., 5.0
1o(5 99.0 6.6 4.4 4.4

106 100.0 16.7 16,7 16.7

Total Rejected Sinks

Seeded Contaminant (Ph) Waspaloy Chips
(TIb (Th)

102 168.5 5.1 (6,2 9.6
103t 1()q.s 3.0 12.9 11.7

104 95.6 :.2 S.8 9.2
115 80.6 3.9 8.7 10.8
106 62.1 10.4 8,2 I:.2

(5) Separation of Mixed Superalloys

An experiment was conducted to determine the capability of the AVCO ferrofluid process to
separate one superalloy from another, specifically, superallovs A286 (Tinidur), INCO 901, INCO
718 and Waspaloy. Flotation characteristics were investigated in a small AVCO laboratory
magnet. Although these alloys differ only slightly in true density, it was postulated that the
differences in the magnetic properties of the various alloys might permit a separation according
to an effective magnetic density. Pertinent data are given in Table 38.

The magnetic contribution Ap,. to the apparent density of the material is given by:

PH - 1  HAH
4 r g

where

'Sp. = increase in apparent density (g/cml).
H = magnetic field level (oersted),
AiH = magnetic field gradient (oersted/cm),
g = acceleration of gravity (cm/sec2 ).

Calculations of A. and the effective density, p,, of the material based on the handbook values
of permeability, the predicted magnet properties for AVCO's large magnet (H = WO oe and AH
= 200 oe/cm) and the small laboratory magnet (H =5000 oe and AH=500 oe/cm) are listed in
columns 3, through 6 of Table 38. These values indicate that sink-float separation may be
possible between certain components and that separability is enhanced by a high magnetic field
gradient.
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Flotation tests were done at a high magnetic field gradient to maximize the expected
density differences. The results in column 10 of Table 38 do not agree well with the calculated
data. A possible explanation is that the permeability is a strong function of the magnetic field
strength and that data for 200 oe do not apply for 5000 oe. Consequently. the permeabi'ities of the
materials were measured at 5000 oe (column 7, Table 38). These values of permeability were
much smaller than handbook values although still not in agreement with calculated effective
densities of the materials (columns 8 and 9, Table 38). Empirical observations of the materials in
the magnet gap at a field strength of about 5000 oe confirm that the material requiring the highest
ferrofluid density to float, INCO 901, is most strongly attracted to the magnet poles. It is likely
that the permeability data for 5000 oe is in error.

It appears that INCO 901 may be separable from the other superalloys using the high
intensity, laboratory scale magnet. Separation of other superalloys was not successful. Since
separation capabilities with this laboratory magnet were, therefore, limited, and the commercial
scale magnet would provide a smaller, useful gradient and further reduce separation capabilities,
it was decided to terminate further studies ot separations between superalloys.

C. FRANKEL COMPANY MOLTEN SALT CHEMICAL PURIFICATION PROCESS

1. Background

Molten salt baths are commonly used in the heat treatment and surface treatment of
*superalloys. Ordinarily these baths contain metal hydroxides. chlorides and other compounds in

various vendor proprietary mixes. A molten salt bath chemical process. co-developed by Frankel
and an affiliate company was being investigated for purification of nickel-base superalloy
grindings and sludges. The process was evaluated for its potential to reclaim segregated grindings
for subsequent melting. The highest potential for recovery of sludges by this process would be a
pure multielement master alloy. The molten salt purification process has been demonstrated to
be efficient on a small scale but has not been evaluated under full-scale industrial conditions.

In limited experimental work, the Frankel Company had flame-heated superallov grindings
and sludges passing the resultant gases through a molten salt bat h to remove combined water, oil
and other organic substances. The molten salt directly and catalytically converts carbon and
sulfur base compounds without the generation of major polluting gas or liquid residues which
would be encountered in other processes. The product effluent from the molten salt system is a
dry particulate substance containing metallic and inorganic compounds. especially grinding
media. These inorganic particles can he separated from the metallic particles b' gravity 
separations similar to the ones utilized in the ore industry. The thus purified metal particles are
sufficiently pure to be remelted in furnaces. In cases of certain metallic sludges where the metallic
content (mainly nickel content) is in oxide form, these oxides ('an he reduced to metallic form in
regular smelting furnaces.

The system was originally conc'eive(d as an improved method to dispose of common
municipal waste products. Conventional town procedures of in('ineration have always generated
undesirable, noxious combustion products. Combined citi/en and government concern for
ecology and health standards recently re;tuilted in rigid incineration controls which often declare
this mie of disposal illegal. Emphasis has been shifted to landfill. land reclamation, ocean
dumping and composting.
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The molten salt system offers the advantages of incineration without the production of
noxious stack gases. These advantages include:

1. 90; weight reduction to inert, mineral ash

2. Reclamation of metals and glass

3. Reclamation of organic materials by operation as a pyrolysis unit (i.e.,
nonoxidizing environment)

4. Heat production/reclamation for heating or power generation.

The molten salt bath process also offers the advantage of low capital investment. It was
chosen for the program because it is a relativelv simple single step operation and was one of the
few alternatives to economical processing of grindings and sludges.

An incinerator may be considered a chemical reactor whereby materials are primarily
combined with oxygen. As in most reactions, the efficiency can be increased with a catalyst.

* Conventional catalysts are finely divided solids that need large surface exposures and redundant
systems. Since a liquid theoretically has an infinite surface, a liquid catalyst would be more
efficient than conventional solid catalysts which have limited life due to surface poisoning.
Liquid salt serves as the inexpensive liquid catalyst in this process. The salt is thermodynamical-
!.y stable and appears to have a relatively unlimited service life.

2. Description of Process

A schematic drawing of the molten salt system is shown in Figure 70. The system consists
essentially of a "reaction chamber" inner box floating upon a bed of molten salt that is confined
within an outer box. Metal grindings and/or sludges are poured into open trays and the trays
placed into the inner box (Figure 70). Incineration is initiated by ignition of the gas burner
located at the top of the inner box. Combustible organics. machine oil and waste are converted
to flue gas which is ducted into and through the molten salt bed. Flue gas is "scrubbed" clean of
noxious elements for safe disposal to the enviornment while metal is accumulated as ash residue
in the open trays. Scrubbing of these noxious, incinerated combustion products as they pass
through the molten salt satisfies air ecology considerations, while the resulting gas contains
mineral products of potential reclamation value.

Heat, generated by preheating and during initial combustion of waste, melts the solidified
salt bed whereupon the system becomes self-sustaining. The salt has a high heat capacity, and
as additional heat is generated during waste combustion the heat is absorbed by the 1100°F salt.
As a result, the use of supplemental fuel to sustain the incineration is negligible. Appropriate air
inlet, air bypass and flue outlet manifolds are provided (Figure 70) to maintain process control.
Figure 71 shows a photograph of the molten salt incinerator system as evaluated. An incineration
cycle processing about 10 ft' of grindings or sludge can be performed in 4 hr. The dry metal ash
residue, containing only metallic and inorganic particles, is then pulverized in a conventional ball
mill. Inorganic particles are then separated from the metallic particles by gravity separations.
i.e.. Murphy Table. similar to procedures utilized with ores by the extractive metallurgy
industry. The resulting purified metal product. although a mixture of unknown metal
composition, can be induction-melted to ingot stock. This product should he a useful reclaimed
material for semicritical melting operations, i.e.. the automotive, steel and stainless industries.
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FD 171583

Figure 71. Frankel Molten Salt System Incinerator

3. Program Plan Details (Phase I)

Molten salt bath experiments planned bY Frankel are shown in Table ,10. Fourteen lots of
100 lb each were to he processed. Two different types of grindings and sludges wore used. "'he
processing steps included molten salt hat h purification, particle size reduct ion. concent rat ion of
metallics and melting.

4. Preliminary Test Results

ECM sludge from P&WA was evaluated by Frankel and found to be unsuitable for recovery
because the elements present in the sludge are present in compound form but are not in metallic
form. Free metal containing sludges was applied to the process,
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TABLE 40
FRANKEL SALT BATH PURIFICATION SYSTEM

TEST VARIABLES

Test Run
Number Material Melting

1 Grindings A Air Induction
2 Grindings A Air induction Blowing
3 Grindings A Vacuum Induction
4 Grindings B Air Induction
5 Grindings B Air Induction Blowing

6-Grindings A Air Induction
Sludge A Air Induction

8 Sludge B Air Induction
9 Sludge A Air Induction Blowing

10 Sludge B Air Induction Blowing

anI 1 Sludge A Method to be Selected
Sludge B Method to he Selected

Run 13fin 14arereserved for variation in salt bath composition,

'Cocenratonsofmetallics omitted.

Later, trial runs were conducted 1)y Frankel utsi ng suhsca cle oll en salt hatl, metal
purificat ion equipment. Test results showed that the su hscale eqipmntt was too1 inefficient.
even for the relatively small lot sizes (1100 tb 1 planned for Phase I oit the program. The sulhscale
equipment, including a small size waste material container. requtired several hoturs toi process a
single 10M lb lot. On the basis of' the trial tests, with suhsca ic equiipmnt. Planis were atdoted -1
conduct the Phase I runs onl full-scale equipment. This machinerv was original scheduled tfur
use in Phase 11, hut itstfabrication was accelerated soithat it could heitsed in Phas;e 1. This chancge
oif plans resulted in a delay in this port ion of' tbe program).

S. Separation Test Program

a. Description of Effort

Separation experiments were condutcted onl the two hatches ( 5500 to 10100 th'hatch it

nickel-base grindings (wvet and partially wet)1 and two hatches (.-00 to Ilo 1(1(1 b atchI of' nickel -

base sludge cehemnically diffet-ent) that had heen processed in the niolten salt svstem. Separations
i the Wi f'rey- Table c-on cent rat o r wvere un site cesshij IHeta in ed a 1 rasiv ce((nt a to in in ts were

adherent to the metallic residue and light 'heavy setparatiotn ott this inclinted water table wa, s
impractical. Attempts to eftevt separatiotn liv air and x acttmn indtiction melting were also
utnstuccessful. Poor indttctive coupling occurred clue to the large volutme of ahrasive coII ninant
and true mielting was not obtaitned. I'se of a steel -51 urter- pad did not improve induct ion melting
characteristics. Likewise. nonconsttmable airc melt itig was onlv tnrinallv siteceslil in effec tugl,
a separation. Constant slagging of' the ahrasiv coot amtinant tenided to insutlate the mlolten pool
and extinguish the arc.

Sep~aration oif metallic particles from nhrasivv comttoittds. i.e.Al (_ Sit et .. was finally
achieved in a Lectromielt No. 0t electric arc furnace ;tt Exntmet Inci.. of' Greenville. Pa. Tis
furnace, rated at 35(0 lb maximttm load, is of contivrtonal t hre(-phatse carhon elect rode diesign.

The fttrn. ce lining was intalycleated- hv arc, melt inc, ;I 8(W11 lb) wait -heat of ironl sheet
clippings. After ptouring the iron wash-heat into a sand mold, the tnrttice, \\;I C-harced with
I(0(1 lb of molten salt hat h residue front one oft hei nickel .l)e iidtltt it's.'his charce wias not
sutfficientlv condutct ive to sustinta the hrraco arc. .- pprnmt clv W0 Ili of irotn hcet cliptittgs
were thereuponti ded to the chartge, to initiate melttinc,. Mitnor a)dnitn it of'iliconi atid flitoa
were also made toi t h furnce charge to inicrease 1iNli Stiarat~ ol thle heavier iet allic
elemets from the le(tenlse, slag otf coti tttitiauit altrasim~ve i, tttltttce witlh inlcrealsed tiiditv.
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Upon completion of melting, plus a 15-mi holding period to permit stag/metal separation, the

molten metal was poured into a sand mold to yield a pancake-shaped ingot.

The remaining sludge hatch (of differing chemical composition) was melted in a similar
procedure. and the wet grindings batch was melted in the same way except that this batch was

electrically conductive and did not require the addition of iron sheet clippings to initiate melting.
An additional quantity of silicon was added to this charge to influence fluidity. Lastly, the dry
grindings batch was melted in a similar procedure as all previous hatches, with minor additions
of silicon and fluorspar. The contaminant slag readily separated from the molten metal in all four
melts: detachment of the brittle slag from the solidified ingots was easily attained by hammer
impact,

In a final attempt toward upgrading the quality of the recovered metal product from Ti
grindings and sludges, a portion of this product was remelted by vacuum induction melting.
Specifically, a 15 ltb portion of each of the electric arc, air-melted ingots of each of the grinding

and sludge hatches were vacuum-induction remelted and recast into cast iron ingot molds.

b. Material Balance - Phase I Molten Salt Process

Data enabling a materials balance (input versus output) for the Frankel Co. molten salt
bath processing of two batches of nickel-base sludge (chemically different) and two batches of
nickel-base grindings (wet and dry) are given in Table 41. The molten salt bath facility and a
typical tray of as-received sludge, prior to salt bath processing, are shown in Figures 71 and 72
respectively.

Volatiles (moisture) and obnoxious combustibles (oils) were removed from the grindings
and sludges to EPA standards of smoke contamination by molten salt bath processing. A high
level of nickel recovery (92 to 96"1) was determined during this molten salt bath processing.

c. Material Balance - Phase I Pyrometallurgical (Melting) Process

A materials balance (input versus output) is presented in Table 42 data tor the Exomet, Inc.
electric arc melting process that was utilized to convert the molten salt bath product of all four
batches of grindings and sludges into cast ingot. Due to the small (350 th) furnace size, a finite
amount of metal was retained in the furnace lining after each melt thereby reducing the accuracy
of the recovery measurements. The true recovery would be slightly higher than 96 to 92', as
reported in Table 42.

d. Chemical Analyses - Phase I Processed Grindings and Sludges

Pertinent chemical analyses 'olatiles. cmltbustibles and elementals) were performed
during the processing steps of all four haltches oA grindings and sludges. Specifically, analyses
were made of the as-receied condition, , ti n sal! bath residue. electric arc melted ingot and
vacuum induction remelted ingot. kes' Itant data are presented in Tables 41 through -46.

e. Analysis of Phase I Data

In these four runs. metal recovery was high: in appreciable cost-effectiveness would be
realized by the 25 to -45', recovery ohtairnd. However. " may not be prudent to factually analyze
these recovery data ITables 41 through 46) as representative of all grindings and sludges and
there by arrive at firm process conclusions.
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MATERIAL BALANCE OF MOLTEN SALT BATH PROCESS
~~HistoryTAL 41 ,, ttiisse Mtal

Matria SldgeNo I ludIge No). 2 Grinding, No I G;rintding, No. 2

So~rce Custorn T(X~l CUSt ~m Too! "eilMtl ,p(ilMtl

Oil (,; I 5.8 7.67 1

Nickel (,)29.:1 415,0 21.8 -10
Ni Wih t 176.0 2701.0 IL 1 2--

£ Out put

Weight I th 1:3601.0 520.01 :N0,0 i
Nickel ',)44.9 Is 10.9.5
Ni Weight IHb 162.0 2",1.0 r $.

Reci verv

Ni Recoverv 1', 2,0 95: 0 (

FF) 1715814

Vi~jro 72 T\J)1mal TraN of :.-s-flc', 1 cd .\*1-B()~ 'I,I Iri'r t I l ?I Salt
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TABLE 42

MATERIAL BALANCE OF ELECTRIC ARC FURNACE
MELTING PROCESS

imi \ .2~n I )niSr i ! S" , I hidt, (ridill N, (;rwdmi', , 2
Cllllditi ,nX w\, D)r%
Source' (uswm) '5"',l (l'.. Ill "1'l, Stu"{6. M*1a . p i.I Mo.a!k

> i ik I 'l I 12 ii i, 11

lt \\ei ht :1h)

( )i l ( l '-'

Ni R i\v-r\, .1 .-,_ __

TABLE 43
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF PROCESSED RUN NO 1, SLUDGE BATCH

NO. 1, CUSTOM TOOL

R,,f 1~~i "d Af Ito . [3,01 ll, A tlu i n, (1 'ii rZ'u. r j'tlt n rr? i'dl. A fI[t d [I ,, 112 '71 d [i m.,

(lii :5 s
lia urn I9

Ni "25 2. 44 1 1
r  

'( 'ogi

" I; ";i{ii

iM ll I )40 'l

iii

I XI • I I I I m l - - ' . . . . . . I I I . . . . i l i , , . . . . . . . .

2i f 12$

'l 1i 0.i
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TABLE 44
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF PROCESSED RUN NO. 2, SLUDGE BATCH

NO. 2, CUSTOM TOOL

A.-R ''ei'ed Atten Salt Bath Electric Arr Vacuum Indu(tion
Condition Rv.iduv Melted Ingot Remelted Ingot

Analysis (w/,)

01i1 7. 67
Moisture 1.4:3

Ni 45.0 .1is 661) 85.,
Co 2.5 9.41
Cr 6'.59 9.71
C'u 028 (1.21

Fe 21 2 I .1
Mn o 111 1.17
mo}{ G 55
Si ()5g1 .68
Ti -00{5 • j{r:

(0 1 0 0.18

TABLE 45
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF PROCESSED RUN NO. 3, GRINDINGS

BATCH NO. 1, SPECIAL METALS

As-Recciced Molten Salt Ba th Electric Arc Vacu m Inductim
Condition Residue Mted Ingot Remcitcd Ingot

Anilvsis (w/o)

Oil 5,77
,MN ist ure 15:11

N i 24.8 :111. .1 55.1
(' 1:1.2 12.1
Cr 9.2 9.72
('11 0.o({; 0.08

Fe 4.7 5.9
Mn 0 119 )I. 1W
Mu :19 : 9

0i 1008 9.8 12
Ti 2.25 2.15
V 0 0.15 1) "

C .17 1.71
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CHIEMIC AL. ANAI SES - OF PROCESSED) RU1N NO. 4, GRLNIDINGS
BATCH NO. 2, SPECIAL METrALS

I., 16 -i ''I Atdfp St __ J .let ric' Ar.tr ____ m ll't' nd idi'r

aI IttI (IS-,

(1) Grinding Sludge Input C~tt piflN(i

matterias exeelt thaot at rezisolaitahleve 'it' sipit'iioY covtkh'lt Shouldl hc Iirt'svt' It w\ill hi'

lIndutst ril lrilhict itti, l. 'it Ill' aidt ilidtlillg is, tar less so(phist ealtvil a i.'iitpart'ii 11i tIth i't o

(2) Retkined Coritaniino tts ill Ou~tput (u)got

ev li' lli iti t i' i ti itti 'l I ~ltilt I lgt tt \ e i lt' 11 "l''iIN it ~ "ti cm v llt t tV

citl Ii ng i i~ t iiit I iiio r lt'\e t d oii i lt \ i l l 11it I~ itt 'stll I It :Itl N I dd~il i t i ll'u i t - '.tIlil t.

f. Phase 11 Direction -Chemical Purification Process (Molten Salt Process)

'td0I'm l~iI' 1)\ & 1k) reIII e '7l~ it ptt lt;1 III



D. NONCONSUMABLE MELT PROCESSES

'iwo nonconsumable melt processes were invest igat ed: the AII{CO-Tvimescal elect ron licami
(EB) cold hearth melting system, and the Teledyne-Schienger rotating-electrode sys"tem. 'lhese
systems each have the pot'ential to remove high densit ' contaminants liv entrapment wit hin a
melt -skull, and each provides a ('apabilit 'v tor introduct ion of' large quantities ot'scrali inito the
melt. The EB cold hearth slystemn was applied successfully to the reclamnation of 'li-WA-2.5Sn-
scrap tor a commercial product not requiring chemnistry' cont rol. 'The capability of this process to
produce controlled chemlist rv. aerospace qualitY ingot f'romn Ti -GAt--tV scrap input material was
assessed in Phase 1. Evaluation of the TeledYne nonconsumable melt proceswas based onl resullts
of Air Force Contract F3~3615-7'2-1 126.

1. AIRCO-Temescal Electron Beam Cold Hearth Melting Method

AIRC()-Temescal est a lished a pilot proc(ess for reclarnatIion of 'li scrap hY' E1- cold hearthI
melting. El- hearth melting offers thle potential of* overcoming mil\v of' the limitations

*encountered in alternative melting proesses. The most extpedient mnet hod f'or trace element
removal lies with bettfer va ciuum and higher ternpe ratures. Fr on a techiicat anrd cc' u'on i cat
point of viewv, ain in crease in bot h tiaramniet ers -anl he achi eved wvithi electrn hiai hen rth re finin g

* ~~~~~as c'om1pa red to ot her met hods . Thbis process c'an t ake p'ltac rit, asdri p nichtiii . coniitinuous01 hea rth
refining, zone refining or hatch mielt ins, and is applicable to hot h tiliitnin anid suiteraltoys. The
aplicationi of Eli melting iii this program was cootne ilc~ o hearthI refining, since this is the most
economical trocess t'or large -scale comiminercialat in.

a. System Technique

AIR-CO-Tenmescal uses an advaneed ret iiil techiqute fbin scrap nitaa reclamiat ion. The
techniiquie features tw~o sequtil toterntioiis. 1)f vdciroil beam (Fi) Erneltjog of lccedsto'ki it] a
copper. water-ciooled hearth, aind (2) pouring and solidification of inot s in ai water-cooled tiiotd.
both operat ions are conduicted in a hard vacumn atmoqr~hv'ni. III order to ni1el1 t itanlilrin alloys to
ANTS spiecificat ion, at miixttircof- Ii scrap. spuonge and alloving eleiritius is cont inrioruslv 1'd 14) the
shallow hearth andl melted biv a high power elect roo lican '41,i nesrriiiimolten pool is cradled
within a -'skullt' that forms oin the water-cooled hearthI.

luriiicat ion react tons and horinogenoors altoing, occur in t he molen pool atl a1 pressuire of'
0.1 to lp (1?) 1 to Itt' torrt. which is an order oit magit ide lower than that of vactii induciti' on
mInet processes. Wi'hen desired. he ve ct ri 0 hea 01 princ ess call lie opera ted at aI pressuire ats hiidg as

ip 15tt It" torrn, The priiication1 is aichieve'd bv it 1111'r of melaim.itletidilic denlsity
separat ion of' heavy comipounds (sur-li as Itirngsteii carbide). volatilization of' trace/t ranlip
elIementis. and gas e-olt t ion . 'Phese rea ct ions are tpromoteid by the shal w ine rt hearthI where at
large surf'ace area of the mietal is extiosed to t he highl local surithit of the electron beam. When

mielt ing ivolves volatil it' atoving eli'lients. comptensat ing addit oils are mande to the chlargze of ra\\-
mat erial.-fr~''l( he irified and alloved metal I trickles from1 the hearth l o the water-tooled ingot mold1(
wh1ich is exposed to at varnillim anid a hot -topping" elect rol beam.i 'The' me1tal is cooit iliiiolisl

solidified to obtain at honiogenvous, coit rolled gralin ingot st nrctin :re ad high ingot yield. T he
process allows direct observationl and iiidepe'tdeilt 'ont1rot) of hi' tronficat ion and alloying
reatiotis and thle solidification process. 'The prrw('~s enables a hight'i''it pvcIge of t Ii scrap to hie

conveniently charged. iiielti'. purified. alloyed tiii soiified inl single inIitto Iiitroduce an ilgilt
\\it h ptsO ttiallv siuterioir stnut tire and overall wittlit\ . Selected itrgiit sii4'-; and shat;i (rouiids.

- ' t tili~we hollows. rectnitar) can lht r-ilst withI potent ially tttract iv ecittnoiics and properties itl
finished mill produicts iinl firgiitgs.
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b. System Hardware

Figure 73 presents at schemat ic ditignin ol'the elect ron heami hearth inelting f'urnace. As
indicated, thle scrap) mixtutre is met ered out of' the charge hopper. fed to the shallow hearth.
mnelted and purified and then flowved into the ingot c'hamber. Figure 74 illustrates the incoming
scrap mixture (top ceter), and the hearthI pool of' molt en al Yoverflowing into the ingot
chainher (hot torn center).

Hearth Electron Charge
Beam Gun Hopper

Ingot Hot Top Electron
Beam Gun

Fede

Figre 3.I~igrni f AR('()h'i'uou eni CldHearthMltg une
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li.-urc TV AIRCO '(Iicc~trllai~E Mu Cold Hfearth Fia-rait' ShowingUl Irllllahla
S
1 c rap Al lx I rc C l e 'r( a I'), (ad HE art/i Pool( / j Afot i'? All/u

kv Erfloul it i Ii oI trig(t AlE, Id (I, ou'yr ( 'en Il co

c. Program Plan Details (Phase 1)

K I'~~~~~N m ixi-c E (r a i p E' 011 (i 'll 1 rAIIV r I delull :EEOEpiE' OrEtit\ iE llE~E d E 1111 lEE tw E (I lvi

;11, 1 " f 1111 ((IIn ;II F 1 ll lfil' t lrli - T oIle N ; (I ,Iif'ti\ i 1 1 n1m- ie(hip
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Ingot No. 1 was melted to calculated values for feed materials: ingot No. 2 was used for £

more precise control of composition. Both ingots were seeded with tungsten carbide particles.
Ingot chemistry was determined. Ingots were reduced to billet and microstructure was
determined on billet series. The billets were forged to nominal 1-in. dia bars. After cropping.
chemical and physical tests were performed to certify that the allo*v was within specification
limits. A preliminary analysis was made to demonstrate that the doped tungsten carbide
particles were removed in the melting process. Billet slices and approximately 4000 tb of bar from
each ingot were then subjected to chemistry, structural and mechanical property evaluation by
P&WA.

d. Test Program

(1) Chip Analysis

Four thousand pounds of Ti-6AI-4V machined chips were received from the Frankel
Company. The analysis is shown in Table 47. The chip analysis indicates that the Fe. Cr, Ni and
Mo total exceed Specification 4928-C. The chips also appeared to be contaminated with tin. The
chemical analysis of the other raw materials used in the melting of Ti-6A1-4V ingots is also

* summarized in Table 47. 4

A water condensate was observed on the plastic liner of the barrels of chips. After drying, the
*, chips indicated a weight change of 0.78(". To minimize the introduction of moisture and the

attendant increase in oxygen content of the chips. the charge materials were preheated to 250'F
before being added to the chip feeder. Frankel. in response to this problem, stated that the chips
had been placed into plastic-lined barrels while still hot from the cleaning process and that
humid July conditions resulted in condensate retention during cooling of the chips. Frankel
stated that most customers do not have critical moisture requirements, and indicated that
AIRCO's requirements could he met.

TABLE 47
RAW MATERIAL (CHIPS) ANALYSES - AIRCO

Ti Sponge 60AI-40V Al Shot
Frankel AIRCO Lot 154 Master Lot 200 Lot 220

ttpprm) 159 :342 317 890 8
- 383"" * 28."* - -

()npm ) 220() 2872 446 8:10 160
- 23:88 * 537- ....
- 2766"* 680* --

N(ppmi - 19 10 120
23* ....

- 56*
Al)') 6.55 6.10 0.02 55.5 99.75

6.05* -

V(1,) 3.70 3.82 0.02 4:1.5
Sn ("i 0.09 0.66 0.04 -. 0)5

0.65"* ..

Fe(",;) 0.38 0.179 0.02 0.32 0.14
0.11 * - ..

Cr);') 0.09" 0.024 0.024 - 1.005
Nir , ) 0.30* 0.47 .
MR(' ) - 0.05 0.23
M olC, 1 . 15 0.065 -...
('h(';) ,0.05 0.05 ..
Ph("') <0,05
Zr(c;) 0.07 - -

Mn)';) -0.05 - --

*Aqua regin Roluble
**Reesi
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In order to calibrate the oxygen content of a mixture of'Ti sciap and sponge and to evaliate
the dilution offset of sponge on aluminum level, two heats of Ti-SA1-2.5Sn scrap with sponge
additions of 151' and 60e( were made. The feedstock data and chemical analyses of ingots

No. 4089 (15'(' sponge) and No. 4101 (60"> sponge) are shown in Table 48.

TABLE 48
FEEDSTOCK DATA AND CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF

INGOTS - AIRCO

IN(GOT NO, 4089

Feedstock

Ti-2.5 Chips
Ti Sponge I5'
Finished Ingot "'eight 813 11

Chemical Anakysis

Sample
L'atiit

(in.) Al Sri V Fv (r C ( A ,

10.- 2.132 1.74 0.17 0.79 0.056 0 4111 0.301102 0.120
20.2 2.5W 1.72 0.188 1.76 (.05.5 0.014W11 0.2185:3 0,0130

Typical Sirap Peielt Analysis 3400
• 0, Change l1y )ilution - 4001 ptin

INGOT)t NO. 4101

Feedstock

Ti 5.2.5 Chips 1200 h W,81'
tI Sponge 800 t1 4('

Finished Ingot Weight 1(67(6 11

Chemical Analysis

Iwati'm
(III ) A-I S1n I, F ± Cr I A

11.9 1.21 11.91 0.22161
0.21-F,

201.6) I.29 0.91 0.200
1). 21s 19

:30.5 1.117 0.4) 0 .2221

I). 221X1

• |1.1 1.15 10,8 0 21261
1.21.11

121 oT.7 o,70 0 1 A55
II 157'2

The results il ingot ,1089) sho wed a linmlinal to(o pm dr(p in <) xvet tromit a nooninal oo111

pp)m analvsis otf 1(1(, scrap charge prepared from this ill otfscrop. h'is drolp) is prtollrtional tll
the 1,", Spf-tige addition. 'Ihe( 0-0', s)otge, char1(' thrfrm ing<ot Nil. 11111 showed atn xv,,'c1 atalvsis
sontlt\c" hilgher than the cah'utlated 18( pp)ll ont icipaited from he heal t, Onl" 1110' o tanahsis was

withit Ihe expc'ied lx\gtnI range.
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(2) Ingot Preparation and Melting

Two ingots of composition Ti-5A1-2.5Sn were melted using the CHF 1200 vacuum furnace
at AIRCO. The furnace was equipped with vacuum pumps of higher pumping capacity and
modified electron beam guns than conventional vacuum furnaces to ensure constant power input
atmosphere for control of composition during melting. In addition, feedstock was prepared for
Ti-6AI-4V ingots. These test results permitted calculation of the sponge dilution and aluminum
addition requirements applicable to Ti-6AI-4V ingot melts.

(3) Test Results

(a) Ingot Manufacture

Mixing trials were conducted with small chip lots to demonstrate the feasibility of feeding
a homogeneous four-element mixture, i.e., Ti-6A-4V chips. Ti sponge. 60AI-40V master alloy and
Al shot to the melting hearth. Subsequently, two 1000-tb, 18-in. dia ingots (subscale length) were
produced - Nos. 4102 and 4101 with lengths of 18.6 and 26.2 in. respectively. Results concerning
ingot No. 4102 are presented in Tables 49 and 50, and in Figures 75 and 76. Ingot No. 4104 results

* are given in Tables 51 and 52, and in Figures 77 and 78.

Ingot pouring rates (160 to 190 tb/hr) were slower than those established at AIRCO with
100', Ti-SA1-2.5Sn chip feedstock. The chip feed system also required frequent adjustments to
maintain a constant pouring rate.

Oxygen levels of' 1200 to 500) ppm were consistent with valoes ca1culated prior to the run.
The alUminum and vanadium contents were within specification at the mid-length of the ingot
but deviated from specification at each end of the billet. The time required to establish steady-
state feeding conditions at the beginning of the ingot, and exposure time of the melt to the hot
top)ping gun at the end of the ingot, are likely contributing factors to the observed chemistry
variations. An analysis of the melt condensate (volatilized elements1, captured by a screen
located in proximity to the melt, indicated a chemistry of AI-44.29', Ti-0.71', V.

TABLE 49
AIRCO INGOT NO. 4102 FEED STOCK

1 L!,Wrig ht WvlA, ht
• (".nt, fit (1b) ( ,

Ii ;A -t\ Frankel ('hips 2t) 26.8
Ti Spnmg' 578 59.-
tl).AI41.1V Alv (1" (.2

- in Al Shot 70 7.2
Tottal ,)(; 99.9

Finshvd tng't1 Weight 680
Material Dt)itvrence 288
Hiard h sKu[l 20i)
}hear ih Starting 1Aad 52
Nt Iharth Material Inventor\ 20S5

M i Kticie'nc 91 7'.
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TABLE 50
AIRCO INGOT NO. 4102 CHEMISTRY

MURRA Y HILL LA BORA TOR Y
Dist. From

Ingot Base C ( N Al V Sn Fe Cr Ni Mo
(in.) (ppm)(ppm)(ppm) ( () (1) () (f) (K) (K) (K)

Drilled Samples

5 563 - - 7.02 4.28 0.067 0.11 .X)9 0.(91 0.043
613 - -

10 675 - -
724 - - 5.86 3.68 0.99 0.17 0.(A)8 0.086 0.04

15 760 - -
804 - - 3.48 2.89 0.097 (.15 (XS 0.078 0.03

Dip Samples

10 557 1184 45
552 1284 49 6.73 4.29 0.07 0.14 0.044 O.1 0,016

< 0.005 0.(X)5

18.6 508 1511 67
515 1474 83 3.2 2.92 0.10 0.12 0.028 0.11 0.034

- 0.005 < 0.()5

ANAMET LABORA 7RIES

fDip Samples

10 - - - 6.79 4.21 .- -
18.6 - - 3.77 2.82 - - .
Condens. - - - 55.1 0.71 - -. .

Specification (Ti-6AI-4V)

1000 2000 500 5.5- 3.5- - 0.30 max -
6,75 4.5

30.0 1.2
0 Ingot Pour Rate

ZTank Pressure 1.0

CS 20.0 Ingot Pour Rate 0.8
0Tank Pressure-

C 0.6 E

4.86 in./hr . Power Level 644 kw
10.0 189.5 lb/hr 0.4

3.4 KW-hr/lb-. .2i.h

_____ - 160.6 lb/hr 0.24.0 KW-hr/Ib

L ~01
0 1 0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

Time- hr
FD 171587

t. ,',', " \lh I. hrut N. .4102 (Ti-6A I-4V) Melting Record
1
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84

P Specification
S6 Range

* Ajuminu~m 7

LU

4 -Specification Range

Vaadu

< 3

2 _______ _______ _______ ______ ______

2000
Specif ication

18001Max imum
1800 Oxygen

1600

E
S1400

1200 A

1000- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

000 5 10 15 20

Ingot Length -in.
FD 171588
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TABLE 51
AIRCO INGOT NO. 4104 FEED STOCK

Weight Weight
(ontent (11 ) (

Ti-6AI-4 Frankel (hips 4:32.91) 13.
Ti Sponge 550.0)2 50.0
6RA40V Aoy 55.02 5.)

n n. A I Shot 62.10 5.6

Tota l 110004 99.9

Finished Ingot Weight 965.(I
Material Difference 1135
Hearth Skull 256
Hearth Starting Skull 26(

1
A o. i 1)0

Residue in Feeder 1 75
Melt Loss 7

Melt Effc iency 9:.2',

TABLE 52
AIRCO INGOT NO. 4104 CHEMISTRY

Aft RA Y 1HL 1,.4B( R. TORY
1)!,t /.* ,
[____,,t t hIh il . J .\" . I , 1'e r .i

I iqI Sample,

7 1; G+;.1 21.56: 3 .S7 :3..4 . 1~ 1),19 t(,019 (+11

52:1 2126 5 8 ;58 ().If 1117 0,0l 1 11 f8
*,.:1 20I)5

1: ( I94I 1, m s+ I,l 11 |, 2 01l (1 1.- t(,() ." - I 19

495 VIM

222 ,1.1 1717 , 41); 11 1 1 101 0 01 I ) IOS
.-,0: 157:1

2.2 -",:; 217o 38( :1 ,9 1) 017 0 019 0 l

Drill Sample,.

11 1.4 :1 76
l~l 5 71 :k 1711 I .l ; ..1

4 -,29.) :1 9:
I; ,Is A 9 1 ) 0

8~1 01;

2(1 ) 1 )7

.I )i1  Satt i "j, tes)

%~ 09

186 . w

,, . .. .. . . .. . II I *nl ll II
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30 1n't1.2

25AATank PoIur Rate 101.0
25 Pressure

-S 20 0.82

-C

15 0

0.0

ChangedPower Level 643.5
£ 5 - 3 in./hr - Specific Energy 0.

179 b/hr 3.,59 KW-hr/b 0.

0 -I I I J0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Time - hr
r Fr 171589

Figare 77. AIR( ( Ingot Vo,. 4104- ( Ti-6A 1-41' Mfelting Rccurd
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Slow feed characteristics, similar to those experienced with ingot No. 4102. were again
noted. Aluminum evaporation rate was high both at the beginning and the end of the run. Delays
in the melting rate. incurred during correction of a No. 5 ER gun malfunction contributed to the
high evaporation rate at the beginning of the run. Oxygen levels, higher than expected. may also
be related to the No. 5 gun problem since the oxygen pickup from the furnace atmosphere
increased in proportion to the melt delay. The perturbation of vanadium content was believed
related to an inhomogeneity in the feeding of the 60A1-40V master alloy.

In view of the problems encountered with feed rate and compositional homogeneities in
these runs, a hopper of chips, sponge and master alloy was fed into boxes, and samples taken
every 5 min. Results of this te-t are presented in Table 53. Figure 79 and Figure 80. It was
observed that the feed rate varied from 2.4 to 10 tb/min. The sponge. until depleted, fed at a
faster rate than the chips and then at a gradually decreasing rate. The 60 AI-40V master alloy fed
at a constant rate and the aluminum shot at an increasing rate.

As a result of the feeding tests and the resultant findings, changes were made to the feeding
system of the CHF 1200 furnace to establish the necessary mixing and feeding requirements. The
changes feature a vibratory feed system with a capability for constant feed over a range of input

* rates from 200 to 600 tb/hr. A 500-lb lot was used to test the modified unit: the feedstock mixture
(Table 54). was premixed in a rotating drum. Test results are in Figures 81 and 82. The initial five
data points are significant: the last two point. represent residue. It was concluded that the
modifications to the feed system, along with the premix operation effectively reduced the

r previously experienced variations (Figure 80), however, some separation of components. i.e..
sponge feed faster than chips, was indicated by the high concentration of chips in the residue
(Figure 82).

AIRCO-Temescal melted two ingots (Nos. 4115 and 4116) required for evaluation under
Phase I of the program plan. Ingot No. 4115 was made from the material noted in Table 53, with
30 WC tool bit particles ranging in size from 1/16 to 1/4 in. P&WA received a cross section of the
No. 4115 forging billet, and 400 tb of round-corner-square (RCS) barstock forged from the
No. 4115 billet, for NDI, chemistry. metallographic and mechanical properties evaluation.
Analyses completed by AIRCO-Temsecal indicate that the hearth feed system is a major factor
in controlling ingot chemistry.

(b) Feed and Forging Procedures

The feed procedures used for ingot Nos. 4115 and 4116 were essentially identical. Feedstock
were premixed into six rotating 55-gallon drums, and each drum load was poured in sequence into
the six compartments of the feed hopper. The hopper loading sequence (Table 55), was devised
to ensure an even distribution of feedstock. The loading sequence. and a vibratory feed system
were adopted as the result of the trial testing noted above.

TABLE 53
MATERIAL USED FOR AIRCO FEED STOCK SYSTEM TEST

Weight Weight
Content () (10

Ti-6-4 Frankel Chips 582.5 38.8
Ti Sponge 750.0 50.0
60AI-40V Alloy 73.0 4.8
1, in. Al Shot 94.5 6.3

Total 1500.0 99.9

Minimum Feed 11 tb/5 min 132 lb/hr
Maximum Feed 50 tb/5 min 600 tb/hr
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TABLE 54
MATERIAL USED FOR AIRCO VIBRATORY FEED

SYSTEM TEST

Weight Weight
Content (1b) (%)

Ti-6-4 Frankel Chips 250.0 50
Ti Sponge 193.5 38.7
60AI-40V Master Alloy 23.2 4.64

'm in. Al Shot 33.1 6.62
Total 499.8 99.98

Minimum Feed 18.5 lb/S min 222 lb/hr
Maximum Feed 34.0 tb/5 min 408 lb/hr
Typical Feed 33.0 fb/5 min 264 lb/hr
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TABLE 55
HOPPER LOADING PROCEDURE FOR SIX
BARRELS OF PREMIXED Ti-6AI-4V INPUT

MATERIAL - AIRCO

HOPPER SECTION
A B C D E F

Loading Sequence 6* 5 6 5 6 5
4 3 4 3 4 3
2 1 2 1 2 1
5 6 5 6 5 6
3 4 3 4 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2

*Each numberrepresenta a 1/6 portion of the barrel bearing that number

The EB cold hearth melt parameters, i.e., feed rate and EB power input, were essentially
* the same for both ingots. A casting profile was determined by measuring the length of the cast

ingot every 15 min. Chemical analyses were accomplished bv both dip samples removed from the
melt at 5 in. increments and drillings at 5 in. increments from the surface of ingot No. 4116
following its complete solidification.

(c) Chemistry and Profile Analysis

Chemical analyses relative to ingot No. 4115 are presented in Table 56. and shown in
Figure 83 (chemistry) and Figure 84 (casting profile). The corresponding data for ingot No. 4116
is presented in Table 57 (chemistry) and shown in Figure 85 (chemistry) and Figure 86 (casting
profile). Ingot No. 4115 is within chemical specification except for aluminum content within the
initial five inches of melting. The initial low aluminum content is believed to be related to
dilution of the input feed material by the initial hearth inventory. Further empirical data would
provide a basis for compensating for this low aluminum startup level. Ingot No. 4116 shows good
control of vanadium along its length, and oxygen is within specification: however, a significant
variation in aluminum content is evident in both dip samples and drillings from the ingot surface,
with the dip samples showing the more pronounced effect.

The origin of this variation in aluminum content is potentially attributable to the following
factors: variable vaporization of aluminum, variable homogenization on the hearth and/or
variations in feeding of raw materials. This variation does not appear to be related to the
vaporization of aluminum since the casting profile is satisfactory. Homogenization of the charge
on the hearth also appears to be satisfactory. The variation appears to be caused by segregation
or classification of raw materials during the mixing and the feeding operations.

The results of three "dry run" feeding experiments showed the tendency for sponge to feed
faster than chips and for aluminum shot to increase its feed rate during the run. The 60AI-40V
master alloy was fed uniformly in all experiments.
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TABLE 56

AIRCO INGOT NO. 4115 CHEMISTRY

Dist. From
Ingot Base C 0 N Al V Sn Fe Cr Ni

(in.) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (M) (M) ('7 ( ) (%J (%)

Dip Samples

4.8 - 2103 - 5.16 3.55 00.53 0.17 0.018 0.17
- 2043

10.1 673 1839 76 6.11 3.58 0.054 0.17 0.(18 0.17
605 1889 87

15.0 - 1929 - 6.28 3.59 0.055 0.16 0.016 0.17
- 1839

20.6 655 1907 55 5.87 3.63 0.053 0.17 0.018 0.17
614 1975

24,5 - 1890 - 6.25 3.66 0.055 0.17 0.016 0.17
- 1892

* 29.7 - 1988 - 5.81 3.6 0.055 0.17 0.016 0.17
- 2008

:12.6 - 2005 - 5.53 3.57 0.055 0.18 0.017 0.17
- 2039

Specification (Ti.6A)-4V)

1000 2000 500 5.5/6.75 3.5/4.5 0:.( max

Specification _

6 Range

C

Specification Range
S: 4 '-Vanadium " - - 1r- u, 1.

3 Specification
Max - Oxygen

2000 -- !0.

1600 ----
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Length of Ingot in.

FD 171595

Figure 8. AIR( () Ingot No, 4115 (Ti-6A/4V) (hernistry
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TABLE 57
AIRCO INGOT NO. 4116 CHEMISTRY

Dist From '

Ingot Base C 0 N Al V Sn Fe Cr Ni
(in.) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) ('i) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Dip Samples

6.8 4.04 3.98 0.05 0.16 0.016 0.18

10.2 Chill lost/no sample

12.9 444 1955 43 5.51 3.80 0.05 0.16 0.021 0.16
452 1845 24

1875 77

15.7 4.85 3.81 0.05 0.16 0.024 0.24
5.20
5.32

19.6 411 1840 95 5.95 3.87 0.05 0.16 0.023 0.16
, 480 18,50 106

1837 89

25.6 7.07 3.38 0.05 0.16 0.024 0.17
.7.26

7.35

30.8 5.60 3.78 0.05 0.16 0.025 0.17

33.3 5.68 3.74 0.05 0.16 0.020 0.6

Drilled samples

5 4.04 3.72
10 5.97 3.81
15 5.25 3.83
20 6.75 3.70 ,
25 6.32 3.68
30 5.89 3.68

Specification (Ti-6AI-4V}

1000 2000 500 5.50 3.50 0.30 Max
to to

6.75 4.50
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These results suggest an explanation for the variations* observed in ingot No. 4116. It is

reasonable to assume that for vanadium:

+ V - Moy = constant
Ti,|,|, + Ti, ..I,-

and for aluminum,

[AI,.h, + Al ,,I,,y + Alhht
constant

if,

(Vchip + Vmaster alloy I IAchip + Almater aly

It is therefore reasonable to assume that aluminum shot is the variable component in ingot
No. 4116. It is also possible, that as the charge in the feeder is increased from a nominal 1500 tb
used for subscale length ingots to the hopper capacity of 3500 lb. the classification of the feed
stock into the four components of chips, sponge, master alloy and shot may be expected to
increase.

Two options exist for improved feeding of raw materials: (1) selection of feedstock
components having more compatible characteristics, and (2) individual feeding of each
component in place of the presently used premix technique. Raw material changes to attain
better component compatibility might include the substitution of scrap aluminum machined
chips for aluminum shot, or the substitution of low oxygen, titanium/aluminum master alloy for
aluminum shot. On the basis of the measured constant feed characteristics of the
aluminum/vanadium master alloy in both dry run and melting experiments, an improvement
may be expected.

Preliminary studies of the potential gains to be obtained by the feeding of individual
components of the raw material charge have been made. Several systems appear to be able to
contribute a substantial improvement in controlled continuous feed of melt stock to the hearth;
however, the development, construction and evaluation of this concept was beyond the scope of
Phase I of this contract.

The oxygen levels in both ingot No. 4115 and No. 4116 also appear higher than expected.
Prior experience indicates a 250-ppm oxygen pickup in casting a titanium alloy at the same
throughput levels with the CHF-1200 furnace, as opposed to the 400-ppm oxygen pickup
experienced with ingot No. 4115 and No. 4116. The furnace vacuum system and the leak-up rate
were both considered satisfactory; however, it appears possible that the Ti-6A-4V scrap chips
contained more oxygen than AIRCO's in-house cleaned Ti-5A1-2.5Sn alloy.

(d) Conversion Technique

AIRCO converted ingot No. 4115 to billet and finally to 1-in. round-corner square (RCS)
barstock. The forging was accomplished in the sequence shown in Figure 87 with the furnace
soak/reheat temperature at 2050'F. Billet section samples were removed at the 6-in. RCS size,
and selected cross sections (Figure 88) were forwarded to P&WA for evaluation. The remaining
billet was then converted to 1-in. RCS barstock, using a hot roll rather than a forging operation.
Figure 89 illustrates the hot roll sequence and sample identification, and Table 58 indicates
material accountability record for ingot No. 4115.

*Variables refer to the corresponding elemental weight fractions in either the chips, master alloy or sponge.
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TABLE 58
AIRCO INGOT NO. 4115 CONVERSION

MATERIAL BALANCE

Ingot No. 411.5 - 12372 tb

6 in. RCS Samples 36
- (weigh-, hot top) - 118 forged to 6 in. RCS
- (weight, bottom) - 240 not forged
- (est. wt. I in. slice) -39 structure studY

billet 799

forged to I in. bar stock - 654 tb

R5 4
r of billet to bar Yield 821;

Major portion of losses caused bY flame cutting

FURN at 1950OF

Btmn 1 2 1B1 BlF3FsT1_B2 82F5 6 ]3

T3 8 T4 T4 IT T5 1 Hot TOP
REMOVED

3 3/4 in. RCS Cut on Dotted Lines and Rolled to 2 1/2 in. RCS

FURN at 1750'F

Btmn 1 12131415] 161789110B1 B8111121314115 1617181920B

8212112212312A251 I21128129 3013T3131132133333 I1373 94142T4

T414314414514614748 4950151152M5 54 T5

Cut as Shown and Rolled to 54 Pieces 1 in. RCS - 5 ft Long

FD 171651

Figure 89. Identification tof 1-in. RCS Bar Stock Rolled from AIRC() Ingot
No. 4115
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The conversion of the ingot and the hot rolling was accomplished in a routine manner, and
forgeability was rated excellent. A minimum of surface conditioning was required, and visual
inspection indicated no surface cracking. Details of the forging process are described later.
Approximately 400 lb of barstock was forwarded to P&WA for further evaluation. The conversion
of ingot No. 4116 was cancelled.

(4) Evaluation of AIRCO-Temescal EB Cold Hearth Melting Method

Eighteen-inch-diameter ingot No. 4115 was hot-forged to 3' ,-in. bar and hot-rolled to 1-in.
round-corner-square (RCS) barstock at AIRCO. NDI, chemistry. metallographic and mechanical
properties evaluation was performed by both AIRCO and P&WA.

(a) Conversion Procedure

Ingot No. 4115, 18-in. dia, was hot worked to 1-in. RCS following the sequence shown in
Figures 87 and 89. The bottom 6-in. was cut off prior to hot working. A 1-in, thick X 18-in. dia
sample was then cut from the ingot for metallographic analysis. This sample was subsequently
cut in two, and half delivered to P&WA.

*The ingot was then coated with glass to minimize oxygen, nitrogen and carbon pickup,
,r loaded into a furnace at 2050'F and held at temperature for 8 hr and inverted I hr before the first

breakdown pass. Initial breakdown was made on a 1500 metric ton Loewy cogging press. The
initial pass was made not exceeding 1-in. per side (2-in. over the dia). No second pass was
permitted over the same surface of the ingot at any stage of the breakdown. The ingot was not
forged below 1800'F to ensure forging above the beta transus.

In this manner, the ingot was worked down to 14-in. octagonal. Reheating as required. the
ingot was then worked down to an 8-in. RCS, and hot chopped into two equal sections. A final
breakdown was made to 6-in, round corner square.

The two 6-in. RCS billets were then track ground, conditioned, cut t appropriate length,
and samples cut from the billets (Figure 88). Sample sections were sent to both AIRCO Research
and P&WA for evaluation. The top, approximately 150 tb, was not forged further.

The billets were then loaded into a furnace at 1750'F maximum and equalized at
temperature. Each billet was then worked down on a 1500-ton HPM forge press to 3:'-in. RCS.

After cooling, the billets were spot conditioned and reheated to 1950'F maximum. After
equalizing at temperature to 3 anneal, the billets were rolled to 2.5-in. RCS. Upon cooling, the
bars were flame cut to convenient length and reheated to 1750'F maximum. After equalizing at
temperature, the bars were rolled to 1-in. RCS, straightened, air cooled, and sandblasted.
Identification of bars was maintained throughout all stages of conversion: approximately 400 tb
were sent to P&WA for evaluation. Bar Nos. 6, 30, and 52 were sent to AIRCO Research for
preliminary testing.

A material balance of AIRCO EB ingot Nos. 4115 and 4116 is given in Table 59. As ingot No.
4116 was in essence a repeat of ingot No. 4115, it was decided jointly by AIRCO and P&WA that
no additional useful information could be gained from ingot No. 4116. Consequently, this ingot

was not forged.
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TABLE 59
MATERIAL BALANCE OF AIRCO ELECTRON-

BEAM-MELTED INGOTS

AIRC(O AIR(O
Ingot No. 4115 Ingot No. 4116

Input (Wh) ("i) (rb) (; )
Ti-6AI-4V Frankel Chips 558 :38.8 573 38.7
Ti Sponge 719 50.0 740 50.0
60AI-40V Alloy 70 4.9 69 4.7
1/8 in. Al Shot 91 6.3 98 6.6
Total Blend 1438 - 1480 -

Hearth Skull 256 - :07 -
1694 - 1787 --

Left in Hopper 15 - 14 -
Total Input 1679 - 1773 -

Output
Ingot 1232 - 1212 -
Hearth Skull 307 - :359 --

Total Output 1539 1571 -

Melt l[)ss 140 -- 202 -

* Melt Efficiency 91.7 88.6

(b) Analvses/Results

Radiographic Inspection

Eighteen rolled "RCS" hars were radiographed at AIRCO: 33 bars were radiographed at
P&WA using a sensitivity detection level of 2"U*. This sensitivity was validated by the
radiographic detect ion of 0.023-in. dia WC particles placed on the I-in. R(S bar. No high density
inclusions were detected in any bars at AIRCO or P&WA.

('hemical Analysis

The 18-in. dia by 32.5-in. long, 1232-lb ingot No. 4115 was cut 7 in. from the bottom and a
1-in. thick section removed. The 6-in. RCS by 180-in. long forged billet was sectioned at the
bottom, 82.5 in. from the bottom and 25 in. from the top (ref. Figure 88). These sections were
chemically analyzed by AIRCO at center, midradius and edge locations.

Data generated are shown in Table 60. These data indicate consistent uniformity of Fe
composition upon traversing from the ingot center-to-OD at each of the four locations examined,
an important factor in minimizing undesirable beta segregation. The low propensity for
centerline segregation in the EB melted ingot is probably due to the relatively shallow pool depth.

Hydrogen content of the ingot was low, hut as expected, some increase in hydrogen level was
obtained during the forging operation.

The 1-in. RCS rolled bar Nos. 6, 30, and 52 (representing the bottom. middle and top
locations of the original ingot) were also chemically analyzed by AIRCO. P&WA perfirmed
similar analysis on bar No. 33. These bar data are shown in Table 61.

A review of all chemistry data shows that specification chemistry was attained except for
5 in. of ingot bottom and 25 in. of billet top, which had been cropped because of non-homogeneous
ingot feed problems involving Al additions.
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TABLE 60
CHEMISTRY OF AIRCO NO. 4115 INGOT AND BILLET

A/ V Fe C 0 N H 0',:
-_(wt. ;0 (ppm)

18-in. Ingot Slice (7-in. from Bottom)

Center 6.7 2 3.78 0.185 558 185(0 45 12.4 2277
Midradius 6.73 3.73 0.18 564 1859 67 3.0 2317
Edge 6.80 :1.71 0.175 554 19:10 61 1.2 2374

6-in. Billet (25 in. from Top)

Center 5.77 3.72 (1.18 693 22:15 1 11.:1 2772
Midradius 5.80 :.69 11.1$S 597 19:.8 26 2:1.5 2:369
Edge 5.91 :3.6; 0.19 662 21:35 A 19.5 284:)

6-in. Billet (91)-in. from Top)

('enter 6.11 :1.%6 0.21 612 1885 525 1;.1 23.',S
Midradius 6.18 3.95 0.21 6041 1986 54 ;0 245 2
Edge 6.22 3.92 0.20 627 2(; 6(; 46 7 251i5,

6-in. Billet (Bottom)

('enter 6.W 1 3.97 11.22 -562 1 5 ::1 1: t5 2171
Midradius 6.6; 1 .AN) 0.22 603 (8() 21 9 2: 10
Edge 6.71 :1.82 1.21 572 I(O-, 10 2:;. 1 22(Is

Ti-6A -..V Specificatiori Max 6.75 ,4.50 1 ) (:?1 I(0 21kN 500X 1 12 ,
Mill 5..50 :I.50

*0, (Oxygen E(luivalenl 1 0 * 1.2 N - (;7 C

TABLE 61
CHEMISTRY OF ONE-INCH RCS ROLLED BARS FROM AIRCO

INGOT NO. 4115

Ti-6AI 4V Specification Rolled R'S Bar No.

Max Min 6(AIR('U) .'YAIR(C(O) ,'3014A) 52(AIR 'I))
Element ( ; ) (' ) ( 1 )

Al 6.75 5.50 6.22 6.34 6.1o 5.64
% 4.50 :4.50 3:3 : (.92 :1.9 3.90
Si . . .. 0.05

Fe 0.30| 0.21 (1.21 ( 16 0.22
0 (.20 (.187 0(.191 ((.19 0.206
C (. 10 0.053 0.05:3 0.06 (.056
N 0.05 - 11W56 1,(W164 0.009 0.(057
H (.015 - 0.0)47 (.O(117 0.0019 0.0036
B - (-002 -

Cu ...-
ph -- • 0.011

w-- .O.05
Ch- ().1(5

Zr 0 ((.01
Sn - - o.1(1

N i ... ( 1
Mo 0 ()((5
Mn - (1.W15
Cr
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Ahetallographic Analysis

A transverse section of the 18 -in. dia EB-melted ingot, taken 7 in. from the ingot bottom,
was macroetched for structural analysis. Figure 90 shows equiaxed. 0.25-in. grain size with no
evidence of columnar grains as normally found in arc-cast ingots. Apparently the minimal pool
depth of the EB ingot influences the solidification rate and pattern to obtain the aforementioned
desirable equiaxed structure.

Sf

Etchant: 5% HF
FD 171b52

Figure ,90. Transverse Macrostructure of AIRCO Electron Beam-Melted, IS-in.
Diameter Titanium Ingot

A typical macroetch of one of the sections taken from the 6-in. R('CS-forged billet is shown
in Figure 91. Grains are equiaxed averaging 1/16 in.. and -lightly small at the billet surface
compared to billet center.

Figure 92 shows typical transverse photomicrographs of' t he I-in. R('CS rolled bar showing
equiaxed alpha structures. Upon heat treating at 1760'F/3 hr/AC. the structure was t ransf'ornied
to a globular primary alpha in a transformed beta matrix as shown in Figure 93. No areas olf alpha
or beta segregation were found in the l-in. RCS rolled bar.
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IV.

Etchant: 5% HF
FO 171653

Figure 91. Transv erse Macrostructure of AIRC() 6-in. Round- Cornor-Square
Forge(d Titanium hiltet
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maximum iron level of 0.22"1 in one of the suspected regions in accord with an average iron level
of 0.2"1 in the ingot. Banded structures can be eliminated by a higher final annealing
temperature, beta annealing during forging and lower finishing temperatures.

Mechanical Properties

Tensile specimens of 0.252-in. dia and 1-in. gage length (AIRCO) and 0.190-in. dia by
1.3-in. gage length (P&WA) were tested according to ASTM specifications. Notched stress
rupture specimens were machined according to ASM specification with a notch root diameter of
0.178 in. and a root radius of 0.006 in. (AIRCO and P&WA). A load was applied to produce a
stress of 170 ksi. Charpy V-notch impact specimens had dimensions of 0.394 by 0.394 by 2.2 in.
with a 45-deg notch angle.

Room temperature tensile data generated by AIRCO and P&WA are given in Table 62.
These data all exceed specification minimums; the normal influence of aging temperature on
strength and ductility is apparent.

Notched stress rupture testing performed at room temperature exceeded the specification
minimum life of 5 hr (with the test then discontinued) for the 1740°F/l hr/WQ + 1300"F/2 hr/AC

* (AIRCO) and the 1750'F/1 hr/WQ + 1300°F/2 hr/AC (P&WA) heat treatments.

Charpy impact strength was determined by AIRCO as a function of temperature; data is
presented in Figure 95. The typical range of impact data was also plotted in Figure 95 for geheral
information. AIRCO impact data was comparable to the reference data.

TABLE 62
ROOM TEMPERATURE TENSILE DATA OF ONE-

INCH RCS ROLLED BARS FROM AIRCO
INGOT NO. 4115

(tTS 0.2 i YS El RA

Bar No. Heat Treat (ksi) (ksi) ('i) (I';)

6 (AIRCOI A 156 140 21 4?

30 (AIRCO) A 151 1431 17 41
52 (AIRCO) A 151 142 21 ,1

6 (AIRCO) B 175 166 16 : s
10 IAIRCO)I B 1810 172 16 :17
52 (AIRCO) B 172 164 12 :14

3:3 (P&WAI C 155.2 1.48' 11 9 :A4,1;
33 (P&WA) C 155.2 149.2 10.2 :162
33 WP&WAI C 156.8 1510 I I 7 27J;

*Heat Treat A )740°F] hr/TWQ 131W1°F/2 hr/A(
B 1740'F/4 hr/WQ I(X')°F/4 hr/AC
C 1750°F/1 hr/VQ 13W(5°F/2 hr/A(
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50-1
Ref 1: Aerospace Structural Metals Handbook,

Vol 11, March 1966
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Figure' .95. Impact Strength of I-in. Ruund-( urner-SL/uarv Rolled Titanium Bar
frum AIR(() Ingot !Vu. 411.5

3. Phase I Teledyne Nonconsumable Rotating Electrode Melting System - Conclusionsj

Teledyne-Ailvac has completed the requirements of' Air Force Contract F33615-72-C-1 1263
for evaluation of nonconsumable melted tu ium. Results of' this program are p~ertinent to
strategic materials reclamation objectives under this contract. T'he conclIusions, as reported in the
T'eledvne-Alivac testing program of Ti-6A-4V mill products made from nonconsumable skull
melted material has demonstrated the following:

I.Nonconsumahle skull mielting, followed by eit her one or two consuiahie
remelts, effect ivelv eliminates nitride tYpe inclusions.

* 2. All high density inclusions, such as tungsten carbide tool bit p~articles, are
apparently removed provided they enter the molten pool.

3. High ratios of revert, either machining chips or solid scrap) may be used
provided foreign alloy contamination and interstitial elements are at
acceptable levels.

4. Single consumable remelting of nonconsunable process electrodes results in
better chemical homogeneity than double consumablle remelt ing.

5. Microst ruct ural nonhonlogeneit 'v (i.e.. areas of' bet a st abilizat ion) increases
with residual element content and is more p~revalent in double remelted thanrin single remelted heats.

6i. TFhe manufact uring costs fo(r nonconsumohle melting exceed those for the

conventional process (electtode fabrication plus ((nsti1iale mielt I. but
overall cos savings result fromi the ability to use lower cso~t scrap forms and

* ~through olimination of mill p)roduIct tose or inclusion de(fects.
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An evalIuiat ion of'engine hardware produit 4 front hot h single and (I douI)hIe renmelt ed Ti-G(iI -4V
ha, denmonst rated the potential of' the process to produce mat erial with accept able qua lit 'v and

moechan ical properties. However, due to the Itinit ed scope, of IST' t estjog on forgings with
p~referred inicrostruict tire there was insufficient data to reach a tirmn conclusion as to the

acceptahilitv of' nonconsuimable inelted material for rotating parts in t urbine engines.

2. Phase I AIRCO-Temescal EB Nonconsumable Melting Process - Conclusions

Ingot, wvere mnelted and direct chill-cast hy a single pass. in an AlIW Fl( '() frnace with a
chiri w nprised o29Ti scrap (hips. V poni review and analysis of'all the aforemientioned data.
oir Phase I coclisions are:

". Seded WC l ool hit contamninat ion was completely soparated to give an
liii)) lot 00 nat ed ingot.

2.(heroical spec-ification levels wvere attained with the excetion of hot h ingot
ends.

2. nhotnogeneous ingot -endl chemnist rv I i.e.. ',Al) must he resolved: feed
sstcrn alt erat ion is a likely corrective action.

1. Desirable in4,ot homogeneous mnacrost rociuire I cquiaxed and relat ively fine

gra in an hulla r in i cri st mud oires were at tailled.(

5. All mechani cal prm pert 'v dat a generated (tensile. stress rupjtuore. impact)
exceeded applicable splecificat ion m ininl o nis.
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SECTION VIII
SCRAP MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

A. SURVEY OF AEROSPACE SCRAP

Precontract research by P&WA revealed inadequate published information concerning the
generation and disposition of aerospace titanium- and nickel-base scrap metal; consequently, a
survey of aerospace scrap was established as a major element of the Phase I management portion
of the contractual effort. Analysis of this type of survey should provide answers to many of the
existing questions on scrap generation and usage:

* What constitutes aerospace scrap metal and where does it originate?

* What are the physical forms of this scrap?

* What levels of quality are generated?

* What aerospace scrap is generated at the melters' plants?

* What total quantities are generated and how do the quantities compare with
*anticipated quantities?

* What is the disposition path for aerospace scrap metal?

* Does export of aerospace metal have a major or minor effect on domestic
melting?

* What are the possibilities of recycling ECM sludges and various grindings?

* Can aerospace scrap usage be increased for critical aerospace applications?

The basic objectives of the scrap survey were to determine the quality, quantity and
disposition of the titanium- and nickel-base scrap generated by the American aerospace industry.
A significant portion of the survey work was subcontracted to Suisman & Blumenthal Inc.. a
Hartford. Ct. aerospace scrap dealer/processor with extensive experience in plant service scrap
removal, processing and marketing of titanium- and nickel-hased scrap.

This survey comprises three major sections: (1) background information/industry contacts,
(2) aerospace questionnaire/inquiry and results, and (3) potential improvement of aerospace
scrap recycling.

1. Aerospace Background Informatlon/Industry Contacts

a. Aerospace Scrap Sources

Scrap metal is generated at all points in the raw material flowpath from ore to final product
and finally, upon obsolescence of the final product. The great majority of scrap, however, is
generated from three sources, defined as follows:

Source (I) inv,,t Production Scrap -- Scrap generated 1y melters during ingot production
(i.e.. end croppings. collars and turnings): averages 5', of the total melted material (ref. ).
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Source (2) Ingot Conversion to Mill Products Scrap - Scrap generated during conversion of
ingot to mill product, i.e., bar and billet ends, sheet and plate trimmings; averages 35-40'i of the
ingot weight. The ratio of solids to chips for ingot production and conversion scrap is estimated
to be 70/30.

Source (3) Mill Products to Manufactured End Products Scrap - Scrap generated by
forgers and machine shop/fabricators during manufacture of final end products, i.e., forgings,
finished components, averages 70-75"i of the mill product weight, and is estimated to have a
30/70 ratio of solids-to-chips. A portion of this scrap is generated in a form which is highly
susceptible to physical loss or has such a low recovery potential that it is disposed with no
accountability (e.g., fines, sludges, chemical removal products). The percentage of scrap
estimated to be in this "material loss" category is 15-20".

b. Home Scrap Generation and Disposition

Scrap metal generated by Sources (1) and (2) is called "home scrap" because a majority of
this scrap is of identifiable composition and of suitable quality for direct in-house recycling to
ingot. It is estimated that 751t of this scrap is recycled to ingot, while the remaining 25'; is
disposed to the open market or is considered as material lost. This scrap accounts for 40-50'f of
the ingot weight.

As an example approximately 58 million Ib of ingot were actually produced in 1973. of

which 50 million lb were consumed (inventory balance 8 million), while about 30 million lb of
mill produce were made. The resultant home scrap, i.e., Sources (1) and (2), was estimated at 20
million t (40(' of the consumed ingot weight), of which IF million lb (75';) was internally
recvcled.

It is cost-effective for melters to close-loop-reccle home scrap back to ingot where possible.
Principal restraints to remelting of home scrap include the problem of alloy intermixing.
unusable scrap firms, and customer limitations on scrap usage.

c. Open Market Scrap Generation and Disposition

Scrap metal generated i)y Source :3 (forgers and machine shop/fabricators) accounts for the
majority of open market scrap, i.e., scrap disposed to scrap dealer/processors. This scrap is
potentiallv upgraded, and made available For competitive purchase hy the aerospace, steel and
atluminum industries. Open market scrap is the largest cat egory of recyclable scrap.

To illustrate, again using 1973 titanium prm duntion data, an estimate may be made of the
amiount of aerospace scrap that could be expected to he available in the open market.
Approximately :30 million lb of titanium mill product were produced in 1973. Aerospace
consumption comprised approximately 90-82' , of this total. Applying the previously noted scrap
generation paranmters to this total, including 81', aerospace usage. 7:3' aerospace scrap
generation and 17', material loss, a total of approximately 15 million lb of titanium aerospace
scra) could have been expected to reach the open market in 197:3. assuming no hoarding by
fa bri cato rs ( a ler imnit ed arno un t of hia rdin g is believed to oiccu r ). Tbhis t ital I ma~ be si mewhat
iocreasel hY the limited disposition of nonrecvcled home scral). and by the obsolescent, finished-
pa rt i)pen-market st(rap.

A similar analysis for nickel-base alloys is more difficult and less precise because of the
nu it iple applications Cir nickel allhys and the lack of indust rv statistics. I t ilizing an estimate of
I. m illi in lb if mill pro duct co insumption hY aero space. and the ahve scrap generation
iarameters. a total f' 27 million lb of' nickel-hase scrap could have b,ri e('xpeted to reach the
oten monrket in 197:.
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Open market scrap, generated chiefly from the aeroslace manufacturers. is the flexible
supli v of raw material which the aerospace melter draws upon as required. Open market scrap
is almost always treated by the aerospace melter as stupplemental to virgin metal and ht)(e scra )
generation. When the aerospace melter's furnace is operat ing at high capacity, the melter ivs
in the open market at a high volune level. being limited chietlv by customer scrap limital i'mns.
)uring periods of low production, open market aerospace scrap purchases are severely curt ailed

or eliminated. In general, open market scrap is less effectively recycled to aerospace ingot than
home scrap due to competitive market demands, increased quality problems, i.e..
ident ificat ion/cont amination, and less desirable scrap generation forms. It is estimated, fir
example, that only 25 to 40", of titanium open market scrap is recycled to aerospace ingot.

During the last two Years, competitive demand has tended to reduce the recycle percentage
towards the lower end of the range. This is attribtable to the high demand of the steel and
aluminum industries and is primarily associated with the increased production of' a Ti bearing
steel grade (AISI 409) for automotive catalytic converters. This trend is likely to continue in the
near term and may be further supported lv aluminum industry demand associated with the
introtduction of aluminum automotive blocks. '1he ratito of' steel-to-aluminum demand is

* currently over 10 to 1. It may Ile expected that :10-401, of l'i scrap diverted to the steel industry
will he exported. It is generally the lower grade traction which receives this disposition. Furt her
insight on the scrap export situation is provided in a f'ollowing section.

Thus, the major f'actors influencing titanium scrap disposition are scrapj quality and market
demand. Low grade scrap necessarily noves to the steel industry because of' its 11 nacteptabi lit.\
for aerospace recycle. The appetite of the steel industry is largely satisfied iv low grade scrap.
Increases in steel demand and establishment of methliods tor upgrading scrap will tend to increase
the competition for aerospace scrap.

When topen market an htme scrap recycling is considered, the current disposition of
aerospace titanium scrap may he reliresented as follows:

Titanium Aerospace Recycle - 5t'

Steel Production .50'

Aluminum Production - - 5',
Direct use for other titanium products 5- <

The disposition of nick-l-hase alloy scrap ftollows a trend similar to titanium with the
exception that a higher level of tpen market scrap is recycled due to less stringent quality
requirements. As an example. WC tool hit contamination in nickel-hase alloy scrap does not
inhibit aerospace recycling. Unfortunately, the multiple industrial applications ftr nickel-
bearing alloys precludes accurate determination of recycle percentage. but it is estimated that as
much as 75'1 of the high nickel aerospace grade open market scrap is recycled back to aerospace
ingot via scrap dealer/processors.

For both titanium and nickel scrap, the vast majority of scrap generated by forgers and
fabricators of final products is disposed to the open market rather than disposed in a closed-loop
aerospace rec'tycle. Alt hough disposition to the open market results in exposure of aerospace scrap
to non-aerospace distribution avenues, aerospace ('ompanies have shown a ('lear preferelnce for
this approach based tin the f'ollowing factors:

* A reluctance of aerospace companies to expend effort and investment in the
handling and upgrading o' scrap metal, which is the by-product rather than
produtct of their operation;

* The difficulties in providing guaranties of premium aerospace scrap
chemistries and in marketing all of the nor-premium scrap grades:
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• A reluctance to cope with the unpredictable nature of a scrap market, which

may require holding of scrap to achieve a reasonable value.

d. Export of Open Market Scrap

The export status of aerospace scrap is significant to the subiect of' potential domestic
shortages. The preponderance of Free World ingot production, both for titanium and high nickel
alloy is located within the continental U.S. The highest use. and normally, the most attractive
price for these scrap metals is within America.

In aerospace scrap metals, as in most other scrap metals. the domestic handlers of scrap
prefer to ship domestically. Several reasons exist for domestic preference. The shipments are for
shorter distances, and therefore. freight rates are lower. Packaging is usually simpler within the
domestic market than "for export" packaging. The mechanics of selling. i.e.. the language.
specifications. contracts, are normally far easier to handle domestically. Financial problems and
risks are diminished if domestic sales can be consumated.

Since the major markets are in America and shippers prefer to avoid export shipments. the

overwhelming quantities of aerospace metals which can be melted here remain in the continental
I.S. However, exports do occur in aerospace scrap metals if a given scrap grade is not
competitivelv re(luired by I'.S. melters or (on a temporary basis) the .S. melters cannot
consume all the aerospace scrap metal being generated.

The degree to which titanium or nickel alloy scrap was exported is difficult to ascertain. A
tabulation of exported titanium alloys (unwrought waste and scrap) averaged 4.594.000 tb per
year between 1966 and 1970 (November):

Titanium IUnwrought Waste and Scrap, Exports
(In Thousands (of 1b)

19 6 6 ........................................................ 146
19 6 7 ........................................................ 28 58
19 6 8 ........................................................ 5 5 06
1969 ................................................ ... 560.4
1 97(0 (November) ................................ 5538

One problem is that the designation of this class of export. "IUnwrought Waste and Scrap"
allows the inclusion of non-scrap items. Determination (f which shipments are in reality titanium
scrap is very difficult, since designations for the exported item are often ambiguous. A close study
of the monthly 1974 U.S. Government figures showed that at least 24 ; of the weight was clearly
non-scrap.

In addition to the lack of accurate export figures, another problem is the type of scrap that
is actually being shipped. It would be erroneous to assume that 4,129.(X)0 tb (5,506.000 '< 75"() of
meltable scrap were exported in 1968. In reality, the majority of the scrap metal exported was in
the form of titanium turnings, and as such. was generally not acceptable to U.S. titanium ingot
makers.
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Similar problems arise in analyzing the export of aerospace scrap nickel alloy sn'rap. The
following tabulation of exported nickel scrap is misleading in that non-aerospace grades and
low/medium content nickel grades are included:

Nickel Waste and Scrap. Exports
(In Thousands of' t)

1965 ................................ 13.,466
1966 ................................ 11.752
1967 ................................ 27,78:3
1968 ................................ 3:3.485
1969 ................................ :36.056
1970 ................................ 19 ,09:3
197 1 ................................ 12,879
1972 ................................ 16.505
1973 ................................ 12.524

As in titanium. much if not the majority of this nickel alloy scrap could not find melting
* application, at competitive prices. in the U.S. Some nickel alloy scrap has cohalt or copper

inclusions which preempt or severely limit its use here: other grades. especially turnings, are
composed of several intermixed grades which U.S. alloy melters generally decline to buy.

To summarize, net export shipments of aerospace scrap titanium and nickel alloys are less
* than the totals shown in government statistics and they represent. overwhelming l,. metal which

cannot be readily absorbed into the U.S. aerospace melting systems at the present time. 'o the
degree that these exports support the U.S. policy of free trade and improve the 7.S. balance of
payments. they serve a national purpose. These exports also serve to keep open the channels of
imports: and, there are occasions when imported aerospace scrap metals may he of' crucial
importance to domestic melters.

Participants in the Strategic Material Reclamation Seminar. (see Section IV). agreed thal
these open channels of trade should he maintained. The titanium panel, when discussing future
trends, stated that there was a general concern "over the impositiEon of' market contr ls on an
international commodity such as scrap.- Similarly. the superalh (nickelI panel rec m mended

that "restrictive legislation of the scrap market should he discouraged.'-

e. Grindings and Sludges Generation and Disposition

Industry contacts on grindings and sludges offered disposition comments such as "hauled
away for nothing," "disposed." "landfill," and "no value." As discussed later in Survey Results.
only an insignificant quantity of these wastes were reported sold, apparently 'for some type of'
recycling. At the Strategic Materials Reclamation Seminar. the superalloy panel stated that 'the
second category includes unsegregated low grade wastes, such as ECM and EI)M sludges and
pickle liquors and metallurgical smokes. which would have to he treated chemically lo recover
their values."

The answer to the potential for recycling lies. unfortunately. not in the desirability of
reclamation hut rather in the basic nature of these sludges and grindings. These wastes are very
often intermixtures of a number of alloys of titanium or of nickel, and sometimes hoth. Almost
always, the wastes have nonmetallics intermixed to a significant degree; in the case of grindings,
for example, nonmetallic abrasives are broadly interspersed through the waste. Oil and water are
frequently used in the manufacturers' processing and high moisture contents are characteristic of'
ECM and EDM sludges. The actual metallic content may be remarkably low. less than 20', of'
the weight since some of these wastes are oxidized.
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Currently, none of this material, or very little of it, finds its way to airmelt or even refinery
remelting today. The heterogeneous nature of sludges and grindings and their frequently low
metallic content implies that remelting will not be cost-effective; to state the reverse, there are
many alternative, less expensive primary and secondary melt materials available for remelting at
this time.

The reclamation of grindings and sludges as applied to aerospace recycling seems distant.
Reclamation processes are being considered, and technological advances and/or national metal
shortages may develop which would elevate these sludges and grindings for refinery or airmelt
use. but their present use for aerospace recycling is not apparent.

As a contrast to the wastes which are generated at manufacturing )lants. tirose at melters
facilities are in a number of instances recycled. At the melter's plant, nickel and titanium are not
normally processed together, the range of alloys is limited and the moisture is low if present at all.
Remelting of identifiable grindings is utilized for the melting of lower-grade stainless steels, etc.
hi summary, grindings and sludges have some disposition to the less-crit ical steel/stainless
remelting sources but have not attained any reclamation disposal t, the aerospac(' industry.

2. Aerospace Scrap Uuestionnalre/Inquiry

The key element of the survey was a questi onnaire/inquiry directed by the prime cont ractor
to a large segment of the aerospace industry. The foest onnaire/nquiry for the open market
survey (Figure 96) was developed jointly by Pl&WA and the scrap )rocessor subcontractor
Suisman & Blumenthal. Inc. The inquiry was direc(ted t owards a determination (o scrap
quantities disposed to the "'open market.' The survey also invited information on in-house
recycled scrap in order to enable overall raw material ac('countahilitv. It is known that melters and
Casters efTectively recycle in-house scrap: however, actual quantities recycled are frequently

considered proprietarv by these industries, and tthereftore an incomplete(, response to this )ortion
of the survey appeared likely. The year 1973 was chosen as a baseline because that year appeared
to be a typical Year for the fluctuating titanium industry, with ingot production coml)arablle to
that of the previous peak in 1969,. vet less than the 1974 output, as indicated by the following
dat a:

Milions o/ lb

'a.r Ingot (hutput AWil 'roducts

1974 7:132 est. 35 .,4t psi.

197:1 57.97 29.5()
1972 -1.53 25.25
1971 ,.76 22.48
1970 49.46 29.02
1969 5(..5 I .88
1968 :16 i.65 2:(.80

The n )n enclat tre used in t he q uest ionnaire was hased ()i defini itas p(rnvid('d lv t he scra P
industry. The physical forms of scrap are classified hro)adly as "'sonlids'" "turnhigs." "'grindings.'
and "shdges.'' Solid forms are of varied shape and include malerial such as har ends, sheet
trimmings, castings, forgings, rings. (eIc. l'urnings are the shavings from various machining
)peralio)ns: the term "t urning,'" is generally interchangeahle with the term ('hips,- although a
narrower interpretati on given to chips is crushed turnings. "'(rinling" are the product of'
grinding operations which )ro(d(ce a relativel dry )y -product. '' Sh(gs'" covers the relatively
wet by-product of a variety of operations including FI)M. ItNi(. grinling and pickling baths.
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The major source of generat ion of' aerospace metals, in the open market. is the -aerospace
manufacturing plant,"' The aerospace manufacturing plants fall into five major categories:
Airframe, Engine. Aerospace Equ ipment. Forgers and Machine Shop/Fabrications.

A limited amount of'scrap is disposed to the open market. i.e., to aerospae scrap l)roc-essors.
1)' melters. casting houses and final product users. This scrap is generallY of' a poor grade for
recycling and therefoire was not considered in the main body' oft the survey. Survey' dat a received

from these sources was anticipated to be relat ivel 'v incomplete due to the reduced interest in

maintaining records of this scrap grade. However. it summiary' of responses received from these
sources is given as sutpplement arv survey infiirniat ion. P'ublished lit eratuore and industrial
contacts, part icularlv in the scrap process.ing and meltimng induLst ries. were ut ilIiz.ed to provide
furt her information.

P&WA directed the scrap questionilaire inquiry toi S:;ersiesocae companies inl
various industrial categories. TIhese comnpanies, relireseited. coll1ect ivel. over 60', fit the scrap
generation tor their pairticuilar incllist rial griup Figure 97? It %%as ne('essitry to make
extrapolatis of repiorted dat a ti obtainl coiil('lte indiist r\ dat a hir tiblscquient anitlvsis.:Af\few
soutrces ft aerospace scrap. suich a, th me, nttal ttiwder \rit'~ ere excluded Irom t he suirve,\
becatise (if the itnall qiuamtti i mili-

Villim ing t it(, 'r~ia iir\(, i' uiir\. ;I tiplflvnwnitd tal irv\ inqoir'\ %kai MmIt' to 1
itrisait' ini~tnit~ n artluitit uidiit rial categories to leeriut' 1tie II(- rioI 'i lia

of t itanlImII tail nickel hIa~v grinuding, aind hlidlge, The uplcmvital mit~ l~lu'iuqnr\ 1--

grinding ;inul 'Iladge s'r~p Is~ ho\,kn in) Figur' ire-ipcntial rt; pal'i it) V'i--iin 111

3. Aerospace Scrap Survey Results

The scrap generation dat a (ihtained has surt. v i uariti-d(i it', it-f ie ( i

gmuips for piurpoises of' analysis and suiniar\:

Su n n ,nrx *I griu ips t he informi at ion oil sc rap so id Sa tnu t i uriig I o I1', I i t1 1 to11 ( \IIlie A i rt rai II I t
Engine . Aerospace EqAuipment. F, ers and M1achint, Shop) Fibrici iiii Iniiit ri'cl'uu Hiip
te(ui ts ftrall the aerostpace scrap - enerated from t lit' pikctc-uiilg -11 im ll pni il lui (rap1

he nminhboitv of open market, potent iallv-recvcl~ lit srap

Surian 1 1 Igriupjs the inftirat iononttn tiul nrki't srap-h nl iiInd ii I it ld h\

the Melt ing. ( ast ing and Final Product Iser lndtitrues. Thi, ini~pyimiit\ latia i- prntitil ;I,

a sepatrate siimoarv liet'iiis it repiresetnts at sigiitu'aii \ l'v t'rii al t~p ;md ;I mhol - uim.lii

utuestiiinatlle re- t'lniati pIt()IuIent itlI. t Ilas been I int'\ ifi,1~\ uIdI v That meiIti'r, itid ( o~i'r,

efficient l re('vt't their hit'i scrap and. t herttir'. I lit' t rat-i it lhi sirartici ''ati tthi' yten

tnatrktt is; likely fif low% quadlt. I's',dpart (crap. al ugh tariable Ii quitt i t'. di';itmiut'it iil
priicessillg andt~ service hist or\' has get'miralk lii t nciltu ai- a hiigh ri4k (i-atr\ twr rivi-Iting ti

Nit infiriimtt ii )n iti-l-tiv rei'\ ultu (ntip trmin nwitt'r, imul tafr, bhts huetti turined

because iif~ t ho' vr imii'inplte Inuiti

.'idu i fltr\ Ill gitii', the it rilimit ion in grn i l o ttuih --c lui t' 11111uliit' \ til l f al it thle ;Illii\t.
iidiistrv cattegories withI the exi-ti fitTo Final lindiot I ctr' 'lhi, cropi riprvsisti a puecializedt

cattgoiry with qiuiest ionablt' ret'laitmn muw tintial.V
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SCRAP SURVEY RECIPIENT AND RESPONDENT LISTING

TITANIUM NICKEL MACH./FAB.
MELTERS MELTERS FORGERS CASTERS VENDORS

'Timet *Special Metals *Wyman Gordon 1-fowmet *Rohr
ORM~I *Teledyne AJlvac 'Reisner *TRW *Excello
Oremet *Carpenter Tech. Ladish *Arwood *TRW
*Crucible Latrobe *Cameron *Precision Foundry
*Teledyne *Crucible *Taylor 'Jetshapes
*Howmet 'Stellite Alcoa Ihitchiner

Martin Universal-yclops *TRW REM
'Camneron *American Welding 'PCC

Ti-West *Huntington *Monroe 'Ti-ech
'Allegheny Ludlum 'Edgewater
Cannon Muskegon King Fifth

*Babcock Wilcox *Carlton
Simonds Steel Airco Viking

Schlosser
*Mc Williams
'SIFCO

USERS END USERS
INDEPENDENT

ENGINE AIRFRAME AEROSPACE AIRLINES MILITARY 0/H CENTERS

'P&WA *Grumman *Rockwell 'American AFLC Cooper
linlt. Airmot ive

GE 'McDoniieli 'Bendix *United *Okla. City 'Pacific
Airmotive

'A1llson *Boeing 'Ilanulton *TWA 'San Antonio
'Lycorning 'Lockheced Pant Ani NAS Norfolk
*AiResearch 'Northup 'Eastern NAS Pensacola
Teledyne CAE 'General 'Delta NAS

Dynamics Jacksonville
Republic NAS Alameda

'Sikorsky NAS San Diego
'Rv an
'Bell Nav, ASO

Sn ppkI
Agenc

'Response received.

FD 171659

Nio ('9 .rap~ Suri Rcci~wpin and fli'sponrini L~isting
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SURVEY

I NICKEL CONTAINING GRINDINGS

Amount

(lbs or gals I Source Disposition

Mixed Alloy

Segregate Alloy

II. NICKEL CONTAINING SLUDX;ES

Amount
(gals Source Dsposition

III TITANIUM BASE GRINDINGS

Arnount
(lbs or gals S ' r~c l),Wositon

Mixed Alloy

Segregated Alloy

IV TITANIUM BASE SLUIXFS

Amou11t
gals I SurLc l)iposllion

FO 170372

Figure 98. Grindings and Sludges Scrap Reclamation Questionnaire/lnquin,
(Continued)
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Titanium Nickel
Melters Melters Forgers Casters

Timet *Special Metals *Wyman Gordon *Howmet
RMI Teledyne Allvac *Reisner *TRW

*Crucible *Carpenter Tech. *Cameron *Arwood
*Teledyne Crucible Taylor *Precision Foundry
Howmet Stellite *TRW *Jetshapes

*Cameron *American Welding *PCC
*Huntington *Monroe *Ti-Tech
*Allegheny Ludlum *Edgewater

*Carlton
McWilliams

*SIFCO

' Users
Mach./Fab. ,s,

Vendors Engine Airframe Aerospace

*Rohr *P&WA *Grumman *Rockwell Int.
*Excello *Allison *McDonnell
*TRW *Lycoming Boeing

AiResearch Lockheed
*Northrup
*General Dynamics
*Sikorsky
*Bell

*Response received.

FD 171661

Figure 99. Sludge and Grinding Survev Recipient and Respondent Listing

LI
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a. Principal Titanium (TI) and Nickel (NI) Open Market Scrap Data (Summary 1)

Summary I information is presented in Tahles (33 through 74. Tables 63 and 614 present the
overall quantity information for titanium and nickel, respectively, while Tables 635 through 74
present a breakdown by alloy t , pe and character. The surveYN goal of determining hard facts onl

the quantity of open market Scrap was largely achieved by the Summiary I information.

A precise determination of these scrap quantities was pirecluded, however, by the failure to
receive a few responses from large scrap generators. Included among companlies which declined tf,
provide data were a large engine manufacturer and two large forgers. Nonetheless, the estimated
industry totals indicated in Tables 631 and 64 are believed to be reasonably accurate. Estimates,
for companies which did not respond were made by applying a ratio of product outpu)~t i, pounds,
for the unknown source to a known source and applying this ratio to the scrap (tuant itY oft !be
known source. For example, the total weight of engines produced in 197:3 by the uonresponding
engine maker were compared to the total weight if engines produced liv I'&WA in 197:1. and this
rat io was apiplied to the total quant it vof P&WA scrap) ti estimiate their generated scra p. Airtrallme
estimates were similarly based on data for delivered aircraft. Forging scrap estimates were based
onl production ratio da'ta for both titanium and nickel alloy: s. Aerospace equipment ('st ateCs
were based primari ly on data for the percent consu mpltion of mill poducts b)'y aero spaci' relative
to Engine and Airframe Manufacturers. Estimates for Machine SlhopilFabricat ors were based onl
the premise that 55' of Airframe/Engine/Aerospace material is mahiO'l'fbiatdb )ut -of -

* house vendors. The utilization of the 55> figure was based onl so rve\' respn ses to thle questin (In

out -of-house machining.

The overall titanium quantity survely results 'Fable it411.7. 1 l) coi pares
reasoiribly well with thle 1.5 million rb total titanium scrap deduced I ref.. o pen Market Scrap
Quantities. para. A-Ic). The largest potential inaccuracy in thle estimlated (lat a \\i mid he inl the
Machine Shop/Fabricator 1ttals. while the Enigine and [Forger tot als woouhi he so hiect t(o siolne
error due to noinrespondents. The mnajor potential error in the deduced figures wold~ lhe in the
asumned material loss percent age and thetfact that some 17)srp asgnatfrout0 1972 11i I

products; 1972 was a lower product ion Y'ear I 1,an t he 197:1 prioduict ion .\evar tit ilie.'i

The results for the nickel-base scrap (lualititv followm a patte rn simnilar to) t itaminn. The
poitent ial for inaccuracy, however, is consid 'red t) lhe sbtn al reaiter fir the nickel-base
alloY scrap because of thle mnult iple avenuies iif genera) ion and disposit ion, and Ithe lairge number
if alloy, ty, pes.comparisoin oft the estimiated iiidustr rv\ total vs at deduced it a)l is also) nit as,
ieauingfirl fur nickel because iif a lowerd(egre i cinfence in each if these, fig~ures. A sigificant

ciintrihutirly fac-tor ti the greater (iuiterenice oo iied betwelen dediuicil and est iilte'( nickel t )i s
is that the largest generator (if nicke'l tirgitig scrapj has at (apjtive' melt shiip and hence nonile (if this
scrap Pe'lters, thbe open~ market.

Tables, G65 through 74 give fuirt her (('iliit in t(i sorap character as a fonet tion fit he indvist rv
generatinug the scrap. Four induistrii's prod~ulce relat ivuly l'ljivlllt qlllint it i's i)f bew lttal TIi
scrapi: t:o', Mmehite Shot) lahricatiirs: 22-2T)' each fir Airframec, Fngine ;in(l F'irger'a . Throe
industries priiduce the maiir (Ijuatit i ('5if tiital Ni seij (19', Enuzini. :10, %1;1chituc
Shiip/Fahricat irs. 27', [Forgers). I pon applying thiese majir scrapj jiridic i ig indust rie I( their
siirvevo'd reciird iif sem 1 gto.(ituantu.it may lie noted that onl. the M.aciiic
Shuip'abricator industry appears tii have ai relatively h1igh level III'( i ixing" c()t altlot ili
hur Ti. A rang!e if 10-:W,'mxn.c lta a o was iumid fuw thle rl'Ioiniing tiiir sci
priiducing industries when applied tii Ti .1)11 Ni. 'lhi- iiplies t hat imlo'.rv iurgtu s litiv(e.h ~ ~~vet there atuiple riiiim for inupriuvnelu iii nll iniiIsriew lr
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Using a similar analysis of the same industries that produce the major quantities of scrap.
it is noted that three of the indu;tries generating the major quantity of titanium scrap (Machine
Shop/Fabricators, Airframe and Engine) produce mostly turnings, while t hp fourth industry
(Forger) produces most ly solid scrap. V 'pon consideration ofthe product line of each industry, this

result would he anticipated.

TABLE 63
QUANTITIES OF TITANIUM ALLOY OPEN MARKET SCRAP VS

INDUSTRY CATEGORY

Scrap (Ti) Total Industr Total of

Quantit.s Scrap Not Open Market
Type of Nurnbr .Slrc c.\ Reported Reported* Industry Scrap
Industr\ S uru ..d R espo n. s (th "K 10 ) E e. t) (t) x 1o00)

Airframe 1l 8 264.1 It 29:17

Engine 6 4 19(19 1:1 2871

Aerospace 3 : 182 5"
Equip)ment1

Forgers 16 11 1831 :19 :3111

Mm' hine' 1 1 1788 51 3920l
Fabricators

Tota Is AR 29 835.4 1:1278

*Includes scrap geneated hy companies not re~sinding to the tr srvv or not sutrv'seve.

TABLE 64
QUANTITIES OF NICKEL ALLOY OPEN MARKET SCRAP VS INDUS-

TRY CATEGORY

Scrap (Ti) Total Industr, '  Total of
Quantity Scrap Not Open Market

T 4pc Nttnt her Surtvy Reported Reported* Industry Scrap
Industm Suruce.'rd Res.pons es (rh v 1000) (; Est) (tb Y l(WJ)

Airframe 10 8 91 I1) 1011

Engine 6 4 .127o 3:1 ,:1.8

Aerospace :3 3 1 8:1 65 521
Equipment

Forgers 16 11 1:171 23 .1:;7 0"

Machine! :1 : 714 5 48:1
Fabricators

Totals "is 29 8628 1617-.1

Includes scrap generaled hv companies not responding to the survev ,,r not so rveed.

**A substantial quantity of nickel-hase allo scrap internally recvcled by aerospace foT:ers
lpresiniably to captive melt shops) is not included in these figures.
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TABLE 65
AIRFRAME INDUSTRY TITANIUM ALLOY SCRAP QUAN-

TITY AND QUALITY

Solids Turns Total
.11."Ipec (t) (rh) (rb)
6/4 7875,6 77, S70 :57126

( .011 6 45.5; 7.5872
5-2.5 0 0 0
6-2.4-2 ( (1
8.1 1 t 0 I
;6-6-2 67274 928959 996213

Other 4:181 A2.17 7628
Mixed/'ont antmated 299854 .107A)2 707656
Totals/', of Total ,180811', 210 41:3482'. 214.18"

'(ontains 27', unsegregated/mix.

TABLE 66

ENGINE INDUSTRY TITANIUM ALLOY SCRAP QUANTITY
AND QUALITY

Solids* Turns * Total'
Al11,% So,('€ (11) ft ) (l'b)

6/4 74:158 8r90t't9 933.152
(.'. 11434 .17718 59152
5-2.5 451.15 9.10jg8.1 986029
62.4-2 0 0 0
8-1-1 :1121 57199 8520
6-6-2 0 0 I
Other 10
Mixed/Contamrinated 162190 4.14109 6_.299

Totals/', of Total 2962,8l ' 1 23.1720.1i89', 21-1.17,1"

hinludes est imate ot scrap generated hv nonrespwioderts
C*(ontains 25', unsegregated/mix.

TABLE 67
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY TITANIUM ALLOY SCRAP QUAN-

TITY AND QUALITY

Solids Turns Total
Alloy Spec (rb) (lb) (t)

6/4 3.267 (1 .267
C, P. 1.0 58 1 1 .I058
5-2.5 0 0
6-2-4-2 1 0
8-1-I 0-- .- (-11) (1 (i.6-6-2 (0 01 0

Other (0 (1)
Mixed/Contaminated 40.162 137.939 178.111

Totalq/; of rotal 44.487/24,; 1:17.9:t1V76', 18:1.42'W

*Total contains 98"; unsegregated/mix.
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TABLE 68
FORGING INDUSTRY TITANIUM ALLOY SCRAP QUAN-

TITY AND QUALITY

Solids Turns Total
AlloY Spec. (th) (Tb) (M)

6i/4 780.750 342,19% 1.122.940
C.P. 16.9:12 1:348 :10.280
5-2.5 68,905 11:1.174 182,079
6-2-4-2 7:1,825 :34,110 107.935

8-1-1 18.653 1,400 20,053
6-6-2 102,570 0 102,570
Ot her 6.300 0 6.3(9)
Mixed/Contaminated 62.5M1( 197.1210 259,620

Totalst', of Total 1, 1:0. 4:k162'r 7)21.:413Wl, 18.11.777

*Contains 14'i unsegregated/mix.

TABLE 69
MACHINE SHOP/FABRICATION INDUSTRY TITANIUM

ALLOY SCRAP QUANTITY AND QUALITY

.Solids Turns Total
Alloy Spec. (Th) (tb) (th)

6/4 479.7:12 .107.81:1 887.545
1'. 76,713 1.318 78.10:1

5-2.5 3,305 44.(10i 117.311
6-2-4-2 561 :;.718 4,279
8-I-I 7.511:3 1,9 74) :19.477
(6-6-2 18.145 I) 18.15
Other (1 I1
Mixed/Contaminated ,46.066 _668).(1:, 714.1111

'Totals/', of Total 6:12.02fV:15', 1. 156, S64 6.5'. .788.88Wr

*(onlains 401', unsegregated/mix.

TABLE 70
AIRFRAME INDUSTRY NICKEL ALLOY SCRAP QUANTITY

AND QUALITY

Solids Turns Total
Alho% Spec'. (th) (Th) (tb)

Inconel and Inconci X 740) 1 7.)

In o )1 I I

A-286 25 0 25

Hlastellov X 21 0 21

Inc' 718 0 (1 0
Refi, 4I1 (1 0 0
Wespao -1 ) I
IN-IM0llIt 0 (1

t'dincet-700 0 1 0I
H4.1]1()) 0) 1) I)

Into 713 0 0I 0Ieinie 8 0 I) I)

Inco 738 0 0
I ther .1:1.552 6.9999 5i,.551

Mixed/( ontaminated i ).350 :;).009 .10,3_60_ ,

Total'Is" . MTotal 54.6;9 V!0', -16.99410', .1 69]

'(contains .I'. ungseregated/mix.

2.
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TABLE 71
ENGINE INDUSTRY NICKEL ALLOY SCRAP QUANTITY

AND QUALITY

Solids* Turns* Total*
Alloy Spec. (rb) (tb) (TO)

lnconel and Inconel X 88.260 237.880 326,140
Inco 901 47,841 1.118,41:1 1166.254
A-286 87.395 504,636 592.0:31
Hastellov X 673,492 107.680 781,172
neo 718 90.795 547.918 6318,71:1

Rene 41 0 0 0
Waspaloy 41,504 :195.842 4:17.346
IN-100 0 0 0
U!dimet-70(l 0 0 0
B- 19(0) 14.145 0 14.145
Inc, 713 19,7:12 0 19.712
Rene 80 0 0 0
Inco 738 0 0 1
Other 126.972 27.552 154.524
Mixed/Contaminated 817,552 1.0:32.264 1.849.816

'lotals/', of Total 2.007.68W,14'; 3.972.18F:6', 5,979.873"

*Includes estimate of scrap generated by nonrespondetits
• *('ontains :3v. unsegregated/mix.

TABLE 72
AEROSPACE EQUIPMENT INDUSTRY NICKEL ALLOY

SCRAP QUANTITY AND QUALITY

Solids Turns Total
Alloy Spec. (tb) (th) (th)

Inconel and lnconel X 33,866 0 3:3,866
Inco 901 0 0 0
A-286 :18:1 0 383
Hastelloy X 2,026 2,026 2,026
Inco 718 :1,094 1,8(X) 4.894
Rene 41 0 0 0
Wfaspah" 60,373 0 '0:7:3
IN-i10 0 0 0)

1'dimet-70(0 0 0 0
I4-19(X 0 0 0
In(, 71: 0 0 0
Rene 80 0 0 0
Inco 738 01 0 0
Other 0 14:1(1 14,310
Mixed/Contaminated 67,297 0 67.297

'I,tals/', of Total 167,03,19 I1; 16,11 91; 18:1. 149

('ontains :171, unsegregated/mix,
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TABLE 73
FORGING INDUSTRY NICKEL ALLOY SCRAP QUANTITY

AND QUALITY

.1mSe.Solids. Turns. Totral

.41n 9 1i.(rb) I Th) (tb)
Inconlel anid mnoel X 2-48.379 481..12
1i1c)1W1 1.18,682 3.151018 1.l170,i

Ilene 411 17.796 3.519) 2I11,7
Was pa lv 5.71 2:1:.418 39(2.232
]N- 1001 0 1.130 1.4:1o
Ildinme)-71)) 3,530 :1.81)1 7.130
B-1i900l 0 0 0
In(.() 713 0 I1
Helie 811 0I 0I
hicn 738 0 0
O~ther 0I 1
Mixed/('nlamninated 39.7611 :15:;1:i4 I9:.I

*Cnt ains 12', ansegrogat ed 'inix._

TABLE 74r MACHINE SHOP/FABRICATION INDUSTRY NICKEL
ALLOY SCRAP QUANTITY AND QUALITY

.1oisTurns Total

Incrinel and Inconel X 1.70)5 20.598 22,3031
[rl W1 16I, 14:) 75.989 82.1312
A.-2811 2:1.087 261.362 4R.449
Hastellov X 4161;:118: 80.539
mIn 7,18 10.3117 7.01:12 1:17.3791
Rene 41 7001 0I 7119
Wllspialnv 7.274 1001.7.11; 111.020
IN. 1001 161.1 t111

Vde 7W 0I 0I 0
Bim 811 0 0 11

Inco 7:18 0I 0I )
Other 58061.109 16.5.01.5
Mixed/('nntaninated 1M.10 419.158 118.5 28

Totals" ' 41nI Eo 2M:.51-242'. 421.0617/59', 714,l579*

*Contains I10', unsegregated/niix.

b. Melters, Casters, and Users/IV and NI Open Market Scrap Data (Summary 11)

.'rlrnmar 'v 11 information is presented ill Table 75. These suirvey data are supplemental
resuilts of' a limiited amou~nt iii scrap generated b.N the Melters. (Casters and Final Product I Isers
that is disposed of in the open market. Final Product t1.sers are defined here as airlines. militar '
aind independent overhauil cent ers. This scrap (1Table 75) is usually of low gra de and not
'ondi~t've to aerosp~ace reclaiming. Melt ers tend to recycle all Scrap possible in their internal

closed lo.with cont11aminat ion anid/or culst omer requirements being their principal limit at ions.L
T'herefore, scrap being disposed of byN Melt ers is overlY contaminated and uiseless for aerospace
reclamiatin iesv scrap being disposed of'b 1) li te afolremlent ioned Final Products U sers is
ott en fron mco'(at ed. welded a iid coint ainted enginte and ai rfra me comn ten ts. Th iss('ra p a Is is
of pooir qutality for aerospac'e reclamat ion.
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TABLE 75
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY QUANTITIES OF OPEN
MARKET SCRAP FROM CASTING, MELTING AND

FINAL PRODUCT USER INDUSTRIES

Quant t-%
Tipe of Number Surve) A/io Reported
Indust Suruveyd Response "vpe (tb "IKW))

Melters 8 5 Ti 2429

13 9 Ni 833

Casters 9 7 Ti 106

9 7 Ni 76

Final Product Users, 18 9 Ti 71
1s 9 Ni 268

*Includes airlines. military, and independent overhaul centers.

c. Ti and Ni Grindings and Sludges Data (Summary Ili)

Summary III information is presented in Table 76. These data are results of a supplemental
survey conducted with 44 companies to assess their scrap generation activities in the field of
grindings and sludges. It was shown clearly by some of the 19 respondees that minor resale value
is obtained from Ni grindings and EDM sludges; no resale value is associated with Ti grindings
or ECM sludge products from Ni and Ti. No information on the relative metal content of this type
scrap was received; therefore, an accurate analysis of the survey to estimate metallic quantity
condition was not possible.

Ten of the nineteen respondees reported 10,207,000 1b and 207 gal. of sludges and grindings;
the remaining nine respondees reported none or unknown quantities. These data must be viewed
cautiously since 89"1 of the total reported was from one source. In addition, a number of
respondents implied that careful records, as maintained for scrap metals, are not kept since
wastes and sludges are regarded as "rubbish."

This lack of survey information must be given consideration in recognizing the survey
incompleteness of Table 76. Based upon discussions with survey sources and others, it can be
expected that the Ni and ECM sludge (Ti. Ni estimates) is several orders of magnitude low.

4. Potential Improvement of Aerospace Scrap Recycling

During the course of this survey, observations were made and constructive criticism and
suggestions were offered to facilitate additional recycling of aerospace scrap. Many of these areas
are semicriticisms of present-day controls applied by manufacturers and users regarding the
reuse of scrap for aerospace applications.
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TABLE 76

QUANTITIES OF TITANIUM AND NICKEL BASE ALLOY GRINDINGS AND
SLUDGES SCRAP

Industry Code
Machinel

Fabricators Per Year Disposition

A Nickel Containing Grindings 24,000 Hauled away - No recompense
B Nickel Containing Grindings 1,800 "Vendor Recycle"(?)

Forgers

A - None
B Nickel Containing Grindings 25,000 Hauled away - No recompense

Nickel Containing Grindings Data not available -

Titanium Containing Grindings 18,000 Hauled away No recompense
Titanium Containing Sludges Data not available -

C - None -
D - None -
E - None which can be sold -
F - None -
G Nickel Containing Grindings 25,000 "Disposed"

Nickel Containing Sludges 17.000 "Disposed"
Titanium Containing Grindings 3,000 "Disposed"

* Titanium Containing Sludges 0 "Disposed"
H Nickel Containing Grindings 185,00 "Sell"

Engine

A "Sludges. Grindings" Unknown Not Sold
B Nickel Hydroxide. ECM 330,000 Open Market

Titanium Oxide, ECM 9.100,000 Land Fill
C Nickel Containing Grindings, Wet 260.000 "Disposed"

Nickel Containing Sludge, ECM Unknown "Disposed"
Titanium Containing Grindings Small Amount "Disposed"

Airframe

A Nickel Containing Grindings. 53.000 Disposal company
0.31i Ni

B Titanium Base Grindings 5.00) Burned by vendor
Titanium Base Sludges 207,500 "Disposed"

C Grindings and Sludges Unknown "Disposed without Comp."
D Grindings and Sludges None
E Titanium Base Grindings (Wet) Small Amount "Discarded"
F Grindings and Sludges None

Aerospace
Equipment

A Grindings and Sludges None
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It is suggested that an objective assessment be made of' present controls and procedures in
view of the cost-effective potential of reclamation. It is recognized that prudence is justified and
confidence and acceptance of unproven procedures is attained with repetitive success. However,
the following potential areas are of a sensible, progressive nature with minimal degrees of user
offensiveness; consideration should be given to these areas tor improved aerospace scrap

0 Segregated Titanium Turnings - Any step which eliminates the presence of
dense inclusions will tend to increase the use of titanium turnings. The
increased use of nonconsumable and EB furnaces should also increase
aerospace scrap titanium turnings recycling.

*Cast Superailo ' s - A major portion of scrap) from cast nickel alloys, oftenl
blades and vanes, is not recycled for aerospace scrap) use. Efl'rts to find ways
to include these valuable alloys in the aerospace recvecling program should be
fostered.

*All Aerospace Metals - Eff'orts should be made to increase thle allowable
scrap used in both rotating and nonrotat ing parts. Major improvements inl
processor's abilities to provide guaranteed cheist ry Ahould he considered
when considering liberalized specifications.

" All Aerospace Scrap Afetals -Effort s can and shouodd he made to increase Ite
quality of' aerospace scrap) met als generalted at aerospace mnanutfact tiring
plants. Methods for accomp~lishing this are spelled out inl the Mo)del Sy\stem
programn, another facet of' this St rat egic MIat erial R~eclamat ion 11n grai.

* All Aecrospace Scrap Metals - ('onsidera Iion should fie givelo. wehere
applicable. to relax restrict ions that require alloys t o he produced only frmi
the same alloy composition. Ini addition, all critical material specificat ions
should include the maxim urn allowable tramip element content. so that
melt ers may know the limits for those major allb ' ing elemlents not inchoided
in a particular grade. Bot h oft thlese suiggest ions were so ppo rted atl t he
Strategic Material Reclamation Seminar. MaY 197-1.

B. SCRAP CONTROLS REVIEW

1. Background

P&WA thortoughly reviewed ini-houmse srapi ut ilizatiion ((olitrols and1 heeroutoin (((mhidctevl
inf'ormnal surveys with representative airf'rame and engin tal~hricot irs and1 row. looteriol Suippliers
to estab~lish general industrial controls. 'Ilh( sensitive and treqoetitlk prpqritmrnahtuore O)t these
controls precludes specific detailed account ing and so~urce idenlt heat on. tli1%Nvyor, anlalyses of'
these data did enabile definition of thle controls presentlY inl industriol tvgu tir the utilization of'

The review confirmed that thle (nt mls applied bv row nitenool ubpphliers b\ ifivnixelves,
a.11/Or controls impo~sed by users on thlese, raw, moterial supplticr, rctir(.ent ;t xiroiur ntrojint

to t he increased titilizat im (4 scra 1) alt hbolgi a Irend ~wrl colnt nil ruc\ flo i lin ix , iitit I,

As might he expected,. thbe row material supplier. rec(igiii/ing lit, hiii~iti iii il(\ (x l 0 i
attaining an acceptable prwindct. (\ercisvs initia rourdgirntto t ultmwn I onuuu p t m (id

gradles iuh scrap. This judgment reflects thre c'ost ehhiri i\ct(lid I - rip \lxIIlhic inirnin rrxk
a reected heat tite to materiol chemicial and( niechtOni~cl ton prl rcrtmminrort
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A broad spectrum of additional scrap controls may then be applied by the user which ranues
from severely restrictive to mildly controlled. It was clearly obvious that the maximum levels of
applied controls are the direct result of the user's concern with critically stressed components. As
the criticality of the component application diminishes, so does the degree of control applied in
scrap utilization.

2. Concept of Maximum Control

Maximum control implies that the user is genuinely concerned with accurately establishing
the "lineage" of the raw material to assure supplier repeatability ot' an acceptable raw material.
and reduce suspect areas if unforeseen )roblems or trends develop. Raw material -lineage" is
established and controlled by various m nhinatioms o ' material specifications, source approvals
and user/supplier agreements.

a. Raw Material Specifications

Aerospace Material Specifications (AMSt are used t specif'y raw material t(irm.
* composition, condition (finish and heat treatment l. mechanical profperties. structure. quality

assurance (sampling, testing and identitication pr cedures, reporting and rejection criteria. etc.
These specifications are often supplemented with similar U ser Material Specificatioms when the

* user specifies additional requirements to the AM S specification.

b. Source Approvals and/or User/Supplier Agreements

When a user is genuinely ' concerned with establishing, approving and slidi f'ing a raw
material process, i.e., deviations require user approval, the appl)ication offsource approval and/or
user/supplier agreements is generally followed. These actions can limit the type and quan.v (it 0'
scrap usage that is applicable to specific melters. The scra) sfurce (dealer) may be designated via
source approval based on approved procedures for processing, identification and quality control.

3. Concept of Reduced Control

Reduced control implies that the user is primarily cfmn'erned with ffbtaining raw material
that consistently attains all material specifications as given in the AMIS and/fr 'ser specifiTat ion
requirements. Control is not normally applied on the melter's ,operations ffr the utilization (oi'
scrap by the melter. In this area of reduced control, the melter assumes full responsibility for the
choice and usage of scrap within the guidelines of producing an acceptable. saleable product.

4. Controls Applied to Titanium and Nickel Alloy Scrap

Survey results of controls applied tof titanium and nickel alloy scrap. using a reasonable
interpretation of cfntrol from maximum scope to reduced (minimal) sc ipe, and as a functi n of
scrap foirm, are summarized in Tables 77 and 78, respectively.
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TABLE 77

CONTROLS APPLIED TO TITANIUM ALLOY SCRAP

Scrap A4pplied Applied Reduced (Minimal)
rform Countrol Appled Maximum Control ( Specification) Control -, Specification

Solids Source Inl house- scrap admissible

Pu rchased .crlip odmo s ibhe uon (lieaIr
source approval

Source approval includte, (lent ititat in. (,inf-

trols andil pro*ICssini

Ident ificaion 00 i ap;provised spo0t checkinog is
adequate

Mielter Ahorted heats untaccept ithWe. Ahorted heat, unacceptable.

Sheet clipping, and cobbles itictp-

tiihle

Flame cittings ltaceptaiv unless hydride Flamte cuttings untaccepitahle.
processed

MWlter is silt ce appri,%ed Melt Cr is soutrce a pproved

ITurnintgs Soutrce I-house scraip aitrissiltle if niagnet it tool
hits were used.

Purchased scrap admtoissible op mn dealecr
* 5(source approval

Source approval tinclude, identituation. i-n

trols and p)rocessing.

Mlelter Percetnt scrap addjitiott sell- litnit ilg dlit' t" 0,
s11Cc and electrode green strength

Melter is source aipproved. Mielt ir is salirve apprvd

Castings Caster Itt-house iold -contarnnated casttings inac - Moll -tintantiitiei -at fl ti- u
ctpt able. (((((lt th

In-house aborted casti ho eats unaccetptable, Aborted cast jg heati unavcep

Purchased castittgs not present lk under (on-
siderat ion.

Scrap addit in. in fitnal titelt (toaccelit it life.

Caster is soutrce approved. Caster is souricea iptr vil

0Dust Source Dust and grindings unacceptable. [)ust attd grittdigs unracceptable
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TABLE 78
CONTROLS APPLIED TO NICKEL ALLOY SCRAP

Scrap Applied Applied Reduced (Minimal)
Form Control .4pplocd Maximum Control (Specification) Control +Specifiration

Solids Source In -house scrtii) admni ssibhle.

Purchased scra p adiissiblie lw n dele ir

soulrce alpnirl '

Identification b.\ aplinrIV d silot checking is

adequiate
Nielter L iteral allwance.s granted 1,r tirltasedI

scrap).

P'ercent scrap) additio Ii estabhlished and
appr,,%ed.

Melter I, smirce oppirII\v-t \Ieter I, wI~iroe t-lipjrIs c

Tuirnings Smirce In-house ctraij admissiffli

t'urchased -sraj) adtmisile uipn dealer

Nielter NitIr is wir0v apjmrI5Id \14elicr -io mrI 1 1 rsd

(ailtIng, Sot Irve In ho"use ( jiltiiis MIl llicI

Punrh ,vde~ iast iii- lilrisiihll u ii)i a
51 'irce al;ilrlsal,

Castecr li-si-rt i us15 bve 8111V oil l i iim 0-111t

Resort ofl tat i--- ri-crs. -prij- ,upls admn,silI

Resort of h1,i t~~c. C ) lkil lulwter, RI-vl0 4 -I ?,,I), ii liI1;,11

I'rii rei-S-r able. I? i~Ii 1 tl-llCt a

Ros'ori lltlitw 11III finial ivIi unilcleitl ll

5. Summary

III general, conltrolls applied tol scrap) usage tfor nickel allo ' s are cllnsideraihlY less severe t han
those applied to titanium alos ia llo.ivs are ire tolerant of' coimnilli colntamijnant slliio( s

such as f'rit-t ilnal llr heat treat scaling tie.. - interstitial (-lntamjinantsl) and f'ractured lo111 hits
tlliupared to Ti alloy,,s. Alsol. mnelt pool(1 sampling with adjustmient it' Ni iillo lv ttielt iug (llntilisi i 011

miaY he miade during the initial induction melting step tol atcommodate minolr tclnililsit ilnal
prohlemis due to scrap addit ions. Ihis adjutstnient is not ti'sjle during t he init ial arc orI Ell
melting associated with Ti allo.%.s.

A verY considerable nL um her of' raw mat erial user relY uo il~lfhe ex perience and prociedulres5
(If the principal users with regards to their app)licationi ol' maximm clont rols upolln raw, iniiteriail
supplliers. These users express the general ((piniotn that reasonabhle proc((edures andl conit rols li hve
heen established and are in dail ' usage. Since these users ofIten are ilot statlled ad(tiolely tll
maintain (-(nstant vigilance regarding raw material cotntrolls. it is advantllageou s. for Ilivi10 II

utilize existing industrial procedures. This enables them ill inc-lide spe(-itic (-(litrl s Ilor their I (Wi

usage while maintaini ng minimial surveil latnce. This - tseud -tin iversal f eatutre Ill several ulse-r,

adopting the hasi(- niaximtn raw nlaterials controls oft Ile principlal users cail he beiieticial tol thle
suppliers since standardization oIf prolceduires is always at trac-tive.
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SECTION IX

RAW MATERIAL CHEMISTRY

A. ANALYSIS OF TITANIUM CHIPS

Analyses of raw material Ti alloy chips utilized in this program were l)ertormed 1y
participating subcontractors and hv P&WA. Subcontractor analyses were made after represen-
tative sampling: P&WA analyses were made after (hips were consolidated by nonconsumable arc
melting into cast buttons.

Table 30 summarizes data generated on raw material Ti alloy ('hips of medium, high and
low density grades. Consistent analytic agreement was attoined between individual su')contrac-
tors and P&\VA. As indicated (Table 30), oxygen level is consistent!v about -it', above the
specification level of 0.2', maximum, regardless of chip density leve!. This oxygen contamination
is reasonable: (1) Ti billets are usually heat-treated in air and the external comtaminated la er is
removed by machining; (2) (hips may be inadvertently contaminated by excessive frictionial

* heating during preliminary machining operations. Table 2)O also) shows that the Fe level was often
25 to 100' above the maximum specification level f 0.2',. Minor increases in Ni and Cr levels
were also detected. However, previous studv indicated that 0.4', contaminant was removed from
raw chips by magnetic separation. This implies that the Fe content in the titaniui could he
attributed to contamination by nonmagnetic austenitic stainless steel (AISI :0)0 series) iir an age-
hardenable iron base alloy, e.g.. A-286 Tinidur. The only discrepancy in Table :t0 data appears
to he one analysis of 0) .', Sn fior the medium density material. This analysis was later rel)eated
in duplicate by P&\A with --0.01', Sn detected.

B. ANALYSIS OF WASPALOY CHIPS

Table 79 compares data generated onl raw material \Vasl)aly chips. Bi content was
determined to exceed specification maximum along with minor presence of Pb and Sn in one
analysis; this result was not substantiated in a re-analysis at P&WA. Possibly a trace of
Cerrobend (Pb-Sn-Bi) potting alloy was present to influence the Hi level. No other evidence of
deviation from Waspaloy specification chemistry was detected in the raw material chips
analyzed.

2.
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TABLE 79
ANALYSES OF WASPALOY CHIP

RAW MATERIALS

Raw Material Chips
PWA 1007 Spec. Franhel PWA

Cr 18 to 21ci 19.35 18.9

Co 12 to 15 13.7 13.0
Mo 3.5 to 5.0 3.95 3.9
Ti 2.75 to 3.25 3.00 2.8
Al 1.2 to j.6 1.25 1.2
Zr 0.02 to 0.12 < 0.07 0.06
B 0.003 to 0.010 0.004 0.005
C 0.02 to 0.10 0.068 0.04
Mn 0.75 max 0.06 0.006
Si 0.75 max < 0.05 0.13
S 0.020 max 0.003 0.007
Fe 2.00 max 1.07 0.64
Cu 0.10 max < 0.05 < 0,05
Bi 0.00005 max 0.0005K < 0.00003
Pb 0.0010 max < 0.0001 < 0.0001
Se - - < 0.0001
Te -- < 0.00002
TI - < .0.0001
p - - -

Ta < 0.05 -
w- < 0.
v - < 0.1-
So -< 0.05
Ch - < 0.1
0 - -
N - - -

Ni R R R

R* Remainder
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SECTION X

RECLAMATION TECHNOLOGY

A. AEROSPACE INDUSTRY REQUIREMENTS FOR RECLAMATION OF TITANIUM AND
SUPERALLOY SCRAP RECLAMATION

1. Analysis of Aerospace Scrap Survey

An analysis of the Aerospace Scrap Survey was deemed necessary to define aerospace
industry requirements for separation of titanium (Ti) and nickel (Ni) superalloy scrap. The
surveyed quantities of open-market scrap disposed to scrap dealers/processors showed slightly
more Ni scrap was generated as compared to Ti scrap during the 1973 survey year. Specifically,
about 16.1 X 106 total tb of Ni alloy vs 13.:3 \ 10' total tb of Ti scrap was determined.

An analysis of the industrial controls appliel to usage of Ti and Ni scrap was then made. It
was determined that controls applied to scrap usage for Ni alloys are considerably less severe than
those applied to Ti aflos. Superalloys are more tolerant of common contaminant sources such as
fractured WC tool bits and frictional or heat treat scaling, i.e., interstitial contaminants,
compared to Ti alloys. Also, melt pool sampling with adjustment of superalloy melting
composition may be made during the initial induction melting step to accommodate minor
compositional problems due to scrap additions. This -Adjustment is not feasible during the
primary melting (arc or EB) associated with Ti alloys.

This implication of increased aerospace consumption of open-market Ni scrap, as compared
to Ti scrap, was reinforced by industrial contacts. A high level of open-market Ni scrap is recycled
due to less-stringent quality requirements, Unfortunately, the multiple industrial applications
tor superalloys precluded accurate determinati(,i of recycle percentage, but it was estimated that
as much as 75'( of the high nickel, aerospace grade open-market scrap is recycled back to
aerospace ingot via scrap dealer/processors. As a result, it became increasingly obvious that the
aerospa(e industry has a predominant need for a cost-effective, reliable separation of Ti scrap.
i.e.. machine turnings and chips, as compared to their need for Ni scrap separation.

2. Scrap Material Selection for Phase II

On the basis of the above analyses of the aerospace scrap survey, the Phase II program effort
was redirected to sepmration of Ti scrap turnings. Separation work on Ni scrap turnings was
terminated: however, a need does exist for recovery of Ni grindings and sludges which presently
attain little or no attention. The recovery of' this material was addressed in Phases I and III using
a two-step pro)cess, i.e.. a chemical (molten salt bath) plus pyrometallurrical (melting)
procedure.

B. TITANIUM DENSITY SEPARATION PROCESS (FRANKEL FLUIDIZED BED) PHASE II

1. Background Information

The Frankel Co. fluidized bed density selaration process was selected by P&WA for further
development wAnder Phase II on the basis that the process was being used in commercial
production with reasonably established operating parameters and operating costs. P&WA
directed Frankel to process all Phase I1 titanium turnings in accordance with optimized process
parameters developed during Phase 1, and further, to maintain cormplete material balance
records of' pert inent process operations.
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The Frankel density separation process consists ot eleven sequential operations: (1) wet-ring
crushing of the turnings into chips, (2) chip sampling for chemical analyses. (3) chip cleaning in
an alkali solution, (4) Aater-spray rinsing, (5) drying of chips in a centrifuge, (6) hot air drying.
(7) screen se:)aration of fine particles. (8) magnetic separation, (9) fluidized bed density'
separation, (10) chemical analyses of product samples and (11) packaging of the final product.

2. Frankel Fluidized Bed Process Operations (Phase 11)

a. Preparation of Raw Material

Approximately 10,000 lb of titanium (Ti-6A1-4V) scrap chips and turnings were procured
from Ladish Co., a Cudahy. Wisconsin forging company with extensive machine shop operat ions,
and delivered to the Frankel Co. in Detroit, Michigan. The as-received weight breakdown of the
raw material is noted in Table 80a.

In the initial operation. Frankel wet-(-rushed the titanium turning into chips of
approximately 0.5-in, length. The operation was accomplished in a ring (-rusher fitted with inlet
teed and output conveyors, Figure 100). The crusher processing rate amounted to approximately%
1500 tb/hr. The total crushed chip quantity weighed 11,117 tb (Table 801b).

TABLE 80
MATERIAL BALANCE OF PHASE II TITANIUM PROCESSING

As-Received Raw Material
Ti Turnings Received II)i: 1
Retained Oil * Moisture 2 1 1 1h
Dry 'Furrtings Received (Calculated) 9.S29 th

Wet Ring Crushing
Ti Chips After Wet C'rushingItI1

Division Into Iwo Loits Lott A I I'nseeded) Lot B (Seeded)
Wt,(th( I Wt.dt1 (

Ti Chips After Wet Crushing 5,412 71.70(5

Addition of Contamninants
See-ded Cointaminants Added I DrN I (It

*Total Weight to he t'riessed Iml. (aI I.7"A; I W, 0

(Cleaning arot lrving
oil , Moistiire Removed 6i2S It 1 662 1 IT,.
lDrv Chips (Calculatedi *l.ThI 5. (( 5.

Screening , MIagnet ic Sepa ration
10 Mesh Fines Removed .5 1 10 9 1 (). Itt;

Magnet ic Reiects, Removed 2S 1t 7.I 1.A
(Clean. Demagnetized Chits .4. 102 157 *.321 5.1 8
Unaccounted Mat] *(Calculated) Ei 7 2!1 162 :1,2

.1.7st (ix 0 7.I0 tai)0

Hifidized Bed Separation
ToitalI Fl id i eit Bed Re itits 24:7 6 (1 29)5 (;.1
'Total Processed. Acettale Chips 3.S2:) I) 12 (1)4 9'2.2
Unaiciointedt Matl "((alcoiltd) 31 .I 12 10I

I ihides Iridiict ioi loss Iurt ion oI thle l ninnietiall ics r lisr kodi , e i' that "A,
removed ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r invna Iuroi or;c)) and1 ;Issbl sligh Itsrtili' lieei lit

'Aeight it ('hills
Inludiie, "du1St iluiwn iiwi oI (Ils which is moi st Iv iiiinnietl,)(
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b. Chip Lot Contamination

In order to dispel any concern that the purchased turnings may be of "l)edigreed stock" and
thereby not contain representative machine-shop contaminants, the crushed chips were divided
into two nearly-equivalent weight quantities (Table 80c), designated as Lots A (unseededl and H
(seeded). Both lots were subjected to separate treatment in all subsequent process operations.

The "seed" added to the 5705-tb quantity of Lot B titanium chips consisted of: (1) high
density contaminants - crushed tungsten carbide (WC) tool bit fragments: (2) nonmagnetic
contaminant chips - A-286 Modified Tinidur; and (3) magnetic contaminant chips - steel and
grade 400 stainless steel.

Figure 101 shows the total quantity of high density contaminant added to Lot B. and
Figure 102 illustrates a representative combination of the magnetic and nonmagnetic contami-
nants added to Lot B. Table 81 summarizes the seeded contaminants added to Lot B.

TABLE 81
SUMMARY OF SEEDED CONTAMINANTS ADDED TO "LOT B"

High Den.sity Inclusions Nonmagnetic ('hips Magnetic Chips
(Crushed WC Tool Bits) (A-286 Mod. Tinidur) (Grade 4(W) S/S)

Total Weight 533 gm 25 l'b 25 1b

Particle Range
Large ( + in.) 287 gm (45 pcs)
Medium (- 1 in. + 10 Mesh) 240 gm (300 pcs)
Small ( 10 Mesh + 30 Mesh) 6 gm (150 pcs)

533 gm (Total)

c. Chip Processing

Chip cleaning and drying operations were accomplished by Frankel with the semi-
automated equipment shown in Figure 103. Under operator control trom a central console, the
chip lots were exposed to alkali cleaning, water spray rinse ai:d centrifuge and hot air (400'F)
drying. The chip lot weight loss due to removal of oiil and mousture content is tabulated in
Table 80d.

Screening and magnetic separation of both chip lots were conducted in a tandem operation
with the equipment shown in Figure 104. The screening process consisted basically of the removal
of fine particles by passing the chip lots over a No. It) mesh screen (0.078-in. opening). This
operation is required because of potential interstitial contamination that is inherent with "fines."
The ('hips were then transported through a cr)ss-belt permanent magnet separator for removal of
the strongly-magnetic-attracted contaminants, such as tramp iron and steel, and then through a
high-intensity DC electromagnetic separator for removal of the weakly-magnetic-attracted
contaminants. Material balance data for both the screening and magnetic separation operations
are tabulated in Table 8 0e.

Fluidized bed separation was then performed on the two titanium chip Lots A and B, using
equipment shown in Figure 105. The separation process, described in detail in Section VII.B.2, is
shown schematically in Figure 41. Optimal fluidized bed process parameters had been chosen
earlier during Phase I data analysis: these Phase I parameters are repeated here in Table 82 for
informat ional purposes. The (approximatp) 5" rejection rate for Phase 11 fluidized bed processing
was maintained constant during all three passes with no further rejection rate' adjust ments made
during process passes. Material balance data generated in the fitidized bed operation are
tabulated in Table Sf.
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TABLE 82
FRANKEL CO. OPTIMIZED) PARAMETERS FOR FLUIDIZED BED TITA-

NIUM DENSITY SEPARATION STATION

PHASE I P'ARAMI EERSese

A lvi (Comp. Bulk Di nsit\ Chip Size No of Reject Rate Feed Rate

Run .o. (a /o) (1h1ft.) Range' Passes C) (thim in)

140.07S ill.
In.

P5HASE I RESULTS:

Reject Quarititi Retained AcceptabPle
Input P'ass I Pass 2 Pass 3 On Bed Product

Run No (th) (th) (1h) M)b (1h) (Mb)

2 100 5.0 15 5) S5 f

3. Post-Process Analyses

a. Material-Balance Control

Tale 80) contalinls all data relevant to the mainltenance of material blances during all
processes associated with the Phase 11 fluidized bed operat ion. In sumni ary' . these dat a show% that
10,041 tb of as-received titanium turnings were processed to y ield 7.807 lb (0,82:1 lb of I ot A. and
:3,984 lb) of' Lot B) of titanium ('hips that are considered to If adequat ely separated for
nonconsumable melting. Based oi these figures. the Phase 11 rec'over.,: rate of' 78',: a higher
efficiency level would he exp~ect ed with increasird volume.

b. Visual Inspection of Segregated and Reject Material

Visual inspect ion of both segregated (chi1) lots indicated that the material was ('lean with no
toreign matter detected.

Visual insp~ection oif the rejected material indicated that a c'onsiderable quantity of
extraneous material. other than dense particles and heavy metal (,hills. had b~een rejected due to
shape. These rejects included stones and slag part i(les. which, iftnot rejected, could he related to

0 low-density inclusions.

c. Chemical Analysis of Segregated and Reject Material

(1) Segregated Chip Chemistry

Representative samples of segregated titanium chips from Lots A and B were subjected to
chemical analysis. Results are presented in Table 8:3. The relatively high~ iron ( Fe) level is
associated with the Fe retained in the titanium alloy turnings, and is not free Fe from stainless
or A-286 Tinidur contaminants. A comparison of the overall chip lproduc, ('hemistry with that of
the AMS 4928 specification chemistry indicates that ac'ep~table chemistry will be maintained
with subsequent melting operations.

(2) Rejected Chip Chemistry

Samples of' mat erial rejected during each of' t he L ot s A and B separation operations
(screening, magnetic. and eac'h fluidized bed run) were subject ed to chem i('al anlalysis to
det ermine the relative effectiveness of each separat io n. Helevant dat a is p~resent ed in Table 84
and discussed in the following pairagraphs.
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TABLE 83
CHEMICAL ANALYSES - SEGREGATED TITANIUM CHIPS

(1 nseedt d) (Cotnint(ft ant Seeded) Spc t An sp, Atti.x

Al 6,5 , 0 .5,.7467

Fe 0,27 0.10

Other, 0,.41,

N i (free) tire .0.5

Fe tfree) 0.05 0W

Feh (fee..0) V

At(fre 001 0.115

S11 0.15

The high (4 A,/(oV co nt ent l othe reJect fin es t'rt 1 t he sc reciing s* ta rat lit to trinal and cIall
he attributed to the Ti-6AI-4V tine,, included inl this mnaterial. 11w high level (I mnagnet ic mat erial
and tree Fe, Cr and Ni in the reject mat erial oft the miagnetic separat t r f'rotl htth unseeded
Lot A and contaminant seeded Lot B (Table 84)l is wttrt w (tf splecial discussion. lRelat ivelY high
concentrations of these f'ree elements, unrelated to litanfiollalht(tO 'yciwsit itt). woutldl he exptected
for the seeded Lot B that contained contaminant of st eel/Fe-( r ,radle .100 stainless steel,/Fe- NiCr
A-286 modified Tinidur. The equivalent t'ree elemiental ct tcent rat it ns inl the( tiseeded Lott A is
conclusive evidence that the raw material titaniumi turlnings cant uined atutdle (Italit it'i of'
contaminants and that the Lot B seeding was unecessar..

In a similar anal *ysis, a very high conctlitratittn ( -8 %%-t) t)t high (lensitv WCU tootl hits was
determined in the atrenientiotned reject mlaterial o f the un1seeded and the it tnt amiinant -seeded
lots of the magnetic separat or. To pll this t per'spective, the qtun 11aiti V I W C highf denlsit
inclusions removed in this unseeded lt was ahttnt donhie the tant it y added intentittonall v inl t he

seddlot.- Again, co(nt aminant see'ding "was, unnecessar 'y. This am plities the evidence that
standard t itaniumi scrap turnings have an inherent, un mt enrlet degree t'fctnt aminat ion which is
further just ificat ion fotr iminprovements in sc'ra p managemetl and handling at the scrap geterat or.

The chemical analysis of the fluidized bed reject materials, as a fnunct iln of' fluidized bed
pass number, is also contained inl Table 84. The relatively' high level (0.:1 to 1.3 w/ot) of'
nonmetallics. suc'h as stotne and irttn cinders in the reject material ttf the flidized bed first pass.
is of significance in avoiding low-densit 'v inclusions. Nonmietal lies wvere toIt detected inl anal 'ysis
of the final (third) pass reject material.- Also. the diminishing level tf' f'ree elements (Tlable 84).
as a functiotn of tluidized bed pass number. cofim tas(hcntmnturisretmint I~
removed in the first pass. with decreasing qutantitfies in sutbsequtent paisses.
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TABLE 84
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF PROCESS REJECT MATERIALS

Lot A L'r I1

(I 'nsetdt'd) I(Cut 0(110( ('t Sec co t

'REENIN(; SEPARATION

Magnelic Mit n ril 0(.5 '2 1

N trevt 0.14 ().SA
Cit rei 01.05 0'.23

Fe ((.1(8I , 1

A ,i t ree 1 7

NI~inii. N~rvr~tI(108
C 1)

Zr I n (I,

1 02 i oo

N I. A FHI .1P AT

N, Incn Materi1al(7

Ie itve 1-) 2I

A [ ' . ) I 1 1 '
k\ C I,". I

h l I () I(

d.C RaigrpicIuecto ofPocs ejcTatra

HO(Ilttgraph2 1n~ettno ers tU un t(-o h ttc aeiltim!r ln
selcarat~~~~~ 01-~ea tn a erttl~ i ulhrdeieteefe ~n~ Fhs ea. (15

~pcfialv am)e8 treet aera fo achsprto iea n I f;'2 ng n~gititai

d.laigrphttit Inse-ictine f Prcseject i(Materialriidfl\Wth II Tintay

iiiirihcis etono'e rv tt~ umlt(% )~ erjc m tra ny ctn n
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Analyses oft these radiographs indicates that highly ef'ficient removal of* the high-density
iiclusions t V( toot blits) occurred in thle first pass. oeidnefinlinswere detected in th'e
second and third pase ot' Lo4t A. A small -- slped '' dense wvire was dlet ected inl the second
paIss Of' lAt B (Figure 114). andi one suspicious particle as iiotedl in bo0th thle second and the third
pass of' Lot B. These 1/8- to :;/lb-iii. lengthI particles are of taiteredl cross sect ion and therefore not
rnoI innte ti-en.thr1w1reetn inilaigdneapernetrdigrphof wire origin. Alt hough unconfirmed, it is likely that thlese, particles are titanium c-hipls that are

inspect ion.

4. Summary of Phase 11 Fluidized Bed Processing Results

0 Machined titanium turnings contained a high concentration of' unintended
high ( W C and st eel)t and low t stones. etc.) den sit 'v coin taiinan t s. TI'he need
tor improvements in scrap mianagemetl and handling at each generator is
obvious; to reduce/eliminate this cilutaninllit Situoationi.

* Th'le a ftoreme ntioniied sepailrat in pr iced oe n di cree ii) i get ic and
flu idi zed bed se pa ratioin app ea rs verly eff'ect ive in reminiovalI of t hese ci n tainii -

* nants.

0 A lmotst all I (et ect a 1)e co n tainn)t s were remoived a ft er t he fi rst pass o f' the
* ti (~~~~~~~lid ized lhed sepa)rat ion as) dtIefinied Il' rep resenlt at ives insplct io n i f'se 1)rat ii n

reject material.

* The appl~licat ion iif' thle two additional flu idized lbed separat ion passes.
followed by a nonctiusumaihlt skull melting separation, shiiuld ensure
removal of' these coiitamiilt)nts f'rom the recovered titaniuin (,hills.

C. TITANIUM NONCONSUMABLE MELTING PROCESS (TELEDYNE-ALLYAC) PHASE 11

1. Background Information

The Teledy' ne-AI.l AA itincinsimialle. rotating elect rode, arc skull-mnelting process was
chosen foir Phase li tit ani um melting onl the basis oif' the established proicedures applied and thle
accept able dat a generated inl an earlier AFM I. program. MRef. AF IL IR- I 6t-2)

2. Phase 11 Development

Thel( u nseeded and the ('(lit am mont -seeded lots (nom molly .50ttl each) of titaniumn chips
that co mpllet ed thle t ripIle- pass densit 'y separation process (Frankel Co. -- fluidized bed
sepairaition) were received bY the niinconsunmable nielt er t Teledyvne-ALL. VAC)

Representative sam ples (if the separated (-hipls were analyzed for elemental and interst it ital
content to determine the additions- of v.irgin t itanium spiinge. master alloy and iron, necessary to
aittain AN. S 4928 t'hemistrv spJec'ificat ion. Thel( elemental spiinge will dillute the interstitial tixygenl
level of tht chiJ)5 the master alloY and( iron addit ionis will thereupon adjust the elemental sponge
addit ion alloy chemist rv.

Several trial mielt runs were made. using siirluis chilps in the feeder s 'ystem (it' the
nonct'"lslinlalble mlelting system. During these opterat ions, it was oibserved that all ioccasional.
straY feed c-hip) would mniss the skull nielt and he deposited directl ly withbin the ingot miold cavit 'y.
Fort her observat ion indicated that a chjip ciiuld tiide f'rom the lip of the teved hopper ;titl fail
rlirectlv into the n)ild tavit v, be propelletd intii the( tavitv af'terciintact with1 the rotating elect rode
and/or f'all into thle umlmelted rimi ut thle 41ktll and droip into the mnild caivity durinlg sublsequtii'
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tip-pouring operations. In each possibility, the situation would tend to nullify the function of the
skull melt which is to separate dense inclusions from the melt, i.e., heavy WC tool bitcontaminants will sink and be retained in the solidified skull, thereby producing a noncon-

taminated, nonconsum abl -cast ingot. In summary, stray chips cannot enter the ingot mold
cavity if complete melting separation is to be assured.

Teledyne-ALLVAC responded to the problem with modifications to both the furnace and
process operation procedures. A movable cover plate and an additional sight port were added to
the tunnel to shield the ingot mold cavity during all feeding and melting operations. This will
preclude the possibility of direct chip impingement into the ingot mold cavity. The stray chip
possibility on the unmelted skull rim is being avoided by a modified process procedure
(interrupted melt plus reversed skull tip) followed by a feed hopper redesign. Nonconsumable
melting of the aforementioned lots of separated titanium chips was then scheduled.

3. Input Material Inspection

, a. Chemistry

SUpon receipt of the Frankel Company fluidized bed chips, chemistry samples were taken
from both lots and analyzed so that accurate charge makeups could be determined. Sampling was
accomplished by retrieving and thoroughly mixing 0.5-tb grab samples from the top of three
random drums from each lot. This practice was repeated for an additional three drums from the
same lot to produce two chemistry samples per lot. A portion of each sample was then quartered
out and distributed at Teledyne-ALLVAC and to an external source for the manufacture of
buttons for complete chemistry. Extra analyses for 0, were performed due to the concern over
accurately diluting this major chip contaminate.

Complete results of all chemical analyses are summarized in Table 85. Data were
reasonably consistent, with the exception of some N, values, and agreed very well with Frankel
Company results. These chemistries indicated it would be possible to formulate heats with a
50/50 chips/virgin blend and meet all chemistry requirements of AMS 4928G.

TABLE 85
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF Ti-6AI-4V CHIPS AS-RECEIVED FROM FRANKEL COMPANY,

LOT A

Wah ('hang Wah Chang Wah Chang Wah ('hang
ALLVAC Button Button Button AL VAC Button Button Button

Spec ALL VAC Wah ('hang ALL VAC ALL VAC Wah ('hang ALL VAC
AMS 4928 Analysis Drums Analysi.s Drums Analysis Drums Analysis Drums Analysis Drums Analysis Drums

Element Min Max No. 1,2,3 No. 1,2,3 No. 1,2,3 No. 4,5,6 No 4,5,6 No. 4,5,6
C 0.10 0.026 0.038 0.028
Mo 0.01 0.05
Sn 0.03 0.015
Cr 0.01
Ni 0.03
Fe 0.30 0.19 0.20

CU 0.10 <0.01
Zr 0.01 0.03
Mn
V 3.50 4.50 4.05 4.06
Al 5 50 6.75 6.45 6.45
Si 0.10 0.02 0.02
V 0.005 <0.005 <0.005
H, 0.0125 0.0059 0,0064
N," 0.05 0.037 0.0180 0.0125 0.1620 0,0180 0,0170
o) * 0.20 0.250 0.240 0.237 0.287 0.240 0.222
H 0.0m0 <0.001 <0.001

*Average of Multiple Runs
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b. High Density Particles

As chemistry samples were being analyzed, additional sampling was performed in an effort
to locate tungsten carbide particles in the chips. Assuming that any such particles would tend to
settle, 30 tb of chips from the bottom of two random barrels of each lot were dumped into clean
poly bags and taken to an outside source for X-ray examination.

Chips from each sample were placed 4 in. deep in a plastic container I I in. wide by 13 in.
long. Three tungsten carbide sensitivity indicators 10, 15, and 20 mils thick were taped to the tray
nearest the source to serve as standards. They were situated in such a manner that they would run
diagonally across the developed film. To differentiate a carbide standard from a particle which
might be present in the chips, small lead marker arrows were placed near the carbide indicators.
pointing directly at them. X-rays were taken at a source input of 220 kilovolts and 3 milliamps.
A source to film distance of 58 in. was used with an exposure time of 15 min. Kodak type M-54
film was used with a development time of 8 min at 680 F. Film was double loaded to confirm any
questionable sighting which might be the result of imperfections on the film. Two sets of photos
were taken for each sample set representing alternate halves of the container due to film size
limitation.

X-ray results revealed the presence of a variety of high density in both lots of chips. The
carbide-like indications were seen in three of the six sample trays examined and appeared to he
in the range of 10 to 30 mils when compared to the sensitivity standards. Figures 116, 117 and 118
show the suspicious areas indicated with a white arrow.

Chips from the trays shown to contain high density particles by X-ray were hand screened
through 16 by 18 mesh window screen. The resulting fines were sorted magnetically, and the

magnetic fraction was pickled in hot dilute sulfuric acid. A few of the most suspicious looking
particles remaining were sorted out by hand and sent to Micro Met Laboratories to determine if'
any were tungsten carbide. Examination by a scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped
with an X-ray energy dispersive analyzer proved negative.

A second attempt was made to locate high density particles by machine screening an entire
,0-gal drum selected at random from each lot of chips. The same 16 by 18 mesh window screen
was used as before, and the fines were sorted and pickled in the same manner. The end product
of this effort was a very small quantity of particles (less than one grain) from each of lots A and
1. The entire quantity of material represented was again sent to Micro Met Laboratories.

This time the presence of WC particles was confirmed by SEM on both lots A and B
(Figure 119). It was reported for the sample examined that the WC particles were more numerous
and larger (10 to 25 mils) in lot B than in lot A (5 to 10 mils).

4. Charge Preparation

Chemical analysis of the turnings presented in Table 85 indicated that a 50/50 blend of
('hips and virgin material could be made with a resultant 0, content well within specification
limits. Two 5,000-tb heats were therefore formulated, one from each of the two lots represented.
Theoretical oxygen content of the two heats was calculated at 0.150'4. A complete list of the
materials applied to these two heats is presented in Table S6.

The 501, virgin portion of each heat was blended and split off into a large number (it small
drums. Chips were uniformly mixed in which each drum. A numher of these small drums were
then dumrped together into larger 5)-gal drums, and later several large drums were dumped
together into the feeder tube of the nonconsumahie fturnace. No purposetul addition of high-
density particles was made to eit her of the two lots of chips to Teledyne-AllVAC.
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TABLE 86
RAW MATERIAL APPLIED TO Ti-6A1-4V CHIP,

NONCONSUMABLE HEATS

Heat No. F551 Heat No. P552
Lot A. Lot B,

Material (Th) (Th)
C'hips. 2.5~(V 2,5(10

Al 939)
Fe I

- 'otiit tiiiiis 4.9) - .9

1I, was originally plani, to compact the sponge (-hipl mixture into a 16-in. dia pressed

compact and then shear this into mianY smaoller jpieces. Thelu' tIose was tii obtain pieces of a size

ideallY suited for feeding to prevent anY unmnelted inate(na I part icularlY high-densitY particles.

fromt missing the skull mielt jog c'rucible and accident ly enterintiewhda lcsigmo.

It was apparent after the attempts at shearing thle spongevirgiii cmactsththehd

insufficient green strength to x leld thle solid picces required regardlcss of till pressing conditions

emlplo *yed with Sponge contents tip to 7t)" . It wa>l concluded that the moult ing equip~ment would

ha\ to be miodified to permlit thle direct feeding of at lo~ose mixture of c.hipls andlsone

5. Nonconsumable Melting Equipment

a. Description

'I'll( mtinciinsimahle rotailug elect title tilrmtace atled\tAl. ( and its operation

have been described in (det ail earlier in till.s report. T[he ttirnact, is show.n mn perspectiv'e inl

Figure 120 and an interiir vew inl Fiiure- 21. Mlajor teattirc. include:

1. Separately valveil vtuttit cltatitr e(qiped ftir tife itoit intius charg-ing"
aMid coltriilled feveding oft thle rimt miteoritils

2. A c hute to direct till, feeditg (If thle raim uiterials til( thIe melt itg eruicille

1 . A 2ttttt0t)atni power stipplied hYtN)S(' R-t ve rcttierc sets (Not Shoiwnt

.1. A :t1t0 rpmnit ating elect rode with i-,-itt. dia wanter-cooled topper tipl capable

oif being directed w title circxiteorettce of thle melting crticihle

1' -5, Ani 80))- l capicity IS in. dino wttr-ci(oled tipper t iltai tmelting crttcibtle

I ~ enclosed illiia seven-fIt tlja valctlitin nlilt ing chanlior

W.a\ttertiiiiletl steel costing miold, 21 -itt. itt dia

Hvdratilt ratit tttootttisi hor t ite hilt tn wit ilrtowtl (it ctist elect riidv, fromt
dII t h catst ing tll loli

wit ltoraol rai mtechtatism

9. Fight 11 dia )\ 211 t hi -J ;lk i'til o)i e

Lm(\-c~nfoe li m[ ( lcN;1 (11u h 1,1
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b. Modifications

A number of modifications to the furnace were necessitated by the requirement of direct
feeding a loose mixture of reclaimed chips, sponge and alloying additions directly into the skull
melting crucible. The object of these modifications was to ensure that the unmelted material
would not enter the casting mold directly from the feed chute, thereby negating the refining
portion of the melting operation. These modifications included:

1. An air operated movable shield to permit completely covering the mold
chamber while feeding and melting. This was operated in such a manner that
the opening to the casting withdrawal mold was exposed only during the
pour.

2. A new sight port to permit improved observation of the feeding and pouring
operations.

3. A new feeder chute to improve the direct feeding of the chip/virgin blend.
This single change proved to be extemely difficult and resulted in several
weeks of delay in the final melting while a succession of designs were
fabricated, installed and tested by actual trial melting of chips.

It was deemed desirable that the new feeder chute be as small a diameter
tube as possible to direct the raw materials accurately into the melt crucible.

*, This increased the chances of bridging, so an air-operated vibrating device
was attached to the feed chute. It was also desirable that the chute extend as
far out over the lip of the crucible as possible. This presented serious
problems due to the very high temperatures to which the tip of the chute was
exposed and to the rapid splatter buildup characteristic of nonconsumable
arc melting. This buildup, which welded to the tip of a steel feed tube,
immediately caused a small amount of feed material to hang up on the lip of
the feed chute, which served to catch more splatter and stop more feed
material, and so on until feeding was stopped off completely. The problem
was solved by fabricating the entire lower portion of the feed chute out of
double-walled, water-cooled copper which minimized the accumulation of
the molten Ti splatter. A bridge breaker was also also installed to permit
mechanically removing any blockages from the feed tube.

4. Due to the length of the redesigned feed shoot, it became necessary to install
a hydraulic lift to raise the shoot to clear the furnace when it was tilted for
pouring.

6. Nonconsumable Melt Practice

After the above modifications had been tested and successful trial melts with chips made,
it was concluded that the system was workable and was the best which could be achieved without
a truly major redesign and furnace modification requiring several months. However, as a further
precaution, a special melting practice was employed to prevent the possibility of chips landing on
the top of the melting crucible and falling into the mold during the pour. This practice consisted
of extinquishing the arc after the crucible was full and allowing the melt to solidify. With the
mold cover plate closed, the furnace was tilted as far forward as it would go (approximately
100 deg) and shaken to permit any loose particles lo fall off'. It was then brought back to
horizontal, the arc restruct and a molten pool established. The mold cover plate was then opened,
the arc terminated and the charge poured.
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To begin operation, the furnace was pumped down to less than 100 microns, leak checked
and then backfilled with argon to a pressure of 8- to 10-mm Hg. The initial melt crucible skull was
formed by feeding approximately 125 lb of charge in an empty crucible and striking an arc at a
power setting of 8,000 amps and 32 volts. After a pool was established and a satisfactory skull was
formed, power was incrementally increased to 15,000 amps and 44 volt the nominal melting
parameters for this alloy. After establishing the skull and bringing the pool out to the wall of the
melting crucible, the blended raw materials were fed at the maximum rate at which they could
be melted in. As soon as the furnace was filled to the desired capacity. melt power was terminated
and the molten metal allowed to solidify for the tilt-shake sequence. Upon reestablishment of this
molten pool, a stabilized heating condition was maintained at 12,000 amps and 42 volts for a
period of 10 min prior to pouring. This lower power input was used in order to remelt the char-e
to a lesser depth than was present during initial melt-in, thus assuring that any carbide particles
t-apped in the skull would not be released and poured with the molten charge.

At the end of each of these cycles, the crucible wa., charged with additional raw materials
on top of the remaining skull, and the complete cycle was repeated. The total lapse time for each

* cycle was on the average 70 min. This was considerably longer tlian the normal 30 to 40 min due
to the time required to freeze, shake and remelt.

During the course of melting, it was necessary to refill the feeder. This was accomplished by
valving off the feed chamber. backfilling with argon to atmospheric pressure. withdrawing the
empty feeder can, charging a previously loaded second feeder can into the chamber, sealing and
pumping down to furnace pressure. This procedure typically required about 30 min. which
permitted the melting to proceed with only a minor interruption.

Twenty-one-in. dia electrodes were cast using a bottom withdrawal system. Internal chips
generated with noncarbide tools were used as a pouring pad at the bottom of the 3-ft long water-
cooled steel casting crucible. Upon solidification of each pour, the electrode was positioned for the
next pour by withdrawing it the necessary distance by means of a hydraulic ram. The resulting
electrodes consisted of 16 and 17 successive pours and weighed 4.218 and 4,334 lb for Lots A and
B, respectively. Figure 122 shows the second of these two electrodes, F552.

The same melting procedures were followed for each heat except that the skull produced.
while melting lot A was also used to melt lot B. Melting of both heats generally proceeded without
delay except for some chute blockages which occurred during the last pours of each. These
blockages created only minor delay, however, since they were easily dislodged via the use of the
built-in bridge breaker rod.

7. Consumable Melt Practice

The 21-in. dia nonconsumable melted electrodes were inverted and vacuum arce consumable
remelted in a 26-in. dia crucible. Melting was initiated at 6.0M) amps, :32 volts, at a pressure of
8 microns and was increased at approximately W.00 amps/min until peak po-wer of 24.000 amps
was obtained. After a short time at peak amperage, the power was gradually reduced to a stead\-
state melting condition of 20,(0 amps followed Iy a gradual reduction in power to comiplete a hot
top cycle at :.500 amps. VAR melting was completed without incident ;od resulted in ingots of
:.645 lb (1551) and 3,769 Ib (F552) for lots A and R. respectively. Figure 12: sho w, tie 26-in. dia
ingot, heat F551.
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Chemistry was obtained by drilling near top and bottom samples Ir,,w h,,t h Intat- ivuI
presented in Table 87 indicate that chemistry was well within specificat,, h11t. 'Aith ()'

content falling almost right on anticipated aims. There were no significant dittcrtr , .hoevrn
top and bottom chemistries of either ingot. Grinding was performed on heat 7,.2 dwu t, a rugh
surface condition. Although the exact cause was not determined, it wi. 'pe(culated 1hat
inadequate cleaning of the VAR crucible may have caused this situation No, c,,nditioning was

necessary on heat F551.

8. Ingot Conversion

The ingots were sent to the Ladish Company of Cudahy, Wisconsin for conversion to 9-in.
dia forging billet. While specific details of the conversion operation are propri.tary, it can be said
that the conversion was by means of cogging on a 3,000-ton press. The finishing passes %%ere
conducted in the alpha-beta region using round dies to produce the billet. The overall reduction
ratio of 8.35:1 yielded approximately 30 ft of barstock from each ingot. For ease of handling
during the cogging operation, each ingot was cut into thirds to produce three It-ft lengths of
barstock from each of the heats F551 and F552.

9. Billet Evaluation

Figure 124 indicates the location of the four etch slices taken from master heat billet B(B,
correspolding to Lot A (unseeded) turnings. Teledyne-Al IVAC master heat number F551. The
three lengths of hillet are of equivalent size so that etch slices H--185T and H6-4861' are spaced
at 1/3 intervals along the length of the master heat bar. Figure 125 likewise shows the etch slice
locations from master heat BBA, corresponding to Lot B (seeded) turnings. Teledvne-ALI.VAC
master heat number F552.

All eight etch slices were polished on one face by standard metallographic procedures before
being etched by Kroll's reagent. Figures 126 through 133 are nmacrophotographs of the respective
etch slices. These photos were produced by a collage of smaller negatives in order to maintain
resolution, hence the mottled appearance of some figures. The linear defects in Figures 126. 129.
and 1:2 are due to t ne etch slice locat ion being too close to the end of the billet and/or insufficient
material removal from the polished face.

Figures 134 through 137 are IMl(X micrographs of acetate replicas )ulled from the central
area of the respective etch slices. No evidence off foreign material was found in any of the etch
slices. A few isolated areas suggestive of excess alpha stabilizer concentration were noted in etch
slice H6-483R, hut in no case was this condition worse than that occasionally (observed in triple
melted stock, and not severe enough to be cause for rejection. An example of such an area is
shown in Figure 1:38.

10. Disk Evaluation

Four 'lF-33: 2nd-stage fan disks were successfully forged from the reclaimed Ti alhov
harstock, two from each master heat. All four disks were sonically in.pected and accepted
acctrding to flight quality inspection criteria.

The four disks were also blue-etch anodize inspected and were shnwn toi meet tIle flight
qualit v standards of this inspect ion technique. Blue-etch anodizing is a very sensitive inspect ion
technique for the detection of foreign material massive phase agglorneration. (ne )f the disks in
the sonic machined and blue-etch anodized condition is shown in Figure 1:0.
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TABLE 87
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF Ti-6AI-4V SINGLE REMELT

INGOTS

Spec Top Bottom Top Bottom
AMS -19-8(6 F 551 5.51 F.552 V-552

Elemnent Ain MAx Aim Lot A Lot A Lot B Lot B

S0. 10 Lap 0.036 0.034 0.038 0.032
1o 0.01 < 0.01

S1 0.02 0.02 <0.01 0.01
Cr 0.0061 0.0(071 0.0076 0.(W79
Ni 0.0088 0.0( 96 0.015 0.0158
Fe 0.30 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.17 1.16
Cu 0.110 Lap 0.0198 0.0124 0.168 0.02.54
Zr 0.01 <(0.01 <0.01 <0.01
Mn 0.0051 0.W35 0.WX27 0,X(X18
V :,50 4.50 4.20 4.05 4(X) 4.10 4.1)
Al 5,50 6.75 6.30 6.35 6.25 6.15 6.25
Si 0.10 Lap 0.02 0,02 0.02 0 02

Y 0.X)5 ,ap <(0.(X)5 0.005 (.(X)5 0.(X)5
H, 0.0125 Lap 0.0W06 0.0014
N( 0.05 Lap 0.(0)8 0.W08 0.(X)9 ().W9
()2* 0.20 0.15 0.161 0.152 0).1584 0.151

B 0.003 La p <0.001 0 0W(XII < 0.0W1 .001
Ti Hal Hal Hal Hal Hal

'Average of Multiple Runs4 -H6-484T 1-6-485T 1-6-486T ~ H6-486B

0 "'" c °-

Ingot Top - Ingot Bottom

FD 108102

Figure 124. Billet Cut-Up of Master Heat B('. (Teledyne - ALLVAC F551,

Lot A Chips)
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H6-481T 1-6-482T 1-6-483T H6-483B

(C) H648I11642 H6-43

Ingot Top -a w- Ingot Bottom

FD 08103

Figure 125. Billet Cut-Up of Master Heat BBA. (Teledyne - ALLVAC F552,
Lot B ('hips)
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1 0O FAM67"3FD 106106

Figure 136. Replica from Center of H6-481 T

I OOX FAM GU FO 10610?

Figure 137 Replica from Center of H6.483B
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Figure 138. Isolated Coarse Alpha Morphology Observed in Etch Slice H6-483B
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FE 153978

Figure 139. Reclaimed Ti-6A1-4V Fan Disk in Blue Anodized Condition
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The part is first anodized to a uniform dark blue color. It is then immersed in a
nitric/hydrofluoric acid solution for a short period of time in order to dissolve most, but not all of
the anodic oxide film. After this step the disk is a light pale blue color. Defective areas appear
either dark blue or metallic silver in color. This is due to the fact that the chemically different
defects produce anodic oxides which dissolve at different rates than the anodic oxide formed by
the bulk alloy composition.

Each of the four disks was evaluated metallographically at six locations. This was
accomplished by polishing a spot about 1 in. in diameter at the desired location followed by
etching and replication of the surface with acetate tape. The resulting micrographs and their
locations are shown in Figures 140 through 143. In all cases the etchant used was Kroll's reagent.

11. Chemistry Analysis of Billets

Chemical analyses were performed on 24 specimens selected to give a representative
sampling of the billets. Tables 88 and 89 summarize the results of these analyses. Chemical
variations were found to exist along the length of the ingots as well as through their cross sections.
Figures 144 through 149 depict the variation in chemistry vs corresponding ingot location and
cross section. Although most of the heats were generally within specification limits, Figures 26
and 28 show that heat F552 locally exceeded the requirements for hydrogen and oxygen levels. In
general, the graphs show that the beta-stabilizing elements tend to segregate toward the center
of the billet/bars while the alpha-stabilizing elements are segregated to the mid-radius and outer
radius of the mill products.

Thus, the chemistry evaluation of disk forgings indicated a general conformance to
specification, with high gas elements and no significant trace element levels.

D. SUPERALLOY GRINDINGS AND SLUDGE SEPARATION PROCESS (PHASE II)

1. Background Information

Phase I efforts, substantiated by data. have realized economic potential from a superalloy
grinding/sludge scrap product that is presentl y% considered relatively worthless. Separation
(molten salt and melting) eff)rt was made in Phase I on developmental quantities to establish
process feasibility. Additional processing. including quantity scale-up, was required to establish
process economics. On this basis. P&WA pursued Ni-base grinding and sludge reclamation
during Phase II contract activities, as originally scheduled.

2. Phase II Processing

Two lots of nickel-base superalloy sludge were procured. each lot consisting of about
1100 tb (wet). This quantity of material was considered adequate for evahation studies at an
intermediate level of process scale-up.

Operational difficulties were encoutered, including an apparent inability to maintain a
fully-molten salt bath pool. in the Frankel Co. molten salt facility utilized in Phase I for
ecological incineration of sludge combustibles. Salt hath equipment malfunction, including
localized sheet metal buckling and cracking. indicmaed that an alternate grindings/sludge drying
method would be required to maintain 'basv II ,schvdule commitnents. Accordingly. sludge

drying was accomplished in convent ional et ract ion 'dring (qiipment. Although t his procedure
does not attain the absolute dIrvnesJ h\vl ,,t salt hath facilitv incineration, it was deemed
advisable to determine process limitatitin, o)1 0w -uhmquitnt melting iperation.
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TABLE 88
CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS OF TELEDYNE CONVERTED

BILLET HEAT F551

Corresponding Ingot Positions
Top Bottom

Element Location Top Middle Middle Bottom Average

Al Edge 6.082 6.102 6.064 6.171
Midradius 5,724 5.845 6.163 6.101

Center 5.944 6.074 5.805 6.040 6.010

V Edge 3.672 3.711 3.753 3.434
Midradius 3.791 3.802 3.650 3.572

Center 3.571 3.852 3.801 3.615 3.685

CR Edge 0.125 0.111 0.083 0.122
Midradius 0.135 0.143 0.102 0.105

Center 0.144 0.162 0.151 0.130 0.126

MN Edge 0.103 0.105 0.110 0.083
* Midradius 0.105 0.113 0.103 0.103

Center 0.114 0.125 0.112 0.105 0.107

FE Edge 0.182 0.160 0.181 0.130
Midradius 0.182 0.203 0.174 0.151

Center 0.215 0.232 0.193 0.151 (1180

MO Edge 0.030 0.032 0.022 0,033
Midradius 0.022 0.033 0.021 0,021

Center 0.031 0.034 0.023 0.021 0.027

Edge 0.0094 0.0120 0.0099 0.0059
Midradius 0.0080 0.0100 0.0(3 0.0086

Center 0.0051 0.0074 0.0052 0.0053 0.0078

N Edge 0.0034 0.0080 0.0036 0.0047
Midradius 00074 0.0135 0.0047 0,0048

Center 0.0037 0.0131 0.0043 0,0082 0.0050

0 Edge 0.1405 0.1580 0.1690 0.1785
Midradius 0.1565 0.1490 0.1665 0.1465

Center 0.1465 0.1435 0.1385 0.1580 0.1543
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TABLE 89
CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS OF TELEDYNE

CONVERTED BILLET HEAT F552

Corresponding Ingot Positions
Top Bottom

Element Location Top Middle Middle Bottom Average

Al Edge 5.853 5.874 5.951 6.192
Midradius 5.774 5.813 6.062 6.224

Center 5.672 5.833 5.950 5.93:1 5.927

v Edge 3.805 3.844 4.013 3.621
Midradius :3.975 3.952 :3.702 3.443

Center 4.032 4.011 3.515 3.630 :3.795

CR Edge 0.275 0.203 0.153 0.122
Midradius 0.212 0.234 0.160 0.161

Center 0.235 0.270 0.240 0.232 (.208

MN Edge 0.105 0.0.041 0.034 0(021
Midradius 0.030 0.041 0.051 0.024

Center 0.042 0.024 0.041 0.022 0.034

H Edge 0.0117 0.0081 0.0150 0.0086
Midradius 0.0094 0.0100 0.(X157 ().0(069

Center 0.0093 0.0059 0.0057 (.0079 0.(X)87

N Edge 0.0035 0.0071 0.004:3 0.0(137
Midradius 0.0086 0.0087 0.0038 0(.0()43

Center 0.008:1 0.0042 0.0044 0.0084 (1.0058

O Edge 0.1335 0.1515 0.1720 0. 1675
Midradius 0.1565 0.1685 0.1610 0.1750

Center 0.1590 0.1570 0.1700 0.2400 0.1676
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Separation of metallic particles from abrasive compounds, i.e., A1203, SiC, etc., was then
achieved in a Moore Rapid Electromelt electric arc melting furnace at Exomet, Inc. of
Greenville, Pa. This air furnace, rated at 350-1b max output load, is of conventional three-phase
carbon electrode design. As the furnace interior had been relined, a "wash-heat" of iron sheet
clippings was not required.

The furnace was charged with 950 1b of dried sludge product A. This charge was not
sufficiently conductive to sustain the furnace arc; approximately 3 1b of iron-sheet clippings were
thereupon added to the charge to initiate melting. Minor additions to the charge were made
during the 3-hr melting cycle to promote fluidity for slag/metal separation (28 tb of fluorspar) and
to protect the furnace liner (10 Tb of lime). A voluminous quantity of offensive smoke ensued,
evidently related to the higher moisture plus oil content, but melting proceeded smoothly without
interruption. The fluidity additives aided in separation of the heavier metallic phase from the
less-dense slag of contaminant abrasives, the slag being poured off intermittently as melting
proceeded. Upon completion of the melting, plus a 15-min holding period to permit final
slag/metal separation, the molten metal was poured into a sand mold to obtain a large pancake-
shaped ingot.

Sludge product B, of 908-1b input of a different chemical composition, was dried and melted
in a similar procedure except that this batch was electrically conductive and did not require the
addition of iron sheet clippings to initiate melting. Additives used during this 3-hr melt were
31 Tb of fluorspar and 10 tb of lime. Smoke evolution was again severe.

Slag contaminant that remained with the molten metal at the moment of ingot-pour was
readily removed upon ingot solidification; the attached brittle slag fractured easily upon hammer
impact. As a final attempt to upgrade the quality of the recovered metal product from superalloy
grinding sludge, a 15-Tb portion of each air melt ingot was vacuum-induction remelted and recast
into cast iron ingot molds.

3. Material Balance - Phase II Conventional Drying Process

Data enabling a materials balance (input vs output) for the conventional drying of two
batches of superalloy sludge (chemically different) are given in Table 90. The level of volatiles
(moisture) and obnoxious combustibles (oils) was reduced about 50( and thereby enabled
subsequent arc-melt processing; however, smoke evolution would not attain acceptable standards
without additional absorption controls during the melting operation.

4. Material Balance - Phase II Pyrometallurglcal (Melting) Process

A materials balance (input vs output) is presented in Table 91 data for the Exomet, Inc.
electric arc melting process that was utilized to convert the two dried superalloy sludge products
into cast ingots. A finite amount of metal was retained in the furnace lining after each melt
thereby slightly reducing the accuracy of the recovery measurements, but this was deemed
insignificant since the furnace was charged to capacity.

A photo of the electric arc melting facility is given in Figure 150; intermittent pouring off of
slag by reverse tilting of the furnace is shown in the top view while pouring of the molten metal
into the ingot mold is shown in the bottom view.

5. Chemical Analyses - Phase II Processed Superalloy Sludges

Pertinent chemical analyses of volatiles plus mositure and elements were performed during
the processing steps of both batches of superalloy sludge. Specifically, analyses were made of the
as-received condition, conventionally dried residue, electric arc melted ingot, and vacuum
induction remelted ingot. Resultant data are presented in Tables 92 and 93.
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TABLE 90

MATERIAL BALANCE OF SUPERALLOY
SLUDGE DRYING PROCESS

History

Run No. 1 2
Material Sludge A Sludge B
Condition Wet Wet
Source Custom Tool Custom Tool

input
Weight, lb 1146.0 1130.0

Oil Plus Moisture, % 21.0 21.8
Nickel, % 38.7 43.2
Nickel Weight, lb 350.4 425,7

Output

Weight, lb 962.0 912.0
Oil Plus Moisture. 9.1 6.2
Nickel, "i 38.1 40.3
Nickel Weight, % 333.2 344.7

,. Recovery

Nickel Recovery, % 95.1 81.0

TABLE 91
MATERIAL BAANCE OF ELECTRIC ARC

FURNACE MELTING PROCESS

History

Run No. 1 2
Material Sludge A Sludge B
Condition Wet Wet
Source Custom Tool Custom Tool

Input

Weight. lb* 950.0 908.0
Oil Plus Moisture, 17 9.1 b.2
Nickel, % ,38.1 40.3
Nickel Weight, lb 329.0 343.2

Output

Weight, lb 514.5 515.6
Nickel, % 62.0 64.1
Nickel Weight, % 319.0 ,330.5

Recovery

Nickel Recovery, % 97.0 96.3

- Minor input weight discrepancies between output and these data
are related to shipping losses and/or scale accuracies at different
locations.
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TABLE 92

CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF PHASE II SUPERALLOY SLUDGE BATCH A

As-Received Conventionally Electric Arc Vacuum Induction
Condition Dried Residue Melted Ingot Remelted Ingot

History v

Run No. I
Material - Sludge A
Source - Custom Tool

Analysis (W/O)

Oil Moisture 21.0 9.1 -- -
Ni 38.7 38.1 62.0 62.4
Co 1.22 1.05 2.71) 2.65
Cr 10.5 8.6 12.5 13.0
Cu - 0.05 ().15 0.1:3
Fe 6.80 4.28 8.0 9.8
Mn - 0.07 (121 0.21
Mo 0.6 052 1.10. 1.29
Ti 1.0 2.07 1.46 --
V - - 0.04 0.04
W - <0.1 0.3 0.2

* Al - 83 0.8 1- 49
Cb 1.4 .5 (1.4
S4i - :.57 3.57
C - 37 2.57

*. S .- .I4 10094

TABLE 2"1
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF PHASE II SUPERALLOY SLUDGE BATCH B

As-Received Conventionally Electric Arc Vacuum Induction
Condition Dried Residue Melted Ingot Remelted Ingot

History

Run No. 2
Material - Sludge B
Source - Custom Tool

Analysis (W/O)

Oil I Moisture 12.8 6.2 - -
Ni 43.2 40.3 64.1 62.3
Co 3.50 2.45 3.35 3.32
Cr 12.8 8.3 12.4 13.8
Cu - 0.04 0.10 0.18
Fe 3.90 3.25 7.1 8.3
Mn - 006 0.15 0.15
Mo 2.2 1. 10 1.30 1.63
Ti - I. 0.55 0.94
V -- 0.02 0.03
W - <0.1 0.2 0.7
Al 1) 92 0.10 0.05
Cb - 0 4 (.2 0.4
Si - 5(X) 5.01
C 1.92 1.92
S 0.197 0.163
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6. Analysis of Phase II Data

Based upon the chemical analysis of the electric arc melted ingot and the vacuum induction
remelted ingot (Tables 92 and 93), there were no appreciable benefication attained during
vacuum induction remelting. This conclusion agrees with earlier Phase I ingot data generated on
developmental quantities (500-tb input weight) of grinding sludges. An inexpensive, alternate
choice to vacuum induction remelting for benefication may be melt oxidation during electric arc
melting; this choice is discussed later in this text.

Metal recovery is considered high in both of these Phase II runs conducted with about
1100 1b of input sludge per run; this quantity was considered adequate for the Phase II
intermediate level of process scale-up. An appreciable cost-effectiveness could be realized by the
62-64 W/O nickel recovery obtained (Tables 92 and 93). However, as discussed earlier, it may not
be prudent to consider these data as representative of all grindings and sludges when arriving at
firm process conclusions.

Two pertinent criteria exist that influence the ultimate cost-effectiveness. namely (a) the
compositional grade of the as-received grinding sludge product and (b) the quantity and type of'
elemental contaminants retained in the melted ingot. These criteria are discussed in the following
paragraphs in more detail.

a. Grinding Sludge Input Composition

Phase 11 runs originated with comnmercially generated superalloy sludges of little economic
value. No attempt was made to select the composition or qualit y of the input sludge except that
a reasonable level of superalloy content should he present. It has been determined to he difficult.
if not impractical to effect a scrap management system on grindings and sludges since industrial
production, collection and handling is far less sophi:iticated as compared to the area of scrap
turnings and solids. As the input comtposition of grindings and sludges can vary over a wide range.
the recovered value of the melted product will vary accordingly. Input material that is "lean'" in
desirable nickel content will yield a reduced-level nickel ingot product with a corresponding
reduction in value. Thereflore, process economn i('s will be affectewl by specific input ('compositions
and must he treated accordingly.

b. Retained Contaminants in Output Ingot

The market value of the output ingot from grinding sludge superalloy scrap will be
influenced by the quantity and type of elemental contaminants retained in the melted ingot. Fe
is usually not of concern: however. ingots containing even a minor level of Co will have restricted
use for alloying additions in the stainless steel industry although it may have usage in the cobalt-
base alloy industr'. Appreciable W levels are undesirable: both Co and W are not readily
removable. Some elements, when present in objectionable levels. may be reduced by effecting
oxidation (commonly termed "air-lancing" or "blowing") during the electric arc melting
operation. It would he expected that contaminant levels of' C. Si. Ti. Al. Cb, et c.. would be
effect ivelv reduced by incorporating this step in the melting operation. As this further metal
benefication ('an improve grinding sludge scrap recovery value with minimal additional process
('st. it is deemed advisable to add this "air-lancing'" step to future melting operations planned
in Phase Ill.

It must le recognized that the final compositoin ()t recovered sup'ralloy grinding sludges
will alwats varo frm lot-to-lot due to the lack if alloy segregation coi)ls in generation ii) this
scrap. This will influence the market acceptabilit*y of this recwvered product and therebv r'dlic'
its value: however, there does appear to be a market in the stainless and alloy steel industries for
thi'. material.
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SECTION XI

MODEL SCRAP HANDLING SYSTEM

A. IMPLEMENTATION OF A MODEL SCRAP HANDLING SYSTEM

1. Selection of a Company for System Implementation

Analyses of the aerospace Scrap Survey data were made with emphasis on the generated
quantities of titanium alloy (Ti) open-market scrap (i.e., saleable scrap of varying quality grade
that is generally marketed to scrap processors and dealers). Specific attention was given to the
quantity of mixed and/or contaminated Ti alloy scrap as reported by the 29 industrial companies
who responded to this portion of the survey. It was assumed that those companies generating
appreciable quantities of mixed/contaminated scrap might not have an effective scrap handling
system, and therefore, would be interested in the potential economic benefit of a Model Scrap
Handling System.

The character and quantity of the mixed/contaminated Ti scrap were again reviewed, and
10 of the 29 responding companies were isolated as prospective candidates, Subsequently, the list
was narrowed down to three companies, and these prospects were contacted to determine their
potential interest in a trial implementation of the Model System. Visits were subsequently made
by a joint P&WA/Subcontractor (Suisman and Blumenthal, Inc.) team to further define and
assess System applicability at these companies.

A forging company with extensive. affiliated machining requirements was finally selected
for implementation of the Model System. It was agreed to attempt implementation during
Phase I over a 6-month trial period consistent with system development; Suisman and
Blumenthal, Inc., under a subcontract to P&WA. would monitor the progress of Model System
implementation, and provide appropriate guidance during the trial period.

2. Analysis of Implementor's Scrap Generation Data

Data were requested and received from the imlplementor regarding details of scrap
generalion (quantity., alloys, degree of segregat ionicont aminat ion. value, etc.) over a period ofthe
last 2 years. These data compared favorably with 1973 Scrap Survey Data. The implementor data
indicated a strong effort was applied (with very successful reported results) in maintaining the
segregation of titanium and superallo scrap when in the solid configuration. In contrast, the
applied effort to separate and maintain segregation of titanium and superalloy turnings had not
been optimum and a high degree of unsegregation resulted for the turnings configuration. These
data are not uncommon and reflect normal machine shop/fabrication industry data. In general,
it appears that it is far easier to segregate and maintain the segregation of solid scrap as compared
to turnings, especially when components of many alloys are being fabricated. The implementor
subsequently recognized the need for segregative action on superalloy scrap turnings and
effectively corrected the superalloy contamination problem.

3. Suggested Model System Guidelines

Subse(ufnt to the review of data, the P&WA Program Manager and the Scrap Management
subcontract or visited the implementor to review the pertinent aims and goals of the NIodel Scrap
Handling System. wit h particular regard for cost-effectivity (see Appendix A). and to observe the
feat ures f the irn plement or's pr-sent system. i.e., scrap generation. handling and transport atim

procedures, and final disposition of aerospace scrap metal.
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Based on this visit. P&WA summarized the information obtained in a letter to the
implementor. comparing their existing handling system with features of the Model System. and
highlighting general areas where significant cost savings appear possible. Detailed specific and
practical scrap handling system procedural changes and/or modifications directv applicable 1,)
the ftorging and machining operation were suggested. Each of' the suggested changes T hould
improve the value of their scrap metal, and the scrap handling system implement r had the
option to select any or all of the suggestions which are briefly summarized as fllmws:

I. Appoint a "Scrap Manager."

2. Install a formal "Scrap Recycling Department.-

:. Procure necessar' equipment -- install platform scale, testing equipment
such as thermoelectric testers and hand magnets. and barrel containers.
(Note that barrels inherently reduce misgrading losses since a misgraded
barrel volume is far less than a hopper volume.

4. Segregation control at source of scrap generation - proper tagging color
coding of barrels at individual machines.

5. Initiate segregation of Ti turnings by alloy type.

6. Spot-check scrap hefore shipping avoid future misgrading hy applying
corrective segregation control.

7. Systematic reporting of segregation/misgrading to departments and individ-
uals involved - promotes active participation.

8. Standardize scrap selling procedure - provide allowances for magnetic and
moisture contents.

4. Accepted Model System Guidelines

The implementor reviewed all the guidelines of the suggested system and thereupon
established acceptable guidelines that were deemed fully appropriate for his specific forging and
machining operations. Pertinent guideline highlights of the acceptable system are as follows:

1. System implementation would he applied for the period 1 October 1976
through 31 March 1977.

2. System direction would be to initiate and maintain effective separation of Ti
alloy scrap. (Note - superalloy separation has been effectively utilized at
this company.)

3. Ti segregation (turnings and solids) would be applied to CP Ti. Ti-6A1-4V.
Ti-SA1-2.5Sn, and Ti-A-1Mo-IV alloys.

4. Segregated collection would be effected by the procurement and installation
of one vd' volume transport containers at individual machine areas.Appropriate color coding for alloy designation would he maintained.

5. Custom-manufactured lugger boxes of 10-vd volume, with the aforemen-
tioned alloy color coding, would be fabricated for receiving scrap by fork lift
transportation from the machine-area containers. -i
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6. Lugger boxes would Ile sam pled ( for complete element al ana lvses of' melted
samples) when fuill and transported liv lugger ti ck to the scrap)
dea Ieri'processors Yard.

7. The dealer would perform cursory spot checking tit each loge iix loand
fihermometric contact meter f'or elemental vs alloy Ti. chemnical itet kit for

alloy' elemental identification. visuial inspect ion)t beto re do m pi ng accept ably
segregated loads into concrete storage areas that appropriatev ly a ot i the
alloy color coding.

8. The (dealer would advise the imiplemnent or of' segregation qual it v (11 each
lugger load within 2 days of* pickurp f'or tevedbIck if' syst ei ef'eclti veness.

9. Combined monitoring l)i*v lP&WA!8ubcont ractor oif' the logger box analyses,.
repo rt ed dealer sptn c(heck s. scra p mnark et value. et c.. would( enable thbe
d ete rm ination of MoNhd el '-Sstei co st- effecti yen ess over thIiis iminplemen tat ion

p~eriod.

1t. A firm decision onl standardiiltionl of'the scrap selling prucechre, namnely, a

later.

B. MODEL SYSTEM RESULTS

1. Scrap Generator (i.e., - System Implementor) Results

A total of' 2: lugger-box loads of' turn ings were collected hY the scrap generator li.e..
sv stemn implementorl duiring the 6~ months du rat ion of Svst em Implementation. The toital
qtuant it ies of various segregated titaniumli al lovs co llect ed duiring this period, a long withI average
recovered values, are sum marizedl as biollows:

Total Weight Auerage Value
______ IIlI) (NiCoor (Code (th) ($/Nb
4921 Pure Ti Bille 1t *610 0.3r5
4928 i'i-6A1-4V Red 27.4t80 0.31)-O)At5
4966 Ti-WAl2.5iSn Yellow -0. 0 5t 0(0.20t
4972 Ti-SAl- I Mo- IV Orange 2.010 0t .20)

- Mixed (contaminated)1 - 3. 1 40 0. 10

A review of these data indicate that the scrap generator timplemnentor) realized a financial
gain of about $X8.700 du ring this col1lect ion pieriod b.N the implement at ion of' a Model System to
segregate Ti alloy turnings. It is estimated that $5,100 of' this savings was attributed to true
segregation and the remainder was due to improving market conditions during this period.
Complete details oif collect ion rates for thle various alloys during thle implementation period are
given in T1able 94.

2. Scrap Dealer/Processor Results

The scrap dealer/processor conducted prompt tusuall 'v within 48 hr) chemical testing of'
each fuill lugger box of Ti alloy t urnings uponit deliver ' of' thle box to his plant. Mutlt iple "grab-
samples'" were taken from each box to obtain random, representative sampliing. This "'spot -
checking'' (i.e.. -- t hermometric contact meter to ideiit it'' pure Ti f'rom 'Ti alloy, chemical test kit
for elemental alloys) was cursory in nature bilt it did enable utuick juidgment onl the segregated
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quality of each lugger box. This information was thereupon provided to the scrap generator (i.e.,
- system implementor) for his "feedback" on System effectiveness. Appropriate System
remedial action could then be taken, as required, to correct System deficiencies before large
volumes of mixed (contaminated) scrap were generated.

TABLE 94
SUMMARY OF TITANIUM SCRAP TURNINGS COLLECTED

DURING MODEL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

AMS 4921 AMS 4928 AMS 4966 AMS 4972 Mixed
Pure Ti Ti-6AI-4V Ti.5A1-2.5Sn Ti-8AI1IMo-IV Contaminated

Month (tb) (Wh) (tb) (1b)
Oct (1976) - - 2,304 - -
Nov - 13.616 1,872 - 3.140
Dec - 5.152 - 4,960 -
Jan (1977) - 3,940 1,445 - -

Feb 1,804 3.287 - -
Mar 205 1,480 6,010 2.090 -

Total 2.009 27,475 11,631 7,050 3.140

A total of 502 spot-checks were conducted during the implementation period. These data.
summarized in Table 95. indicate that system implementation was highly effective in
maintaining scrap segregation.

TABLE 95
"SPOT-CHECK" ANALYSES DATA OF COLLECTED SCRAP

DURING MODEL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Quantity of Spot Checks Performed
Ti Al loy Acceptable (Segregated) Unacceptable (Contaminated)

AMS 4921 (Pure Ti) *
AMS 4928 (Ti-6AI-4V) 314 2
AMS 4966 Ti-SAI-2.5Sn) 121 1
AMS 4972 (Ti-SAI-1Mo-IV) 64 0

*Data unavailable

I

3. Contractor/Subcontractor Results

Representative samples of Ti turnings from all 2: hlgger-box loads collected during the
system implementation period were than arc melted into cast buttons. Melting was performed in
purified argon using a water-cooled, thoriated tungsten nonconsumahle electrode and a water-
cooled copper button mold. Complete chemical and interstitial analyses were than performed on
the cast buttons. Analyses data are summarized in Table 96.
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TABLE 96
CHEMICAL AND INTERSTITIAL RESULTS OF

COLLECTED SCRAP DURING MODEL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

7 Alo Chemical Analysis (w/o) Interstitial Analysis (w/o)

Lugger Composition Specification Specification

Box No. (Intended) Element Minimum Maximum Actual Element Maximum Actual

Blue No. 0 AMS 4921 Al - - <0.005 C 0.08 0.049
(Pure Ti) V - - <0.0(5 0 0.40 0.35

Sn - - <0.005 N 0.05 0.01:3
Mo - - <0.001

Fe - 0.50 0.16
Ni - - 0.01
Cr - - 0.01
Si - - 0.03

Red No. 0 AMS 4928 Al 5.50 6.75 6.6 C" .l0 0.035
Ti-6A-4V) V 3.50 4.50 4.1 0 (.20 0.26

Sn - - (.01 N 0.05 0.013
M o -- ()(X)5
Fe 030( (.10
Ni 0 (O1
Cr (,M0
S i - 0.03

Yellow No. I AMS 4966 Al 4.X) 6.00 5.2 0 08 0.042

(Ti-SA-2.5Sn V (). ( 11 0.20 0.26
Sn 2(X) :1() 2.2 N 005 0.014

Mo 0,1
Fe 0.5( 0.20
Ni 0.0I
(Cr - - (.o3
Si . 0.0:

Orange No. 0 AMS 4972 Al 7.35 .3.5 7 8 C 0.08 0.041
(Ti- A-IM n IV) V 0.75 1.25 .1 1 0 (.12 (),16

Sn - 0.(15 N 0.05 0.0M15

Mo 0.75 1.25 0.99
Fe - 0.30 0,03
Ni ().01)

('r - ().1I
Si 0.05

Yellow No. 2 AMS 4966 Al 4() 6() 5.2 C .0( 0.0.0
(Ti-5A-2.5Sn) V - - 0.13 0.20 0.:6

Sn 2() 3.(X) 2.5 N 0.05 0.014
Mo 0.03
Fe - 0.50 0.35
Ni (X0()2
Cr - - 0.02
Si 0.03
Y (.0(15 .0( I
H .- - . (.(X)5

Mn - 0.05
W - - , 0.0(5
('u - 0.(1
Mg - . O.(X1
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TABLE 96
CHEMICAL AND INTERSTITIAL RESULTS OF COLLECTED SCRAP DURING

MODEL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION (CONTINUED)

Ti Alloy Chemical Analysis (uao) Interstitial Analysis (u/o)
Lugger Composition Specification Specification

Box No. (Intended) Element Minimum Maximum Actual Element Maximum Actual
Red No. I AMS 4929 Al 5.50 (.75 6.3:1 010 ). 10

(Ti-6AI-4V) V 3.50 4.50 4.4A 0.20 0.31
Sn -- 0.(.1 N 0.05 0.01 4

Mo - 0.02
Fe 0.30 o. 13
Ni - - l. W2
Cr ((.W(W5
Si 0 . 10 o0o02

Y --- 0.(X)5 (.()I
B (0.(X: ( 141

Mn -0(Fo 5

SC --
N0g (,01

Red No. 2 AMS 4929 A) 5.50 6.75 63.4 (' 10
(Ti-6AI-4V) V .50 4.50 4.2 (2 (0.2(( ((.27

Sn - - (1.w(1) N 0.o-( o.(5)(7
M Mo ().o I

Fe (.30 (.2
Ni . W((2
Cr (1.1
Si (1 W0 0.02
Y o. W)5 •0oM]~

B - 00H . x5
Mn -W- 0.O5
W - - 0.()5

Mg - - •o.W(1

Red No. 3 AMS 4928 Al 5.50 6.75 . 0.10 .IO
(Ti-13AI-4V) V (.50 4.50 4.1 0 0.20 0.24

Sn -- - 0.(XX N (.05 00M8
Mo .. 0.(02
Fe -- (30 0.21
Ni -.. 0.((2
Cr - - 0.01
Si (((, ( 0.02
y 1- W.X5 , .(W~l

B 0- .00,1 <(0.05
Mn - - ,-.05
W - - ((.05
Cu (0.10 -<0.01
Mg - - < ()0.I

Red No. 4 AMS 4928 Al 5.50 6.75 6.3 C (.10 0.19
(Ti-6AI-4V) v 3.50 4.50 4.1 (0 0.2 0.27

Sn - -.- .I( N 0.05 (O.112
Mo - 0.02
Fe 0:1) 0.17
Ni . . O.(X)2
Cr - - ,01
S Si (). 10 0(.:
yO.( .5 (10()1
R - 0,0W3 (0.05

Mn 0- .r.
W -- ( (.0r)

C - . (0.00 1
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TABLE 96
CHEMICAL AND INTERSTITIAL RESULTS OF COLLECTED SCRAP DURING

MODEL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION (CONTINUED)

Ti AIIV(lhemcal Analysis (u/) Interstitial Analysis (u/')
Lugger "ompavittwn Specification Specification

Box No (Intended) Element Minimum Maximum Actual Element Maximum Actual

Red No. 5 AMS 4928 Al 5.50 6.75 6.5 C 0. M 0.06
(Ti.fAI-4V V 3.50 4.5 3.9 O 0.20 0.27

Sn - 0.14 N 0.05 0.013

Mo - 0.02
F e .30 (. I.,
Ni (u)(12
Cr - 0((X)5
Si (. 1W 0.04
Y 0 .W1 5 O . ( )I
B 0.1413 0.(X5

Mn <.05w) - - 0.iX)5

Cu - 0.10 0)(),1
Mg - - o.1(4(l

Red No. 6 AMS 4928 Al 5.50 46.75 6.2 ' .0 0.14
Ti-6AI-4V) V 3.N) 1.51) 4.1 0 0.20 0.27

* Sn - 0.03 N 0.05 0.014

Mo 0.02
Fe o.:.0 1.18
Ni 1.(2
Cr - t.1
Si 0. 10 03

Y - 0 (0.05 0.(X)I

H -- .(X )H 0 . (W 15
Mn - 0.05
W ,0.W((5
('u - 0.10 ,0.01
mg - 1(0041

Red N,. 7 AMS 4928 Al 5.50 6..75 6.2 (" 0.10 0.22
4Ti.6AI4V) V 3.50 4. 50 4.3 0 0.20 0.35

Sn - - < 0.(1W4 N 0.0.5 0.W099

Mo - -- 0.01

Fe - 0.30 0.21
Ni - - <0.(X)2
Cr -- 01,0
Si - 0.10 0.04
Y - 0.(W)5 < 0.1)I
B - (.003 <(1(005

Mn <(0.05
W ... <0.(X)5
Cu - 10 0.01
mg - <0.001

Red No. 9 AMS 4928 Al 5,50 6.75 6.3 C 0.10 0.24
(Ti-6AI-4V) V 3.50 4.50 4.2 0 0.20 0.34

Sn - - 0.W16 N 0.05 0.0091
Mo - - 0.02
Fe - 0.30 0.25
Ni - - <0.(XW2
Cr -.-. 0.01
Si - 0,10 0.05Y - 0.005 <0.001

B -- 0.003 <-0.05
Mn - - <(0.05
W - - < 0.a,
Cu 0, 0.1 < 0.01
mg •O.(W)
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TABLE 96
CHEMICAL AND INTERSTITIAL RESULTS OF COLLECTED SCRAP DURING

MODEL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION (CONTINUED)

Ti Alloy Chemical Analysis (w/o) Interstitial Analysis (wio)

Lugger Composition Specification Specification
Box No. (Intended) Element Minimum Maximum Actual Element Maximum Actual

Orange No. I AMS 4972 At 7.30 8.50 8.0) C 0.08 0.061
(Ti-8A1-1Mo-IV) V 0.75 1.25 1.1w) 0 0.12 0.03

Sn - 0.20 <0.02 N 0.0.5 O.(148
Mo 0.75 1.25 1.0
Fe - 0130 (0 12
Ni 0- .26
Cr --- 0.(W1
Si - (.10 (.02
y - 0.(5 • 1111
B - 0..0:1 ((((09

Mn -- ((XI
Wv -- ((.((1

Cu - .0( ((.007
* Mg - - (.11

Orange No. 2 AMS 4972 A[ 7.:11 8.51 8.0 C 0.(18 (1(((74
(Ti-IAlI1Mo-IV) V (.75 1.25 1.0) 0 0(.12 (.08

,iSn - 0.20 11.02 N 0.0." • (|.7)
Mo 0.75 1.25 1.I

Fe - 0.30 (.12
Ni -- 0.027
Cr - (,0(7
Si - . (0 0(.02
y 0,WX5 001(1

B - O.W(:( ((1(119
Mn - ((5(5

C( I (I. 0.W

Red No. 10 AMS 4928 AI 5.51 6.75 .1 C ).11) 0(.042
lTi,6AX-4V1 V 3.51 . .1 (11 (.2(1) ((

-n 1(((2 N ((.((5 • (W5
Mo - ((((2

Fe -: (.27
Ni 1 (0:12
Cr 11,1112
Si ((.1( 1 (I:

B O.(W~ 0,011

Mn (((5(1.)

Mgu 0 I ((.114(1

Red No. II AMS 4928 Al 5.51 .75 6.7 ( (),1 (.44
(Ti-OAI-4V) V :;.50 -1.51 411 1 (1.2o o.11

Sn - U0(((2 N 0(.115 • ((.414)5
Mo -0 (.12
Fe 0011 ((.2:1
Ni (11i
Cr - .0().1
Si I) 0(,0:
N - (.(W5 O)XI)l
B (.0013 (,(4

Mn (1(1(19
W - (.1(1

C I 0,10 10.0315
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TABLE 96
CHEMICAL AND INTERSTITIAL RESULTS OF COLLECTED SCRAP DURING

MODEL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION (CONTINUED)

Ti Alloy Chemical Analysis (w/o) Interstitial Analysis (w/o)
Lugger Composition Specification Specification

Box No. (Intended) Element Minimum Maximum Actual Element Maximum Actual

Red No. 12 AMS 4928 At 5.50 6.7.R 6.9 C (.10 0.042
(Ti.6A-4V) V 3..50 4.50 4.2 0 0.20 0.14

Sn - - < 0.02 N 0.05 0005
Mo .. -- 0.02
Fe 0 30 026
Ni I I21

Cr - 0.W
S 0.1 10 0.03

B 000:) o.o003
Mn (I.I
WA . 1)1Il
(t 0 III (1 (W17

Mg 0 ((1

Red No, 13 AMS 4928 Al 5 50 .,75 1)9 (10 0. 041
Ti-6AI-4V) V :I 5I 4.50 4 1 ( 0 .20 0,04

n - 2 N 4i.()5 • (1 INN45

Fe WIl 0 23

4 Ni (0201

Cr II NN;
S i (I it) (1114

( .W ( I(IN)I

0 •w:I (),(:1

M • (I nSll
C11 4) Io 1) w -

Cu 41 I 111441

Red No. 14 AMS 4928 Al 5' ) 75 4 ( (I ii
(Ti-6A1-4V I V .1 (( 1120 0 20

Sn . 1(102 N (.105 0 4()N14(5
Mo • 1) 02

Fe 0:110 (1 1
Ni - 11)15
Cr . )((4
,S i o' I (i 1 1i:1
Y 0.($)5 . 111441l

- (i.(X)( I (I I(:12

Mn - (1(114

MW - (1(111
Cui 0.Ii 10 (Jop)

Yellow No :1 AMS 4{% Al 40441 (i6,44 5:A 0 04 (4 (4A

ri-Al.2.5Sn V ()4 (1 11 211 11151
Sn 2W ((441l 2 5N ((I- . I (NilMo (iIII

1'e (I i) Kii

Ni (((

1)1(Si ii

M n IN I-,

Cit, ((( .'

M g ()I
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TABLE 96
CHEMICAL AND INTERSTITIAL RESULTS OF COLLECTED SCRAP DURING

MODEL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION (CONTINUED)

Ti A110, Chemical Anasis (u/o) Interstitial Analysis (u/o)

Lugger Composition Specification Specification
Box No. (Intended) Element Minimum Maximum Actual Element Maximum Actual

Yellow No. 4 AMS 4966 A] 4.(X) 6.(X) 5.4 C 0.08 0.041
(Ti-5AI-2.5Sn) V - -- 0.09 0 0.20 (U.27

Sn 2.00 30() 2.5 N 0.05 ,((.011
Mo - - 0.006
Fe - 0.) 0.6(
Ni - - 0.03
Cr - 0.01
Si - - 0(1.03
Y 0.005 .((X) l
B - - .0.11

Mn 0(-)W - - ((.(X)5
Cu - O.

Mg .... 0.w I

Orange No. 3 AMS 4972 Al 7.30 8,50 7.7 ( 0.08 0.067
(Ti-SAl- Mo-I1V I V 0.75 1.25 2.1 0 0.12 0.(14

Sn -- 0.20 0.02 N 0.05 (1.01
Mo 0.75 1.25 (.7
Fe - (Wuo 0.47
Ni -0- o.8
Cr -0(.02
Si 0.10 0.(K)
Y 0, .(5 0. W I
B 00M):: o.05

Mn - (0.006
W 0.00'
CU 11) 0.02
M g 0.001

C. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

1. Segregation of Ti Turnings

An analysis of aforementioned results indicates that effective Ti scrap segregation has been
initiated and maintained during this period of impleniental ion. A radical change in segregation
techniques was applied bv the scrap generator: the implementing colpanv was successful in
switching from almost wholly unsegregated (mixed) Ti turnings to between 89 and IX0',
segregated Ti turnings. The annual percentage of segregated Ti alloy turnings for this company

over the last few years can be expressed as follows:

Segregated Ti
Turnings

Year lb___

1974 81.211 33

1975 0 0

1976 (9 mos)* 0 0

1976 (3 mos)* 27.904 89
1977 (3 mos)* 20.274 100

*lmplementimn of Mmidl Scrap Handling sv,tem
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A direct comparison of two (--month collection periods ,hows the (Iramatic improvement in
scrap segregation attained with svstem implementation: comparison data are as tfllow,:

1975 to 1976 1976 to 1977
(Prior to Model System) (Model System)

Month th Segregated tb Mixed tb Segregated lb Mixed

Oct. 0 :10.7is 2.304 0
No%. ) 0 1 5.,IXR 3.1 t1

Dec. 28,056 10.112 0
,tan. 0) 11,6 12 5.'.+,sK I

Feb. 1t 27.67) 5.))7 0
Mar. II 7.040 9.82 0

Further corroboration of the effectiveness of the implemental ion was the improvement in
price levels received by the implementing company. In the9 months prior to implementation. the
company received an unweighted (wet) average scrap value of' 8.7c/th. During the six month
implementation period. it received an unweighted average of 27.:c/lb. It is correct that the
general market for Ti turning,; improved during that time: we estimate that this market increase
accounted for approximatelv 8.0c/1b of the improved average price. Therefore. I l.:c/th of the
increase was due to the improved segregation syslem. Even this increase seems conservative.
based on increased real values of the segregated Ti turnings in the market place.

In summary, t he implement ing com pany set out to segregat e it s Tit urnings into segregated
grades and this objective was acc(m)lished.

2. Chemical and Physical Analysis of Scrap

a. Basic Chemistry

Table 96 summarizes the chemistry/interstitial data of all segregated lugger boxes that were
collected during the system implementation. In general, these data meet the nominal chemical
specifications of each specific titanium alloy. Chemical deviations, as specifically determined.
are discussed individually as follows.

b. Boron

Analyses data indicate that boron levels may occasionally exceed specification limits. In
reality, boron chemistry was determined by both emission spectroscopy and ultraviolet
spectrophotometry. The latter procedure quantitatively is dependent upon standards and has
generated the slightly higher boron values during this program. There is reason to believe that
variations in chemical procedure may account for these minor boron discrepancies.

c. Nickel-Chrome-Iron

Paradoxially. these levels appear to be abnormally low, that is, "too-well" controlled. Past
experience at aerospace manufacturing companies indicates that these elements are difficult to
control because many alloys containing these elements are machined in the same areas and oten
at the same times as Ti allos. Such was the case at the implementing company.

While admittedly very desirable, the cause of these "too-low" levels is not apparent. The
implementing company may simply have produced an "angel effect." caused inadvertently h\
the experiment itself. Concern does exist if the results are reproducible on a day-to-day basis. The
system of sampling may alsohia., contributed to these unexpected results of low Ni/Cr.
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d. Tin

As in the cases of nickel, chrome and iron, these data of low Sn levels also appear overly
favorable. During the implementation period, 11,631 fb of AMS 4966 were segregated which was
approximately 24% of the total segregated. Long experience has shown that some intermixture
between Ti grades can be expected. AMS 4966 has 2 tin in its chemistry, so that even a minor
intermixture would cause the tin to move up beyond the virtually tin-free levels reported in the
non-tin-bearing grades.

e. Dense Inclusions

Dense, insoluble inclusions are a very serious problem that are intolerable in critical
aerospace applications. A specific problem is the tungsten carbide tool bit that fractures during
titanium machining operations and falls into the lathe turnings. Subsequent melting of the
turnings during scrap consolidation will not appreciably dissolve the tool bit incusion due to its
extremely high melting point and an inclusion is the result. Dense inclusions are tolerable and
insignificant in steel or aluminum industries where critical fatigue considerations are not
paramount. No evidence of tungsten contamination or inclusions were detected in this evaluation
of the Model System.

I. Moisture

No report was received regarding the moisture content of the turnings. Since most titanium
is machined with a coolant, the adherence of some cutting fluid to the ('hips would
unquestionably be challenged by an aerospace melter seeking to use the ('hips for rotating-grade
application. This problem can he resolved ) va specialized aerospace processor. hut it has not
been resolved (nor was it planned to be resolved) in this implementation.

g. Physical

These turnings were in a bushy form. Until they were reduced to a uniform size. they would
not be suitable for aerospace recycling. In addition, the ability to sample these turnings for a
random sample would he greatly inhibited if not impossible in the present form.

h. Yttrium

Trace contamination of yttrium (specification limit of 0.005',) is very difficult to
consistently control when some commercial titanium alloys contain 0.04Y as an alloying element
and past history has not strongly avoided the mixing of Y/non-Y grades.

Although Y concentrations determined during this work were well wit hin specification, it is
likely in future scrap processing that Y concentrations may exceed specification levels. Yttrium
presence, when found, will need to be evaluated for overall material perform:nce properties.

i. Oxygen

Oxygen level (0.24 to 0.36"; range) consistentlv exceeded the ,AMS .4928 specifi('ation limit
of 0.201". This is a common occurrence with Ti scrap turnings. Oxygen contamination of turnings
is caused by frictional "burning" during lathing operations and/or surface scalina during prior A
heat treat operations,

Oxygen levels in Ti melted for aerospace or nonaerospa('e end-use mill products are well
defined and strictly controlled. Contamination levels in this work can readily he reduced to
acceptable specification range by blending of processed !,urnings wih virgin sponge Ti durinsz
consumable electrode fabrication.
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J. Carbon

Carbon level (0.1 to 0.24%) often exceeded the AMS 4928 specification limit of 0.1"i. This
is probably related to extraneous dirt and debris retained in the scrap turnings which would be
removed during subsequent fluidized bed or ferrofluid processing operations. The aforementioned
blending with virgin sponge Ti would also alleviate this excessive carbon content.

3. Analysis of Model System Implementation

a. Response of the Implementing Company

The response to the most critical parts of the Model System by the implementing company
were, on the whole, quite good.

A model system for good aerospace recycling requires first and foremost the complete
backing of top management. In this instance, the Manager of Sales, the Chief Engineer and the
Vice-President and General Manager all supported the installation of a Model System for
titanium turnings recycling.

Secondly, a determined, interested Scrap Manager is necessary. This area was also
supported, but unfortunately, company priorities and work-force limitations would not permit
appointment of a full-time Scrap Manager. Responsibilities of this function had to be distributed
among several people which thereby tends to dilute the overall importance of scrap management
in maintaining the full-time or part-time overall control in the plant of all aerospace (and other)
scrap.

The final requirement was that a qualified scrap firm be closely integrated into the program.
Fortunately, a local and quite skilled firm was already handling the plant's scrap and was
available to assist in the Model System.

b. Suggested vs Accepted Guidelines for Model System

The Model System, as originally outlined for this Air Force study, was tailored to fit the

needs of the implementing plant and eight recommendations were made. The following were the
recommendations and the implementation:

I. Appoint a "Scrap Salvage Manager." As discussed previously, company
priorities and work-force limitations would not permit appointment of a t

full-time Scrap Manager. Functional responsibilities were distributed
among several people.

2. Set up a formal "Scrap Salvage Department." This was not full'
accomplished; rather, the implementation centered on the segregation of Ti
turnings.

3. Buy and/or install the necessary equipment. Central to this recommenda-
tion was the concept that a scrap salvage area must be established and a
covered, but perhaps open, shed in the plant's yard was the least costly
method. Further, it was recommended that the Ti scrap be accumulated in
steel drums or other small volume containers. so that if some mixture did
take place, the few drums of contaminated material could he "quaran-
tined." instead of contaminating a much larger lot.
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Neither of these recommendations were fully implemented. Instead. the Ti
Sturnings were placed at the machines into one c'ub)ic' yard self'-duniping

hoppers which were color coded for the f'our basic Ti alhys. 'he hoppers
were transported by forklift truck to larger roll-oiff steel containers which
were placed in the plant's Yard: each r ll-ofl' conlainer was color coded in
the same way. After a 10 cubic yard container was filled, it was removed )'v
the scrap dealer and transported to the dealer's yard where it was checked
for quality and sampled.

4. Closer control at the source of generation. This reeommendal ion was clearly
accepted and implemented. The implementing company, though its
inplant manager, made clear to each foreman and in turn to the machine
operators the need for segregating Ti turnings. Of all the recommendations,
this one is the absolute minimum tor a successful aerospace scrap program.

5. Start a system for segregating titanium turnings. Systens for a(-
complishing this have been mentioned above.

6. Spot check scrap before it is shipped. The first quality check actuallv took

place at the dealer's yard.

7. Install systems to reinforce correct segregation and to correct misgradings.
To some extent these systems were implemented. The dealer was instructed
to report hack misgradings and contamination l)rml)tlv and the man-
agement was organized to search out sources of contamination. MonthlY
reports were issued which would highlight contamination.

8. Simplit'y method of' sale, by initiating allowances for magnetics and
moisture. The implementing plant correctly predicted that the segregation
system would sharply cut down or eliminate magnetics; the first part of this

recommendation was found not to he necessary. The question of allowance
for moistures was deferred until the program's conclusion.

/
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SECTION XIl

SCRAP RECLAMATION TECHNOLOGY

A. TITANIUM RECLAMATION PROCESS

1. Background Information

The titanium reclamation process is aimed at the economical recycling of titanium alloy
turnings back into the aerospace material cycle. The reclamation process begins with material
which has been collected under the Model Scrap Handling System guidelines.

In Phase I, two separation systems (AVCO and Frankel) were evaluated. The Frankel
system was chosen for further Phase 11 titanium reclamation process analysis. In Phase 1I,
titanium ingots were converted to 9-in. diameter forging billets. For ease of handling, each ingot
was cut into thirds to produce three 10-foot lengths of barstock from each of the heats F551 and
F552.

2. Disk Evaluation

Each of the four disks was evaluated netallographically at six locations. This was
accomplished by polishing a spot about I in. in diameter at the desired location followed by
etching and replication of the surface with acetate tape. The resulting micrographs and their
locations are shown in Figures 140 through 143. In all cases, the etchant used was Kroll's reagent.

A full cutup of one disk from each master heat was performed for the purpose of mechanical
property determination. Figures 151 and 152 depict the cut-up layout of the disks that were
tested. The types of tests being performed, the amount of samples chosen for each test, and the
location on the disk of the samples is delineated in Table 97. Preliminary mechanical property
tests were conducted by Teledyne-ALLVAC on specimens machined from disk bore integral test
rings.

3. Mechanical Property Test Results

These properties exceed the AMS 4928 specification requirements and appear typical for
forgings of' this section size. The data are presented in Table 98. The uniformity of properties
suggests no deleterious effects due to material reclamation on this admittedly small sample size.

Of the Phase III mechanical property tests, the majority of the results indicate no debit in
the prio erties of the reclaimed Ti-6A1-4V fan disk forgings when compared to those of AM S 4928.
'11o results of the tests are discussed individually. The test conditions, chosen early in the
pngram, reflect the Ti-6A1-4V specifications and available baseline data.

Two stress ratios were tested in the crack propagation tests. The test conditions chosen were
r,,m temperature and a frequency of 20 Hz. The crack growth rates for the reclaimed titanium
were simil r to those of the PWA 1215 (AMS 4928) material for both stress ratios over the entire
ranges of dati. The (-rack propagation data for the reclaimed material x ere generated using
compact specimnens with 0.6-in. nominal thickness. The data for the PWA 1215 specimens were

The notched stress-rupture baseline data consists only of the AMS 4928 sl)ecifications,

which call for a 5-hr min at room temperature and a stress level of 170 ksi. All the specimens
exceed(d this specification. Their results are tabulated in Table 99.
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FE 170943A

Figure 151. lDisk ('ut-I 'p lQ()uut / fi'k BBA-2O1, Heat -5.51
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FE 170942A

Figuire 152. D)isk Cut-I Tp Lavou t of Disk B('B-2001, Heat P,552
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TABLE 97
MECHANICAL PROPERTY TESTS

Quantity

Specimen Test Disk BBA2001 lDish BB2(X) Location

1-6 Full Bolthole 6 6 Rim

7-8 One-Half Bolthole 2 2 Him

9 Crack Propagation 1 1 Bore

10-11 Notched Stress Rupture 2 2 Rim

12-14 Tensile :1 :3 2 Bore/l Rim

15-16 Fracture Toughness 2 1 Bore

17-22 Sonntag (K, 1 ) 6 0 3 Bore/3 Him

23-28 Sonntag (K, 2) 6 0 :1 Bore/3 Rim

TABLE 98
*INTEGRAL TEST RING PROPERTIES

INTEGRAL TEST RING PROPER'TIES
TF33 2ND-STAGE FAN DISK 2SZ-482402

TE1,EDYNE-AIIA
HEAT NOS. F551 AND F552
SPECIFICATION: AMS 4928

Room Temperature Tensile Properties:

Heat Yield (psi) I rtimate El, RA.
P& WA Identity No. Strength Strength (psi) (";) (%)

('H('1. 2()4I F551 1:19.5W)0 151,600 16 -2
CBC'B. 2002 F55 1 142.6(X) 15.,$00 i ; 4
CBB. 2001 F552 139,100 1,2,(XX) 16 ..5:)

(BHA. 2002 F552 141.6)) 15.4.1)O I1- 51

Specification: 120.(X) 130w(X) Io 25

Room Ternperature N tched Stress Rupture:

Heat
P&WA ldentit No. Load (psi) Hours at Load

CHBH, 2M01 F551 17)4)()) .O).A) hr No Frachiur
('BBA. 2)X)I F552 1700H5) 5.)0 hr No Fracture

Specification: 170,)0W5 5.0 hr No Fracture

i

'i
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Figure 15.3. Reclaimed Ti-6AI-41' ('rack PrpaAation Re.sult at Roomn Tem-
perature, 20 Hz, R 0.3
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perature, 20 Hz, R 0.1
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TABLE 99
RECLAIMED Ti.6AI-4V DISK NOTCHED STRESS

RUPTURE SPECIMENS AT ROOM
TEMPERATURE AND 170.0 kai STRESS

Specimen' Time at Stress (hr)

A10 2270.9
All 2693.4
B I0 2393.6
BI 2409.7

'A" indicates Disk BBA2001, Heat F551.
"B" indicates Disk BCB2001, Heat F552.

The tensile tests, catalogued in Table 100, show no debit in properties of the reclaimed
Ti-6AI-4V when compared to those of AMS 4928. The ductility, in fact, exceeded the AMS 4928

* values. The tests were conducted at room temperature.

The fracture toughness tests had no baseline data for guidelines. One specification quoted
*a minimum of 15 ksi in. for Ti-6AI-4V. All of the samples exceeded this value. The results are

listed in Table 101.

The Sonntag tests (LCF) showed a slight debit in reclaimed material properties when
compared to some experimental work done on AMS 4928 by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. The test
conditions were room temperature and a stress of 170.0 ksi. Two stress concentrations were
studied; Kr = 1.0 and K,= 2 .16 . No data was available for comparison in the KT- 2.16 tests, but
the values appeared slightly low. The results are depicted in Figure 155 and described in Table
102.

Four specimens, two from each heat, were subjected to half bolthole fatigue testing. The
results, tabulated in Table 103. show that all hut one of the specimens greatly surpassed the
available baseline data listed in Table 104 for a specimen that was surface finished, reamed, and
Sutton-Barreled. These results suggest that the reclaimed titanium meets the specifications
overall.

Finally, the full bolthole test results compared very favorably with the limited test data
available. None of the specimens failed and only :3 of the 12 specimens showed any cracking at
20,000 cycles. The test conditions and results are shown in Table 105.

4. Titanium Reclamation Conclusions

Both the metallographic evaluation and the mechanical property determination proved the
reclamation of titanium alloy turnings to be feasible. AMS 4928 mechanical property
specifications were met or exceeded in all cases. It should be noted that the I('F results were
lower but are not covered by the AMS 4928 specification.
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TABLE 100
RECLAIMED Ti-6AI-4V DISK TENSILE SPECIMENS AT

ROOM TEMPERATURE

Yield Ultimate Reduction
Strength Strength Elongation in Area

Specimen Disk (ksi) (ksi) (%) ('i)

12A B A 2(X 1 136 .3 144 .8 5.5 .4 11
13A BBA2 0~ l 13:13.9 142.6 15.5 44.1
14A BHA2(X)l 137.1 146.2 15.5 12,0
12 B B C B 20( 1 1:10.7 146.0 15.5 .1 (;
1H B B(H2(X)l 1:38.0 146.1 16.5 45.7
14B B(B20(4 132.3 142.3 16.01 42.0

Mean:
Disk A 1:15.7 144.5 15.5 4:.6
Disk B 1:1 :.6 144.8 16.0 4:1.1
AMS 4928 1:14.0 146.5 12.0

97.5' Lower Bound:

*Disk A 126.2 1:38.1 1:1.8 :12.3
Disk H 124.1 1:18.:1 14.:1 :11.
AMS 4928 12:1.0 1:15.5 9.41

*Values for Reduction in Area Were Not Available.

TABLE 101
RECLAIMED Ti-6AI-4V DISK FRACTURE

TOUGHNESS SPECIMEN TEST AT
ROOM TEMPERATURE

K,
Specimen, ksi \ i.)

A 15 ( 9
Al6 70,5
B15 51.1

'A" indicates Disk BBA2(X)I. Heat F551.
-" indicates Disk BCB200. Heat F552.

I.2
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TABLE 102
RECLAIMED Ti-6AI-4V DISK SONNTAG SPECIMEN TEST AT

400'F, 57 ksi, ALTERNATING STRESS OF 54 ksi

1st Crack
Indication Failure

Specimen, K (W) cles (Cycles) Remarks

AI7 I 1 Failed on set-opAIM I .1 1.A(I (1 1.07 1' Manv cracks 10 deg failed in gage area

A 19 1.0 M0) s0' 9i fil' Many cracks 0) deg
A20 I -Tensiled

A21 I ) 5) I' 6.8 10. 30') deg crack indicatims
A22 1A) 1.0 s 1I0 Failed in gage during run
A2:3 2.11 2, A 10: 2-9 10- ;RI) deg crack indications
A24 2.1 1 2.0 2.75 10' I190 deg crack indications
A25 2 16 2.0 11P 2.48 1( 180) deg crack indicat ions
A26 2.16 2.)) 103 2.39 105 180 deg crack ind icat ions
A27 2.1 h 2.0 10- 2 5 ,0II' 30) eg crack indicationS
A2M 2.16 2.0 10 2.3 1P 10 deg crack indications

'A indicates Disk BBA 2 Ill. Heat F551.

TABLE 103
RECLAIMED Ti-6AI-4V DISK HALF BOLTHOLE
SPECIMEN TEST AT ROOM TEMPERATURE,

0.9% AT ROOM TEMPERATURE, 0.9% 6 STRAIN,
WITH STANDARD INSPECTION

(.ycles to C'rack

Specimen' Pinpoint Crack 1/64 in. 'rack 1132 in. Cra k

A7 None at 100.0(00 102,0M) 103.100

A8 5,0(X WO0'0) 9.AXM)

B7 None at 150,0) -

B8 22.0X) 26, OXX0 :121MM)

"A" Indicates Disk BBA200I. Heat F551
"B Indicates Disk BCB200I. Heat F552
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TABLE 104
AMS 4928 BASELINE DATA FOR HALF BOLTHOLE TESTS AT

ROOM TEMPERATURE AND 0.9% 6 STRAIN

(ycles to Pinpoint ('rack

Condition of the Hole Minimum At erage Maximum

As Machined 12,(WO 33.0(X) 45.()X)

Surface Finished 8'(0) 27,W0) 47.0(X)

Surface Finished and Reemed S.00O 12.00) 24.(1)

Surface Finished. Reemed and Sutton-Harreled 8.(X) 1.000 I 1.(XX)

TABLE 105
RECLAIMED Ti-6AI-4V DISK FULL BOLTHOLE

SPECIMEN TEST WITH A MAXIMUM STRESS OF
56 ksi, A MINIMUM STRESS OF 2.8 ksi, K = 2.5,
R = 0.05, AND A DWELL TIME OF 18 MINUTES AT

MAXIMUM LOAD AND 2 MINUTES AT
MINIMUM LOAD

~~( '> h, to
I' '.1 "Jcn'pl'ratI.orc lnl.spcct tt

Sp'lWi't cn I' °I Prior to (CrutA ('rack

AI Risrn Temperature 20)(9)
A2 Roorn Tempera tire 2(.M)
B1 Roomr Temperature 20.00)
B2 R si Temperature 20.X)0
A.A 6i) 2)1,(XX)) 0,10 .i)
A.i 3W() 200(X)
B3 6W)1) 2).X)0 (0.02:3 in
B4 1)1) 20.(N X)
A5 300 " (0.2.5 ill')
A6 6(X) 20. (KIll

5 :3(1) 2. .(11I
8f; 6(04 20.0H1)

"'A" Indicates Disk BBA2(X)1. Heat F551
"B' Indicates Disk BCB2(X)I. Heat F552

'('rack Size Indicated in Parentheses None ot the Specimens Failed.
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B. SUPERALLOY GRINDINGS SLUDGE RECLAMATION PROCESS

1. Background Information

Processing of developmental quantities (Phase I) and intermediate scale-up quantities
(Phase II) of grinding sludge scrap has given evidence of potential cost-effectiveness of this
recovery. Phase III efforts evaluated the process repeatability while scaling up to a production-
quantity melt run. Specifically. it was planned to )rocess :t tons of superalloy sludge through
conventional drying and electric arc air melting operations. ''he latter operation was performed
in a production furnace with "air-lance" capabilities. This furnace is equipped with a water-
scrubbing device in the exhaust stack to remove objectionable soot and attain acceptable EPA
standards for smoke control.

2. Process Direction

a. Cleaning

All past melting experience with superalloy grindings has substantiated the fact that
voluminous quantities of smoke and steam are evolved during melting. The smoke is mainly due
to retained oil and moisture in the furnace charge (between 6 and 9" by weight). This is

rsomewhat difficult to remove mechanically due to the fine particle size of the grinding swarft
leading to a large surface area per unit mass and enhanced capillary action.

The motivation to remove this fluid arises from the necessit v of meeting EPA industrial
emission standards. To do so will require melting facilities with associated exhaust scrubbers.
This will add to the capital equipment cost. and therefore, result in higher melting costs for the
sludge material. Also, the last superalloy grindings which were melted produced a product
containing :ihout 2 carbon by weight. Such a concentration limits the utility of the ingot
product, and its removal lengthens melt cycle time which also adds to the melting cost.

b. Melting

The objective of the melting operations was twofold: first, to document the scale-up of
electric furnace melting of superalloy grinding swarf. and second, to assess the effect of melt
oxidation on the undesirable elements Mn. Si, S, 0. and C.

Scale-up data includes a cycle time of approximately 4 hr. No nonstandard procedures were
used to process the unique sludge composition. Factors such as refractory life and the like were
naturally unobtainable from one cycle.

The melt cycle parameters were based on past reclamation trials together with prior
equi)ment experience with lanced melts. High melt temperatures were desirable from the
standpoint of low equilibrium carbon concentrations due to the increase in entropy associated
with the reaction:

2C - O 2C(O

Thi4 entropyv increase results in the reaction having an increasingly negative free energyof I(
tormation with increasing temperature which results in the low equilibrium carbon concentration
in the melt.
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It can be expected that high melt temperat ures have a negative effect on lining life and
power consumption. Also, the removal of Si. Mn and S by oxidation involves a decrease in the free
energy change for the following reactions with an increase in temperature:

Si 0, SiO,
2Mn 0,O = 2MoO

This results in higher equilibrium concentrations of these elements in the melt with increases in
melt temperature for oxygen lancing operations.

3. Processing

Three tons of Ni superalloy grinding sludge were purchased from VAC Air Alloys
Corporation and sent to Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. for refinement. The grinding sludge
was processed by Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. in an electric arc air melting furnace with the
use of an air lance. The furnace was charged with approximately ()300 tb of dried nickel sludge.
As the material heated, additions were made to the charge. These additions included fluorspar.
to enhance fluidity for slag/metal separation, and lime, to protect the furnace liner and help
desulphurize the sludge. The 4-hr melt cycle consisted of desulphurizing the charge and removing
the unwanted abrasives and excess material until the remaining metal met the required melt
cycle parameters.

During the melting, periodic samples were taken from the charge to determine the

chemistry of the melt. The fluidity additives aided in the separation ofthe less-dense slag and the
heavier metal. Slag was poured off intermittently (see Figure 149). Finally, four consumable air
lances were used to remove the remaining excess trace elements.

After the final slag/metal separation, the metal was poured into a transfer ladle, taken to the
molds and poured into pig ingot form. A final composition sampling was then taken. The pig
ingots were later shot-blasted and shipped to P&WA. The final weight of the sludge was
5242 lb. Table 106 lists the final composition of the sludge, with the as-received composition
listed for comparison,

4. Economic Analysis

The economic analysis performed on the reclamation of the sludge is presented in Table 107.
It shows a net gain of $846.10 to process the 6000 lb of sludge. This would seem to indicate that
it is not very profitable to reclaim sludge and grindings: however, several factors combine to
negate this observation. They are as follows:

1. In researching this process, the sludge was both bought and processed. In
actual practice, a cost-conscious company would want to reclaim the scrap
that it had itself generated. Thus, the initial outlay for sludge that was
presented in Table 107, $7500, would be zero for this company. It could then
have the scrap refined for approximately $0.40/lb and sell it for about
$2.05*/tb. This would result in a profit near $1.45/lb of original material
after taking into account the material lost in remelting.

2. This analysis was done on a one time, 60M) lb basis. As quantities increase.
and if a regular melting schedule were contracted, the refining costs would
probably decrease. Thus, this reclamation would provide an even greater
return on investmen',
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TABLE 106
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF

SUPERALLOY SLUDGE

As-ReeTChed Ehv( tri( Arc

Anal~xis (1uo) ('ondition A,'it, d Ing,,t

Oil Plus Moist tre ,1
Ni 51.56 66.20
Co 0.26 (I _01

Cr 14.3 1(1 2
C t 1.04 '1 1 12 4
Fe 17.28 1) 1',
Mn 1.17 II C,(,

Ni)1156; .1 1
Ti 1.77 , :

V ~0.1) 21!W, 11.25 (p07

Al 0.71 0 I1:1I
C(l 4.00 1.(XI1
Si 2,02 il87

0.15 o '26

S .158 IIlf"

Ph 11.011 . f (111l2
Sn . i.5 0('11

Ta -(12 i

TABLE 107
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR RECLAMATION OF

NICKEL-BASE SLUDGE

Sludge 
8
4)(9) tb a? $ 1 /lb $ 7 5 1111t

Processing,

6(XX) lb at $ 0.33/b Refine Sludge ,95u.(1
64 lb fit "s O.04/lb Sulphur Surcharge 2411,00

$35.(10/ft Certificate of Chetnical Analysis :15(1
((X) lb at $ O,01/lb Shot Blasting 0); 1W. I
11 Pallets at $ 7.75/pallet 5 (tW I

Total Cost $ -1900.t10

Renelt Stock Sale 5242 Ib at $2.0,54b $1 7.16.11i

Net 8 58.1610 I

'Includes Shippinei and Handling

3. If the reclaimed alloy were used as revert matcrial and brought back t
initial alloy chemical specification, an even greater savings could be
realized. The reclaimed material is effectively free, except for the small cost
of refinement as compared to the high price oft' MY,' virgin raw material.

"Selling prie lased on Ni content which would lea armhl c as start itg all,\ ( cmlpl-il in \aries

5. Conclusions

It has been shown, oven on a (ne-time basis, that reclamation of Ni-base superalhl grinding
sludge is quite profitable, as compared to discarding or giving it away. If the material were
recycled back to the original or a similar alloy composition, an even greaer savings woudd occur
as compared to purchasing 1NO' virgin all)y.
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SECTION XIII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

During Phase I of this three-phase AFML contract, scrap reclamation, scrap reclamation
technologies and management systems were investigated and analyzed in search of their
optimums. Technologies reviewed were sometimes alternatives; from these alternatives evolved
a single technology for further study in Phase II. Phase I scrap management effort included an
industry seminar, a survey, a review of industry controls, and the definition of a Model Scrap
.Handling System.

The scrap reclamation technologies that were investigated were two density separation
methods, two nonconsumable melt processes, and a molten salt bath process. The two density
separation methods were the AVCO ferrofluid method, applied to both titanium and nickel; and
the Frankel fluidized bed method, applied to titanium only. After review and analyses of all the
titanium separation data, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. Both separation processes (ferrofluid and fluidized bed) appear equally
effective in removal of most contaminatioti, but neither can presently
remove all contamination.

2. Any high interstitial or residual elements can be diluted to specification
level by less than 50'r virgin addition.

3. Both separation processes, as evaluated, result in a chip product containing
minor, but unacceptable, levels of high dens:ty particles.

4. The unacceptable, retained high density particles should be completely
removed by a subsequent nonconsumable melting process.

To evaluate the nickel separation process, AVCO separated Waspaloy -hips. After review and J
analyses of the data, the following valuations can be made:

r. The AVCO ferrofluid separation process appears very effective in removing
objectionable high density materials, such as lead. from superalloys.

2. The AVCO ferrofluid separation process appears capable of removing most,
but not all, of the titanium contaminant in Waspaloy.

8. Process acceptability therefore appears dependent upon practical virgin
dilution requirements to attain melt specification chemistry. Acccl)tability,
would appear likelv, since about a three-to-one dilution in melting of a
given raw material would be the maximum acceptable limit for production
melting.

The two nonconsumable melt processes that were evaluated in Phase I were the AIRCO-
Temescal Electron-Beam ('old Hearth Melting Method and the Teledyne Nonconsumable
Rotating Electrode Melting System. The co(hiin, (it thbe AIRC()-Temescal Process are:

1. Seeded WC tool hit (-t amlinat ,1 -tlfi)h(tel separated to give at
uncontaminated ingot.

2. n ('bemical specification levels were attained with the except ion of both ingot
ends
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* . ill ~Nohi iti' geilei i in go t enid cheistIr\ ti .e.., Al muI lst be resoliived; teeti
system alteration is at likelY correctiv act ion.

-1. D~esirable ingot hoimogeneus niacriistmrcd re teqiiiaxed and relativelY fine
grain) and bar mu riist rxic t ures %were, atlIa i ad.

5.Allimne(hanijcal propje rtijes liata genera ted (tensile, st ress raptuare. i mpact)
e~xceeedI apiplicable stpecificat ion niinimlinls.

The TFeledyne Syvst em was evaluatedi in Air Force C ont ract Pi:161I5-72-C -1126. Testing of' the
produacts made 1romi the nand nsuii b I' m Utd rmoat er i a Ide monst rated t be tidliiw i ng:

1.Nonconsumable skull melting, followed liv eit her one, or two consumable
renielts. effect ivelv eliminates nit ride tYlle incluisioins.

2. All high densitY inclusions. such as tungsten carbide tooil bit part ides. are
ap)pareit lY removed provided t beY ernter the moldten pool.

:1. High ratiois oif' revert, either machining chips or solid scrap, may be used
* provided foreign alloy cont aminatiiin and interstitial elements are at

aiccepitable levels.

41. Single conusuma ble remelt ing of' nonconsumable process electriodes results
in better chemnical hoimogeneitv than doubFle consumable remeltirng.

5. MIicrost ruct ura I in homogeneity ( i.e. areas iof' bet a stabliiza t io n) inrc(reases
with residual element conte(nt and is more tirevalent in double remelted
than in single rernelted heats.

6. The mnantact uring costs for nionciinsumnable melt ig exceed those for the
coinvent ional process (elect rode l'abricat iin plus ciinsuimable melt). but
overall cost savings result front the ari lit "v to use lower cost scraph fiirms and
through elimination of' mill piroduct bioc-s for incluisioin detects.

An evalIua tion iif engine ha rdwa re pro dutrced f'rin boh t h sirogi e and diull ie remeIt ed'i-A1-V
has demionstrated the piiterntial of' the process to produce rma~terial with acceptable qoralitv and
mechanical properties. Hoiiwever, duoe toi the limited sciipe of' IUT testing onl forgings with
pireferred micros trucrtutre t here was inslt ic io'n dat a toi reach a ti rrn ci n clirsii n as ti t he

acceptahilitY of' nionciinsuirnable melted material f'or riltlt ig parts in t urbine engines.

TIhe investigated molten salt bath process was the Frankel Co. Molten Salt Chemical
Puorit'io..tiiir Process. Phase I effoirts, substantiated by data, have realized poitent ial friim a
grinding/sludge scrap piroduct that is presently considered worthless. The resurlts were promising
enouigh to warrant continued evaluatiiin in Phase fl.

The Strategic Materials Reclamat ion Seminar anid Scrap Survey initiated the Phase I scrap
management wiirk. They' showed that some aerospace plants deny the existence oif any, scrap
problem iir treat their scrap metal like rubbish and dispose uif it. The individual company's
management nolst recognize the priillemn anid act to replace their insufficient ciillect ion systemo
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with a reconmended systemn of rec'ycling. 1npl ementation of' the fillowing aerospace scrap
recycling areas would lead to an improved system:

*Segregated Titanium Turnings An ,v step which eliminates the presence of
denise inclusions will tend to increase the use of titanium turnings. The
increased use of nonconsunahie and Ff3 furnaces should also increase

aerospace scrap titanium turnings recycling.

Cast Superallovs A major portion of scrap from cast nickel alloys,. often
blades and vanes, is no4t rec'vcled tr aerospace scrap use. Efforts to find ways
to include these valuahle alloYs in the aero)space recY'cling program should he
fostered.

All Aerospace Metals Ef)forts should he made it, increase the allowable
scrap used in hoth rotating and nonrotating parls. Major improvements in
processors abilities to provide guaranteed chemistry should he considered
when considering liberalized specifications.

All Aerospace Scrap Me- als Effrts can and should he made to ino'rease the
quality of aeros|pace scrap) metals generated at aerospace nianulacturing
plant,;. Methods for accomplishing this are spelled out ill the Model Systen
program, another face ft this Strategic Material lReclamat ion Program.

* All Aerospace Scrap Metals (C'onsideraition should he given. where
applicahle, to relax restric'tions that require allovs to he produced only fr ,t
the same alloy composition. ll atdition, ill criti('al material stiicalin
should include niaxiulni tramp eleniti . so lhat nilter, nav know the
limits for those major allo)inz elements not included in a particular grade.
Both of these suggest ions were su,,lorted at the SIrt .it NI al erial lecina-
tion Seminar. MaY 1971.

The review of industry controls showed that. ill general. ('ont rols that were applied to scrap
usage for nickel alloys were less severe than those appl ie( to titanitun allo.s. Also, nickel alloYs
are more tolerant than titanium alloys of' common c(ontaminant sources such as frict ioial or heat
treat scaling and fractured tool hits. Finally, many raw material users rely upon the experience
and procedures of the principal users with regards to their application of maximum controls over
raw material suppliers. Thus. the suppliers henefit fron this semi-st aadardizat ion of' procedures.

The Model Scrap Handling S' ysten. which was des('ribe'd in detald in this report. maintains
that some or many,, of' its techniques could produce a signil'ioant im!)rfv(t(nti in the qualitv of an
aerospiace )lant's scrap metal. Again. a conpany must re('(ogniz' its 'n trl(hlems and applv
wholeheartedly the principles of the system if it is to reap the henetits.

Early in Phase 11 an analysis of the Aerospace Scrap Seminar was made. It was found that
the aerospace industry has a predominant need for a ('list-effective. reliable separation of
titanium scrap as compared to their need for nickel scrap separation. This led to a redirect ion of
the program by termination of separation work on Ni scrap turnings. i'i scrap turnings and Ni
grindings and sludges were analyzed for the remainder of the program.
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The Frankel Co. fluidized bed density separation process was selected by P&WA for further
development under Phase II on the basis that the process was being used in commercial
production with reasonably established operating parameters and operating costs. The Phase II
Fluidized Bed Processing results are summarized below:

0 Machined titanium turnings contained a high concentration of unintended
high (WC and steel) and low (stones, etc.) density contaminants. The need
for improvements in scrap management and handling at each generator is
obvious to reduce/eliminate this contaminant situation.

0 The aforementioned separation procedure, including screening, magnetic and
fluidized bed separation, appears very effective in removal of these
contaminants.

9 Almost all detectable contaminants were removed after the first pass of the
fluidized bed separation as defined by representative inspect ion of separation
reject material.

* The application of the two additional fluidized bed separation passes.
followed by a nonconsumable skull melting separation, should insure removal
of these contaminants from the recovered titanium chips and allow the
utilization of scrap in rotating gas turbine engine hardware.

The Teledvne-ALLVAC nonconsumable, rotating electrode, arc skull-melting process was
chosen for Phase II titanium melting on the basis of the established procedures applied and the
acceptable data generated in Air Force Contract F33615-72-C-1 126. During Phase II, it was noted
that stray chips that fell into the ingot mold cavity frequently contaminated the melting
separation process. Teledyne-ALLVAC modified both the furnace and the process operation
procedures to correct this problem. They then melted the unseeded and contaminant-seeded lots
(nominally 5000 lb each) of titanium chips that completed the triple-pass density separation
process described above (Frankel Co. fluidized bed separation).

A quantity scale-up of superalloy grindings and sludges processing. required to establish
process economics, were accomplished in Phase II. Two 1100 tlb l-Is of Ni sludge were processed.
While metal recovery was considered high in holh runs. it was judged. hased upon the chemical
analysis, that there was no frt her appreciable henefication attained during vacuum induction
remelting h lhowing arc melting. This comclusion agrees with earlier Phase I effort . The electric arc
melting process warranted further scale-up foir Phase Ill procecss economica analysis.

In Phase IlI, four titanium TF-33 disks (two from each heat ) were forged from the Teledyne-
ALIVAC nonconsumable melting process used in Phase I. Each of the disks was examined
metallographically. One disk from each master heat underwent a full cut-up to determine
mechanical properties. The results from hoth the metallographic evaluat ion and the mechanical
property determination proved that reclamation of titanium turnings is feasible for use in
rotating gas turbine parts.

Phase III br mght a scale-up to prduction-quantity of sUperall y Ni grinding sludge. Six
thousand pounds of sludge were processed through conventional drying and electric arc air

melting operations, including the use of' air-lances. The final chenical composition vs initial
chew cal comoposit ion comparison and the economic anal sis pertormed on t he process show t hat
reclamoati 0n of Ni superalloy grinding sludge is profitahle. Mlaxiiim savings ocur when the
material is revcled into the original. o)r a similar. conwlosition due to the reduced requirements
1()r puir asing ltY', virgin allo\.
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APPENDIX A

MODEL SCRAP HANDLING SYSTEM

A. INTRODUCTION

1. Background Information

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, tinder Contract F:3:615-74-C-5019 with the Air Force Materials
Laboratory, has conducted a three-phase program to establish systems and techniques for
effective reclamation of titanium- and nickel-base scrap. Precont ract surveys indicated: (1)
significant amounts of aerospace scrap are downgraded beyond reclamation potential by
inadequate handling. and (2) aerospace contractors aire receiving little or no compensation fort he
value of scrap remloved from t heir facilit ies. Both problems projected thle opport unit ' . t up)grade
he process of aerospace scrap reclamation at the point of' origin. As a result, the Air Force

approved a contract to define and implement a Model System for the handling of aerospace
scrapi. P&WVA contracted Phase I oif the task to Suisinan & Bluiment hal. Inc., a scrap metal
salvage firm located in Hartford, Connecticut. Thle Model System guidelines, as dis('ussed herein,

* ~were im pleiment ed at a selected aerospace plant during P~hase 11. arid docu0merited in final formn
(hiring Phase Ill of the contract.

* 2. Work Objectives

Th'le pirime objective is to make available guidelines, for techniques, which will as,,ist

mianuf actutring plants in similfe and profit able recvcl ing oIf their titaniumn and nickel aieroispace
sc'rapi metals. "''be overall program, directed towards maximuin renmelt ing of' titanium- and1
nit-kel -base scrapi into aerospace use, has thbe toillowiiig major objectives:

1. Lower overnll aerospace, costs

2. (Conserve material resources within the 1 nited States and reduce fo~reign

:I. Financially st rengt hen thle I-eiierat14rs oft hv at' rost ce sc ratp, arid

1l. Save eiiergy co4sts5.

'Ilit V.S. Air Fo r'e personl st ressvd tile di ec live t' 1()\%we r vweral II lrI spa 10('V 'I4 ata
St rategit' Materials Reclamation Semniar lield MaY 19741 in Hlartforrd. Connlect ictt. Seiniar
part iciplants corrllolrated thev idea thfat itet ing c(IStS miight lhe lowered it, tunder cont rolled steps,
greater iiiiouiit 5 fi aerosllace-qtialit v scrap wereIVIial and( col limle. nal )I at areas
if scrapi ieta Is. the tprice (If scrap which a consuiiir pay\s is belowtat (it' virgin mietal: t his
paltterin is well dllcumtile \ v ith nickel-ailloy scrapl niet al (4hih in air aind vatcinili mnelt
pulrchasing. 'l'itoiui scrap has also uiidetrsold thle virgin imatt'rial (sone) sually l)i*v wide
liarvin,. Sm. if raw% oat erial colsts tor niick('l and liti n iir are lowered )n I lie, ;iverat'. it is safto I
4as~liil \vrillI ;o'rospac' cist51s will he' minmized-

Fhr loi(k ilt dhI',mcs tw markets. muchel 41ff-grad tIitaiii scrapl and1 smnil4 ickt hearing scrapi
11ol'"I Iv~tainv It't' has ht'en ex~lited. lDtvelopmtenls umildhr It'e rtpaotIitrIraiii. X\iiil

14111 II to , (1 14'hi scrip rieta (1iIt ovr' 4)plo i l lit anidl~ (ro\ id I dmnclit' c I 1 Iitt s tiir thfat scrap \\, ill
cinse54rvl' mcik4l aind litaniiii in the I oiled States. Since' i11115 \irgiii miatt'rils t4ir 1141 h itaiiii

urold nickel are' initlrt t'd. incrt'ast'd metin g fIl atrolspacI' scraJ nt als w\ill exet ai 114151 vi' cfict
theli( I 'fot (I Stiati's balhiot' (it plult'ilts lrImo a it 'itinIv \ (4wp~ ilt . t'v4'r\ p41114 It

~IT;11 IIh11114'Il~l lc''sv'is dl'1ilIdt'iI( fill (Ver''aNs mtiupis
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Increasing the quality of aerospace scrap will financially benefit the generator of the scrap.
Conversely, the failure to handle nickel and titanium scrap metals correctly will cause intermixes
which are among the most costly. on a percentage drop in value, of any in the metals field.

One neglected area which magnifies the importance of scrap recycling in the aero)space field
is energy conservation. Energy savings achievable through recycling titanium scrap c(ompared
with virgin material utilization are illustrated below:

Virgin Scrap KWH Barrels
material metal savings for of oil saved
requirement requirement each ton of for each
KWH/'Ton KWH/Ton scra) metal used tonl of' scrap metal

126,115 52.416 73,699 4:. 4

3. Scope and Purpose of Model Scrap Handling System

The projected Model Scrap Handling System will apply specifically to all aerospace scrap
titanium alloys, and to those nickel alloys of 20'/ or more nickel content which are byproducts )t
an aerospace manufacturing plant. The system does not purpose to include all methods for
aerospace scrap handling. Local variations are expected and. in fact. will be encouraged
considering the rate of change in the aerospace industry.

Ideas have come from aerospace manufacturers, processing experience and scrap reclama-
tion programs of the melters, but basically the system has worked successfully in aerospace
manufacturing plants. Techniques used over many years to recycle steel, aluminum, c(opper and
other nonferrous scrap at industrial plants were reviewed, combined with methods developed for I
the problems unique to aerospace metals and finally supplemented on the basis of the
subcontractor's wide and specialized experience with aerospace metal salvage systems.

The Model System aims to generate, for sale to dealer or processor. segregated aerospace
scrap metal which can most readily be converted to that standard of excellence required by
aerospace melters. Experience has shown that manufacturing plants using these guidelines will
be able to produce scrap that is 90 to 95"( free of serious contamination. If a )lant does not have
a carefully planned and fully implemented scrap salvage program. the chances are very high that
nickel and titanium alloys will be mixed or contaminated. If the physical foirm is a turning, the
scrap may well be lost permanently for aerospace recovery. Even in scrap solids, unnecessary
mixtures can inhibit or preempt recycling for aerospace.

B. MODEL SCRAP HANDLING SYSTEM GUIDELINES

The Model System consists of Major and Supplementary Guidelines. The major guidelines
(a-o) are presented in chronological order starting at the point of original scrap generation; the
supplementary guidelines (p-x) suggest educational and )rocedural factors to reinforce the major
guidelines.

1. Major Guidelines

a. Management Responsibility

Systems designed to obtain maximum quality and quantity depend on leadership; the
model system is no exception. The concern of top management, and the dedication of a scrap
salvage department manager are vital elements, but the benefits of the system start with a
machine shop foreman. His assigned responsibilities over the personnel and the machines that
produce scrap must include decisive responsibility for correct segregation of that scrap.
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V
In addition, leadership at the ground level is necessary to defeat certain quasi-historical

attitudes about scrap: "Scrap is junk," "I won't bother with thai because I only care about
making the most parts I can in the least time." "What's the difference if I mix titanium and
Inconel: they'll never know... or know it was mine." etc. The machine shop foreman has a clear
responsibility for the scrap which his department generates: the absence of'this responsibility will
unquestionably decrease the quantity of aerospace scrap initially produced and surely diminish
the value of' the scrap byproduct.

b. Adequate Space Around the Machines

If there is one single difficulty to be found in every type of' industrial plant. large or small.
which inhibits the flow of quality aerospace scrap, it is overcrowding. The rapid changes
characteristic ('f aerospace manufacture in contrast to the more traditional product ion operations
necessitate "shoehorning" of machines into already crowded areas.

The penalties are clear. Overcrowding can cause mixtures of two different metals because
the space for a container for the next metal was not available. Sweepers cannot enter the machine
area to remove full containers in sufficient time. In addition, the lack of access around machines

Scan deter machinists or chipmen from properly cleaning between runs of different alloys.

A model scrap handling system demands that adequate space be reserved around the
generating machines for facile housecleaning. In addition, sufficient aisles must he established
and maintained so that the valuable aerospace scrap can be removed easily. To do otherwise is
to iorget the byproduct nature of aerospace scrap: it has to be removed on a continuous basis
anyway, so why not "engineer" that removal for efficiency and tor generat ion of quality aerospace
scrap metal.

c. Machine Dedication

In a mnodel system, careful planning would take into account not only the standard demands
of machine layout, but also the benefits of machine dedication.

The processing of' one alloy on a single machine, or the machining of' one type of metal (e.g.,
titanium or high-nickel alloys) around one area of machines, tends to produce cleaner, less
contaminated scrap. The validity of' this premise is evident by the variation in qualities of
aerospace scrap now available from American manufacturers. Larger companies, which generally
make longer production runs, produce scrap of markedly superior quality. The small machine
shop not only has limited scrap control, but also tends to work a wide variety of metals and alloys
on each machine. The multiuse of machines breeds scrap intermixture. Although most plants
already have well-established machine placements, the goal would be to establish machine
dedication in terms of metals and alloys as departments are moved or rearranged, or whenever
aerospace plant engineering has the luxury of starting from scratch.

d. Take-Away Systems

Take-away systems refer to those mechanical devices, predominantly conveyors, which
transport scrap from the cutting area of machines to nearby containers. The most common
"system" of scrap removal from machines is by hand labor, i.e.. there is no conveyor. The
operator simply pushes, shoves or scoops the scrap which accumulates around his machine into
some nearby container. Not only is this type of' removal an absolute maximization of labor, but
contrary to our purposes. it is the greatest guarantee of mixed aerospace scrap. Clips or chips can
easily gather around machine areas. Only careful attention to the aerospace scrap will segregate
the various grades and alloys between different "runs."
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Contrasted with the hand labor method of removal is the system of various convevors which
automatically carry away the scrap. These systems are not panaceas, for they still require that
the operator use judgment and careful attention to avoid contamination in the conveyor parts.
Conveyor systems are installed either with the original equipment or after a parent machine is in
place and operating. The latter installation is unusual since it really amounts to a redesign of the
machine operation, and as such, it is costly and inhibited by normal manufacturing inertia.

Concurrent with the original purchase of a machine, it is possible and simple to consider the
problems of the machine byproduct, its scrap metal. The simple step of selecting standard or
optional scrap disposal equipment with a machine -- this step, if incorporated as one of the
specificat ions of machine purchasing - would bring aerospace scrap removal and recycling closer
to pr)oduction. Considering the high cost of such machines in the aerospace industry, such a
requirement should be Standard Operating Procedure.

The basic take-away system in an aerospace plant is a mechanical conveyor system from the
machine dropping into at nearby hopper or skid. A take-away system, along with a "dedicated"
machine, will tend to Yield the purest of aerospace scrap. entirely allropriate to the model
systen.

e. In-Plant Containers

'The selection, abundance, maintenance and identification of in-plant scrap containers are
also otf major significance to the model system . Since ideally, the machine operator and his
f'oreman are (or shotild he) trying to have aerospace scrap removed from the machine and
machine area as expeditiously as possible; the process requires the syst ematic organization of in-
plant containers.

As to the type or types) of containerfs). that decision may vary wit hin each plant based on
scrap volume. Types of containers include small shop boxes, steel barrels (55-gal), self'-dumping
hoppers on skids or wheels and pallet boxes (which do not easily dump). The small boxes are
almost always placed at machines to( capture small pieces which may then be centralized in a
nearby larger unit. Alth ough the cntainer size depends on the size and quantity of' scrap heing
generated, the minimum appears to he steel drums with a hopper or skid system.

A major pittall to be avoided in handling aerospace metal scrap) is the use of' oversized
containers. The 55-gal steel barrels. for example. are almost always the "'right" container flor
high-nickel or titanium turnings, because such a barrel c((nstitutes a segregation systeni in itself.
If the scrap is placed, for example, in 40 barrels, the chances are that good segregation will take
place naturally as the chips or turnings come off the machine. Shouldi a few of the .4) barrels be
mixed or contaminated, these can he individuall v sorted out at the plant's scrap salvage
department or by the processor. However. with the same 4) harrels intermixe(d ini a large
container or truck body. the ('(ntamination would in all likelihood pervade the whole lot and
eliminate its highest value as aerospace melt material.

Also to be avoided is a (ontinuing short supply of cntain(rs. This structure seems
elemental. Yet one pervasive difficulty of' aer slace' plant scrap salvage departments is an
adequate supply of' containers. Why (oes this happen'? No(t e(ouigh c((nltainers to( start with.

L commandeering t'r nonscrap )urp(oses (e.g.. rubbish). no(rinal attrit ion as eotntainers wear out (or

are damaged. Whatever the catuse, the absence of a prot er scrap cofntainer at a (onvenient

(o('ati(on generat('s sc-rap (ntamnination.

Akin to the (iantit \ (4(f (cntainers is their qualily, especially their cleanliness and
appearance. Barrels imust hie ('l'ar((d (,f previm0is naterial entir'ly, miust he maintained )y\
washing and painting, and kept in goo((d repair. Quality bree(ls quality it savs I(I the machinist.
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"This is important." An adequate supply of quality containers for aerospace scrap accumulat ion
tacitly encourages careful segregation at the machine.

And finally, the container's identification, if carefully planned, can be do much to
encourage aerospace scrap segregation. Color-coded barrels or containers simplify the segrega-
tion. If large runs of one metal or alloy are expected, lettering on the containers is worthwhile, but
if containers are interchanged among alloys, tags or metal clip-ons. indicating the allo., are more
practical.

f. Sweeper Control

Sweeper personnel remove the aerospace scrap from the machine areas ard transport it to
the Scrap Salvage Department. Sweepers must not only be well schooled in the plant layout and
the manufacturing systems, but must also be aware of their important role in an aerospace scrap
metal program. Unfortunately, sweepers seem to be the first victims of an economy drive. but
that drive often turns out to be a false economy. The contradiction of the sweeper force presages
higher intermixtures of valuable aerospace scrap, and can, in a few days otscrap generation. cost

far more than the intended saving.

g. Container Tagging Systems

Tagging systems vary from plant to plant, but the basic principle is that each container
should be identified with a securely tied (steel wires are best) tag. Minimally, the tag, attached
at the machine or in the machine area, must indicate the basic alloy content of the container.

At the Scrap Salvage Department. additional information is either added to the machine
tag or new tags attached. The weight of the scrap, date of shipment and an ident ifving numbering
system all contribute to the careful control of aerospace scrap, Some plants use barrel tags to
designate the departments from which the scrap came and color-code the tags to identify which
shift generated the scrap.

h. Catch-All Grade

.Just as all salmon do not succeed in returning tol the spawning grounds, all aerospace scrap
will not reach aerospace recycling. Some scrap will be mixed through carelessness, sorme because
it is machined simultaneousv with another metal., perhaps some because the metal was bonded
(bi-metal) and some will become contaminated in later processing. Whatever the cause. a
separate collection system for this scrap should he availahle st1 that it will not be intermixed with
high quality aerospace scrap, and its value, although low, will not le wholly lost.

i. Scrap Salvage Department Location

The first eight guidelines to a Model Scrap Handling System deal with generation of
aerospace scrap at the machine and within the manufacturing areas of the plant. Wili th lse
guidelines in place, the scrap will make it to the pllant Scrap Salvage )epartment. The word
department (.singular) is significant, for in the majlrity of plants. a single. rat her than two r

Iore scrap areas, is most desirable. The local ion of a Model Scrap Salvage )epart mient should
he (on)veilient to the generation solurce (or slur('es) of aerospa-e scrap while trovidigl easy access

for scrap removal.-

('entrality to scrap generatioln minimizes the (distance traveled to, the scrap salvagie
depart ment . and to that extent compresses the (-c1st of intraplarnt SIvrap hmdlin1 g. A hes, obvius
benefit, important to aierolspace scrap as olposed to less valuahle types it nivallic cralt. is thit,
viase with which scrap salvage department personnel c;n mlove intllo I he ;iamoitlt rini ;ir .To
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o.,

maintain high aerospace quality, with due concern for variations of nickel and titanium alloys
and specification change, scrap salvage department personnel must constantly move in and out
of the generating departments. Easy access will facilitate this work and pay dividends bY
anticipating and avoiding aerospace scrap quality problems.

j. Adequate Space In the Scrap Salvage Department

If location is important, so too is the adequacy of space in the Scrap Salvage Department.

The Model System needs a well-laid-out, commodious Scrap Salvage Department that
provides elbow room to adequately handle a projected volume of valuable scrap metal. Adequacy
of space in the Scrap Salvage Department will accomplish two important tasks: it will allow all
material to be moved in and out freely, minimizing "double handling" and it will avoid scrap
intermixing within the department.

k. Simple Testing Systems

* Once the aerospace scrap metal has arrived at the Scrap Salvage Department, it must be
checked fbr quality. The overall approach is one of spot-checking. attempting to weed out
incorrect gradings and contaminated lots. If the Model System approach has been followed a

* high percentage of containers will arrive at the Scrap Salvage Department area already in
segregated condition suitable for shipment.

Scrap Salvage Department personnel should adjudge the physical uniformity of material
within a container. If that uniformity exists, spot-checking pieces and testing with a hand magnet
will help spot magnetic contaminations within a container. In addition, several makes of
thermoelectric testers are available. These testers operate on a "Go-No-Go" basis. identifying
pieces which match a known sample. While not inexpensive, the cost will more than pay for itself
in allowing scrap personnel to test, in a simple way, the correctness of individual containers of
solids and turnings. The color of aerospace metals is of some value as a means of identity. Copper.
brass, aluminum and other nonferrous contaminations can be determined by color. In most
common aerospace intermixture, that of titanium with nickel-based alloys and vice versa, can
also be detected by competent Scrap Salvage Department personnel, both by color and texture.
Another simple, although limited, system to control aerospace scrap quality is an inspection for
mill or plant markings on solids. This system is also limited by the lack of markings on many
pieces by the time they reach the Scrap Salvage Department. One other caution: mill or plant
markings may be incorrectly stamped, and therefore, insidiously dangerous as quality
determinants for aerospace end use.

Since the goal is the constant production of aerospace-potential metal at least 95',
segregated at the Scrap Salvage Department level, the testing methods listed above will be
sufficient if they are preceded by the machine-to-scrap salvage department techniques of the
Model System.

I. Scrap Weight

Minimally, a Model System must have a platform scale (with automatic printout) in the
Scrap Salvage Department to measure the weight of completed, ready-to-ship aerospace scrap -
that weight to be recorded on the container's tag.

If one or more aerospace items are produced in truckload quantities, then a truck scale may
be needed. To justify the expense of a truck scale, other nonaerospace items of scrap (e.g., steel
scrap) would presumably be generated and with perhaps nonscrap requirements for truckload
weighing, also be weighed on the scale. A truck scale should be at least 60 ft in length with a 50-
ton capacity, have an automatic printout, and be all-weather in design.
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m. Truck and Trailer Access

'"o assure the flow of metal through and out of the Scrap Salvage )epartment. easy passage
should be engineered for those service vehicles which will transport the metal automatic dock
hoards, ample width, sufficient truck wells. ('lear visibility to hack up. clear passage to the truck
scale fif an)' and street. etc. Again. all-weather protection for the aerospace scrap being loaded
on the vehicle is part of a Model System.

n. Feedback of Incorrect Grading

I)espite a Model System or the diligence of the Scrap Salvage I)epartment manager and his
personnel, errors will take place. The 'earl' generation of aerospace scrap metal at even a
medium size machine shop will consist of hundreds of thousands. if not millions, of individual
"parts - the individual pieces of solids and turnings. It is impossible for every "part" to be
correctly separated.

One vital facet of aerospace scrap salvage is the feedback of information about grade errors.
The receiver of the scrap must promptly advise the aerospace plant of' any major and/or

* continuing misgrade difficulty, noting the precise shipment and containe, ' (if p)ossihle) in which
the contamination took place. Conversely. the aerospace plant persornnvl should recognize the
information as an opportunity to avoid similar contamination in the futuLire v retracing the
contaminated scrap to its source. In some cases, misgraded scrap, and!r samples should be
returned to the aerospace plant.

A running record should be kept at a Model System plant as to which areas or departments
are generating the contaminated materials. This will allow the pinpointing of trouhle areas and
the highlighting of progress in improving aerospace scrap quality.

o. Quality Dealer/Processor Service

The services of a qualified scrap dealer or processor appear to he "highly desirable" as the
final element in a Model Scrap Handling System. This firm could be expected to assist in setting
up the Model System. having a working experience with titanium and nickel-base alloys, provide
a wide market for aerospace scrap and most significantly. obtain the highest return for the scrap
producer.

Customer service by a qualified scrap dealer will include assistance with aerospace scrap
segregation, speedy removal of scrap accumulation, feedback information on faulty quality and
rapid return of plant containers. A symbolic relationship between scrap dealer and producer
becomes most evident when scrap metals are not "moving." The reliable scrap firm will provide
a "home" for producer's scrap metal at particular times when consumers (melters) may not he
buying.

2. Supplementary Guidelines

A Model System is, hopefully, now established from machine to scrap salvage department
and scrap salvage department to receiver. But considering the difficulties to be expected,
reinforcement of the system should be effected. These efforts are educational and procedural, but
will nonetheless be significant in the success of an aerospace scrap handling program.
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a. Name of Department

"'Scrap Salvage Depart ment" or -Scrap Cont rol D~epart ment"' should he emloyled, not
merely "Scrap Department.'" The constructive facets (If' the program are thus emlphiasiized.
tending to challenge the idea that scrap is "Junk.'' and/or worthless. Younger emlployees
especially, are interested in conserving natural resources and emphasis on recycling salvage
should help) enlist their support.

b. Color Coding

Wherever possible, try to cotde the alloys by color. The uses of* colr-coded barrels oil
depart ment tags have already been meontioned. L arger c~int ainers. such as hppers, a cs an ble
p)ainted to indicate the c(ontai ned a lb Iv%.

c. Simplification of Grades

This, process involves the combhining of two) or miore aeros~pace allo)ys itlo (me plont scrapj
classification. Inconel. for example. comies ilit a yit4t d esiglnat I ilns, all (4 \%.li( h contini
70-75' nickel, with a need to isolate only those cointaining ((baI.

d. Designation Dissimilarity

Ini a Model S. e. the aerospace plant should avoid ulse ()f (Iiplan. noy mll. I Ir trade namies
in the aerolspace field which are v-er\ similar to and easily mistaken bor (It her dissimilar alloys.
AMIS 5:182 and AM S 5:185 are H .5. :11 anid 21. respectively. For claritv. designiat e AM S 5:)2 II Ir

one tylie (Ifoperation and H.S. 21 tor anot her.

e. Concept Values

Fo r successful aecr1os pace sc rapl re cvc Ii 0. coIncelpt s are 0 ecessa rv in-gre lien ts (if' N 111(l
Svstemi. i.e., the import ance oIf aeroispace scrap for colmpany liroils. saving vital national raw\
tnaterial5 . aerolspac'e scrap as at nllrmal and important company product lir Il-wrhdicl. [beste
co~ncepits should he integrated into the training and edlucat ion prlgrais (If the aerolspace plant.
EventuallY, the banana peel will not be tossed intl the barrel (it clinimerciallY pure toiaiin

f. Procedures

The Model Systemn should be woven into colmpany prolceduires spelliog (lt t he respllusibility\
for its handling and the forms to he uised in fuilfilling these respolnsibi lit it's.

g. Alloy Designation Changes

Change is charact eristic of aerospace engineering, and a tangible evidence (iIt that chang-e is

the subistituotion uf line titanium alloy for another ()r at new nickel-based alloy\ tol replace at Jirevillis
specific'atioIn. It will he mandatory to) advise the byproduct manager. the heaid ((fthe strap salvager depart ment. of anY alloy change.

h. Plant Problem Areas

TIhe experimenta~l andI restearchi areas Ill a plant are opierating ill di ffereii unotdes froml thle
prl((Iictilln area. difteretit 'tirodiitillt goahls, (lferent imachining requhireiui'is. short spltilI
scrap ats o(pposedI to product in ruins.These soulrces (If strap. ats well ats olthers sucth as repatir
depart ments. will inherentliv productii 1lwer quality nickel-Iased and ltinium uer~isluae scrap.
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The safest course is to quarantine these areas from production runs of aerospace scrap, being
certain that it is not intermixed with high quality production scrap unless quality is checked
meticulously.

i. Off-Grade Generation

,Just as some areas tend to produce contaminated, mixed scrap, some types of aerospace
production will spin out scrap which is mixed at the machine itself. Examples of this unavoidably
low-grade aerospace scrap are cuttings from two different alloys or metals which are machined
simultaneously or the production of scrap punchings, perhaps titanium, so small that
intermixture of the alloys is virtually unavoidable.

Again, these possibilities must be faced so that these generations of aerospace scrap,
probably a small percentage of the whole, do not contaminate carefully segregated nickel-based
or titanium alloys. The off-grade accumulations should be kept out of the mainstream by placing
them in one of the catch-all grades.

C. MODEL SYSTEM COSTS AND EVALUATION

1. Costs

The implementation of the Model System will involve costs. These costs can be anticipated
and their reality should be neither minimized nor exaggerated. Capital costs will fall into four
areas: floor space, internal materials handling equipment. testing equipment, and external
transport containers and vehicles.

The floor space need not be an inordinate area. Too large an area would actually decrease
the efficiency of aerospace scrap recycling. Conversely. some space would he required for nickel-
base and titanium scrap even if it were treated as rubbish, so that the net space needed would be
incremental as necessary to( d an adequate iob.

Likewise, it would be necessary under all circuinstances to have transport for mo iving
metallic scrap from machine areas to a centralized area. The incremental needs -an adequate
supply of the correctlv designed, smartly painted containers w,,uld he ininimal. Purchase of
the take-away c('nveVors to facilitate removal of chips and solids from the machines would in
most cases necessitate an increased capital ex)ense: an expense. h however. that should quickly
pa, for itself in reduced labor and higher aerospace scrap values.

Testing equipment would require a capital outlay, hut the cots are modest and the higher
return on scrap values would he immediately realizahle and clearl visihle.

No capital expense should be incurred for the transport containers and vehicles, If the scrap
firm meets the req iirements of full service, this equipment should he provided at no cost to the
aerospace plant.

Operating costs will overwhelmingly he for personnel - the Scrap Salvage l)epartment
Manager. personnel in the Scrap Salvage Depart ment. and chipmen/sweepers. The number of
people involved will relate directly to the size oft the plant and its volurne of aerospace scrap. In
a small plant, the Scrap Salvage l)epartment Manager. fir example, will in all likelihood have
other duties and orly a portion of his time will he chargeable to the Model Syst em. Similo -'\y. the
number (,f full. or part-time people in the Scrap Salvage )epartment will relate to the volume of
aerfispace scrap. The size of' the c,,rps of clhipmen/sweepers must be adequate. but olly tile
irernental number oft man-hoirs attributable to, the careful flow of good quality aerospace scrap
should he chargeable to the progri. m itself.
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The story of Plant X is illustrative. This aerosl)a('e plant had been throwing all its scrap
together. aerospace scrap and steel scrap and having it hauled away to a local out let. Almost no
revenue was being realized and no aerospace quality scrap - not one pound - was segregated.
When the General Manager was shown that with a minimum of effort his aeroslpace scrap could
he easily segregated. steps were taken t, implement the program. Within two months. a scrap
handling program was organized, and 19 items ha(i been segregated. The plant's secondi m'nt hly
check was for $4.1(. At last count, this plant had 27 items and received an average of $14.000 per
month.

Relative to the costs involved in this accomplishment. the (General Manager stated that "it
was not a big deal." The most important tasks were to explain the system to management and
establish the discipline of the svst em with salvage perso nel and machine operators. He stated
that there were virtually no capital cost , involved. since the in-plant containers were supplied by
the scrap firm which received the aerospace scrap. His ,operating costs increased by an estimated
4t0 man-hours per week to collect and w~eigh the segregated scrap.

Not all conversions to the Miel System will come about as simply or us inexpensively as
in Plant X. and the results may not be as draniatic. But when the capital and operating costs are
totaled, it will become clear that the incremental costs () the Model System are modest. The
reason for this is that the most basic part () a Model Syst em is not the equipment!people
invest ment but rat her the organizational change.

2. Measurement of Successful Application

Once the key pieces of the system - Management. Scrap Salvage Department Manager
and a scrap firm - are in place, the practical goal of aerospace recycling success appears simlple.
All scrap shipped by the manufacturer should be minimally 95; of the chemistry ascribed to it.
and conversely, the scrap firm buying the aerospace scrap should expect no more than 5', off-
grade material in any container.

For example, if the manufacturer ships 20 barrels of Hastelhlv tIurnings and 19 of them are
uniform and uncontaminated, then that generator of scrap has accolmplished an outstanding job
of recycling. Or. if 5000 lb of Ti-6A1-4V solids are soid and at least 4750 1-b are Ti-6AI-4V, the
Scrap Salvage Department Manager knows that he has met the minimum expected of his
department. Not that 5000 lb would have not been better, but the manufacturing plant simply
cannot turn out complete chemistry on a daily basis, and even if a shipment were uniform in
chemistry, its cleanliness (cutting oil), surface condition. physical size and packaging would in all
likelihood be unmatched to nlelter requirements.

The statistical measure of' scrap handling success is profit -oriented. It is the point to which
a manufacturer can aspire without incurring major, usually diminishing-return expenses. The
cost of removal of that last ,5'; will be exorbitant and unprofitablv expensive to attain. Yet even
if the plant is only partially successful, and only a small percentage of the scrap ends up as fully-
segregated turnings, the plant will derive larger payments for its aerospace scrap.

Finally. a study at one plant showed that the difference between nickel-based and titanium
alloys which were not mixed, and those which were mixed and/or contaminated, varied between
$0).04 and $0.94/lb over a 10-year period. During that decade. Ti-6AI-4V solids averaged in the
area of $0.31/lb over the unsegregated counterpart grade: in turnings. the comparable average
was $0.13/lb. In nickel alloys Inconel solids averaged about $0.56/1b over mixed nickel alloy
solids, while Inconel turnings showed a corresponding price advantage of $0.60/lb over intermixed
nickel alloy turnings. These typical values of segregated/unsegregated alloys show the economiv"
benefits attainable with a Model System for scrap reclamation.
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D. SUMMARY

No problem can he solved until it i;recogniized and a serious determination is made to
resolve it techniqiies for sollot on cani then he iIn Iplenwt ed.

Aerospace plants hav somitinwes decnied the existence of' a scrap problem and some ha;ve

freated their -(rat) metal like riihhish and dispos~ed oit it. There was no problem excepit for the
ext raordinarv fmnancjal and raw miaterial waste. The wvill to replace o sloppy collect ion systemn
w it h a t rue s 'ystem) of recvcling must exist or he developed b)y the companyv 11m lnageen . With
determination. somne or many of' the( technitues oft this Model I,-).Stemn can1 produce a significant
improvement in t he quality' of' t he aeroisp~ace plant's scrapl metal . IOur present and fulture
dependence on the outstanding qtualities ot nickel and titanium rleserves no less.
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APPENDIX B

RESIDENCE TIME CALCULATIONS IN FERROFLUID SEPARATOR

'Ihle transit time of'a titanium part ie is a lhinct on of the f'orces actimow on it. I'he (equat ion
of'rnot ion for this particle is given 1).%:

dy t do V - Ft A I
p d (t2 dt

where:

V voilu~me of part i ie.
p). density" of* tparticle.
Y (distance it vertical direct ion.

I time.
C, - drag coef'ficient.
F, hodY force.

''lhe hodv force is givenl hv:

F, (p(A21v N, j(

where:

acelerat ion of ''raityv

Pt ph~vsical (lensitv of tfvirIIid.
N1, mlagnetic ditpole mlomlent tper unit voluuuue of t he f'errofluiul.
NI.. Ilnilet ic ditpole uIulotnett tper unlit voluule ofth tmrt pn ie.

GimiposedI vert cai l Tnounet ic field raLnieit c iwliwv in the directiun of ,_r~ivi v_

The "apparent (lensit ies, of t ie( tcu'roflid. 1) . 11(1 thei part icle- p n. re def'ile(I ;s:

p, G M (At1

lie tiidY f'orce relat ion (F Etat hon A2) ( av t herefore lhe rewrit tenl ;is:

For tile initial conditions of interest:

V 0t, tt at t 0:

the intezril of' Ehpuation (Al I is:

VV (A G)_ t I.
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For small values of the variable C,,t/pv. Equation A6). when Equation (AS) is substituted
for the value of Fh, reduces to:

P.. P.r t2

Y = g'T- (A7)

Equation W) describes the motion of a particle, for small values of time. when the effects
of viscosity are small and its trajectory is determined by its inertia. This relation is expected to
be valid for larger particles that have a very short transmit time in the ferrofluid pool. It would
not accurately describe the motion of a small particle under the influence of viscous drag.

Equation (A7) can be simplified further for nonmagnetic objects when p. p . the the
following form

y ) ( -P ) gt 2  (A8)
P.

BY transporting terms, the transit time is expressed explicitly as:

"v (A9)

Equation (A) may be used to estimate the transit time in a separator if the condition

('1)t

pV

is satisfied.

As a specific example. consider the transit time of a titanium alloy particle that has a
density ,. .1.5 gm/cm3 in a ferrotluid separator operating at an apparent density p., 4.7
gm/cnij with Ferrotluid 1224. In a separator that has a total height (it 20 cm. when the scrap is
introduced in the middle, the largest value it' v is 10 c(mi. In this case. the transit tinie according
to Equation (A) is 0.56 sec.

An estimate of the magnitide of' the lerm ('it pv can he obtained hv assuminilg the particle
to tie a sphere moving at a leynolds numbher low enoigh fo r Stokes ILaw to apply. inder these
conditions

C, :3 II rid

where:

d particle diameter.
-~ viscosity of the ferrofluid.

By expressing the particle volume in terms of its diameter, the following expression can be
written:

( 0vt _ (.1 I1 r7dt 18 iTt b~)t ~ C; 11Id sq (A10)
v I1 d t

f3
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Ferrofluid 1224 has a viscosity of 0.035 poise, and titanium has a density of 4.5 gm/cim'. For
a value of t = 0.56 sec, the condition Ct! <-1 i; satisfied it' the particle size is greater than
0.28 cm or approximately 0.1 in.

In the separation test program, the ferrofluid densit was 4.7 gm/cm or greater, so that a
residence time of 0.56 sec is the longest residence time considered. The various lots of' scrap
processed, with the exception of Lot 03. were all screened over a 1/8-in. screen to remove fines.
The pieces of titanium being treated are thus large enough to sat isf'v the condition Ct/v ' 1 even
though they are not spherical. There is less drag on a thin plate than on a sphere of equivalent
size. Thus, for Lot 03, the use of the previous equations to characterize transit lime may he
inaccurate due to the presence of roughly l); fines in the 4 1/-in. turnings.
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